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Foreword

4th Shaw-IAU Workshop on Astronomy for Education

What would you need to know to be able to strengthen the role of astronomy in schools? Youmight want to look at how curricula are created in the first place, and you will want to profitfrom the experiences of those who have already been successful in including astronomy in theircountries’ curricula. You would likely be interested in the various roles that astronomy can playin practice, in both primary and secondary schools. You might turn to astronomy educationresearch for answers to questions about what fosters student interest in the STEM subjectsscience, technology, engineering and mathematics — and since at least part of the answerappears to be that cutting-edge results, such as those involving black hole shadows or exoplanets,are of particular interest to numerous students, you might want to look into including thosetopics in school teaching. Last but not least, you might look for synergies between astronomyand raising awareness for one of the most pressing challenges of our time: climate change.
That, at least, were our assumptions when we considered which sessions to include in this year’sShaw-IAU Workshop, and from the feedback received so far, we seem to have hit the mark.The workshop itself was truly global, with 600 participants from more than 90 countries. Weparticularly salute those participants who had to make special efforts to attend, circumventingstate-imposed restrictions on international communication. With these proceedings, as wellas the videos and posters from the workshop that are available online, we make the variouscontributions available beyond the confines of the workshop itself.
Although the total count is only up to four, the Shaw-IAU Workshops have already becomesomething of an institution. Their genesis, of course, is directly linked to the InternationalAstronomical Union’s establishment of its Office of Astronomy for Education in late 2019, hostedat Haus der Astronomie and the Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg, Germany,and the evolution of the Shaw-IAU Workshops has paralleled the building of the OAE as a whole.The online format started out in 2020 as a pandemic necessity. But we soon realised that thekind of online meeting the Workshops provided was a highly accessible format that would allowus to make these workshops truly global, and to set the threshold for participation as low aspossible. We acknowledge that there still is a threshold – since internet access with sufficientbandwidth is required – and we will continue to look for ways of increasing accessibility evenfurther. Perhaps the hybrid format pioneered by the OAE Center China-Nanjing this year, whichcombined the virtual and international Shaw-IAUWorkshop with an in-person teacher workshop(as well as a nation-wide online workshop) is a model for the future?
On the part of the Office of Astronomy for Education, we hope that these proceedings will helpyou to make better and more effective use of astronomy in support of primary and secondaryschool education. It’s a big universe out there — let’s encourage students to explore it!

Markus PösselDirector, IAU Office of Astronomy for EducationHeidelberg, December 2022
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Astronomy in Schools:
HowDoYouGet Your Administration
and Your Ministry to Listen?

Session organisers: Tshiamiso Makwela (OAE Heidelberg), Markus Pössel (OAEHeidelberg), Li Jian (OAE Center China, Nanjing), Farseem Mohammedy (NAEC,Bangladesh), and Li Peng (OAE Center China, Nanjing)

SESSION OVERVIEW

One of the goals of the Office of Astronomy for Education (OAE) is to professionalise astronomyeducation for formal education in primary and secondary schools. The main challenge that isfaced in many parts of the world, is that astronomy is not included in the schools’ curriculum.Introducing astronomy in the curriculum means, planning and designing content, material, andactivities for that section. In this session, we will hear from astronomy professors, lecturers, andteachers who have had the experience of advocating for astronomy education in schools, withthe ministry of education.
In this session, the speakers have had the opportunity to advocate for the inclusion of astronomywithin their school curricula. An interesting aspect of this lies in the fact that the outreachinitiatives alone are not sufficient to make astronomy well-known to the general public. As such,the more practical way of improving astronomy literacy, is through entering astronomy in formalschool. Another interesting aspect, brought through by the invited speaker is that when theministries and governments are already open their ears to listen, collaboration can be fosteredto ensure the inclusion of astronomy within the curriculum.
The key aspects of advocacy include initiating, communicating, educating, and collaborating.Initiating means taking the first step, and in the context of astronomy, taking the first step inacknowledging the need for reform, access, and inclusion of astronomy in schools. Communi-cating, follows the initiation step, as it seeks to allow different stakeholders to engage with oneanother to identify key issues, problems, and solutions. Educating is closely linked to communi-cation, as it seeks to improve the knowledge of the people directly involved i.e., the teachers(internal - through teacher training pilots), and improve the knowledge of the administrationsand ministries (external). And finally, find ways to collaborate and bring the vision to fruition.These aspects we have clearly seen in the talks given in this session.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Embedding Modern Astrophysics Within the High School Physics
Curriculum in Scotland

Speaker: Martin Hendry, School of Physics and Astronomy, University ofGlasgow, United Kingdom
For more than a decade the national high school physics qualifica-tions in Scotland have included key units on astrophysics, quantumand particle physics, cosmology, and relativity. The focus of thesetopics has been not so much what scientists have learned, but howthey have done so – thus giving students (and teachers!) greaterinsight into general principles of scientific research, including criti-cal thinking and problem-solving skills. The focus on open-endedenquiry also aligned with the “Curriculum for Excellence”: thecomprehensive reform of Scottish education carried out acrossall subject areas. Here I reflect on the experience of re-vampingthe content and principles of high school physics education, in thecontext of the wider educational reform introduced in Scottishschools.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/DolQ7LoaCn8

In 2010 a new approach to primary and secondary education was introduced in schools through-out Scotland. Known as the “Curriculum for Excellence” (CfE), this initiative sought to achievea transformation in Scottish education by providing a coherent, more flexible and enrichedcurriculum for children aged 3 to 18. The CfE aims to help every learner develop knowledge,skills and attributes for learning, life and work, and its implementation has brought about somesignificant changes to the physics syllabus covered in the “Senior phase” of high school.
More than a decade later these changes generally appear to have bedded in well, and haveintroduced tens of thousands of high school students (and many teachers!) to some of the latestdevelopments and ideas in astrophysics, cosmology, particle physics, relativity, and quantumphysics. The new material has also been presented within the context of a more open-endedapproach to teaching CfE science that builds critical thinking, data analysis and other transferableskills; in this sense, the inclusion of more (astro)physics content has been important as much forwhat it conveys to students about how we have come to understand the cosmos, as it is about
what we have learned.
Key to the successful implementation of these exciting developments has been the teachersupport and infrastructure created and maintained by numerous stakeholders that includeEducation Scotland and the Scottish Qualifications Authority, the Institute of Physics in Scotland,
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the Scottish Schools Education Research Centre (SSERC), Scottish University departments ofPhysics and Astronomy and the Scottish University Physics Alliance.
The CfE Higher and Advanced Higher Physics Courses

While the CfE has sought to foster positive changes in the teaching of science at all levels, in thisshort report I will focus solely on the “Higher Physics” and “Advanced Higher Physics” coursestaught during the Senior Phase of High School (usually students’ fifth and sixth year of study).
The Higher Physics course comprises four teaching units, three of which have been significantlyupdated:

• In “Our Dynamic Universe” students are introduced to the basic concepts of specialrelativity (including time dilation and length contraction, deriving the relevant formulaefrom first principles), the Hubble expansion and evidence for the hot Big Bang (includingblack-body radiation and the cosmic microwave background radiation).
• In “Particles and Waves” students learn about qualitative features of the Standard Modelof particle physics, emphasising not just how far this theory has come but also where theremaining gaps in our understanding lie. Particles andWaves also introduces the key ideasof wave-particle duality, focusing on the photoelectric effect, the double slit experimentand its implications for a quantum description of reality.
• In the new “Researching Physics” unit students undertake a short piece of research ona topical subject of their choice. Popular subjects that schools have chosen include, forexample, exoplanets – where students learn about exoplanet detection methods and e.g.,analyse transit light curves, to test simple hypotheses.

The Advanced Higher Physics course also comprises four teaching units, with again three ofthem re-vamped to contain enhanced astrophysics / relativity / quantum physics content:
• In the new “RotationalMotion andAstrophysics” unit, students build upon special relativitycovered in the Higher Physics course and are introduced to the key ideas of generalrelativity via the Equivalence Principle, to a qualitative discussion of the geometry ofcurved spacetime and to simple calculations related the Schwarzschild radius and theevent horizon. This unit also includes a basic description of the lifecycles of stars and theHertzsprung-Russell diagram.
• In the re-vamped “Quanta and Waves” unit, more basic quantum physics is introduced -including the Bohr atom and the concept of the de Broglie wavelength – that significantlyextends the material covered in the Higher course.
• Finally, in the “Electricity and Magnetism” unit, students learn how the speed of lightconnects to the permittivity and permeability of the vacuum – together with the broadersignificance of James Clerk Maxwell’s unification of the electric and magnetic fields.
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Lessons learned from the Scottish experience

The inclusion of new astrophysics material has been generally popular with both studentsand teachers, but it has taken many teachers far from their comfort zone. Contributing tothis is the fact that there is not a rigidly defined syllabus for the Higher and Advanced Highercourses but instead a series of “Experiences and Outcomes” outlining the content that studentswould be expected to understand. However, this flexibility in the detail of how the coursesare taught in each school has resulted in an impressive degree of collegiality across schoolsand local education authorities. The Institute of Physics in Scotland has been a prime mover incollating and promoting these shared, teacher-led resources, and in moderating the Scottishphysics teachers’ online discussion forum, SPUTNIK, which many teachers use to discuss theastrophysics content and how best to teach it. These discussions have been particularly valuablearound how to prepare students for the open-ended questions that are now firmly part of thenational qualifications exam papers; the goal of these questions, to encourage students to “thinkmore like a physicist” rather than relying on rote learning, is a worthy one, but is challengingnonetheless. IOP Scotland and SSERC also provide hugely valuable teacher CPD opportunities,both in-person and online, and have helped to build confidence in higher-level experimentalskills such as dealing with errors and measurement uncertainties.
Overall, then, the success of the Scottish experience should give confidence to other countriesor regions seeking to convince their education authorities to include more astrophysics content.Key factors that can contribute to making a strong case would appear to include:

• the political and economic demands for more STEM engagement, to address possiblysignificant future employment gaps and shortfalls;
• exploiting the proven popularity of astronomy amongst students, and the way in which itcan build broader STEM skills that will be needed to plug these gaps and shortfalls;
• the importance of providing effective teacher support, through partnerships betweenuniversities, professional bodies and other stakeholders.
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Promoting Astronomy Education in Schools: 20 years’ Practice in
China

Speaker: Jin Zhu, Beijing Planetarium, China
Shortly after I came to Beijing Planetarium as its curator in 2002from National Astronomical Observatories, I realised that the1 million visits every year to the Planetarium is far beyond sufficientcomparing to the 20+ million population even in the city itself. It isobvious that making astronomy one of the courses within normalschool curriculum like language and math would be a fundamentalsolution to have everyone enjoy the wonder and beauty ofastronomy and universe. With support from the PopularisationWorking Committee of the Chinese Astronomical Society andother organisations, we made different efforts with national orlocal projects and activities, as well as contacting administrationsat different levels. Some results and lessons from the 20 years’practice are summarised.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1nlN3_bD8U8

Twenty years ago, in Sept. 2002, I came to the Beijing Planetarium (BJP) from the NationalAstronomical Observatories, Chinese Academy of Science, and became the new curator of BJP.The planetarium was built in 1957 and was making the upgrade with a new building at that time.In Dec. 2004, the new building was completed and the planetarium was reopened to public.Visitors to BJP grew to more than 1 million visits (which was a sum for visitors to exhibit areaonly and to each of the 4 different theatres) during the next year, which was an obvious increasecompared with previous years. However, I realised that such a number was still very limitedcompared to the more than 20 million population of the city. It will take more that 20 years tohave every person in the city visit the planetarium once in their life time, considering the newlyborn children and large percentage of visitors from the whole country.
I realised that only a large and modern planetarium was not sufficient to make astronomywell-known to the public. The more fundamental way to solve the problem should be to haveastronomy included in the formal school educational system as a course, similar to mathematicsand languages. As the director of the Popularisation Working Committee of the Chinese As-tronomy Society (PWC/CAS), which is usually the same person as the BJP curator, I made thestatement to promote astronomy education in elementary and middle schools, and hoped thatastronomy could be a part of the normal school curriculum before my retirement.
Some steps towards the goal were performed at the BJP during 2002/2003, including setting-upthe Chinese National Astronomy Olympiad, adding more content on astronomy education inour Amateur Astronomer magazine, and starting an astronomy class (with teachers from theBJP) for the first year students of the Huangsongyu middle school located in a suburban areawith quite good night-sky observing conditions.
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Before 2000, all elementary schools and middle schools in China had the same curriculum withsame teaching program and textbook. In June 1999 and June 2001, reformation of the nationaleducation system had started and the management of 3 levels of curriculum with national,regional, and school-based curriculum was implemented, which made it possible for astronomyto be selected as a school-based curriculum.
Starting from 2007, some elementary schools and middle schools in Beijing and Tianjin startedtheir school-based astronomy curriculum. Every student had an astronomy course at least in onegrade with 2 class hours per week, some even had astronomy courses in three or five grades. BJPand PWC/CAS started nation-wide teacher training programs together with other organisationslike the Tianjin Science and Technology museum and the Astronomy department of the BeijingNormal University.
In Dec. 2011, I visited Nepal as part of the IAU Commission 46 (Astronomy Education andDevelopment) Program Group for the World-wide Development of Astronomy (PGWWDA). Igave a lecture at the university there, and visited the Minister of Nepal Ministry of Education,Science and Technology to advocate for the importance of astronomy for education and socialdevelopment. Based on my understanding about the importance of astronomy on education, Iwrote a letter to the Minister of Chinese Ministry of Education suggesting to introduce astron-omy in normal school curriculum just like mathematics, physics, chemistry, and other naturalsciences.
In June 2014, BJP hosted the 22nd International Planetarium Society (IPS) Conference underthe theme of “Educating for the Future”, focusing on the significant role of planetariums infuture astronomy education. In Sept. 2014, Delingha Planetarium in the Haixi State of QinghaiProvince was opened to the public. Delingha is the place where the 13.7-m Millimetre-waveRadio Telescope of the PurpleMountain Observatory is located. I visited Delingha (the capital cityof Haixi State) with some BJP colleagues to talk to the leaders from the City and State Bureausof Education on including astronomy courses for all Grade 7 students in the city distributed in 16classes within 5 middle schools, with 16 90-minutes class hours each semester for every student.We helped with educational programs and the students were brought to the Planetarium fortheir astronomy classes.
The most successful astronomy education program in China should be the one in the Pingtangcounty of the Qiannan Buyi and Miao Autonomous Prefecture, Guizhou Province, where thefive-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical Radio Telescope (FAST) locates. FAST started its com-missioning on Sept. 2016. During the visit to BJP by the vice-governor of Guizhou Province inMay 2017, I proposed that astronomy education in school curriculum is very important for everyinhabitant considering the huge number of visitors at FAST. It was decided that astronomy willbe a school-based curriculum for 30+ elementary and middle schools in the county from thenew semester starting in Sept. 2017, and I came to Pingtang with experts from BJP and TianjinScience and Technology Museum for teacher training courses in August. By Sept. 2020, all 82elementary and middle schools in Pingtang County had astronomy courses in the curriculum,with a total of 36086 students and 26893 families involved.
The establishment of IAU OAE Center China at the BJP is now starting a new era of astronomyeducation in China.
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From 20 years’ practice of promoting astronomy education in schools, some experiences andlessons could be learned. The understanding from school masters and higher level authoritiesis important, and it is always necessary for astronomy outreach and communication with allefforts. Teacher training plays an important role in astronomy education, and local astronomyteachers in schools are more important than outside experts for a successful and sustainableprogram. Astronomy education in schools around some astronomical facilities might be easierto start, as well as at locations of planetariums or science museums/centers. Organisationslike PWC/CAS or BJP could play an important role in this field. A systematic evaluation for thecurrent programs may be needed for further investigation and improvement.

The New Astronomy Curriculum Pilot Program in Turkey

Speaker: Aysegul F. Teker Yelkenci, Department of Physics, Istanbul KulturUniversity, Turkey
A new astronomy curriculum study for secondary schools by theMinistry of Education in cooperation with TÜBİTAK (the Scientificand Technological Research Council of Turkey) is in preliminaryprogress since 2021. Three extended astronomy and astrophysicscourses have been proposed for secondary education in sciencehigh schools in Turkey. One these courses has been approved forthe pilot program to be applied in TÜBİTAK Science high school.Detailed teaching program of the “Astronomy and Universe”mandatory course is designed in cooperation with astronomers,physics teachers, course development and design experts, andevaluation and assessment experts. A group of astronomers andphysics teachers are now working on the textbooks for the newpilot program starting in 2023.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/42IiVzBP8YU

In this contribution, curriculum development studies to achieve effective science teaching atthe secondary level are examined. The analysis results revealed that 60% of the teachers didnot find the current classical science curriculum to meet the needs of science teaching [1, 2].The recent studies show that the information, media, and technology skill areas were the mostinvolved in the 2018 curriculum, which is the latest version [3]. A new curriculum study forsecondary schools is initiated by the Ministry of Education in cooperation with TÜBİTAK (theScientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey) in November 2021.
TÜBİTAK science high school was chosen for the trial studies of the modern science teachingprograms developed. TÜBİTAK science high school only accepts students from first 1% of the highschool entrance exam and was established by the Scientific and Technological Research Council
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of Turkey – TÜBİTAK itself in 2021. The new pilot program aims to improve the science highschool curricula by developing the mandatory and selective course programs. Evaluation studieswere carried out for many new courses such as “Astronomy and the Universe”, “InnovationOriented Project Design”, “Financial Mathematics”, “Human-Machine Interaction”, “Epidemi-ology”, “Polymer Chemistry”, “Future Energy Systems”, “Data Analysis”, “Artificial IntelligenceApplications”, and “Ecology”.
The science high school curriculum development workshop was held in Antalya between 8-12March 2022, within the scope of the cooperation between the Ministry of National EducationGeneral Directorate of Secondary Education and TÜBİTAK. With the participation of the head ofCurriculum and Textbooks department, head of TÜBİTAK, expert academics and teachers in theworkshop, development studies were carried out to ensure that the subject-acquisition-skillrelationship in the related course contents of science high school is reflected effectively in thelearning-teaching process.
In secondary education in Turkey, astronomy is covered in physics courses but it is also offeredas a selective course in grades 9 and 10 [4]. Three new extended astronomy and astrophysicscourses have been proposed for secondary education in science high schools in Turkey in 2021.One of these courses have been approved for the pilot program to be applied in TÜBİTAK sciencehigh school. Detailed teaching program of the “Astronomy and the Universe” mandatory coursehas been designed in cooperation with astronomers, physics teachers, course development anddesign experts, evaluation and assessment specialists.
A group of astronomers and physics teachers are presently working on the textbooks for thenew pilot program to start in 2023.
References:
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Astronomy Education in the Curriculum and Schools of Iran

Speaker: Maryam Papari, Ministry of education, Iran
Astronomy education is one of the favourite activities of Iranianstudents and teachers and in recent years we have seen a growthin the number of schools focusing on astronomy education.Mehr Observatory, as the center of astronomy education in theMinistry of Education of Iran, has prepared plans and programsin order to develop astronomical activities in schools and hasimplemented it in collaboration with the education departments.Astronomy education in Iran increases the academic level ofstudents and also leads to the realisation of goals such assustainable development, environmental protection, and theadvancement of women and girls. In this contribution, we examinethe official education and the role of the department of educationand its support for including astronomy in Iranian school curriculum.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/YsTK6QFxyok

Mehr Observatory is an astronomy training centre for teachers and students, belonging to theMinistry of Education, located in Bushehr province in the south of Iran. In the education systemof Iran, in every city, in addition to the school, there is a student research centre, which aremostly laboratories, and the only student research centre that is an observatory in Iran is theMehr Research Centre.
First, I would like to mention the role of astronomy in Iran’s curriculum and textbooks. Despitethe interest of many students in astronomy, no specialised astronomy course is taught in Iranianschools, and astronomy lessons are only introduced in the fourth, sixth, eighth and ninthgrades. This is useful, but these lessons alone cannot satisfy the curiosity and answer students’questions.
According to the interest of our students and after assessing the needs and consulting withIranian research institutes and educational institutions, with teachers who taught topics such associal sciences, psychology, art, history, literature, etc. and at the same time were also active inthe field of astronomy, we held a meeting and searched for ways to increase the capacities ofthe curriculum in line with the development of astronomy in the country’s schools.
Then, considering UNESCO’s 2030 document and plan’s strategy, we came to the conclusionthat each of these disciplines can have a strong potential to attract students to astronomy andfamiliarise them with this science. So, in this way, we formulated plans for implementation todeliver to the General Administration, which after review, we can implement in schools, whichis discussed in detail below.
Since the plans and activities that were prepared were not in the curriculum, we decided toorganise meetings with the heads and vice-presidents of the education departments and then
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present and justify the plans. In the meetings, we explained the programs and since our focuswas on teachers and students, fortunately, it was approved by the authorities and they decidedto support the implementation of the programs.
To prove the effectiveness of the plans, we implemented them several times, such as explorers’festival, in-service courses for teachers, camping, etc.; then we presented successful examplesto the education authorities, which were effective in accepting the plan.
During festivals, workshops and events, we used to invite the Education Department andauthorities to visit the program. Every time the officials saw the students’ interest in the skyand astronomy in the festivals and programs they decided to develop the activities and help thestudent’s progress in astronomy.
We hope that all students who are interested in astronomy will have the opportunity to studythe sky and we will not hesitate to make any effort.

Astronomy as a Tool to Improve High School Scientific Education
in Peru

Speaker: Gabriela Calistro Rivera, European Space Observatory, Germany
Collaborators: Diego Alvarado Urrunaga (UNI), Daniella Bardalez Gagliuffi (Armherst Univer-sity), Pamela Flores (LMU), Lisseth Gonzales Quevedo (UNMSM), Daniel Kleffman, Erick Meza(Comisión Nacional de Investigación y Desarrollo Aeroespacial del Perú - CONIDA), VanessaNavarrete (UNMSM), ADita Quispe Quispe (IGP), José Ricra (AFARI), Bruno Rodríguez Marquina(Bonn University), Erika Torre Ramirez (UNI), Anthony Esteban Figueroa Quiñones (UNI), SoniaDiana Quispe Mamani (UNSA), and Lilian Fiorella Mucha Huaire (UC).
In this contribution, I presented the CosmoAmautas project.‘Amauta’ means ‘teacher’ or ‘knowledgeable person’ in Quechua,the most widely spoken indigenous language in Peru. Cos-moAmautas was developed with the vision to contribute toa stronger and more equitable scientific education in Peru,focusing on the most vulnerable socio-economic sectors that arecommonly distributed in rural regions away from the capital cityof Lima. CosmoAmautas is an initiative of early-career Peruvianastronomers working abroad together with astronomers with affilia-tions spanningmost local institutions involved in astronomy in Peru.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1YmxhS51m2Y
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Figure 1: Examples of the inquiry-based learning activities done with the teachers as part of thevirtual training.
Two aspects were essential in defining the CosmoAmautas educational strategy: multiplicityand self-sustainability. Therefore the core of the program are the teacher training programs,which have taken place two years in a row now, in a virtual format in six all-day sessions in 2021and 2022. Combining the two sessions, 120 teachers from rural high schools were selected toparticipate in the training. We paid particular attention to gender balance and cultural and ethnicdiversity in the selection of the participants, with 35% of the teachers identifying indigenouslanguages as their mother tongue. The teachers were selected to be representatives of 13regions out of the 24 Peruvian regions. Through their teachers, we estimate that this initiativehas reached more than 7000 high school students.
The teacher training: The six sessions were divided into different topics across all cosmic scales,including: the Earth–Sun–Moon system, Solar System, stars, exoplanets, galaxies and cosmology.Each session (six hours) was divided into two main parts. The first half consisted of hands-oninquiry-based learning activities in which the teachers explored the topic in small groups with thesupport of an instructor, approaching one specific question, hypothesising the answer, testingthese hypotheses through experimentation, and finally presenting their conclusions. Theseactivities included the measurement of the Earth’s diameter, the comparison of Solar Systemscales using rice grains, the exploration of stellar parameters using a home-made spectrograph,the simulated search for exoplanets from real data, the measurement of our Galaxy’s rotationusing GAIA data, and the reconstruction of cosmic history using the Hubble Ultra-Deep Fieldimage. The second half of the day consisted of interactive lectures on astrophysics, scienceeducation and pedagogy, gender balance, local ancestral astronomy, and climate change.
The virtual education system imposed by the COVID19 pandemic also revealed new necessitiesfrom the teachers in terms of virtual teaching strategies, which prompted us to redesign ourhands-on inquiry learning methodology for achieving the same impact in a virtual context. Thischange motivated the introduction of smaller groups of teachers using breakout rooms, andwe developed inexpensive and innovative digital educational tools, such as astronomy-focusededucational video games tailored to complement our activities (available in Spanish on our
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Figure 2: Teachers from different regions measuring the diameter of the Earth using the shadowof a gnome.
webpage: www.cosmoamautas.org
In order to ensure the equitable participation and engagement of teachers, we designed andshipped educational boxes across the country with all required materials to be used for theinquiry-learning activities. Thematerials included a text and activity book, which our teamwroteto respond to a lack of accessible yet up-to-date astronomy content in Spanish at an advancedhigh school level. The CosmoAmautas book (160 pages, https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.119
45) is a unique open-access resource for teachers who want to integrate astrophysics in theirclasses, combining the theoretical framework with our hands-on inquiry-learning activities.
Astroclubs: The most direct evidence of the impact of the program is the implementation ofafter-school astronomy clubs, ‘AstroClubs’, which began to take shape out of the teachers’ owndrive, even before the workshop sessions had culminated. From the two years of the program,more than 400motivated students from rural high schools, aged 10 to 16, are currently exploringastrophysics topics through inquiry-based activities together with their teachers. To supporttheir enthusiasm, CosmoAmautas has equipped each one of these AstroClubs with a telescopeand ‘rural’ sky observation kits for all, which consist of planispheres and compasses to locateplanets and constellations with the naked eye, without the need for a cell phone or othertechnologies.
Early indications of positive impact have been already observed, with Astroclubs organisinginter-regional measurements of Earth’s diameter and presenting in national conferences (ECI2023), and participating in international measurements of Earth’s diameter. Over the next fewyears CosmoAmautas aims to offer the teacher training workshop and to open new AstroClubsin more regions in Peru, setting a precedent for other countries with limited scientific infrastruc-ture. In the long term we aspire to promote and decentralise the technological and scientificdevelopment of the country.
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Astronomy Education for all High School Students – Challenges
for the Future

Speaker: Hidehiko Agata, National Astronomical Observatory of Japan, Japan
In this contribution, examples of efforts in Japan are presented.We also call for an international survey. In Japan, the high schoolcurriculum national guidelines that came into effect this year stillrequire students to choose from physics, chemistry, biology, andgeology (including a little astronomy) as in the past. Currently, onlyabout 30% of Japanese high school students study astronomy.However, in order to solve various problems facing modernsociety, such as responding to the 3Ss (Socity5.0, SDGs, andSTEAM), science, technology, and innovation, maintaining theglobal environment, and coping with natural disasters. A shortquestionnaire form regarding high school science curricula indifferent countries is made available.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/ZjyjLxMsgIE

How are countries trying to implement “Big Ideas in Astronomy” into school education in thefuture? “The Astronomy Literacy Goals” is a project by Leiden University (the Netherlands) andInstitute of Astrophysics and Space Sciences (Portugal) in the framework of the IAU CommissionC1: Working Group on Literacy and Curriculum Development. They published the “Big Ideas inAstronomy” first version in 2020. “Big Ideas in Astronomy” is now a project of the IAU Office ofAstronomy for Education (OAE).
In Japan, the high school curriculum national guidelines that came into effect this year stillrequire students to choose from physics, chemistry, biology, and geology (including a very littleastronomy) as in the past. Currently, only about 30% of Japanese high school students studya small part of astronomy. However, to solve various problems facing modern society, suchas responding to the 3Ss (Socity5.0, SDGs, and STEAM), science, technology, and innovation,maintaining the global environment, and coping with natural disasters, it is not enough to takeonly some of the subjects that are separated.
With an aim to include in the government curriculum guideline, we attempt to design newcurriculum of science education in Japanese high school that smoothly connect from junior highschool. Social problems that we face today require interdisciplinary scientific comprehensionto be addressed while students learn each science subject independently. Considering thepurpose of science education and its role in society, we reconsider compulsory subject forscience education that should be comprehensive and foundational to nurture problem solvingskills. This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 22H01071 from 2022 to 2025 andwe present our overall plan here.
We started a discussion on the curriculum guideline for the 2030s based on “Recommendations- The Ideal Science Education at High School” from the Science Council of Japan in 2016. Outline
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Figure 1: The Concept of “Foundational Science”

Figure 2: Schedule from FY2022 to FY2025

of the recommendations in 2016 are (I) Science education in high school should be reassessedto nurture problem solving skills under the comprehension of meaning of science and its rolein society. Considering current social problems that require integration of knowledge andcompetency to deal with, content-based learning is not enough to tackle with social problemsto be faced in the future. More specifically, the current 4 basic subjects in science should bereorganised into compulsory “Foundational Science*” (*tentative name, Fig. 1). (II) In order tocultivate science literacy for all students in high school, regardless of their choices of the course,8 units, 6 units at least, should be allocated to “Foundational Science”. In addition, to makeit feasible, the system of training teachers to enable them to teach any subjects in science ingeneral and the university entrance examination system that requires “Foundational Science”are also needed. But, unfortunately, the concept of the recommendations was not adopted inthe government curriculum guideline applied from FY2022.
Therefore, a curriculum studywas initiated as a voluntary research group. The research approachtaken by our research group is as follows (Fig. 2). In 2022: clarify the issues of science educationcurriculum in high school on nurturing problem-solving skills under each sub-committee, fo-cusing on current social problems that require integration of knowledge and competency totackle with. In 2023-2024: design new plans for science education curriculum and execute trialclasses and its evaluation. In 2025: summarise our study and recommendations to the councilof Central Board of Education aligning the timeline of revision of the government curriculumguideline. Present our recommendations also to the public to spark an interest and account forthe public opinion.
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It is my personal view, as the principal research investigator, that I would like to install the lastchapter of the “Big Ideas in Astronomy”, i.e., the importance of globalism and universalism. Itwill help students understand the significance of learning science.
Finally, wewould like to ask for a favour fromyou all. Wewould like to hear about interdisciplinaryhigh school science education in your country. Social problems that we face today requireinterdisciplinary scientific comprehension to be addressed while students learn science subjectseparately, physics, chemistry, biology, and earth science, in Japanese high school sciencecurriculum (age: 15 to 18). Considering the purpose of science education and its role in society,we are now discussing a compulsory subject for high school science education. We wouldbe grateful if you would kindly inform us of science education system in your country for thecomparison study. Please scan this QR code to answer a short questionnaire.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Governments, administrations, and ministries of different countries have different educationalpolicies that include their own goals and aims. However, none of them want to be recordedas “last” or “bad” in the grand scheme of things in the world, for example, being recorded aslast in mathematics and English scores. Media reports on education have had an impact on thedecisions that governments have to make when such critics come out. This usually gets thegovernments, administrations, and ministries of education attention, making them listen topeople working in formal education (teachers, experts). When it comes to science, especiallyastronomy, this applies too, where we see the ministries gain interest based on the critics andpopularisation of science in the media.
In this session, we discussed the role of administrations in formal education, where it is notalways easy to implement a new curriculum especially when the administrations are not inter-ested or detached from the everyday classroom practices. From the discussion, it is clear thatteachers are the main initiators of change and reform of the curriculum. The experience thatthe teachers have of the content knowledge, knowledge of their learners, and pedagogy, makesthem experts in the classroom. Therefore the ministries and administrations should be listeningto what they have to say. The teachers know what works in terms of pedagogy, when theycollaborate with experts such as astronomers, their whole package of teaching and learningimproves. However, without the other, it poses a challenge, in which context may exist but it isnot well taught.
This is the reason why teacher training programs are important, as these enable the teacher togain content knowledge as well as pedagogical knowledge, together with their own knowledge oftheir students. Teacher training also gives teachers the confidence to use the available resourcesin their classrooms. Teacher training also strengthens teachers’ collaborations, where teachersare aware that there is available support and that they are not alone.
When ministries, administrations, and governments, see the impact that these teacher traininghave in education, they are more likely to start investing in them and thus supporting the vision.This is rather a difficult thing to do, but the key is for teachers “not to give up”, and to keepchallenging the system. It is also important to keep in mind that education is also politicallydriven, as such the administrations can make decisions based on the current political state. Thisis why it is important to always show the connections that science and astronomy have to thecurrent situations of the world.
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How to Develop
an Astronomy Curriculum

Session organisers: Tshiamiso Makwela (OAE Heidelberg), Markus Pössel (OAEHeidelberg), Li Jian (OAE Center China, Nanjing), Farseem Mohammedy (NAEC,Bangladesh), and Li Peng (OAE Center China, Nanjing)

SESSION OVERVIEW

In this session, we will hear from astronomers, lecturers, and teachers on their experiences andwork in developing an astronomy curriculum in their own country. In most parts of the world,astronomy is not included as a subject of its own in primary and secondary schools, it is eithera part of other subjects such as physics, geography, or natural sciences. Astronomy continuesto be a growing field of study that captures students’ interests from an early age, as such, thedevelopment of an astronomy curriculum is important to equip learners with knowledge andskills that would improve their scientific literacy.
Our speakers come from different parts of the world, with diverse backgrounds and experiences,their passion for education and science, has seen them develop astronomy curricula in theirspecific locations. For teachers, developing the curriculum aims at improving students’ knowl-edge and for these young students to use the skills that they gain in STEAM fields to becomesuccessful later in life, as they do not only route learn the theory but apply them in the future.Meanwhile, for astronomers and practitioners, being part of the development of the curriculumaims to ensure the transfer of content knowledge, teaching materials, and accuracy of scientificevents.
For most parts, the development of the astronomy curriculum is done through a collaborationwith a teacher, an astronomer/scientist, and a practitioner (a person who works in astronomyeither as a communicator, curator, or amateur astronomer). This collaboration covers the basicsof what is needed such as the education goals from the education standards, the layout ofconcepts as it is done in textbooks as well as ‘the know how to’ teach.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

“Starting the Adventure of Learning About the Universe” a New
Astronomy Curriculum for Primary level in Romania Aimed at

Developing Integrated STEAM Skills

Speakers: Elisabeta Ana Naghi, ESERO, Romanian National Committee forAstronomy and Felicia Elena Calmuc, English teacher, Romania
The reconfiguration of the learning landscape, where the classroommust become the centre of innovation, the personal needs ofstudents must be prioritised, technology must play a fundamentalrole, and where students must be challenged to create thefuture is imperative for 21st century education. “Starting theadventure of learning about the universe” is a new optional schoolsubject for the primary level in Romania, it is part of the nationalcurriculum and its main aim is to develop STEAM competencesthrough integrated, inter- and trans-disciplinary approaches, keycompetences, as well as transversal competences. The learningactivities are structured by taking into account 3 main topics:exploring the Solar System, travelling to and travellers in OuterSpace and jobs of the future.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/nwEDbndqFsA

“Starting the adventure of learning about the universe” is an astronomy curriculum at schooldecision (for school subjects which are not part of the obligatory curriculum, but can be taughtin schools if approved by the Ministry of Education) designed for primary level students fromRomania (6 to 10-11 years old) that has been recently approved by the Romanian Ministry ofEducation. Therefore, all primary level teachers will have the possibility of implementing it inthe classroom in the near future or can select contents to be used for school disciplines that arepart of the national curriculum during the present school year. In Romania, the primary levelcovers 5 years for students aged 6-11 – preparatory grade, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th grades.
The process of creating this curriculum based on astronomy and space science concepts startedfrom the idea that the 21st century school has to be more like an “Innovation center” aimedat developing new integrated STEAM skills necessary for young students to become successfulteenagers and, later on, adults. In aworldwhere nothing is possiblewithout technology anymore,students should be offered a proper educational context that enables them not only tomemorisethe past, but also create the future.
From the very beginning, it was obvious that the creation of this astronomy curriculum had toinvolve specialists to cover two main areas: the scientific part, coordinated by the Romanian
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NAEC, Elisabeta Ana Naghi and the teaching part, coordinated by a primary teacher, MariaBorsan. It is important to mention that the working group members had previously involvedtheir students in other common astronomy projects, such as “Women in Space” by the IAUor “World Space Week”. That is why the team cohesion was not a problem, as its membersknew each other and had already identified common educational issues that were to be solvedby this new curriculum. Finally, six primary level and three secondary level teachers formedthe working group to cover the two parts mentioned above: the scientific notions (secondarylevel teachers) and the teaching strategies, techniques and methods (primary level teachers).The number of teachers involved is not random, as the final form of the curriculum containsthree main topics or chapters, each one developed by two primary teachers and one secondaryteacher, namely Exploring the Solar System, Voyages and Voyagers in the Cosmic Space and Jobs
of the Future.
Each of these three main chapters contain teaching activities based on concepts that aim atdeveloping one general skill/chapter with three subsequent sets of specific skills for each generalskill. All these skills are in accordance with the two school levels of the primary students, namelypreparatory grade, 1st and 2nd grades (level of acquisitions) and 3rd and 4th grades (level ofdevelopment and applications). The activities are designed to respect the principle of continuityand development within each school level, as well as from one level to another.
The educational resources, as well as the teaching strategies, techniques and methods werechosen with a view to making the study of astronomy and space sciences both attractive anduseful for the young learners who represent the target group of this curriculum. Moreover, inthe context of a society requiring integrated skills, the activities were also conceived by takinginto account the modern concept of STEAM teaching and learning.
The working group also considered that STEAM activities are very appropriate for this curriculum,as there are two main options for its implementation. In the Romanian educational system,apart the main curriculum which is mandatory, schools can implement other approved curriculafor a certain number of classes/week, depending on the grade and the school level. As thisastronomy curriculum is approved by the Ministry of Education, it can be implemented byany school from Romania at primary level, as a distinct school subject for two years (one yearfor each school level already mentioned). However, there is also another possibility, namelysome activities can be implemented during the classes of the mandatory school subjects forprimary level (Math, Arts, Sciences, English, so on and so forth), depending on the educationalneeds each primary teacher identifies for their students. We consider this aspect to be a realadvantage for its implementation, which is, in fact, the most important issue when it comes tosuch curricula.
Nowadays, it is very important for young learners to get familiar with new educational contextsthat show them both the opportunities and the limitations of science. Therefore, they will betterunderstand the world around them and later on, due to this understanding, they will be able todeal with new challenges related to finding solutions to the problems of the society they livein. These are the kind of citizens we hope our children will become one day, namely citizensprepared for the future.
Taking into account the latest discoveries in the field of space travelling, it is obvious that humansociety will become interplanetary at some point, in a not very far future. In this context, our
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curriculum also provides educational resources developed by the European Bureau of Resourcesfor Space Education (ESERO) of the Romanian Space Agency (ROSA) based on a protocol betweenROSA and the Romanian Ministry of Education designed to support astronomy education in ourcountry.
Primary teachers who are willing to implement this curriculum will also have the opportunity totake part in training courses officially organised all over the country. At present, the RomanianNAEC is creating a database with trainers who can provide these courses. Afterwards, primaryteachers will get the necessary information from the local school inspectorates to attend them.Our children will have the opportunity to explore the space themselves, it is a certainty. Ourduty as teachers is to prepare them for this future and we hope this astronomy curriculum forprimary level represents “Starting the adventure of learning about the universe”.

Primary School Astronomy Lessons – 10 Fun and Effective
Strategies

Speaker: Zhu Geya, Astronomy teacher at Zhongguancun No. 2 Primary School,Haidian District, Beijing, China

Primary school astronomy education is different from thesystematic astronomy curriculum in secondary schools anduniversities. The astronomy knowledge itself is not necessarilythe most important focus in the class, and the teaching methodsand skills often account for a large proportion. In addition,the main goal of primary school astronomy education shouldbe stimulating students’ interest, and help children form thehabit of “looking up at the sky”. This report summarises theauthor’s nearly 20 years experiences in primary school teach-ing into 10 effective teaching strategies thatmay inspire the readers.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/eBKZkw25OPM

This summary describes how to offer interest-oriented astronomy courses in Primary K3. Com-bined with nearly 20 years of teaching practice, 10 interesting and effective activity strategieshave been developed to mobilise children’s imagination in the classroom, spark their curiosityabout the universe, and stimulate their curiosity for knowledge. For example, ask children togive themselves “astronomical names” and ask them to remember difficult astronomical terms;By issuing “Galaxy Coins”, children can collect “astronomical coins” with astronomical picturesprinted on them, and exchange them for astronomy books, movie tickets, game opportunities,etc. In some courses, we guide students to make “Secret Files of Mars”, “Gas Mask of Venus”,
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“Model of the Sun Structure”, and also design games such as “Celestial Collision” and “Little KingTournament”, and even use stage plays in astronomy teaching. We found that in the design ofthe primary school astronomy curriculum, through a variety of interesting teachingmethods, it ismore important to guide children to play and love astronomy than just to impart knowledge.
10 Effective Strategy Activities:

Strategy 1: Carefully design and build astronomy classrooms
Strategy 2: Give each person an astronomical name
Strategy 3: Develop "Galaxy Coin" in class
Strategy 4: Design "Astro Game"
Strategy 5: Carry out a variety of hands-on activities
Strategy 6: Combine mythology, starry sky software, and develop constellation seals to explainthe four seasons of the starry sky
Strategy 7: Develop starry sky stage plays
Strategy 8: Invite astronomy lecturers into astronomy classes
Strategy 9: Introduce remote observatory technology into the classroom and enrich classroomteaching
Strategy 10: Extend the astronomy classroom to the outdoors – to use bigger space
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New Space Education

Speaker: Ayelet Weizman, Kibbutzim College of Education, Technology and theArts, Israel
The “New-Space” era provides many opportunities for wideningthe meaning of astronomy education. In this contribution, myperspective and experience as a Space Educator are described,and some examples, from a M.Ed. in EdTech track centered onInnovation and Space Education, located in a College for Educationin Israel are presented. The participants in this track are mainlyK-12 teachers in various subject matters. Our vision is that spacecan be used as a context, inspiration, and example for teaching anysubject matter, for the integration of innovative technologies inteaching, and for teaching 21st Century skills, like problem solving,collaborative-learning, critical thinking and agility. I have discussedsome students’ action-research examples of learning-units thatthey developed for their own students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/R4tAiQV3mlI

The “New-Space” era provides many opportunities for widening the meaning of astronomyeducation. It is no longer restricted for outstanding individuals but becomes relevant for awider audience. The “players” in the space sector are no longer superpowers, but also privatecompanies, associations, and entrepreneurs. The people who get to experience a space journeyare not only professional astronauts, but also ordinary people, space-tourists, with varied ages,professions, ethnicities. When teaching and learning about space, we should add many aspectsthat were not emphasised before, like Space-Entrepreneurship, Space-Design, Space-Laws,Space-Psychology, and Space Tourism. Therefore, I suggest replacing the term “AstronomyEducation” with “Space Education”, conveying the message that space is related to everyone,and anyone can be part of it.
In terms of curriculum design, I see Space Education as a spiral cross-curricular topic, intertwinedwith technology. The goal of the educational system is to prepare students to cope with futurechallenges. Space can be seen as a context for such challenges, and as the source of manyexamples of how to use technology to overcome challenges.
Many countries have adopted the concepts of Computational Thinking together with DigitalLiteracy as part of their curriculum. In my view space can serve as the perfect context forteaching these concepts. In addition, Space Missions provide wonderful examples for engagingin constructivist-based pedagogies, like PBL (Problem- or Project- Based Learning), IBL (InquiryBased Learning), DBL (Design Based Learning) etc.
This approach is applied at Kibbutzim College of Education in Israel, as the rationale for a M.Ed.in EdTech two-years track called “Innovation, Space and Robotics". The participants in this trackare mainly K-12 teachers and informal educators, graduated in various disciplines, and teaching
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Elementary School
Grade Topic Skills Technology
K-2 Basic space concepts ReadingDigital Literacy Digital games
4-5 The Solar System Problem Solving,Computational Thinking Robots (Thymio)
5-6 Earth & Planetary Surface formations Problem Solving,Computational Thinking Robots (EV3)

Middle School
Grade Topic Skills TechnologyInquiry skills SensorsTeamwork Robots6-8 Analog Space Inquiry interdisciplinarytopics in 3 main aspects:Environmental, Human, Technology Problem Solving

various grade levels. Our vision is that Space can be used as a context, inspiration, and examplefor teaching any subject matter, for the integration of innovative technologies in teaching, andfor teaching 21st Century skills, like problem solving, collaborative-learning, critical thinking, andagility.
For their final project, students in this track engage in action research to study an educationalproblem from their own experience. The studies are related to either space, robotics, or otheraspects of innovative technology in education.
As a result of two years of studies, a partial outline for a New-Space Curriculum shown in Table 1has emerged.
Some findings from students’ action research:

• Young students can understand concepts about motions in the Sun-Earth-Moon system.
• 5th grade students’ engagement and motivation in learning increased through participa-tion in a unit based on space & robots.
• Teachers who had no background in space and computing designed effective units afterstudying computational thinking in space contexts.

Conclusions: “New Space” brings new challenges and opportunities that require a new approachto curriculumdevelopment. I suggest including space as a context intertwinedwith technology asa cross-curricular topic. Our students’ action research studies indicate that through applicationof innovative pedagogical approaches (like PBL, DBL, IBL etc.) students will develop competencesand skills to cope with future challenges.
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The Role of OAE Center Egypt in Astronomy Education and
Developing Curricula for the Pre-University

Speaker: Somaya Saad, National Research Institute of Astronomy andGeophysics, Egypt
The education of astronomy in the pre-university levels representsone of the most important challenges in our societies whereastronomy has not been linked with basic sciences as requiredor appropriately. By evaluating the curricula of astronomy inpre-university levels, we found a large gap between these curriculaand scientific facts and recent discoveries about the universe. Withthe beginning of work at the Astronomy Teaching Center in Egyptand Arabic-speaking countries the work has been done to evaluatescience curricula for early stages of education, the missing topicswere collected and work in parallel to provide complementaryscientific materials.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Nb9tEgu9isA

The OAE Center in Egypt hosted at the National Research Institute of Astronomy and GeophysicsNRIAG, Helwan, Cairo Egypt. NRIAG is considered a beacon of astronomy education, awarenessand outreach in Egypt, North Africa and the Arab region. NRIAG plays an essential role in thisrespect on an academic level through its different facilities of expert staff and resources.
The OAE Center Egypt contributes and supports the education of astronomy at early stages, byworking in parallel on five axes:

1. Curriculum development: cooperation with the Ministry of Education and search togetherwith experts on ways of cooperation to contribute to the development of curricula.
2. Organising training courses and workshops: to qualify teachers for teaching astronomy ina practical way.
3. Producing educational materials: writing Arabic booklets and books to simplify the teach-ing of astronomy, and designing models to explain modern astronomical topics in asimplified manner.
4. Translating educational materials: as language is considered a barrier that prevents manyteachers and students from deepening their knowledge of astronomy and making itavailable to them.
5. Strengthening the role of the center at the regional level in the Arabic speaking countriesthrough the regular interaction of the OAE Center Egypt with the NAEC teams in the Arabicspeaking countries.
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OAE Center Egypt goes through these axes via five steps.
1. We worked on evaluation of the astronomical topics in the curricula from ages 6-12, 13-15and 16-18. In summarywe foundmissing knowledge about basics and recent developmentsand discoveries about the cosmos.
2. We produced a number of simplified books about some astronomical topics, designedsome astronomical models and developed a number of astronomical cards.
3. We organised the training courses and workshops for students and teachers.
4. We introduced astronomical concepts following different astronomical phenomena.
5. In the Arabic region we organised a workshop with NAECs and NOCs of Arabic countriesto discuss the challenges and ways for cooperation in developing astronomy education atthe early stages of education.

Fulldome Curriculum of Astronomy Lessons for Primary School
Students in the Dome Theater of China Science and Technology

Museum

Speaker: Zhao Ranzi, Technology teacher at the China Science and TechnologyMuseum, China
China Science and Technology Museum has a 30-meter dome witha digital & optical astronomical demonstration system. Since 2018,we have developed 10 lessons on different topics for primary schoolstudents and families. Each lesson lasts about an hour. Studentscan not only enjoy the starry sky at any time and place, specialcelestial phenomena such as eclipses and meteor showers, but alsofly over different celestial objects at close range. Curriculum helpsstudents understand planetary orbits and the three-dimensionalstructure of the universe intuitively. Some lessons have beenshared with several planetariums. In the next step, more lessonswill be developed, and more teaching plans will be designedaccording to the cognitive level of students at different ages toserve more students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/ss49m--2DG8
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In this contribution we share the basic situation and development experience of our “DomeTheatre Feature Astronomy Class” in the dome theatre of the China Science and TechnologyMuseum.
The China Science and Technology Museum is the only national comprehensive science popular-isation venue in China, with a 30-meter diameter dome theatre. In 2018, the theatre’s digitalastronomical demonstration system was upgraded to use Digistar 6 software from Evans &Sutherland in the United States and 10 high-brightness laser engineering projectors from NEC inJapan. Using the powerful database and demonstration functions of the revamped system, wehave developed 10 sets of interactive astronomy lessons, mainly for primary school students.
Through research and analysis, we determined that the main audience of the course is primaryschool students. For this group, we mainly consider two problems when designing the course:on the one hand, according to Piaget’s theory of cognitive development, due to the limitationof cognitive development level and spatial imagination, students have certain difficulties inunderstanding the knowledge content in the field of astronomy; on the other hand, for studentswho live in cities for a long time, there are fewer opportunities to directly view the starry sky,but with the improvement of living standards year by year, and in recent years, China has madegreat progress in the field of astronomy and space exploration, and the society generally has agreater demand for astronomy and aerospace science.
In terms of specific curriculumdevelopment, wemainly share three aspects. First, in the selectionof course topics, from the traditional conventional astronomical content, such as constellations,the solar system, etc., to important celestial phenomena, astronomical frontier discoveries andhot events at key nodes of aerospace engineering. Second, in terms of content details, we referto the “Science Curriculum Standards for Compulsory Education” (2022-year edition), focusingon the existing knowledge points of school education, based on the core concepts of 13 subjects,reorganising the curriculum content, and focusing on the teaching of interdisciplinary knowledge.Third, in teaching and expression, we pay attention to integrating core qualities such as scientificconcepts, scientific thinking, inquiry practice, and attitude responsibility into the curriculum.Using the unique display characteristics of the dome, we can enhance students’ immersiveexperience, and display abstract astronomical content concretely to stimulate students’ curiosityand imagination.
Since 2018, we have conducted 30 courseswithmore than 5,000participants. Courses have beensharedwith several provincial andmunicipal science and technologymuseums and planetariums.In the next step, we will develop and design courses according to the cognitive level of studentsof different ages to serve more students.
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Development of a Non-Formal Education Curriculum in
Astronomy for Middle School Students

Speaker: Avik Dasgupta, Vikram A. Sarabhai Community Science Centre, India
School Science Forum is a non-formal education course conductedat Vikram A. Sarabhai Community Science Centre for middle schoolchildren (standards 5–9) in Ahmedabad, India. As part of this,the astronomy lab has developed a curriculum so that we cangradually introduce students to the basic concepts of astronomy.The sessions are based on short lectures supported with hands-onlearning, model making, observations, and discussions. Theconcepts included are moon phases, constellations, circumpolarconstellations, day time astronomy & sundial and understanding &making a telescope for students from standards 5–9, respectively.Here we have discussed the development and various learningsfrom these sessions.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Sx6s8WUWkCA

Vikram A. Sarabhai Community Science Centre (VASCSC), a pioneering institute with open labswas founded by eminent space scientist Dr. Vikram Sarabhai in 1966. School Science Forum is anon-formal education course conducted at VASCSC for middle school children (standards 5–9)in Ahmedabad, India. As part of this, the astronomy lab has developed a curriculum where thestudents are gradually introduced to the basic concepts of astronomy. The sessions are based onshort briefings supported with hands-on learning, model making, observations and discussions.The details of each topic, related session, hands-on activity, and astronomical concepts coveredstandard-wise are tabulated below.
The curriculum was designed to be in parallel with the National Council of Educational Re-search and Training (NCERT) text books’ concepts. In each session, we start from a daily lifephenomenon and slowly bring in the related astronomical concepts, aided by hands-on activitiesand observations. Our content is standard appropriate, we gradually introduce a deeper level ofcontent as students move to higher classes. We try to leave them with common answers and alot more questions to ponder on. And finally inspire them to wonder about the universe anduniqueness of our Earth.

Standard 5
Topic(s) Session Activity Astronomical Concepts CoveredMoon Phases Moon Phases TemplatebasedMoonPhases

New Moon and Full Moon; Period of rotationand revolution of Moon around Earth; Phasesof Moon; Eclipses; Observations for next moonphase cycle
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Standard 6
Topic(s) Session Activity Astronomical Concepts CoveredConstellations Constellations Joining the stars tomake a constella-tion chart

Identifying Constellations for a giventime period; Drawing them andunderstanding the folklores behindthem; Difference between constella-tion, asterisms and zodiacs; How zo-diac leads to prediction and pseudo-science

Standard 7
Topic(s) Session Activity Astronomical Concepts CoveredCircumpolarConstellation CircumpolarConstellation Template basedCircumpolar Con-stellation clock

Review of different constellations; Sea-sonal and circumpolar movement ofconstellations; Difference of circumpo-lar movement in different hemispheresand latitudes using video; No pole starat southern celestial pole; Changingpole star due to precession; Accompa-nied by night sky observation, identifi-cation of constellations and night skysoftware.

Standard 8
Topic(s) Session Activity Astronomical Concepts Covered
Solar astronomy Sundialandsunspotobserva-tion

Template basedhorizontal Sundial Introduction to Solar Astronomy; Sundaily, seasonal and yearly motions; Mak-ing horizontal sundial, understandingand observing; Sunspot Observation
Sun pro-jector Making and observ-ing Ball Mirror andunderstanding therotation of Earth

Making a Ball Mirror and projecting theSun’s image to observe Earth’s rotation;Understanding Sun as a star; Physics be-hind sun spots; Repeating Sunspot Ob-servation and discussing the changes inspot positions
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Standard 9
Topic(s) Session Activity Astronomical Concepts Covered
Telescopes & beyond RefractorTelescopes Making Objec-tive Box Introduction to reflection and refrac-tion; Working of refractor telescopes;Demonstration and handling refractortelescopes; Types of MountsReflectorTelescopes Making Eye-piece Box,assemblingand calibrat-ing

Different reflectors, i.e., Newtonian,Cassegrain, Coude; Demonstrationand handling reflector telescopes; Res-olution, Magnification and different fil-tersDifferentwindows ofastronomyand pathforward

Glimpse ofdata setsfrom differentarchives

Different windows of ElectromagneticWaves; Ground based and space-based observatories; GravitationalWave Observatories; Future path waysto pursue astronomy; Staying con-nected with astronomy – citizen sci-ence projects
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Developing and Practising Astronomy Curricula
for Students Aged 5-6

Presenter: Stella Yang, China West Normal University, School of Physics andAstronomy, Nanjing, China
To explore how to develop a kindergarten astronomy curriculumsuitable for Chinese children, we conducted a year-long school-based astronomy curriculum development and practice in a publickindergarten in Sichuan. Initially, we researched the national policyand the cognitive situation of astronomy in this early childhoodclass. We chose the eight solar system planets as the theme,incorporated the teaching concept of hands-on learning, andused handicrafts and games as the main activities and knowledgetransfer as the support. After the development, we started aweekly90-minute course practice for six months. It has been proved bypractice that the course content “The Eight Planets” developedby us is very suitable as an enlightenment course for young children.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p83

To explore how to develop a kindergarten astronomy curriculum suitable for Chinese children,we conducted a year-long school-based astronomy curriculum development and practice in apublic kindergarten in Sichuan. We chose to work with children aged 5-6.
Our team consisted mainly of astronomymajors but also included early childhood education andart students. We hired experts in early childhood astronomy education to review the contentof the curriculum to ensure the correctness of the knowledge and to enhance the artistry,inspiration, and fun of the curriculum.
In the early stages of development, we researched the national policy and the cognitive situationof astronomy in this early childhood class. We determined the content and teaching formatof the curriculum. We chose the eight solar system planets as the theme, incorporated theteaching concept of hands-on learning, and used handicrafts and games as the main activitiesand knowledge transfer as the support. After the development, we practised the curriculum forsix months, once a week (90min). Based on the feedback from children, teachers, and parents,we iterated and modified all the classroom contents, hoping to form a series of astronomycourses that can be universally applied to any kindergarten.
The content we developed, “The Eight Planets” has proven to be a perfect introduction toastronomy for young children. Astronomy is an ideal subject for science initiation. It is not only
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related to life but also intersects with many disciplines and can open the door to science forchildren.
In the future, we will also devote ourselves to develop astronomy enlightenment contentfor young children, expanding from schools to families and science museums so that eachchild’s small universe and the entire universe can be connected and a complete astronomyenlightenment education for young children can be realised.

Exploring the Universe in El Salvador for Public from 4-years Old

Presenter: Brisa Terezón, Micro Macro Observatory - Don Bosco University,El Salvador

We present the experience of developing workshops aimed at thepublic from 4-years old. The subjects of astronomy and microscopywere selected from the educational curriculum of El Salvador. Forastronomy topics, we use teaching materials suggested by NASE.As for microscopy, the experience of Botanika in Bremen was takenas a basis. The workshop includes observations of the universewith microscopes and telescopes, to show in a practical way howsmall-scale universes make up large-scale universes.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p84

This workshop was developed by Micro Macro Observatory, located at Don Bosco University.The workshops’ objective was exploring the universe on a small and large scale. The workshopincludes observations of the universe with microscopes and telescopes, to show in a practicalway how small-scale universes make up large-scale universes.
The subjects of astronomy and microscopy were selected from the educational curriculum ofEl Salvador, which include constellations, solar system, Earth, and Moon for the astronomypart. On the other hand, the main experiment with the microscope is the observation of onioncells (https://www.mined.gob.sv/guia-de-programas/). For astronomy topics, we use teachingmaterials suggested by NASE (Network for Astronomy School Education). As for microscopy,we used the experience of Botanika in Bremen, Germany to introduce children to the microuniverse using a magnifying glass and microscope.
The main astronomy topics in our workshop were stars and constellations, solar system, solarand lunar eclipses, astronomy of position, star evolution, galaxies, and cosmology. About the
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telescopes, the activities were: main parts of a telescope, installing the telescope, types oftelescopes, observing the sun, stars, moon, planets, and galaxies. The activities for microscopywere observing the flower garden, the microscopic world in the apple and exploring the Earth’srock.
The workshop was offered for public from 4-years old. We had 55 participants. The youngestwas a four year old and the oldest was 74 years old. We used 10 hours to do hands-on activitiesand 10 hours for astronomical observations with naked eyes, microscope and telescope.

Micro Macro Observatory Children using microscope

Children observing the Moon and planets using a telescope
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Astronomy Education in Curriculum of Nepal

Presenter: Raj Kumar Dhakal, Science Teacher, Gandaki Boarding School,Pokhara, Nepal
The curriculum of Nepal is being prepared, updated and evaluatedby the Curriculum Development Centre (CDC) under the Ministryof Education, Science and Technology in Nepal. Generally, thecurriculum is being updated every 10 years and Nepal is in thephase of implementation of a new curriculum, which was preparedin 2022. As per the new curriculum astronomy is included underScience and technology from Grades 4 to 10 and Physics inGrades 11 and 12, and astronomy is not a stand alone subject,thus given less priority. One of the reasons for this could be theless interest of teachers and curriculum developers in astronomyeducation. With the new curriculum in place, there is a need forcapacity building among the teacher and educators to facilitate theunderstanding of the knowledge along with the newer updates inthe introduction of chapters and units in the astronomy in Nepaliscience books/curriculum.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p88

Although astronomy is a separate branch of science it has been included as a physics curriculumin Nepal. The curriculum of Nepal is being prepared, updated and evaluated by the CurriculumDevelopment Centre (CDC) under the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology in Nepal.Generally, the curriculum is being updated every 10 years. According to the policy, Nepal iscurrently in the phase of implementing the new curriculum, that was prepared in 2020. Thenew curriculum was implemented for Grades 1, 6 and 11 in the year 2020, for Grades 2, 3, 6, and12 in the year 2021, for Grades 4, 7 and 9 in the year 2022 and for Grades 5, 8 and 10 will beimplemented in the year 2022. As per the new curriculum of Nepal prepared by CDC, astronomyis included under the curriculum of Science and technology from Grades 4 to 10 and Physics inGrades 11 and 12.
Looking at the scenario, our curriculum gives less priority to astronomy education. One of thereasons for this could be the little interest from teachers, educators and curriculum developersin astronomy education. In spite of this, astronomy education is being included in each levelnow as a major unit.
The inclusion of astronomy in curriculum is divided into following points:

1. Basic level (For classes 4 and 5)Earth and Space: The topics are related to Structure of the earth, Various spheres ofthe earth, Weather and climate, Weather forecasting, the sun, the moon and the earthincluding revolution and rotation of the earth and moon, Phases of the moon, etc.
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2. Basic level (For classes 6 to 8)Earth and Space: Soil, Rocks and Minerals, Soil profile, Layers of the earth, Season changeon the earth, the sun and the Solar system, Phases of the moon and Lunar Calendar,Eclipse and causes, Universe, Asteroids, Comets, Constellations, Galaxies, Meteors andMeteorites, Evolution of the living organisms on the earth.
3. Secondary level (For classes 9 and 10)Astronomical units, Nebula and black hole, Life cycle of star, National/ Internationalagencies working in astronomy, Importance in gravitational force, Origin of the Universeaccording to Big bang theory, Conclusion of Hubble’s law, The future of universe on thebasis of gravitational force.

Astronomy in Brazilian Basic Education: a Look at BNCC of
Elementary School

Presenter: Thais Alexandre, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil

Collaborators: Taynara Nassar and Cristina Leite (Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil)
Astronomy is present in the Common National Curriculum Basein Brazil. The analysis of this document enabled us to build anoverview of the themes related to astronomy in elementaryschool. It was possible to perceive that there is an indication forproposals of sky’s observation, with identification of heavenlybodies and comprehension of the movements of the Earth, Sunand Moon, as a way of understanding periodic phenomena onthe first cycle of elementary school. In the second cycle, thefocus is the construction of relations between sky’s observationsand scientific models, enabling the construction of arguments,interpretations and justifications based on scientific evidencefor these phenomena, in addition to deeper studies about thedynamics of the heavenly bodies of the Universe.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p85

Astronomy is one of the oldest sciences, being present in several situations everyday, andreference for aspects such as time counting, agriculture, and others (Caniato, 2011). The subjecthas been present in the brazilian curriculum since colonial time (Leite et al., 2014) and remainednonlinear in the following century, even in context of change and curricular reforms (Hosoumeet al., 2010).
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The current Brazilian curriculum document, the Common National Curriculum Base (BNCC,in portuguese), presents science thematics in competency format, abilities and knowledgeobjects such as learning rights by school levels and/or years. The astronomy thematics aremore explored in the curriculum component science, in the thematic unit Earth and Universe(Brasil, 2018). Astronomy is present in all basic schools, and its themes are expressed by abilitiesand proposals that involve the understanding of Earth, Sun, Moon and others heavenly bodies,sky observations, and cultural astronomy, for example. This summary presents an analysis ofthese actions expressed by the verbs in astronomy’s abilities and verifies how they developthroughout elementary school.
Methodology: The analysis was made from a reading of BNCC, specifically of the science partfrom elementary school, which identified the abilities that have a direct relationship withastronomy knowledge objects and the associated verbs. The verbs were analysed qualitatively,and are associated with the framework of scientific research processes and practices listed in theBNCC, which divides them into stages: problem definition; survey; analysis and representation;communication and intervention (Brasil, 2018, p. 323).
Analysis and Results: The analysis allowed us to identify that the astronomy’s abilities proposeaction related with practice, process and scientific investigations procedures, as proposed in thedocument. The application of these actions is convergent with the proposal too, to promotelearning and more distributed learning throughout elementary school.
It is possible to identify the presence of contents marked by experimental processes and sky’sobservations on the first cycle, related to the defined problem, interpretation and constructionof argumentation. On the second cycle, the verbs indicated proposals with greater emphasis ondeepening, expanding the world view through the articulation between different points of view,and can also be related to stages of analysis, representation and communication. It is notedthat verbs related to the communication and intervention stages are less present in the skillsanalysed. Understanding the dynamic of teaching and learning that is proposed is fundamentalto think and rethink the practice of teaching astronomy in the classroom, the organisation ofdidactic material based in the curriculum distribution proposal and for the initial and continuingtraining of science teachers for basic school.
References:

• CANIATO, R. O céu. Campinas (SP): Editora Átomo, 2011.
• LEITE, C.; BRETONES, P. S.; LANGHI, R.; BISCH, S. M. O ensino de astronomia no Brasilcolonial, os programas do Colégio Pedro II, os Parâmetros Curriculares Nacionais e aformação de professores. In: Matsuura, O. (Org). História da Astronomia no Brasil. Recife(PE): Cepe, 2014.
• HOSOUME, Y.; LEITE, C.; CARLO, S. D. Ensino de Astronomia no Brasil - 1850 a 1951 - Umolhar pelo Colégio Pedro II. Ens. Pesqui. Educ. Ciênc. (Belo Horizonte), 12 (2),189-204,2010.
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“Colonization of Mars – Challenges and Solutions” – a
Game-Based Activity

Presenter: Eleana Balla, NOESIS - Thessaloniki Science Center and TechnologyMuseum, Greece
Educating people on astronomy and space science can act asa "gateway" that opens a world of possibilities by nurturinginquisitiveness and the pursuit of knowledge using the scientificmethod. Moreover, as astronomical research is technology driven,astronomy and space education provide excellent opportunitiesto enhance different aspects of STEM education. NOESIS beinginspired by the human’s plan to colonise Mars developed the gamebased activity "Colonisation of Mars-challenges and solutions" forsecondary students. Using tablets and an android app the studentsare dealing with challenges and situations faced by scientists,experts and astronauts in the colonisation project of Mars.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p86

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) play an important role in contem-porary society. They shape an area that transformed our lives and is continuing to evolve anddetermine our world, building the sustainable society of the future. In such a society, compu-tational, social and cultural skill as well as creativity, critical thinking and problem solving areessential for the citizens. While schools and universities are mainly responsible for educatingthe youth, the non-formal sector plays a critical role integrating science learning and developing21st century skills.
Educating people on astronomy and space science can act as a “gateway” that opens a worldof possibilities by nurturing inquisitiveness and the pursuit of knowledge. Moreover, as as-tronomical research is technology driven, astronomy and space education provide excellentopportunities to enhance different aspects of STEM education.
In most European countries, there is not a stand-alone educational curriculum of astronomy inthe secondary level. On the other hand, in non-formal organisations, such as planetariums andscience centers, astronomy and space science are strongly represented, remaining among themost popular topics. In the context of the "Future Space" erasmus plus project, teachers andscience centers worked together to develop an astronomy and Space Program for secondaryschool students. The program contains lesson scenarios that can be performed by teachers inschool classes and activities that can be implemented during a school visit to a science center.
NOESIS science center, being inspired by the human’s plan to colonise Mars developed the game-based activity “Colonisation of Mars - challenges and solutions”. Using tablets and through anandroid app, which has been designed for this activity, the students are dealing with challengesand situations faced by scientists, experts and astronauts in the colonisation project of Mars.
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The 90-minute activity takes place in a properly equipped room, facilitated by 1-2 facilitators.Starting with an introduction, a short-guided discussion reveals students’ ideas about humanefforts to visit and colonise Mars. During the experimentation phase, the students in groupsare moving around working stations to perform five different tasks. Each task, which is fullydescribed in a dedicated board, transfers students to a specific place and time, assigns themto a specific role and sets a unique goal. Diverse tools and means (boards, cards, 3D objects,lab equipment, tablets) are used to practice different students’ skills. Finally, at the reflectionphase, the students discuss in plenary their work and outcomes and scientific information andup to date data from current research are provided.
The elements of Inquiry based learning (essential questions, student engagement, cooperativeinteraction, performance evaluation, variety of responses) and the elements of Gamification (thetasks determine the goals, the environment represents real-world situations and the studentsare digitally engaged) are present. Collaborative Learning is also met, as students while workingin groups, take on specific roles, try to accomplish certain goals and share ideas, understandingand communication.
The activity is available for school classes visiting NOESIS. During the school year 2021-2022,thirty-five classes and 1200 students participated. An evaluation of the activity by using ques-tionnaires is in progress.
Resources:

• Andoh Michael Afful, Margaret Hamilton, Alex Kootsookos (2020). Towards space scienceeducation: A study of students’ perceptions of the role and value of a space scienceprogram. Acta Astronautica Volume 167, February 2020, Pages 351-359.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actaastro.2019.11.025

• Michail Kalogiannakis, Stamatios Papadakis and Alkinoos-Ioannis Zourmpakis (2021). Gam-ification in Science Education. A Systematic Review of the Literature. Educ. Sci. 2021, 11(1),22; https://doi.org/10.3390/educsci11010022
• Susan M. Stocklmayer, Léonie J. Rennie & John K. Gilbert (2010).The roles of the formaland informal sectors in the provision of effective science education, Studies in ScienceEducation, 46:1, 1-44(2010), DOI: 10.1080/03057260903562284.
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03057260903562284

• https://futurespaceproject.eu/en/o-projekcie/
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The Strengths and Weaknesses of Astronomy in the Curricula
and Some Suggestions that can be Implemented to Advance

Astronomy

Presenter: Mostafa Mohamed Mostafa Mohamed, Science teacher at El SalamPreparatory School for Boys in Cairo, Egypt

As a science teacher in Egypt, I would like to share my experiencesin science education and astronomy curricula for school studentsaged 12-15. I will display some points of strengths and weaknessesin astronomy curricula and the methods of astronomy education.I will also give some suggestions, which may help improve thesituation.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p87

Strengths:

• In the first year of middle school (second term) students learn about celestial bodies andthen learn about our planet Earth.
• In the second year of middle school (first term) students learn about the different layersof the atmosphere and the phenomena associated with each layer.
• In the third year of middle school (first term) students are introduced to the theory ofcreation of the universe and the theories Of the formation of the solar system.
• Students learn about the existence of life on planet Earth.
• Students identify climate problems and their direct impact on life.
• Students learn about the solar system, planet Earth, and the occurrence of some astro-nomical phenomena.

Weaknesses:

• The weight of astronomy curricula on the student during the educational process.
• Unavailability of teaching aids, such as planetariums, scientific museums, and augmentedreality technologies (simulation).
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• Unavailability of real cultural awareness in society of the importance of many sciences.
• Society’s feeling that there is no direct financial return from these sciences.
• There are somemisconceptions held by many of those involved in the educational process.

Suggestions:

• Providing visitor access at scientific museums for universities and institutes, which willmake the educational process more interesting for students and have many benefitsas well, such as informing the student of the stages of development of science andtechnologies.
• Increasing cooperation between scientific research institution and educational institutionsto assist those in charge of education to acquire correct concepts that develop from timeto time with the development of research.
• A systematic distribution of a curriculum for astronomy.
• A good marketing of astronomy (as is done for some other science branches like medicineand engineering) is important because there are many technologies that society enjoyswithout realising the role of fundamental sciences like astronomy and the scientists thatwork on them.
• Providing visual aids such as virtual reality techniques and videos, planetariums, whichare provided by many developed countries to assist the educational process.
• “What will we benefit from studying astronomy?” - a question asked to every scienceteacher. This question can be answered by mentioning the achievements that astronomycontributes to, which facilitate many of our daily operations, such as using the GPS andvarious communication and broadcast networks.

I think that if the ideas described above are implemented, we will be able to inspire studentsto learn eagerly, provide them with good educational materials, train the teachers to teacheffectively, and build a cultural awareness in the parents and the community in general; thesewill help the country become more prosperous.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Developing any curriculum requires one to be highly passionate and motivated about one’s*field of study. It also requires students’ interest in the subject. In the session discussions, themotivation for the teachers to develop these was based on their love for science and more so,sharing this science with their inquisitive students. Much of the developed curriculum has beenimproved through the feedback from the students, as our invited speaker has mentioned, ‘themotivation was the feedback from students, which made us realise that they are interestedregardless of age’. This was not unique to the invited speaker as the sequencing of the contentand activities given to students was also based on the feedback from both the teachers andstudents. This shows that, unlike in the traditional sense, a curriculum can be both a top-downand bottom-up approach, where students’ interests can drive the content and the teachers orministries drive the learning goals.
The contributed talks also shed light on different aspects of developing an astronomy curricu-lum, including the difficulties of it thereof. For example in many countries, astronomy is notnecessarily its own subject, it is rather included as part of the other sciences. Introducing it asa curriculum makes its implementation difficult at times, however, integrating aspects of it insubjects such as Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Geography, and technology has been helpful.More so, astronomy has transferable skills that can be used in the learning and teaching of othersubjects.
When it comes to technology, we see its potential in astronomy, from telescopes to planetariums,especially in recent years with the introduction of digital planetariums. One of the speakersdeveloped the curriculum in the science museum where they have a three-dimensional theatre,they try to use a three-dimensional model to give the students an immersive, 3D impression inwhich they cannot demonstrate their ideas. This helps students with understanding difficultastronomical concepts, and the immense dimension of our universe. Overall, developing acurriculum is not only limited to the classroom; planetariums and science museums alike arealso a way of developing, but it is important that the curriculum still aligns with the nationalstandards of the country, which are sent out by the Education Ministry.
The implementation of the curriculum and its continuity can only be achieved when the cur-riculum does not belong to a person but rather is shared with other teachers, developers, andministries. Once the ministries approve the curriculum, it is implemented by the teachers.However, it is also important to train pre-service teachers on how to teach the new curriculum,so that when the old teachers retire, there are still new teachers that are going to continue withthe vision of making their students scientifically literate. It is also important for teachers to beaware of the students’ diversity, for example, learning how to cater to students with specialneeds in their science classroom.
The speakers also discussed the key things to consider when developing and organising thecurriculum and its excursion (teaching it). From the training teachers’ perspective, the emphasisis on teaching 21st-century skills, which the teachers can use in their classrooms, to keep learnersengaged and interested. Using a lot of theory-based methodologies, such as constructivisticapproaches, and problem-based learning techniques that are research-based.
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INSIGHTS FROM

ASTRONOMY EDUCATION RESEARCH



Astronomy Education Research
on the Role of Astronomy in Schools

Session organisers: Emmanuel Rollinde (OAE Node France), Assia Nechache(OAE Node France), Tshiamiso Makwela (OAE Heidelberg), Estelle Blanquet(University of Bordeaux, France), and Merryn Cole (University of Nevada, LasVegas)

SESSION OVERVIEW

This session focused on the impact of Astronomy Education Research on science literacy andpractices in schools. Three topics are discussed by the different contributors.
Astronomy education is considered not only as an education to astronomy content but on skillsand competencies that may be transferred into other and sometimes more general contexts.Three skills of that kind will be discussed during this session: spatial thinking, quantitativereasoning and critical thinking.
Astronomy education is related to scientific methods and has strong connections to science,mathematics, and engineering. This connection is discussed to investigate how astronomyeducation may contribute to motivating students into STEAM subjects and careers.
Astronomy education topics are nowadays present in many curricula. This requires specificteacher training in astronomy and yields an overall impact on teachers’ professional development.Hence, evaluation and assessment tools of curricula and teachers’ professional developmenthave been developed and will be presented in this session.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Developing Transferable Spatial Thinking and Vocabulary Skills
Through Astronomy Education

Speaker: Merryn Cole, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, USA
Research has shown the importance of spatial thinking in STEMfields in general and astronomy specifically. Spatial thinking skillshave also been shown to be transferable. Since astronomy topicssuch as the moon phases or daily celestial motion are accessible toeveryone, this is an ideal topic with which students can engageand learn or practice spatial thinking skills that can be useful inastronomy as well as across and beyond STEM fields. I discussrecent research showing how implementing a spatially-rich, lunarphases-focused curriculum improves both student understandingof moon phases as well as spatial thinking ability. Additionally,this curriculum has been shown to improve students’ scientificvocabulary more than a typical astronomy curriculum used as acomparison.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/FJCTH_VoBQY

Research has shown the importance of spatial thinking in STEM fields in general and astronomyspecifically (e.g., Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Wilhelm et al., 2013). Since astronomy topics such asthe Moon phases or daily celestial motion are accessible to everyone, this is an ideal topic withwhich students can engage and learn or practice spatial thinking skills that can be useful inastronomy as well as across and beyond STEM fields. Spatial thinking is the perceptual andcognitive processes that allow humans to create and manipulate mental representations of thespatial properties of objects, structures, and systems. It also includes the capacity to use externalrepresentations or internal representations, like mental models, to make inferences or solveproblems about the spatial properties of these same things (Cole, Cohen, Wilhelm, & Lindell,2018). Spatial thinking is correlated with understanding of STEM content, including astronomy(Pribyl & Bodner, 1987; Wilhelm et al., 2013) and is also predictive of both participation in STEMand of earning higher level achievements, such as earning a PhD vs a BS, in STEM (Kell, Lubinski,Benbow, & Stanley, 2013; Uttal & Cohen, 2012).
We used a hierarchical linear model (HLM) to investigate how well a project-based unit (PBI)helps to improve students’ understanding of lunar phases. We asked four research questions:After instruction, did a student with a higher Lunar phases assessment score also tend to have ahigher spatial assessment score? Before and after instruction was an increase on assessmentassociated with an increase on the other? Was the unit effective in improving student learningof lunar phases? And among measures of student demographic characteristics, their spatial
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ability of rotating irregular objects, and contextual factors from their teachers, what were thosethat significantly predicted their content knowledge of lunar phases? We gave two assessmentsto both teachers and students prior to and after instruction. First was the Lunar Phases ConceptInventory (LPCI), which is a 20 question multiple choice assessment that measures students un-derstanding of lunar phases (Lindell & Olsen, 2002). Second was the Purdue Spatial VisualisationTest of Rotations (PSVT-Rot), which is a 20 question multiple choice assessment that measuresstudents spatial ability, specifically mental rotation (Bodner & Guay, 1997). We also providedprofessional development to teachers about the unit where we included content knowledge aswell as how the lessons were designed and why. The unit we used is called Realistic Explorationsin Astronomical Learning, or REAL for short (Wilhelm, Wilhelm, & Cole, 2019). A couple ofthings to highlight in this unit. We use moon journals for about 4-5 weeks, where studentsnot only record the appearance of the moon, but they also record the location of the moonand write to learn. The writing is focused on patterns they notice as well as making sense ofwhat they are observing. Another lesson is related to the scale of the Earth, Moon Sun System,which is essential in understanding Moon phases. Finally, the last lesson asks students to usefoam balls and a light to model Moon phases. One thing that makes this lesson different fromsimilar modelling activities is that we have students refer to their Moon journals, to help themself-correct as well as to connect their real-world observations to the classroom modelling.
We found students’ lunar phases score was correlated with their spatial score. Similarly, wefound that students’ increase in lunar phases understanding was associated with their increasein spatial thinking ability. These are both what we expected, based on previous research showingthat lunar phases understanding and spatial thinking ability are significantly correlated (e.g.,Wilhelm et al., 2013). We used a hierarchical linear model in order to investigate the factorsthat impact students’ lunar phases understanding. The final model predicted that on average,students would increase their scores by 14.8 points from pre- to post-instruction. This again wasnot a surprise, as previous research has shown REAL to be effective in improving both studentsunderstanding of lunar phases and their spatial thinking ability. As far as significant predictors, wewere surprised to find that gender was not significant. In the literature, typically boys are betterat spatial thinking than girls. Students from two race/ethnicity groups (Hispanic American andOther, both self-reported categories) performed significantly worse than their white classmates.We suspect this could be related to things like language. If some of these students were Englishlanguage learners, for instance, we would not be surprised if they struggled with instructionor the assessments. Student spatial score was a highly significant predictor of lunar phasesscores, which again was not surprising to us as it agrees with previous research. Finally, the mostinteresting piece was that teacher GSV (geometric spatial visualisation) score provided highlysignificant explanatory power of student lunar phases performance. GSV is one of the fourspatial domains that we can categorise the lunar phases assessment questions into (Wilhelm,2009). GSV refers to considering the system from above, below, or within the plane of thesystem. While teachers cannot teach content they don’t know or understand, similarly it makessense that if teachers have not developed their own spatial thinking ability or understand itsimportance, it would be difficult or for them to foster spatial thinking in their students.
Since we know that spatial ability is important and can be improved, we should be developingand using units like REAL that develop transferable spatial skills and vocabulary to potentiallyincrease participation in STEM careers. Sadly, spatial ability tends not to be emphasised inschools, at least not in the United States, which “not only prevents less able students fromachievement in science. It also hinders us from identifying and nurturing the talents of our
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most spatially able students” (Hegarty, 2014, p. 143). So, the way I interpret this is that if wewant to address the leaky STEM pipeline, fostering the development of spatial skills may be oneway to do it. And part of patching that leaky STEM pipeline through spatial thinking involvesworking with teachers to develop their spatial thinking and also helping them to understand theimportance of spatially rich lessons for their students.
References:

• Bodner, G.M., & Guay, R. B. (1997). The Purdue visualisation of rotations test. The chemicaleducator, 2(4), 1-17.
• Cole, M., Cohen, C., Wilhelm, J., & Lindell, R. (2018). Spatial thinking in astronomy educa-tion research. Physical Review Physics Education Research, 14(1), 010139.
• Hegarty, M. (2014). Spatial thinking in undergraduate science education. Spatial Cognition& Computation, 14(2), 142-167.
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Infusing Quantitative Reasoning into Introductory Astronomy
and Other Science Courses

Speaker: Sanlyn Buxner, University of Arizona & Planetary Science Institute, USA
Collaborators: Kate Follette (Amherst College) and Erin Galyen (University of Arizona)
Quantitative reasoning (QR) is a skill important not only in schoolbut in everyday life. We describe an ongoing effort to understandstudents’ quantitative reasoning skills and beliefs and howquantitative reasoning is supported in introductory astronomyand other science courses. We will share ongoing results of astudy utilising the Quantitative Reasoning for College Science(QuaRCS) assessment, a QR assessment designed for use in generaleducation science courses, as well as ongoing work to make itemsmore culturally relevant. Additionally, we will discuss work tosupport instructors in infusing more quantitative reasoning intotheir courses.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Th4B3qLuuO0

We report on an ongoing study investigating students quantitative reasoning that include skillsimportant for school and everyday life. At the center of this effort is the Quantitative Reasoningfor College Science assessment (QuaRCS). The development and validation of the QuaRCSinstrument is described in Follette, et al. (2015) and Follette (2017). The full QuaRCS instrumentincludes 25 items and there is a shorter QuaRCS “light version” that has 15 items. The QuaRCSassessment assesses undergraduate students’ knowledge of basic quantitative skills, attitudinaland affective variables, as well as some context variables, including academic background andstudent demographics. Students are also asked to report the amount of effort they put intoanswers on the assessment.
The QuaRCS is designed to assess numeracy, quantitative literacy and quantitative reasoning.All of the items on the QuaRCS are multiple choice. The top five skills within these domainson the assessment are graph reading, table reading, arithmetic, estimation, and proportionalreasoning. These are important skills for students in their everyday lives. These are skills thatare interdisciplinary and can be included in any introductory science course.
Regression analysis has revealed several factors that account for variance we see in studentquantitative reasoning scores. Our early work revealed that effort accounted for a substantialportion of the variance in students’ scores. Students who said they were randomly answeringdid much worse on average on the assessment than students who reported that they triedtheir best. There were three other factors that accounted for substantial variance in studentquantitative reasoning scores on the QuaRCS. These included math relevance, math anxiety,and numerical self-efficacy. Everything else, including student demographics, accounted forvery little variance in students’ quantitative reasoning scores. More recently, we have started
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Figure 1: Revised Affective Model of Predictors for Students Quantitative Reasoning Scores
working on new items and updating the model of predictors of students quantitative reasoningscores. In the updated model, see Fig. 1, you can see the relative amount of variance accountedfor by different predictors. Effort accounts for a lot of the variance in scores. Math relevancyand math anxiety are also important. Our recent work has shown that what we previously callednumerical self-efficacy is made up of other important factors including daily life math affectin school math affect as well as growth mindset, metacognition, and sense of belonging. Thisrevised model is helping us better understand what predicts students’ performance and to startto think about how to better support students.
Most recently, we have been working to increase the cultural relevancy of the QuaRCS assess-ment. This past year, we included questions to the assessment that asked students to reporthow confident they were in their answer along with a question to asked them to report howthe context of the questions resonated with who they were, their reality, lived experience, orthings that they cared about. This data, along with data from focus group interview was used torevise items to better align with students’ realities and to be more relatable for more students.An example of an item revision can be found below.
Original item: You purchased 100 square feetof solar panels for your roof. However, yourlocal Homeowner’s Association requires thatsolar panels not be visible from the road. Youdecide to put solar panels on the roof of yourshed instead. The shed has a flat 5 foot by 5foot roof. Complete the following sentence:“To produce the sameamount of power as youroriginal design, you need to buy panels thatproduce more power per unit area thanyour original panels.”

Revised item: You are a solar panel installer.A client requires 100 square feet of your stan-dard solar panels to power their home. How-ever, your client wants the panels installedonly on a shed in their backyard where theycannot be seen from the road. The shed hasa flat 5 foot by 5 foot roof. Complete the fol-lowing sentence: “To produce enough energyto power your client’s home, you need to findpanels that produce more power perunit area than your standard solar panels.”
When we look at the overall study, we have a few take home messages. We know from ourstudies and others that negative attitudes towards math is a persistent issue in college class-rooms, something as instructors we all need remain aware of. We also know that students’attitudes towards math are more predictive of students’ quantitative reasoning scores than any
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background characteristics. Attending to affective variables diminishes achievement gaps thatmight have been attributed to student background characteristics. We are still working to figureout how students’ demographics are related to different affective outcomes.
We know that introductory astronomy, as well as other science courses, are places to changeattitudes, and we believe that these are places to change overall quantitative literacy skills.We are carefully considering how to help students reduce math anxiety, improve students’ selfefficacy, and hopefully see the utility of math in our courses. We believe that these types ofinterventions will be helpful for all students.
Our upcoming work will be testing the revisions of the new cultural relevancy items to seehow well they perform with students from a variety of backgrounds. In the future, we willbe supporting faculty learning communities to talk about how to best support students indeveloping quantitative literacy.
We invite you to get involved. If you would like to administer the QuaRCS in your undergraduateclass, please reach out to Kate Follette kfollette[at]amherst[dot]edu. As an instructor, you willreceive pre and post semester reports about how your students are doing in aggregate thatsummarises your students’ skills and attitudes.
Acknowledgement: This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foun-dation under Grant No. 2044372. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendationsexpressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe National Science Foundation.
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Astronomy Teacher Training Programs in Chile

Speaker: Lara Rodrigues, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Chile
Collaborators: Maximiliano Montenegro (Universidad de La Serena, Chile), Alejandra Meneses(Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile), Stephen Pompea (NOIRLab)
We show the main results of a questionnaire characterising theprofessional development programs offered to K12 teachers inChile in the last five years. Leaders from 16 programs answeredon aspects of their planning, implementation, and evaluation,allowing us to outline a profile. We contrast the results withthe literature on teachers’ professional development programs’effectiveness and discuss the Chilean programs’ strengths andaspects to improve. We highlight that most of them are successfullyin focusing on curricular topics and offering hands-on activities.However, not many programs evaluate their effectiveness, andalmost none follow up with the participant teachers in theirsubsequent professional practice.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/dfDMZAi4vFE

Chile is home to most of the world’s largest telescopes, and accordingly, significant astrophysicsresearch is performed within local institutions [1]. However, although Chilean people value theirskies as a national attribute, only 30% of them declare having some astronomical knowledge [2].Likewise, PISA science evaluation results place Chile lower than the OECD countries’ average onthe global scale and in the Earth and Space sub-scale [3].
In these conditions, there has been a public interest in enhancing Chilean astronomy educationso that, over the last years, local institutions have been offering more such activities, especiallyprofessional development (PD) programs for teachers [4]. Nevertheless, there is no systematisa-tion of these programs and no study evaluating their impact beyond reporting the number ofparticipants and their satisfaction.
Furthermore, in previous research, we found that Chilean primary school teachers who partici-pated in astronomy PD programs do not have higher content knowledge than those teacherswith no previous training [5]. Thus, it is of utmost interest to trace a profile of the recent astron-omy teacher training programs offered in Chile and deliver empirical evidence to institutions sothey can achieve more effective and impactful programs.
Method:Weconducted an extensive online search and found 20 astronomy PDprograms offeredin Chile in the last five years. Of these, 16 agreed to participate in this study. During 2021 and2022, these programs’ leaders answered PDPAP (Questionnaire on Professional DevelopmentPrograms in Astronomy offered for Teachers, in Spanish), an online survey with 41 items, mainlymultiple-choice. PDPAP considers the main characteristics of an effective PD program from theliterature [6,7,8,4] regarding aspects of their planning, implementation, and evaluation, allowing
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us to trace a profile of what has been offered to teachers, and identify these programs’ strengthsand features to improve.
Main results: The 16 surveyed PD programs started from 2009 to 2021, were executed from1 to 30 times and were offered in all Chilean regions, especially in the North (observatories’location) and the Center (around the capital Santiago). Theyweremainly organised by astronomydepartments within universities (31%), international observatories, and non-formal educationcenters (both 19%) and were mainly in an in-person format, changing to virtual during thepandemic. The programs were predominantly funded by observatories (35%) and the ChileanNational Research Agency (29%) and are generally free of charge for the participants. They weremostly executed during teachers’ vacations or weekends (44%), and most were concentratedover a short period, such as one intensive week.
The number of participants per edition ranged from 6 to 100, summing almost 5000 participantteachers within all programs and editions. 12.5% of the programs were offered only for primaryeducation teachers and 19% for secondary education. Alternatively, 56% were offered forteachers from both levels, and in 58% of these cases, they attended classes together. As forduration, the programs ranged from 2 to 40 hours, being distributed in three types: 2 to 8 hoursduration (37.5%), 12 to 20 hours (37.5%), and 30 to 40 hours (25%). The programs with longerduration were mainly offered by universities; observatories and non-formal education centerstended to offer shorter programs.
Concerning the contents, the programs offered awide variety of astronomical topics. All includedat least three topics per edition, and many included six or more, except one exclusively aboutstars. Even most short-duration programs included several topics in the same edition. Mostprograms chose content aligned with the national curriculum (62%) and reported reviewingcurricular documents when planning the classes (87%). Also, 75% of the programs reportedaddressing misconceptions associated with their astronomy topics, and 87% reported includingpedagogical content.
As for learning methodologies, all programs offered traditional lectures and classroom discus-sions, and most included practical classes, group work, and the use of hands-on resources(75%). Telescope observation, visiting astronomical centers, or working with real data were alsocommon practices, except in the shorter programs. However, methodologies directed towardsactual teacher practice in their schools, like creating their own materials, planning lessons,simulating classes, or watching videos with model classroom examples, were not common (12to 37%) — this kind of methodology,when present, was offered only by programs organised byuniversities.
Regarding evaluation, 44% of the programs did not use any type of initial assessment. Theones that performed initial evaluation did it mainly on expectations towards the program andastronomical knowledge (37 and 31%). As for final evaluation, 87% of the programs inquiredabout course satisfaction, but only 37% evaluated astronomy contents, mainly to grade theparticipant teachers.
As for following up with the participant teachers in their subsequent practices, most programsprovided means of contact (75%), but only some surveyed or interviewed the teachers abouttheir classroom impact afterwards or visited their schools to support content implementation
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(19 to 37%). Solely two programs sealed some institutional agreement with schools to aid theteachers in implementing what they have learned in the program.
Finally, the main reported challenges faced by the programs’ organisers were the lack of supportin the teachers’ schools for their participation (50%). The difficulty in getting financial supportto start or maintain the program was also common (40%), as well as the participant teachers’lack of previous astronomy knowledge (44%) and adapting classes to different knowledge levels(37%).
Conclusions and recommendations: In this study, we found a considerable number of astronomyteacher training programs offered in Chile in the last five years, indicating an organising andfinancing disposition from the local institutions. On the plus side, almost every program reportedaligning their contents with curricular topics, considering misconceptions, including pedagogicalcontent, and using hands-on materials. However, they were not so focused on teachers’ actualpractice, like offering opportunities for teachers to plan their own lessons or simulating theirfuture classes.
Another important conclusion regards programs’ duration: many of them lasted only a few hours,and almost all concentrated their classes in a short and intensive period. Furthermore, mostprograms, even the shorter ones, included several astronomical topics per edition, and almosthalf of our sample mixed primary and secondary education teachers in the same classes. Finally,most programs had few evaluation instances and hardly any follow-up with the participantteachers in their subsequent professional practice.
Given these conclusions, we recommend that future professional development programs inastronomy focus more on teachers’ needs, for example, including less content, separatingteachers from different levels, and directing classes toward their practice. They should also be ofmore extensive duration, include several evaluation instances, and follow upwith the participantteachers by generating partnerships with schools. We hope that the evidence presented herecan contribute to developing more effective programs that can significantly impact teachers’practice with their students.
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Knowledge of Primary Teachers About Key Concepts: the Fragile
Foundation of Astronomy Education

Speaker: Ilídio André Costa, Santa Bárbara School Cluster, Porto Planetarium –Ciência Viva Center, Institute of Astrophysics and Space Science – PortoUniversity, Portugal
CoAstro: @n Astronomy Condo is a citizen science project thatengages primary school teachers in astronomy research duringone school year. One of CoAstro’s goals is to promote theappropriation of key astronomy concepts. To assess that, we applythe “Astronomy Questionnaire” (AQ), at the beginning and theend of CoAstro’s first edition. The pretest results show low levelsof teachers’ knowledge (M=20.6%; SD=9.5%). From qualitativeanalyses, we link those results with gaps on initial training and withthe lack of astronomy relevance in the national curriculum. Thisfactor leads to teachers’ low investment in astronomy continuoustraining. However, the post-test results prove that CoAstro’sstrategies can overcome this scenario and shows how everyonecan learn about key astronomy concepts.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/BLaC2NcPCdQ

CoAstro – a citizen science project: The term citizen science is used to refer the public en-gagement in different stages of scientific processes [1, 2]. This collaborative concept, betweenastronomers and volunteers, is becoming an increasingly popular space in non-formal scienceeducation [3]. Indeed, citizen science can easily create a win-win context: it attracts moreresearchers to science communication and, on the other hand, allows the public to participatedirectly in scientific processes [4].
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Figure 1: CoAstro’s stages [7]
Thus, CoAstro: @n Astronomy Condo, defines itself as a citizen science project which, duringone school year (2018/2019), had the participation of four astronomers, from the Instituto deAstrofísica e Ciências do Espaço (Portugal), nine primary school teachers, four disseminators andone mediator (these belonging to the Porto Planetarium – Ciência Viva Center – PP-CCV). Underthis project, scientific content and processes were appropriated and integrated by teachers intoschool initiatives, enhanced by the “school effect” and “teacher effect” [5, 6]. This allowed theproject to be extended to the school community with the engagement of approximately 1000persons.
CoAstro acts in two main stages: the engagement of primary school teachers, with IA’s re-search group Origin and Evolution of Stars and Planets and the joint promotion, by teachers,astronomers, and science communicators, of astronomy communication/astronomy educationinitiatives (Fig. 1).
The CoAstro’s Astronomy Questionnaire (AQ):We based our AQ in the “Astronomy DiagnosticTest” (ADT). It is a multiple-choice test that evolved from a tool for measuring alternativeconceptions in astronomy [8]. So, we started by translating ADT into Portuguese. This firsttranslation was analysed by an astronomy expert. Subsequently, ADT was revised. This wholeprocess of translation, analysis, and revision led to a first version of the AQ. An expert in ScienceTeaching and Dissemination then analysed this first version of the AQ. There was, at this point,a first stabilised version of the questionnaire that allowed us to proceed to the next phase: thepilot study, for instrument validation. Following this pilot study and with the changes that weremade to the AQ the entire questionnaire was again analysed by the experts. Thus, we producedthe final version of ADT in Portuguese, which we now call the “Astronomy Questionnaire”.
The average age of AQ respondents was 45 years old. Eight respondents were female and onemale. Four teachers completed high school in urban areas, two in suburban areas and three inrural areas. At the pretest, all teachers stated that they had never taken any specific astronomycourse or participated in any astronomy initiative. The AQ pre-test was applied in the firstCoAstro work package (December 2018). The post-test was applied in the CoAstro’s last workpackage (July 2019).
Results: The results indicate that there was an increase in astronomy knowledge, from thepretest to the post-test. In the latter, the dispersion of the results was greater (SD=16.4%)with a higher test average (36%). Only one teacher kept the same number of correct answers.For the remaining teachers this number increased in the post-test. The average percentageof improvement was 15.9%. Despite this overall improvement, confidence in responses onlyincreased by 0.3 points (on a scale of zero to five). The AQ data are compiled in Table 1.
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Table 1: AQ pretest and posttest overall results.
Pretest Post-test ∆ post-pre*Test average 20.6% 36.0% 10%Standard Deviation (SD) 9.5% 16.4% 6.9%Standard Error (SE) 3.17% 5.45% 2.28%Maximum 42.9% 61.9% 19.0%Minimum 9.5% 19.0% 9.5%Average number of correct answers per teacher 4 8 4Average number of wrong answers per teacher 17 13 -4Average confidence in the answers (from zero to five) 2 2.3 0.3

* “∆ post-pre” corresponds to the variation between the post-test and the pre-test.
Conclusions: The AQ results demonstrate from pretest to post-test:

• a global increase in teachers’ substantive knowledge of key astronomy content;
• an improvement in all conceptual categories of the questionnaire (“notion of scale”,“movements”, “gravity” and “general category”);
• more significant improvements in thematic categories (and within these in items) thathave been worked on the CoAstro more extensively and over a longer time;
• less significant improvements in items that appealed to some (albeit rudimentary) mathe-matical reasoning;
• despite teachers, in post-test, indicate not having much greater certainty in their answers,they nevertheless state having an opinion about more of the items under consideration;
• the wrong answers, in post-test, have a different nature, from the initials, revealing aprocess of evolution to the scientific concept (they come closer to it).

On the other hand, when comparing to the results of ADT, applied in the USA and Turkey, wefind that, although the different contexts in these countries when compared to the portuguesecontext (in terms of initial teacher training), CoAstro teachers in post-test score, as expected,below Demming’s respondents [9] – USA undergraduated students enrolled in introductoryastronomy courses (CoAstro teachers 36.0% and Demming’s respondents 4.3%). However, inpost-test and after performing activities that allowed them to be come closer to the profileof those respondents (at pre-test), CoAstro’s teachers outperformed Demming’s respondents(32.4%). It should also be noted that CoAstro’s teachers outperformed their fellow Turkish [10](34.2%) and North American [11] (35%) teachers. Also noteworthy, and using only data fromBrunsell andMarcks [11] (the other authors did not report this analysis), CoAstro’s teachers were,in pretest worse than their American counterparts, in 18 items. This value is, in post-test, 11.
These results reveal that a citizen science project, built on a model such as CoAstro’s, supportedby a collaborative viewof citizen science and based on a PEST paradigm, can effectively contributeto the increase of substantial knowledge of key astronomy content. For this purpose, the key
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elements appear to be the involvement of teachers in astronomy research that can motivateparticipants to undertake autonomous and, therefore, more meaningful and lasting learning.
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Why Astronomy Education Research is Important and How its
Results Help in a Formal Astronomy Education Setting

Speaker: Saeed Jafari, University of Kurdistan, Department of Linguistics andSpace Generation Advisory Council, Iran
Astronomy Education Research as part of Science Education hasbeen critical not only in analysing the current state of scientificliteracy and practice in schools, but also in strengthening teachingmethods and teacher education. Here I briefly review how AERdata in schools can help teachers estimate the media and culturalliteracy in astronomy that students in different environments adopt,and in what way AER can guide redesigning learning environmentsbased on critical thinking and problem-solving skills. Along the waywe will see how insights from educational psychology, linguistics,neurosciences, cognitive science, and design studies allow schoolsto understand students better; and its results tell us how toredesign classrooms and learning spaces based on cognitive andsocial processes.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Z1bSsNp3nzQ

Importance of AER: Theory and research are like pillars on which teachers’ experiences, teachingand learning methods and approaches as well as pedagogy are placed. There is a huge variety ofmethods, approaches and challenges in astronomy education worldwide, owing to differencesin school curriculums, standards, availability of resources, and general teaching practice. At themoment, more than 7000 languages exist in the world and the variety of nations cultures andheritage is so broad that every science educator in any district presents different and novel expe-riences and challenges to teach astronomy with regards to their culture and heritage. Therefore,doing research on astronomy education shows teachers, schools and scientific institutions howdata can guide them through a range of backgrounds. For example, answers to questions suchas which class of students are interested in which topics more or which educational approachesare more effective. Today’s schools whether in less developed areas or developed cities needto provide an interaction between astronomy or science researchers and their educationalstructure. These interactions, experiences and lessons learned, which are done in the world’sdifferent formal settings and contexts, provide us with constructive and notable statistics. Oneof the most important aspects of AER is to share ideas and build a bridge between theoreticalresearch and practical knowledge.
Significance of AER for educators in classrooms and schools: If we investigate most of theschools around the world, we can notice that a lot of schools don’t have any researchers inresearching fields of science education. As a result, many teachers are not familiar with teachingconcepts, principles and skills of astronomy research or they don’t know how to conduct them intheir classes in order to assess students. Astronomy education research or generally science hasa variety of aspects through which science educators can reach beneficial and efficient results
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based on their goals, approaches, needs and the class situation; in other words, their schoolenvironment. The students of many schools, whether those in the cities or rural areas, havedifferent languages, cultures, races, nationalities, and also different situations. So this researchcan make it possible for schools to check and interpret their students’ performance in any areasin order to let their teachers assess the level of the class.
Effectiveness and implementation of AER Data in classrooms: Themost essential factor that canhelp us to know the students and understand them better is to collect their data and examine thedata of every class or generally the school environment. Every teacher can have a deep look athis or her classes based on the data, statistics s/he gathers through tools such as interview, casestudy, survey, student work and so on. Such experiments can be either quantitative or qualitative.Collecting data of every student, every class and a school; in overall, allows the education societyand teachers community to perceive how much linguistic and cultural diversity affects learningissues or how much the students of different social stratification and social class demonstrateinterest and motivation for learning scientific topics. Ideas and results of the research which aredone by AER society in different formal settings can also present thought-provoking numbers andstatistics for formal teachers’ community as well as education government body. Consequently,the output of such research and assessments regarding the context, situation, language andculture of every district, country and continent is so diverse and remarkable that this valuabledata and evaluation process can inspire more effective standards of teaching and learning forboth teachers and students societies.
Influencing of AER aspects on curriculum and development of students: A remarkable numberof science educators in the world consist of physics and astronomy educators. Experiencesand lessons learned of teachers are one of the most valuable data of research. It can be saidthat research on astronomy education has the key role in criticising and investigating educationcomponents such as curriculum, methodology, teaching and learning approaches, resourcesand training tools depending on the socioeconomics context and situation in every country.Taking a look at the curriculum and pedagogy of each country, we can find out that the cultureand heritage of every country as the part which carries teaching and learning have visible effectson content, resources and standards of school books. So in one hand, teachers’ communitycan develop the process of their curriculum in an effective way in their classes and school withthe use of AER knowledge and attitudes as well as design the context, practical resources andlocalisation based on their social and geographical situations. On the other hand, observingthe outputs which AER shows from the effectiveness of students learning in formal educationsettings, it’s a vital need to use and interpret pedagogy knowledge for a better transferring ofscience-based subjects and concepts that every teacher should use in different social, politicaland cultural contexts. The numbers and statistics of AER make us think about how basic the roleof scientific and critical thought and problem-solving skills is for the future generations.
Interdisciplinary fieldsmatter: Strategies informed by cognitive psychology can help you remem-ber names, concepts, and much more, and they have powerful roles to play in the classroom.Teachers can use these four strategies (retrieval practice, feedback-drivenmetacognition, spacedpractice, and interleaving) with confidence because they are strongly backed by research bothin laboratories and classrooms (Agarwal and Roediger, 2018). Also in psycholinguistics, thisarea looks deeply into linguistic abilities, disorders, performance, competence and diversity ofeach student. This knowledge will help teacher to reduce the intrinsic and extrinsic difficulties.Moreover, to helping future teachers understand how students learn best, neuroscience can
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help themmanage student behaviour. Often, the reasons students behave poorly is due to stress(Matthew Lynch, 2017). This discipline shows how stress affects the brain, and how findings canhelp teachers better understand students’ behaviour.
Impacts of cognitive and social processes of learners in formal education: Becoming a profes-sional, experienced and knowledgeable teacher is really difficult and hardworking. We can’texpect that teachers like doctors can investigate the students’ behaviour and actions exactly orlike sociologists are able to analyse and assess the social class and differences in participationand contrast among individuals and classes. However, it is possible to perform such attitudes andapproaches in the class and at school through learning and using knowledge and techniques. Atthe same time, what helps AER through teachers is the cognitive and social processes which havea great importance in formal education. These two processes make a way in the teacher’s mind,firstly how their social role will be in the future society and how they can explain a meaningfuland respectful life, specifically a peaceful view of the world to the students from different socialclasses. Moreover, since physics and astronomy subjects are abstract, processes such as thinking,remembering, problem-solving, speaking and imagining will be more straightforward and moreunderstandable for students from different academic levels or with different learning abilities.Consequently, different methods and techniques based on students’ understanding can act as abridge that makes it possible for the learners to gather facts, think about them and combine thenew information with what has previously learned in order to grow their knowledge base.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Students’ International Network for Astronomy

Presenter: Mahdi Rokni, Students’ International Network for Astronomy, Iran
Students’ International Network for Astronomy (SINA) is a socialgroup of students in south of Iran since 2014 that has organisedmany astronomical activities and projects in the area. SINA hasbeen organising international events of astronomy in relationto cultures, history and societies, in cooperation with IranianTeachers Astronomy Union, Astronomy Day in School (ADiS) andthe Network for Astronomy School Education including the mainPersian astronomical ceremonies for ADiS connecting more thana thousand students from over 15 countries around the world. Itis important to highlight that SINA has been establishing somemethods and ideas for underage children and elementary students.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p99

Students’ International Network for Astronomy was established by students in a small city inthe south of Iran. It was their desire to globalise all the activities and plans that they had beencarrying out at the Mehr observatory. Some of these activities contain a lot of social skills anddifferent learning methods for students.
The main aims of this network are involving students in astronomical programs and projects,preparing a reliable structure for students around the world to meet each other using astronomyas a link, using the methods of sustainable development to teach students about the globalenvironmental concerns and world peace, letting students make friends without any limitationsand introducing their own culture, activities and feelings to each other, using astronomy andother activities to help them learn social skills such as team-working, event planning andmanagement, cooperation and formal behaviour, and other goals that can be related to theinternational strategy plans.
One of themost important activities that has been ongoing since 2013 in Iran is the “Sky Explorersfestival”. It is an outdoor camping event for students in order to stay outside for a day, especiallyat night, with their friends and combine it with astronomy lessons and observations. Some ofthe goals that we achieved in this festival are observing the Sun with a solar telescope, campingand setting up tents as a group, building instruments, observing the night sky, recycling andreusing material brought by students, educational packages, team-work, and communication.
The future goals of SINA are to establish the formal constitution and curriculum for SINA with aworking-group, introducing the network globally by planning new events and projects, accept-ing new students as official members and supporting their projects, preparing a platform for
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registration and accessible information, cooperation with other associations and internationalprojects, and special projects and methods for elementary students and underage children.

Justifications for Teaching Cosmology in Basic Education:
Analysis of Papers and Curriculum Documents

Presenter: Camila de Macedo Deodato Barbosa, University of São Paulo, Brazil

Cosmology as a research area feeds human curiosity to seekanswers about the birth of the universe. From this perspective,how can the teaching of Cosmology mobilise scientific practicesin the classroom? This work aims to build justifications for theteaching of Cosmology from a literature review and analysis ofBrazilian state curricula. The analysis points out that teachingCosmology in Basic Education can mobilise discussions about thenature of science, promote the theme of modern physics, establishrelationships between technology and scientific development andbuild notions of location on a cosmic scale.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p100

Origin and evolution of the universe has always been presented in the history of mankind andremain an important part of knowledge construction in modern science. The main objective ofthis research is to identify the main justifications presented by researchers in science teachingfor the insertion of Cosmology in basic education, since this topic is of great interest to students[Aguiar (2010), Skolimoski (2014), Bagdonas (2011)]. To compose our corpus of analysis, weselected the research published in journals: Revista Latino-Americana de Educação em Astrono-mia (RELEA), Caderno Brasileiro de Ensino de Física and Revista Brasileira de Ensino de Física, aswe traditionally have more works published on teaching topics of astronomy. Master’s and PhDtheses on teaching cosmology were also analysed.
The main justifications found were: location on the cosmic scale; aspects of the nature ofScience; technological perspective of Science; Modern and contemporary physics.
Regarding the understanding and location of the Earth on a cosmic scale, Leite (2006), Aguiarand Hosoume (2018) and Eriksson (2011) indicate that the construction of a cosmological visionleads to a broader and more complex understanding of the universe we are part of.
Authors such as Arthury (2010), Bagdonas, Zanetic and Gurgel (2017) and Porto and Porto (2008)find in Cosmology an opportunity to work with the nature of Science, through the History of
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Science. For these authors, this approach allows building critical perspectives for scientific paths,in order to break paradigms about Science.
Fróes (2014), Skolimoski (2014) and Bagdonas (2011) also indicate that Cosmology can be a wayto problematise and relate science to technology, establishing both the limits and the advancesof each era. In Cosmology in particular, telescopes have allowed us to look further afield andthis opens up possibilities for us to better understand the evolution of the universe.
Porto and Porto (2008), Aguiar and Hosoume, (2018), Sales (2014), Skolimoski (2014) andNascimento (2017) defend the interdisciplinary potential of Cosmology. Thus, for these authors,this theme allows approaches that involve from Modern to Contemporary Physics, as well asother areas such as astrobiology and -chemistry.
Several authors point to the importance of working with Cosmology in Basic Education, evokingjustifications that were common among them. This bibliographic survey brings us elements tomake curricular choices, since they can indicate some formative potential of the proposals thatinvolve studies of the universe.
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A Typical Case on Teaching Hertzsprung–Russell Diagram by
Exploring the Nature of Astronomy Diagrams

Presenter: Zhang Yiming, Astronomy Department, School of Physics andElectronic Science, Guizhou Normal University, Guiyang, China
The H-R diagram, a typical case for teaching improvement onscientific methods in astronomy, is used to reveal the process ofthe stellar evolution. The diagram was created and improved byinduction, while the related explanation of stellar evolution bydeduction. Therefore, the relationship between such inductivediagram and the deductive explanation can cause methodologyconfusion. It is possible to clarify the confusion by exploring thediagram among the modern astronomy history, analysing thetheory of stellar internal structure developed in the same era andvisualising the generation of the diagram. It is expected to furtherunderstand the nature of the diagram by such efforts.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p101

The special characteristics and significance of astronomy calls for higher quality of the under-graduate teaching on astronomy. Among the courses, fundamental astronomy plays a veryimportant role although its teaching is rarely studied by educators in China. As the core ofastronomy teaching, the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram (H-R diagram) can be studied as a casefor improving the teaching considering its special role in history and several scientific methodsin it.
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The H-R diagram is used to reveal the process of stellar evolution. For our undergraduates, suchjudgement seems to be taken for granted. The fact is that no one is able to explain it exactly.Dating back to the formation of the diagram, scientists and assistants obtained stars markingas the remarkable scatter-plot and explored certain relationships by induction. However, theexplanation for stellar evolution is studied by deduction. Therefore, the relationship betweensuch inductive diagram and the deductive explanation can create some confusion among stu-dents and teachers when they try to understand the H-R diagram. It is possible to clarify therelationship in three ways:
First of all, it is important to explore the basic need for creating the H-R diagram as part ofmodern astronomy history: this diagram catered to the need for classifying various types ofstars that were observed and analysed with different scientific methods used for their classifi-cation. Related contributions by Astronomer Rockier, Ms. Cannon and Ms. Murray should berediscovered.
Secondly, it is necessary to analyse the theory of the stellar internal structure developed inthe same era as the H–R diagram. For example, Internal Constitution of the Stars by ArthurStanley Eddington and Vogt-Russell theorem are representative of explaining the distributionand evolution of stars as well as the synthesis and evolution of elements on the H–R diagram.
At last, with the improvement of observational methods and computing performance, as-tronomers are able to show the generation of H–R diagrams by rotating the three-dimensionaldistribution of various types of stars in one globular cluster, which will help students understandthe H-R diagram more visually and professionally.
A deeper understanding of the scientific methods and theories can increase students’ appre-ciation for the H–R diagram. Implementing these ideas in classroom can be challenging, butteachers should try to relate the history and methodology of the H–R diagram with help fromexperts and carry out group discussions to achieve the core objective for teaching.
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Astronomy Worldviews: How Undergraduate Students in
Introductory Astronomy Courses Relate Science to Society,

Quality of Life, Daily Life, Government, & Religion

Presenter: Hannah Lewis, Department of Astronomy, Wesleyan University,Middletown, CT, USA
Collaborators: Sanlyn Buxner, Chris Impey and Edward Prather (University of Arizona, Tucson,AZ, USA) and Benjamin Mendelsohn (West Valley College, Saratoga, CA, USA)
Understanding how students relate course material to beliefsabout social frameworks outside the classroom can help instructorsmake courses more inclusive and engaging. We report ona study of undergraduate students enrolled in introductoryastronomy courses, who completed a five question survey aboutthe relationship of science to society, quality of life, daily life,government, and religion. We find that a majority of studentsbelieve the relationship of science to society is more significantthan insignificant; the influence of science on quality of life is morefavourable than unfavourable; everyday life is more connectedthan disconnected to science; the government is more supportivethan unsupportive of science; and religion and science are morenot in conflict than in conflict.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p80

When a student enters a classroom, their beliefs about the greater world are not left at the door.As such, it is important to understand how students relate the material they learn in sciencecourses to their beliefs about social frameworks outside of the classroom. Previous work hasinvestigated student’s basic science knowledge, related attitudes and beliefs (e.g. Impey etal., 2017), as well as quantitative reasoning (e.g. Follette et al., 2015, 2017). The current studyfocuses on frameworks not addressed in these previous works.
Research Questions:

1. How do students characterise the relationship between science and society, quality oflife, daily life, government, and religion?
2. How consistent are student responses across the five domains?
3. To what extent do the examples included in student responses intersect across the fivedomains?

Methods: We report on a study of undergraduate students enrolled in introductory astronomycourses at the University of Arizona (N = 283), who completed a five-question survey about how
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Figure 1: The distribution of quantitative responses on a -3 to +3 scale for each question.Responses on the Society, Quality of Life, Daily Life, and Government strongly skewed positive,while the Religion question has a bimodal distribution, indicating more polarised beliefs.
they perceive the relationship of science and society, quality of life, daily life, government, andreligion. The instrument measures both quantitative and qualitative aspects of these beliefs,and as such allows us to characterise the relative strength and intersections of responses toeach question.
Preliminary Results: We find that a majority of students believe the relationship of science tosociety is more significant than insignificant (96%); the influence of science on the quality of lifeis more favourable than unfavourable (95%); everyday life is more connected than disconnectedto science (84%); the government is more supportive than unsupportive of science (77%); andreligion and science are more not in conflict than in conflict (54%). We also find significantcorrelations between student responses about the connections between these five topics.
Application to Classrooms: These preliminary results characterise pre-existing beliefs on fiveseparate topics for non-science major students in introductory science courses, which areopportunities to evaluate the connection between science and societal frameworks. This canbe used by course instructors to better understand how students are relating course material tothese external topics.
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Promoting Basic Sciences Campaign Reveals the Actual
Contribution Astronomy and Spatial Sciences Currently Have to

STEAM Education in Romania

Presenter: Elisabeta Ana Naghi, ESERO, Romanian National Committee forAstronomy, Dana Ficut-Vicas, Astronomical Observatory Cluj-Napoca of theRomanian Academy and Cautnic Daniel, Samuel von Brukenthal NationalCollege, Romania
With the IYBSSD2022, the Romanian National Committee forAstronomy (CNRA) has launched a campaign to promote basicsciences in over 100 schools in Romania from both rural and urbanareas. Within this campaign we investigate the role that basicsciences (astronomy and space science plays in school educationand the impact of the activities within the campaign in motivatingstudents towards studying STEAM and choosing STEAM careers.Here we present results of the analysis of the initial survey. Thisanalysis shows the contribution astronomy and space sciencecurrently have in STEAM education in schools in Romania and is anessential starting point in building future programs and campaignsthat can focus on the urgent needs of the STEAM education in ourcountry.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p120

During the International Year of Basic Sciences for Sustainable Development (IYBSSSD2022), theRomanian National Committee for Astronomy (CNRA) has launched a campaign to promotebasic sciences in 167 schools all over Romania. We took this opportunity to run a research studyon the role of basic sciences and in particular, astronomy plays in motivating students towardsSTEM and choosing STEM careers. Two surveys were administered one before and one after theactivities of the campaign took place. In this study we present the results of the initial survey,administered to 1548 students, mostly from urban areas (80%), 59% girls and 41% boys. Theonly bias in our sample is the fact that the schools have voluntarily applied to participate in thecampaign. With this initial survey we wanted to assess the current contribution of astronomyand space science in STEM education in Romania.
According to our research presently Romanian students have a high interest in STEM activities,which however is only cultivated in school in a predominantly traditionalmanner. Hence Romaniahas a great potential in basic sciences, which remains predominantly not valorised becauseinterdisciplinary connections, transferable skills and solving real life problems are not sufficientlypractised by students for them to get confident in the benefits of the knowledge they learn inschool. Because astronomy is not part of the national curriculum and the number of schoolsoffering optional astronomy courses is quite low, students hardly get in contact with this science.Hence, astronomy is not part of the learning reality of Romanian students. Although astronomy
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is one of the oldest sciences in Romania, currently astronomy is under developed in our country,hence not a factor of influence in STEM motivation in Romania nor a source of role modelsthat attract students into science. Astronomy and space sciences are not very present at theextra-curricular level either, as most interviewed students admit not reading about science andastronomy outside school hours and rarely taking extra-curricular activities, such as going to aplanetarium, an astronomical observatory, a museum or to science fairs.
Astronomy and space sciences through their highly interdisciplinary character are widely knownto have an impact in high quality education and in attracting students towards STEM. Astronomyand space sciences can help students develop critical thinking, convey meta-cognitive skills suchas objective argumentation, logic formulation and science communication, allow connectionsbetween different sciences such as math, physics, chemistry, biology, computer science, andmany more. Yet, all this impact on education is lost in countries where astronomy and spacesciences are devolving instead of strengthening their presence. Consequently, in countriessuch as Romania where astronomy is not part of the national curriculum students not only donot benefit from the impact on high quality education astronomy has but are limited in theirperspective of basic sciences as their view is incomplete. This has an important effect not only inthe education of our students but also on astronomy research and development in our country.The continuity of this science in our country is at threat due to lack of future generations ofastronomers. As it has been seen in other countries, astronomy can act at the extra-curricularlevel instead, but in countries where astronomy is less developed it is very challenging to doso outside school because isolated activities are not enough but rather long term outreachprograms are necessary.
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Student Interest in Astronomy
and Other Subjects: Research
and Practical Experience

Session organisers: Emmanuel Rollinde (OAE Node France), Assia Nechache(OAE Node France), Tshiamiso Makwela (OAE Heidelberg), Estelle Blanquet(University of Bordeaux, France), and Merryn Cole (University of Nevada, LasVegas)

SESSION OVERVIEW

Astronomy education research has been considered a discipline-based education research since2011 (date of Bailey’s review). As such, it provides an insight into concepts and into students’interest in and understanding of those concepts.
This session focused first on students’ mental models in astronomy. General methodology tocharacterise those models will be discussed as well as their evolution through specific pedagogi-cal designs. A particular focus is made on cognitive thinking and mental models about spatialthinking, relativity principle, and referential frame.
Astronomy is considered a more global “gateway” to science, focusing on interdisciplinarityand methodology of investigation. The gender issue in science is also discussed in the specificcontext of astronomy.
Interestingly enough, the studies presented in this session include different scales, from a casestudy with one class to an international comparison, with qualitative and quantitative analysis.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Thinking about the Stars - Mental Models in Astronomy

Speaker: Malte Ubben, WWUMünster, Germany

Knowing students’ mental models is an important step in teachingscience. There are many pre-conceptions that students bring tothe classroom and that determine their way of thinking aboutthe world. In this contribution, several prominent mental modelsin astronomy held by students are presented, as well as howresearchers go about obtaining them. Additionally, a commonprocess of mental model development is discussed using theexample of black holes.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/cw9Jco1CvVg

When trying to describe learning processes, the mental model is a very useful tool. Mentalmodels are the concepts learners bring to the classroom. They are created via the interplay ofprevious and new experiences and are thus individual to each learner (Piaget, 1951). Mentalmodels consist of two different components: a gestalt and a functionality (Ubben et al., 2022).For example, the mental model of a cake has a certain gestalt – there is an image associatedwith it, a taste, a smell. One could also see this gestalt as the “surface level” part of the mentalmodel. In the second component, the functionality, it is important what the mental modelsignifies. By thinking of the cake, one could see it as an expression of hunger or of satiation.Mental models are a central part of didactics of physics, as lessons must be prepared with themin mind to ensure learning material that is fitted to the class. Therefore, a lot of research hasbeen done both to catalogue common types of mental models and to model how they emergeand develop.
In astronomy, mental models are therefore important for teaching as well and several key ideasthat make up inadequate mental models have been found by researchers. The most prominenttype of misconception is the notion that mental models are direct replicas of reality (Treagust,2002; Ubben et al., 2022). In astronomy, as in other subfields of physics, these often manifestin novice learning. One prominent example is that students – especially of younger ages – oftenthink that stars are really small and have jags (Favia et al., 2014). Another similar misconceptionis that learners think the planets move on strings around the sun, which was even held be Kepler(Kuhn, 2016). Additionally, it is often believed that planets are roughly the same size as eachother and the sun and are very close together (Favia et al., 2014). This misconception is oftenascribed to originate from pictures in textbooks or other media. The research on mental modelsin astronomy is mainly limited to the solar system and in particular the relations between Earth,
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Figure 1: The four types of black hole shapes the participants drew.
Sun and Moon (tides, eclipse etc.). Research in more modern concepts is rather lacking, but thisposes new opportunities for research. One of the topics rarely subject of mental model researchis that of black holes. Therefore, we conducted a qualitative study to assess what learnersassociate with the term “black hole” in astronomical contexts, and especially what gestalts theyassociate with the term (Ubben et al., 2022). In the study, we asked 26 astronomy novices todraw a black hole from the top and from the side and to describe what they understood by theterm. The task was posed this way to make the participants think beyond a circular shape. Allin all, four types of drawings were extracted from the material (see Fig. 1): The participants’imagines a black hole as looking like a sphere, an ellipsoid, a funnel (or cylinder) or a disc.
Fourteen of the participants drew a black hole as a sphere or ellipsoid, 8 drew a funnel-likestructure and 4 drew a disc. The different types of drawings from Fig. 1 were then given to 50non-astronomy students at university. The distribution of choices of side-view can be seen inFig. 1.
It is remarkable that the number of participants choosing the line (and thus a disc shape overall)is in relation to the others a lot higher than in the drawing task, whereas the oval shape (and thusan ellipsoid shape overall) was almost not chosen anymore. We presume that this is because inthe drawing task, the side-view of a disc was hard to conceptualise and thus was rarely drawn.For our number of participants, we found in summary a similar amount of disc, funnel, orspherical shapes for the mental models of the black holes. Further surveys should be conductedto get a more generalised relation.
When looking at the descriptions of the black holes made by the participants, there are fourgeneral categories that match with previously shown categories of mental model development(Ubben & Bitzenbauer, 2022): Several of the students did not know what a black hole was andwere thus in a very early stage of mental model development. Several others only had images intheir mind when asked about black holes, showing first aspects of mental model development –the formation of a gestalt. Most people described the gestalt and the properties of black holes,such as attracting masses, showing a more elaborate development of their mental models.This type of mental model is the same as the idea of mental models being direct replicas ofreality. Finally, few students showed a very deep understanding of black holes by only limitingthemselves to the physics behind them and their functionalities. We therefore assume that thedevelopment of mental models of black holes is similar than that of atoms and photons (Ubben& Bitzenbauer, 2022).
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Preschool-Age Children’s Use of Spatial Thinking When Making
Sense of Astronomical Phenomena

Speaker: Hannah Lewis, Wesleyan University, Middletown, CT, USA
Collaborator: Julia Plummer, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA, USA.
Engaging children in spatial thinking predicts future success andparticipation in science. This study investigates how early childhoodastronomy programs engage preschool-age children in spatialthinking. We use a qualitative framework to analyse observablebehaviours, called spatial sensemaking practices, and infer thechildren’s cognitive processes, called spatial skills. Results suggestchildren most often engage with Extrinsic-Static spatial skills,which involves comparing the properties of static objects. Also, allof the identified spatial sensemaking practices helped facilitatemultiple spatial skills, suggesting behaviours can engage childrenin various cognitive processes. Finally, each program facilitatedspatial skills in only one to two of the 4 broad spatial skill categories.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/dNYclESbBYI
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Early use of spatial thinking is critical for children to develop expertise in future science, technol-ogy, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education [1,2,3]. Understanding how educationalactivities facilitate children’s engagement in spatial thinking strategies can inform curriculumdesign and better prepare a greater number of students for future academic success. We usedtwo frameworks to analyse how children engage in spatial thinking during informal astronomyprograms.
Framework 1: Spatial SkillsSpatial skills are the cognitive processes used by children to engage with spatial concepts. Wecategorised the specific spatial skills (e.g., categorising space, describing relative size) as well asinto broader categories (see Fig. 1) [4].
Framework 2: Spatial Sensemaking PracticesSpatial sensemaking practices are the behaviours children use to facilitate spatial skills [5].These are directly observable behaviours, and we analysed how children used them to infer thechildren’s spatial skills. Examples include gesture, spatial talk, and sketching.
Research Question: To what extent do museum astronomy programs encourage preschool-age
children to engage in spatial sensemaking practices and inferred spatial skills?

Methods: We analysed video data of children in seven different museum astronomy programsat a small science center in a high socioeconomic status college town in the Northeastern UnitedStates. The programswere developed for children aged 3-5 years old and covered seven differentastronomical topics: shadows (n = 6 children); phases of theMoon (n = 12 children); lunar craters(n = 10 children); Martian landscapes (n = 15 children); Earth’s rotation (n = 6 children); stellardistances (n = 6 children); and constellations (n = 5 children).
Finding 1: Children Most Commonly Used Extrinsic-Static Spatial SkillsOf the four broad spatial skill categories (see Fig. 1), children most often engaged in Extrinsic-Static skills, meaning they were comparing the static properties of multiple objects.
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Finding 2: All Identified Spatial Sensemaking Practices Facilitated Multiple Spatial SkillsThis means that children use the same behaviours (the spatial sensemaking practices) to engagewith multiple cognitive processes. For example, the children used object manipulation to engagein dynamic spatial relations during the Earth’s Rotation program, and to engage in categorisingspace during the Craters program.
Finding 3: Three Programs Engaged Children in Two Spatial Reasoning Quadrants, and Four
Programs Engaged Children in Only One Spatial Reasoning QuadrantThese museum programs only engaged children in one or two of the four broad spatial skillcategories. Further analysis is needed to determine whether this is related to the astronomicaltopic, type of activity, or other factors.
Summary: While museum programs do facilitate children’s spatial thinking, multiple programsaround a range of astronomy phenomena are needed to engage children in all four spatial skillquadrants.
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How Astronomy Helps Primary Teachers and Secondary Students
Understand the Relativity Principle

Speaker: Emmanuel Rollinde, CY Cergy Paris Université, LDAR, France
In an astronomical context, we explore the teaching of Galileanmotion principles observed in different reference frames. A firstshort-term experiment (two sessions of 2 hours) was conductedwith grade 10 students in a French high school using a HumanOrrery to enact movements of planets and the Sun. Results frompre- and post-test proved a significant and positive evolution in thelong term. A second one-year-long experiment has shown, throughregular interviews, the resistance of pre-service primary teachersto accept the equivalence of geocentric and heliocentric frames.In both cases, the context of astronomy proved to be efficient inforcing the emergence of a new conceptual scheme.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/a5CAfPghOn0

Ability to think about physical quantities related to movements in different reference frameis important for spatial thinking. It has been very often shown that few people are able to doso. Hence, terrestrial frame is solely used for movement observed on Earth, while heliocentricframe is used for movements in the Solar System. We explicit the strength of the faith in theheliocentric frame in a case study of two pre-service primary teachers. Then, we describe anembodied pedagogical design that has proved to be able to challenge the heliocentric descriptionin the context of the movement of Earth, the Sun and Mars. This design, based on astronomyonly, has a significant impact about spatial thinking in other contexts too.
I discuss here the specific question of changing perspective – moving from one referenceframe to another – that is of interest for both physics and mathematics education (Joshua etal., 2015). The key point is the student’s ability to think about physical quantities related tomovements independent of their definition of a reference frame. Since the seminal work ofSaltiel & Malgrange (1980), it is known that one has the tendency to describe movements froma “favourite” referential frame. Different main “favourite” referential frames are used. Rollindeet al. (2021) use three situations related to two “favourite” referential frames to discuss thisdifficulty. Firstly, our perception is so strongly connected to the ground that we consider allmovement relative to it (or to the floor of the train in a moving train). First situation: if weobserve two skydivers falling with a constant but different speed, one of them lost his sun-glassesand the second one catches them; very few will believe that the path of the glass as observedby the first skydiver has a distance of zero. Second situation: if we are sitting on a bench neara merry-round, you will never “believe” that your child on the merry-round may be at rest.Yet, they are at rest as they are observed by another child on the merry-round. Secondly, inastronomy, one naturally trusts the authority of science since there is no “natural” frame torefer to (e.g., Shen & Confrey, 2010; Blanquet & Picholle, 2018). Hence, the heliocentric frame isanother “favourite” referential frame to think and discuss about movement of planets. Very
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few may say that the Sun is moving around Earth. Hence the third situation: Very few will saythat Jupiter may have a non-circular movement if it is observed fromMars. Rollinde et al. (2021)have proposed those situations to 246 grade 10 students (about 15-16 years old). Less than a halfgave the right answer (that distance travelled and speed are different for the two observers (seeRollinde et al., 2021 for details about the questions asked and the statistics of the answers).
The fact that distance and speed depend on the observer is called the relativity principle. Twoquestions are asked: May the argument of authority be challenged either by a long-term butstandard lecture with a group of pre-service primary teachers or by an embodied designedteaching lesson (Cole et al., 2018; Abrahamson et al., 2020). Once the argument of authorityhas been challenged, is the relativity principle used in spatial thinking?
Together with a colleague inmathematics education, we proposed a 8 times 3h-sessions. Lecturein a pre-service primary teachers training institute. The objective of this lecture was to invitestudents to create an activity that combines science and mathematics. Two students chooseastronomy and the path of the Sun as their subject. None had a solid scientific background. Itook this opportunity to follow their cognitive evolution about the path of the Sun with theunderlying question: “Does the Sun revolve around Earth, or Earth around the Sun?”. Therelativity principle says that both is true, the first in the geocentric frame (during one year) orthe terrestrial frame (during one day), the second is true in the heliocentric frame. Would thatbe the case for our pre-service primary teachers?
Since the beginning of their design, they set up the goal of the session to provide a meaning tothe phenomenon of day and night. The knowledge to be acquired by their student was thatEarth revolves around the Sun, “they have to know this” according to one of the two teachers,called L. The second teacher is called J. The first activity chosen by L and J was to have their classdraw the Sun as seen in the sky over the school’s building, from 9 am to 5 pm. On coming backto the training institute, L worries immediately that observing the Sun moving around Earthmay create confusion. Indeed, from L’s “favourite” referential frame, Sun does not move (inheliocentric model). So, L wonders how to explain children that Sun does not move. As I asked L“Do you realise the Sun revolves around Earth on your drawing?” L answers: “yes, but it is anillusion”. Then, L tried to use a globe to “prove that it is the Earth that is moving around itself”.During this discussion, J was more open to the relativity principle and seemed to accept that itdepends on the observer. During another class activity, L used a globe and explained that shehad to admit that day and night may be explained by the movement of Earth around itself or ofthe Sun around Earth. L then said: “I did not realise it depends on the observer”.
I conducted an interview at the end of the year with both L and J. L explained that “it is good touse heliocentric since the Sun does not move [L] was anxious to have the Sun moving, sincethey will believe that the Sun revolves around Earth”. Then J noticed that “Yes, but it moves inthe sky and you see that on your drawing!”. One may conclude that J has accepted the relativityprinciple, while L could not challenge it even after regular discussions in class with J and I, andafter activities of drawing and with a globe. Yet, at the end of the interview, J concluded with“We use the heliocentric model to explain that the Earth revolves around the Sun”. This casestudy on a long-term basis confirms previous conclusions by the research about the strengthof the faith in the heliocentric model that does not allow one to think about astronomy in adifferent frame (even the natural terrestrial frame).
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Rollinde et al. (2021) have used a heliocentric embodied model to challenge it. Students areasked to move and to enact different frames with their arms (see details in this publication).The important conclusion here is that observers and actors all ended with the conclusion thatSun does move in 24h and that Mars does not move on a circular orbit if it is observed from thegeocentric frame. Students were really surprised and had difficulty to admit that Mars may be atrest when seen from Earth (so in their drawing) even if they see Mars moving in the heliocentricframe. This challenge led them to a correct answer in all three situations described above, sonot only in the astronomy context. This change in their conception and use of spatial thinkingwas statistically significant and was confirmed twice in two consecutive years. The teachingsequence was conducted by the researchers the first year, and by the school teachers in thesecond year with similar results (not published yet).
We set up two designs, one based on a discussion-based long-term session with pre-serviceprimary teachers and the other based on an embodied short-term sessionwith grade 10 students.The first confirmed the strength of the faith in the heliocentric model. The second was asuccessful challenge to this model, and more importantly, the result was efficient in a contextother than astronomy. Hence, it confirms that astronomy is an efficient and rich context tochallenge misconceptions.
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Everybody Knows That the Sun Does Not Revolve Around Us!
Paradigmatic Pressure, Relativity of Motion and Strong Emotions

Speaker: Estelle Blanquet, Laboratory LACES, University of Bordeaux, France
We have shown in previous studies that the difficulty of acceptingthe concept of relativity of motion whenever it contradicts theCopernican interpretation (“the Earth revolves around the Sunand not vice versa”) is widely shared both by students and bytheir teachers and even by some professional physicists. We havetherefore developed fiction-based sequences to facilitate theovercoming of this obstacle by primary and secondary schoolstudents and by their teachers. We present here a qualitative(n=16) and a quantitative (n=120) study conducted with pre-serviceteachers, probing the strong emotions felt during the investigationprocess and highlighting their reluctance to accept the currentrelativistic paradigm in the context of Earth/Sun movements.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/a32Aj6Pk71c

French junior and senior high school students are all taught that the description of the motionof an object depends on the observer who describes it. But how do they react when they areasked this question in different contexts?
A first study [1] interrogated 5581 participants, including 3950 first-year science students at thebeginning of the year, and both pre-service (980) and in-service (400) primary school teachers.We proposed three formulations addressing the same issue: The first one asked the participantsto position themselves in relation to a sentence learned in class, namely The description of the
motion of an object depends on the observer who describes it, by answering yes, no or “I don’tknow”. The second formulation A child is on a merry-go-round. Sitting on a bench, the mother
sees him rotating at a constant speed. From the child’s point of view, it is not the merry-go-round
but the mother who turns was also a multiple choice question, yes, no or “I don’t know”. It isa classic situation used by many French teachers. The third formulation was an open-endedquestion: A person observes the motions of the Sun in the sky and of the shadow of a stick on
the ground during the day. They argue that the Sun turns around the Earth in 24 hours. What
do you think?.
The situations of the merry-go-round and of the Earth/Sun system are mathematically similar.If one does accept that, from the point of view of the child on the merry-go-round, it is themother who is moving, then we might expect a similar answer to question three, namely thatfrom the point of view of an Earthly observer, it is the Sun that is moving across the sky.
Nevertheless, the Earth/Sun question draws the participants’ attention to a key issue of theCopernican quarrel, according to which it is the Earth that rotates around itself and revolvesaround the Sun and not the opposite. We have classified their responses to this question intothree categories. ‘Copernican’ responses include responses indicating that it is the Earth that
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Table 1: Select excerpt of students’ responses
Throughout the modelling, I was getting lost. Was my knowledge wrong? Why teach
this to the students if it is not reality? I was trying to find out where we were going. I
was especially confused. Finally and gradually, I understood the objective: to make us
understand that everything depends on the reference frame we consider. If we take
the Sun as the reference point, then the Earth would revolve around the Sun.
I felt disoriented because all my knowledge was questioned. It is quite disturbing
because it requires deconstructing a model that we are taught from primary school
and that is reassuring. We have the impression of control when we say to ourselves
that “the Earth revolves around the Sun”.
When I came out of this course, I was excited to tell everyone that the question “Does
the Earth revolve around the Sun or is it the other way around” is really a question of
the point of view. I was amazed at how reluctant the people were to question what
they had always been told. After this disappointment, with some classmates, we talked
about it again. A feeling of injustice, or rather of revolt against the teachers who had
always told us that the Sun was not moving, without ever specifying the point of view,
then appeared.
I found this session very interesting but also very disturbing. This session will remain
very important for me, we have already talked about it several times with other
students, so it is difficult, I think, for us to accept these two theories.

revolves and not the Sun. The category of ‘relativistic’ responses includes responses indicatingthat it depends on the chosen frame of reference. The third category (‘Other’) includes all otherresponses.
So how do the participants in the study position themselves in relation to these three questions?They overwhelmingly agree in abstracto with the formulation learnt in class (91%). A significantmajority still agrees with the idea that from the child’s point of view on the merry-go-round, itis the mother who moves (78%). But in the Earth/Sun situation, their answers change radically(5% of relativistic responses for first year science students). The Earth/Sun context seems thento sweep away the application of the principle of relativity in this specific situation and to yieldthe participants to revert to thinking in accordance with the Copernican paradigm. This is asignature of what we have called the Copernican paradigmatic pressure and which we havequalified as strong insofar as it can induce the negation of the principle of relativity in favour ofa conformist thinking. Another interesting finding of this study was the very strong reactions ofsome participants to a person stating that the Sun revolves around the Earth (e.g. “You should
go back to school because this is not the Middle Ages anymore!”, “No, you’re stupid, it’s the
other way around”).
We have therefore developed sequences for working on the relativity of motion in an astronomi-cal context by using fiction [2, 3]. The aim was both to remove epistemological obstacles [4] andto provoke a perspective likely to attenuate the virulent reactions of participants confronted witha challenge to the Copernican paradigm. These sequences have been carried out on multipleoccasions but we focus here on the Rahan sequence [3]. Following this work, we asked 19 futureprimary school teachers who had previously received a training in this exercise to describe theirfeelings and the memories induced by the sequence (see table 1).
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Overcoming the Copernican paradigmatic pressure appears to be a long but feasible journey.Nevertheless, this requires educators to be aware of and to underestimate neither the weightof the paradigmatic pressure, nor the emotions involved. As educators, they should be carefulto systematically specify their choice of frame of reference in their interventions.
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The Practice of Astronomy Mini Exploratory Research in
Shenzhen No. 2 Experimental School

Speaker: Zhenhuan Hu, Shenzhen No. 2 Exp. School, Nanjing, China
Supported by the Shenzhen Education Bureau, Shenzhen No. 2Experimental School has carried out a series of Students’ As-tronomy Mini Exploratory Research, such as “How high is thelunar crater?”, “solar prominence and solar cycle” etc. Miniexploratory research refers to the interdisciplinary research-basedlearning project carried out by students in the subject field orthe real life situation. Students try to solve problems throughinvestigation, experiment, observation, analysis, discussion,and practice. Unlike professional research, it does not focuson putting forward new theories, but guides and encouragesstudents to conduct in-depth learning in the way of scien-tific research, stimulate their exploration interest, enhance theirteam cooperation ability, and develop an innovation consciousness.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/nR5maBiXe-s

We provide a basic astronomy course, once a week every semester. We help interested studentstake part in Mini Exploratory Research. From 2015 to 2016, our first Mini Exploratory Researchtopic How high are the Lunar craters? was approved by the Shenzhen Institute of EducationSciences. With their support, students obtain a lot of observation equipment and apparatus fordaily observation.
Students have to formally conclude the project one year later, report the research results of theyear and write a formal research report. The first research group is composed of four juniorhigh school students. In this process, they collect information and build a knowledge base,which is the important goal of our Mini Research project – to stimulate students’ internal drivingforce, realise the importance of learning, spark their desire for exploration and manage theirown learning plans purposefully. For junior high school students, this process of inquiry is ameaningful and interesting attempt. The final report summarised their current course.
In the following years, we also helped students to apply for some other research projects, such as
making a low-cost Solar observation telescope, and the research on solar prominence and solar
cycle. The senior high school students tried to design and construct a super small astronomicaltelescope room with a side length of about 1.5m to place some small observation equipment onthe roof of their house for a longer period, and use it for observations anytime and anywhere.The design had a remote control functionality to open and close the telescope and was alsowaterproof.
During Covid-19, some elective courses were reduced due to the epidemic prevention policy,but we also took a new way to assist students in their project design and research. The use of
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remote observatories is one such example. Through the process of active exploration, they havegained beneficial results.
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Girls in the Museum – Pursuing Gender Equity in Astronomy

Speaker: Patricia Figueiro Spinelli, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Science is a powerful institution for development, but as with anyother human endeavour, it is subject to the social constraints ofsociety, reproducing values and practices of dominant groups. Theunder-representation of women in STEM is one example of suchpractice. But how can we attract more girls if they keep beingdiscouraged from STEM carriers from a very young age? In thiscontribution, we will revisit some gender issues in basic scienceeducation and share the lessons learned from ‘Girls in the Museumof Astronomy’ project. The initiative works with the topics of lightpollution in science clubs of primary schools relating it with localenvironmental issues with the ultimate goal of promoting sciencecapital through astronomy.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/gvp80g4EmZs

Gender studies show that from the earliest years of schooling, girls are very often not encouragedto like science disciplines, which eventually causes the lower concentration of women in STEMcareers [1]. Stereotypes, particularly stronger in these fields, reinforce the idea that womenhave no equal talent for scientific work.
Therefore, it is important to ask: how can we attract more girls if they keep being discouragedfrom STEM careers from a very young age? In this contribution, we share some of the lessonslearned from the Girls in the Museum project running since 2015 [2, 3].
Gender and race/ethnicity in the Brazilian science contextAs a starting point, it is important to consider the site where the project runs: a ScienceMuseumin Brazil, in particular, the city of Rio de Janeiro. According to Alves-Brito (2019, p. 1) [4], “Brazilsuffers from structural racism and has a strong economy but it is socially unequal, facing severalissues regarding its educational, scientific and technological programmes. Over half of theBrazilian population (54%) is made up of people of color, who are the most disadvantaged”.Gender imbalance is also a problem that affects Brazilian society as a whole. The combinationof these two issues, structural racism and machismo, results in young, black, females beingpushed to underpaid and low prestigious (informal) jobs, and consequently, being kept awayfrom career opportunities in science and technology.
The exclusion of certain public in STEM is not surprising if we consider science as part of culture.In Brazil, while dominant (high income) groups of big cities have access to a broad variety ofcultural stimuli, medium and low income groups tend to spend their free time doing other typesof leisure activities, for instance watching television. If we want to transform society and attractmore black and brown girls to the STEM careers, it is important to consider the background ofthe audience and design activities which not only may raise their interest, but also, help theirretention in the STEM system.
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The importance of science museums and informal science educationAccording to the International Council of Museums, by definition “A museum is a not-for-profit,
permanent institution in the service of society (...) Open to the public, accessible and inclusive,
museums foster diversity and sustainability (...) offering varied experiences for education, enjoy-
ment, reflection and knowledge sharing.” Thus, science museums should be able to providesignificant educational experiences, since they can be a place of discovery and excitement,serving as an environment to appreciate science and culture. It is important to stress, however,that the “context for learning in museums is not the same as in schools or in other institutes offormal education” Hooper-Greenhill (2007, p. 4) [5]. Museum visitors are free to choose thecontent they engage with, they spend a limited amount of time in the institution (typically 2-3hours), do not sit at a desk to “acquire” information nor are subjected to content evaluation.
The Museum of Astronomy and Related Sciences (MAST, in its Portuguese acronym), located inthe city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, is a research institution that brings the wonders of astronomyand its history through exhibitions and education activities to various audiences. The museum’smain building and antique domes were the home of the National Observatory, a bicentenaryinstitution that nowadays shares the same campus with MAST.
In Brazil, museum visitors are quite limited. This makes it difficult to use science museums as atool to engage young people, especially black and brown girls [6]. To improve this, MAST seeksfor partnership with the neighbouring schools and the project Girls in the Museum is an exampleof this effort.
Girls in the Museum of Astronomy and Related SciencesOur project actions dedicated to girls can be classified into two types: short and long-termactivities. All actions encourage girls to engage in science and explore scientific careers. Theshort-term actions are event-like opportunities, where girls can visit MAST for a day and meetfemale scientists. The long-term actions, aimed at the continuous informal education of smallgroups of female school students, last for about a year and are structured within the frameworkof science clubs. A total of 42 students took part in the long-term actions and majority of themwere from low income families.
The first edition of the long-term action, entitled “First time scientists”, was run from June 2016to December 2017, while the second one “Astrogirls” took place from March 2019 to December2020. We are currently running the third edition of the long-term action, with two partnerschools, both located in regions of social vulnerability. That is to say, our audience is composedof black and brown girls. The groups were named as “Astronomy’s Girls” and “Smooth in theSpaceship”.
The three long-term initiatives started with a training in astronomy. Subsequently, while in thefirst edition, the group developed science education activities to present during the NationalScience Week 2017, in the second edition, the participants developed a research project relatedto Solar activity that was presented at the Rio de Janeiro State Science Fair 2019. This year, thetwo groups are working on the topic of light pollution.
All activities were followed and supervised by three senior female scientists, museum educatorsand school teachers. The activities ranged from theoretical lectures, workshops and visits toastronomy-related institutions, field trips, and participation in science communication events,
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as well as, the development of a small research project.
Participating girls are/were subject to longitudinal studies that sought to evaluate the project’sactions andmonitor possible changes in the attitudes towards science. So far our results point tothe importance of not only communicating astronomy but “about” astronomy, highlighting thenon-neutral aspects of science, such as the struggles of the female scientists. Thus, presentingscience historically and locally is an aspect that contributes to the learning processes of theparticipants. In addition, the engagement of teachers and family members was of utmostimportance to the full participation of girls. The promotion of cultural activities is also a centralaspect to the success of action, because it improves the feeling of belonging and helps girls tofeel a part of the science and culture system.
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Space for All: A Multinational Study in Astronomy Education

Speaker: Christine Hirst Bernhardt, Maryland, USA
Collaborator: Janelle Bailey, Temple University, USA

This contribution will provide preliminary insights from the 2022study which included many NAEC teams. Methods include surveyand interviews to discover the methods of learning and teaching inprimary and secondary classrooms. Data informed comparisonsand case studies of international astronomy education efforts incommunity and formal education. This and the ongoing work bySalimpour and Fitzgerald can provide multinational curricular andpedagogical examples of leveraging astronomy as a “gateway” andinform interdisciplinary approaches to teaching science.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/syjE_ppW9zE

Astronomy is one of the oldest sciences in human history; space sciences seek to answer thebiggest questions, and encompass technologies which directly impact humanity (Hall, 2013).Astronomy is the only science of collective experience; every learner in every culture entersschool having experienced celestial phenomena. They have likely made direct observations,noticed patterns, and posed questions of the Earth and sky. Early exposure to the processesand practices of astronomy can encourage equitable participation and engagement with STEM,which can significantly influence STEM identity formation in girls and underrepresented pop-ulations. Restricting astronomy education to university settings is an injustice which furthersthe representation gap of women and underrepresented communities in STEM and in globalscience policy.
Space exploration and technology offer hope and solutions to complex global problems amidthe global social, climatic and geopolitical upheaval of the past two years. Astronomy provideslimitless opportunities for teachers and students to engagewith the nature of science. Astronomycan naturally integrate into existing coursework and leverage students’ natural curiosities andinterests, which is critical now as we learn to cope with a global pandemic and adapt classroomsfor the screen generation.
Shifts in academic standards provide opportunities to incorporate astronomy as transdisciplinaryand transformative content. Instead of envisioning science as a silo, we can leverage space asa vessel for the application of scientific and cultural competency, mathematical and languageliteracy, and global communication. Similarly, research into the contexts and modalities of as-tronomy education can inform the global education community, yet has predominantly centeredon undergraduates. A multinational astronomy education survey in formal education has neverbeen completed. This study will inform future studies and collaborations between educators andresearchers, and provide examples of astronomy integrations in coursework and community.
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This study was guided by the following research questions:
• How is astronomy utilised internationally to promote STEM in community and school?
• What lessons can be learned from international astronomy education efforts?
• How do international astronomy education efforts attend to equity and diversity?

Methods:
Participants: Participants were recruited through a network of astronomy education coordi-nators with the International Astronomical Union and social media pages targeting teachersof astronomy. Participants (n=68) were either professional astronomers, formal or informaleducators from 20 countries other than the US.
Procedure: Participants completed a survey consisting of national and professional identifiers, aself ranking question of knowledge regarding their national education standards (1 = no knowl-edge, 5 = highly knowledgeable), and open-ended questions regarding placement of astronomyin the curriculum and to demonstrate fluency with pedagogical content knowledge. Surveydata was de-identified, sorted by country, coded and ranked. Selected interview participantswere primarily chosen based on demonstrated involvement with national astronomy educationefforts. Language barriers were anticipated, and may have inhibited written responses. Threeparticipants were selected based on country and knowledge of national education standards.Semi-structured interviews were conducted via zoom. Participants were asked to discuss therelationship between their national education systems and astronomy, opportunities and barri-ers to integrating astronomy, teacher education and professional development, and the role ofinformal learning.
Analysis:Holistic coding was used to generate comparative themes from transcripts used in cross caseanalysis. Thematic arrays and comparison tables were used to characterise sub-themes andembedded categories within larger themes. Emergent themes included: education systems,benefits and barriers, national astronomy programs. Multiple arrays were used to comparethemes across countries, and to aggregate situated characteristics.
Results:Preliminary results favour informal, self-directed astronomy learning over mandated curricula.National space agencies, planetariums and informal learning opportunities maintain publicinterest, demonstrate career growth potential, and promote the “social capital” of astronomy(Japan, interview). Partnerships, collaborations and outreach emerged as an important ingre-dient to integrating astronomy; some nations lacked significant numbers of astronomers oruniversity programs. Brazil is using astronomy to investigate the age at which students loseinterest in science. Several programs demonstrated innovative integration of astronomy andequity: Telescope loan programs provide access and opportunities to poor classrooms andremote communities. In Mexico, astronomy offers social mobility; students build telescopesand conduct observing projects. In Pakistan, a non-profit uses community art and theatre todemonstrate the role of light pollution as a symptom of social problems. Widespread publicplanetarium programs in Japan focus on our collective human future in space. Barriers to inte-grating astronomy emerged in every nation, such as grade level text in the National language.
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Every nation expressed frustration at the lack of access for teacher training in astronomy.
Discussion and Significance:Space is exciting, expanding, and can be a force for change. The use of astronomy as a connectingexperience can provide examples of community-based sciences, which can be replicated byglobal educators. Astronomy has the potential to attract students towards STEM, and serves asa natural point of rich integration to other STEM content. Space exploration in early educationcan be a primary lever for student engagement and enactment beyond STEM courses to careerand workforce, which can have ripple effects in national economies. The challenge of teacherpreparation can be met by universities, collaborations within and across nations of educatorsand astronomers, and increased opportunities for teachers to learn.
Future endeavours should scale successful teacher professional development promoting con-tent knowledge, collaboration and content curation. Future work is needed to create qualityintegrated learning progressions. Future studies should focus on the impact of professionaldevelopment and collaborations, as well as the impact of telescope loan programs.
Astronomy is our oldest science, andmay hold the future of humanity. As one participant pleadedto his national education council, “space is a human right”. Inclusion within the global spaceeconomy will propel some nations to inhabit other worlds, while abandoning others. Access toastronomy education should be universal and equitable. This study reveals the limitations andpossibilities of bringing astronomy into classrooms.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Sending Seeds in a Stratospheric Balloon as a Motivator in
Sciences to Basic Education Students

Presenter: Marcos Rincon Voelzke & Amauri J.L. Pereira, Cruzeiro do SulUniversity, Brazil
The proposed experiments were the measurement of environ-mental parameters of flight, such as temperature, pressure andultraviolet incidence in the stratosphere. Data acquisition tookplace from an Arduino interface, configured by high school students.Elementary school students selected the most suitable seeds toboard the flight, envisioning their future cultivation on Mars, withthe aim of releasing oxygen into the Martian atmosphere. Theseeds chosen were those of the Japanese Kiri, because this isthe tree that releases more oxygen into the atmosphere and itsseeds easily adapt to different types of soil and environmentalconditions. For the purposes of a future comparative study, theseeds were divided into two groups, with half of them flown in thestratospheric balloon and half not.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p102

Experiments: In 2019 the space science team Longe Laqtve, composed of Brazilian studentsof basic education, sent seeds and monitored the temperature, pressure and incidence ofultraviolet in the atmosphere from the flight of a stratospheric balloon with the Garatéa-Eproject (https://youtu.be/Lap1VWlx7WI). Ultraviolet temperature, pressure and incidencedata in the stratosphere were obtained from an Arduino Nano interface, configured by highschool students and connected to the respective environmental sensors. Elementary schoolstudents, motivated by the idea of oxygen release in the Martian atmosphere selected seedsof “Japanese Kiri” (Paulownia tomentosa) since they easily adapt to different soil types andenvironmental conditions.
Obtained data: The temperature and pressure sensors worked up to the 9,000 meter range,according to the manufacturer’s specification. There is no UV index data on the right face of theGaussian curve, due to invalid data, probably coming after the balloon burst.
Second phase of the projects: For the purposes of a future comparative study, the seeds weredivided into two groups. Half of them flew in the stratospheric balloon and the other half donot. The idea was to plant all seeds in separated flower beds in 2020, but this was prevented bythe Pandemic of COVID-19. In 2022, the seeds were planted but none were born.
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Project continuity: In 2022 the team classified two other experiments for a future cultivationon Mars. Lichens, collected at an altitude of 1,600 meters on the mountain of Serra do Mar, willbe sent, since these vegetables are able to decompose rocks and will be able to help the Earthformation of Mars and also mosquito flower seeds (Gypsophila paniculata) due to the ease oftheir later analysis in biology laboratories.

City and Learning: TripulanteXXI, Astronomy Route in the City

Presenter: Mónica Martínez Borrayo & Durruty Jesús de Alba Martínez,University of Guadalajara, Mexico
The introduction of science and astronomy to young adultshas had a greater impact through experimental experiences inspaces outside the classroom and linked to common life withintheir territory and culture. Researching the development ofastronomical science in Guadalajara in the 19th century allowed usto propose a route that includes sites with distinctive elementssuch as the Wind Rose that marks the location of the foundationof the city, sundials, murals (such as El time and hours) and thesite where the transit of Venus was observed in 1882, as examplesthat promote the ability to reflect and experience processes ofknowledge in learning astronomy and culture, as a first approachto cultural scientific values of this city.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p103

The project of Crew XXI Astronomy Route in the city, is the result of identifying the astronomicalheritage with the evidence that accounts for elements from the mid-nineteenth century to1970 in Guadalajara, Jalisco Mexico. It is developed to spread the remains, especially withchildren and young adults, of the importance of heritage, specifically the one that refers tothe astronomical theme, due to the risk of disappearing from the collective memory, which itpresents due to the principle of not being recognised as part of the cultural heritage and fallinto oblivion.
Recovering the memory that lies in the heart of Guadalajara, for young adults and children,reinforces ties in the community by going back to the common past, as a form of recognition oflocal history itself. Inhabiting the city centre and its recognition takes up the importance fromthe experience and process actions of meaning on the astronomical heritage, through which itis possible to establish a link with our ancestors, and a way for our children to recover, from theterritory, these identity traits as an excursion to astronomical science.
The astronomy route in the city has points referenced on the citymap, but also from the city itselfwith identifications that can guide through the retrieval of information using aQR code. The route
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also includes activities that introduce a reflection on a specific item of astronomical learning, sothat even history and science teachers – and not only with a touristic vision – achieve, at the endof the route, that the “TripulantesXXI” have elements of reflection on the city’s own positionand orientation, think about what time is and why we measure it, locate objects and link themto a place, a geography, an environment, establish data on patterns, repetitions, generalitiesand better yet, identify a temporality, a moment, track its history, as well as scientific-culturalcontributions. We hope that children and young adults on the threshold of the 21st century willbe the future astronomers and guardians of the city’s astronomical heritage.

Kottamia Observatory: A Lighthouse for Astronomy Enthusiasts

Presenter: Ola Ali, National Research Institute of Astronomy & Geophysics,Egypt
The National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics(NRIAG), and its observatory “Kottamia Astronomical Observatory”(KAO) have been leading the astronomical research in Egypt. Be-sides scientific research, NRIAG offers training courses to teachers,pupils, and university students, alongside field trips for astronomyenthusiasts. Almost every week, KAO welcomes organised visitsfrom the public with different ages and backgrounds. Visitors get tolearn about astronomy, KAO’s 74-inch telescope, and how it works.They also get to enjoy the clear sky and observe different celestialobjects with naked-eyes and through small telescopes. We offerspecial programs for pupils to incorporate their experience withwhat they learn at school and to expand their frontiers.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p105

The National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics (NRIAG) Egypt; was established in1839, it is a research institute that follows the Ministry of Higher Education & Scientific Research.It has two main divisions: Astronomy & Geophysics, five departments, 12 laboratories, andaround 300 staffmembers. Besides scientific research, NRIAG has a significant role in communityservices and the dissemination of scientific culture, especially in astronomy.
One of these services is publishing simplified scientific information on the website and ondifferent social media platforms; Facebook (@NRIAG2), Twitter (@NRIAG2), and Instagramaccounts (@NRIAG2). It also has a YouTube channel containing lectures for both amateur andprofessional astronomers & geophysicists.
NRIAG offers training courses for teachers, pupils, and university students, alongside field tripsfor astronomy enthusiasts. The public gets to visit the astronomical and geophysical museum,
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which contains old telescopes, astronomical and geophysical instruments. The museum alsoincludes two clock rooms that have been used for time correction and adjusting artificial satelliteobservations. Visitors also get to see the Reynolds 30-inch reflector telescope and the solartelescope and how they work.
One of the special facilities of NRIAG is the Kottamia Astronomical Observatory (KAO). It islocated approximately 80 km away from the center of the capital “Cairo” over a mountainthat rises 450 meters above sea level. KAO was established in 1964, it has been leading theastronomical research in Egypt. It contains a 74-inch telescope, the largest telescope in the Arabworld, the Middle East, and North Africa.
KAO researchers know that delivering information to pupils has to be done interestingly, that iswhy we include experiments, star stories, and other activities during their visits. For example,we offer them the opportunity to use their imagination to explore the stars in the sky and createtheir own constellations before telling them the actual shape of the constellations. The basicexperiment they have to perform is using sundials; we have one in the observatory with a fewother small ones for individuals. We do that and more as we want the process of learningastronomy to be fun for them.

Astronomy Education in Volunteer Service

Presenter: Yang Liu, The Affiliated high school of Peking University, Beijing,China & Li Xuedan, The Niulanshan first secondary school, Beijing, China

In 2014, the student astronomy club of the Affiliated high school ofPeking University began to systematically organise students of allgrades to carry out volunteer services at the Beijing Planetarium. Inthis process, the school’s astronomy teacher cooperated with theexhibition and education team of the Beijing Planetarium, and withthe help of the professional interpretation team, the astronomyeducation and volunteer services were creatively integrated. Inthe past five years, more than 70 volunteers have been trainedto explain the popular science of astronomy, and four of thementered the university to continue their studies in astronomy orphysics. Many other graduates also continued to participate in thevolunteer service of astronomy explanations during their universitystudies.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p104
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In this contribution, we introduce the method of combining astronomy science education withvolunteer services. We demonstrate, how to motivate students to learn about astronomy duringearly training, how to guide them to transform their willingness to learn in the volunteeringprocess, and how to help them consolidate their interest in volunteering through evaluationafter the service and encourage them to further explore the knowledge of astronomy. Finally,we describe an objective evaluation of the practical effects of combining astronomy educationand teaching with related volunteer service, so as to illustrate the feasibility of this educationalmodel for astronomy.
Motivate students to learn about astronomy in volunteering trainingSince 2014, the school’s student astronomy club has been systematically organising volunteertrips to the Beijing Planetarium for students from all grades of junior and senior high schools.During the site service training, teachers are responsible for carrying out site volunteer servicetraining to spread knowledge, where students can get an overview of astronomy. After thetraining, by adopting a project-based learning approach, students select an exhibition areato learn about the astronomical knowledge related to it, finish writing lecture notes and givepresentations under the guidance of their mentors. Then, they pass the school-level examinationconducted by the student mentors. In the end, students who pass the school-level examinationtake part in the official examination for interpretive practicewith the participation of professionaldocents.
Improve willingness to learn astronomy in the volunteering processDuring the interpretive services, the students involved can keep deepening their understandingof the relevant astronomical knowledge. Throughout many services, the volunteer docentscan, in turn, acquire more astronomical knowledge and provide interpretation services in moreareas. Finally, once they pass the examination, they can become student mentors with moreexperience in service and a more comprehensive knowledge base of astronomy.
Evaluate and encourage further study of astronomyIn volunteering, site service volunteers and volunteer docents work together to provide servicesand take part in the same multi-dimensional evaluation. Students providing site service havemore opportunities to interact with their fellows responsible for interpretations so that theformer’s interest in further learning can be stimulated. Students involved in the interpretiveservice and the student mentors can learn from each other during the interpretation practice, soas to deepen their understanding of knowledge and further stimulate their interest in learningastronomy.
Reviewing the data on volunteer service and outlookWith nine years of improvement, more than 800 students have participated in the planetariumvolunteer service, of which over 300 have passed the school-level examination and nearly100 of them have become volunteer docents at the planetarium. Among them, more than70 students have grown to become student mentors, and six of the dozen student mentorswho have graduated from senior high school have gone to different universities and colleges(e.g., Peking University, Cornell University, Wellesley College etc.) to continue their studies inastronomy or physics. Other graduates also continue to volunteer as astronomical docents.
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Overcoming the Hurdles in Imparting Astronomy Education in
Schools

Presenter: Vaibhav Trivedi, Fergusson College, Pune, India & Suresh Parekh,Department of Physics, Savitribai Phule Pune University, India

Here, we discussed our research and answers to the astronomyeducation issues that students face. We conducted a teachingexperiment at a local school. We first presented astronomy ina standard manner. Later we presented the same ideas usingworking models, and exhibits and using less mathematicalcontent. When we performed an identical assessment onstudents, we saw that their analytical abilities to comprehendthe problems had greatly improved. The students quicklyachieved the much-needed visualisation skills compared to astandard way of teaching. The same students now have notrouble solving astronomy-related mathematical problems thatthey previously had difficulty with. We visited many schools andgot similar results. Thesemethods enhanced their learning process.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p106

We carried out different outreach initiatives in local schools in Ahmedabad through our As-tronomy Club, ASTRONOMICA, including workshops, talk series, astronomical observationsusing telescopes and sun filters, and explaining astronomical ideas using models. This summaryincludes our conclusions based on our experiences.
Challenges in cultivating curiosity among school students: We have faced a few hurdles, whichwe believe are the reasons for the lack of astronomy education in schools:

• The involvement of mathematics: School students show little interest in the mathematicalside of astronomy.
• Lack of fundamental physics knowledge: Many students lack an understanding about vari-ous physical concepts and thus find it difficult to grasp different astronomical phenomena.
• Lack of equipment in schools: Majority schools do not have access to a telescope. Theyeven lack basic demonstration models, which can help explain simple concepts.
• It is difficult for teachers to manage academics, along with extra astronomy activities.

Solving the hurdles in Astronomy Education: Firstly, we need to examine the level of physics
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Outreach activities done in various schools and equipment of our astronomy club
knowledge for students from different classes. Astronomy clubs should be established in schoolsand astronomy should be introduced as an activity for students. Below are some points which weconcluded from our strategy while studying astronomy education. These steps help to achieve abetter impact from the outreach activities:

• We found that students understand and communicate better when the mathematicalaspects are diluted.
• We developed various models like the solar system model to help with explaining eventslike eclipse & occultation. This also enabled developing analytical & problem-solving skills.
• With the help of smart television, we presented many animations of astronomical eventsand objects like the occurrence of an eclipse, what a black hole looks like, how it feels tobe on mars, etc. This improved their visualisation skills and nurtured their curiosity tounderstand the concepts.
• We also proposed that schools should try to arrange for at least one telescope for students.

Role of astronomy clubs in school education: Majority of the astronomy clubs have equipmentlike telescopes and filters etc. They can prepare models which will be beneficial for demon-strating various phenomenon to students. Clubs should encourage students to participate inInternational Asteroid Search Campaigns and provide exposure to school students and hostsimilar events at the local level. Clubs can organise various activities like public talks, hands-onworkshops, stargazing activities, observing astronomical events etc. regularly in schools tointroduce and promote astronomy education in schools. We tested each student by asking themquestions on several factors listed in the table below before and after we implemented ourastronomy education approach, and the results were astounding.
Results (out of 10) of the test on 100 students to check their performance before and afterimplementing our methods

BeforeProblem Solving Skills Curiosity Visualization Analytical Skills Topic Understanding4 6 3 5 6
AfterProblem Solving Skills Curiosity Visualization Analytical Skills Topic Understanding8 9 8 8 10
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A Hands-On Project about Instructing High School Students in
Practice of Astronomy Science Research

Presenter: Guimei Liu, Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, CAS, Nanjing, China
Collaborators: Wenwen Zuo and Ruqiu Lin (Shanghai Astronomical Observatory, CAS)
The Astronomy Educational Base of Shanghai Astronomical Obser-vatory (SHAO) was established in 2016, through collaboration withhigh schools in Shanghai metropolis, providing a platform for highschool students to practice astronomical investigations. With theadvantages of rich astronomical resources in SHAO, various projectshave been developed to help high school students understandfrontier astronomical achievements and the ways researchersconduct their work. Through the hands-on activity of probing starcolours, we attempt to deepen students’ understanding of the starcolours in terms of photometric measurements and the stellarinterior properties, cultivate their ability of information retrieval,and also enhance their public speaking and report writing ability.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p108

Cooperation between Shanghai Astronomical Observatory (SHAO) and high schools in Shanghaimetropolis provides a practical platform for high school studentswho are interested in astronomyto practice astronomical investigations. Various programs have been developed to help highschool students understand cutting-edge astronomical achievements and how researchersconduct their scientific work. Practices in various fields of astronomy would greatly stimulatestudents’ curiosity and expand their horizon.
The teaching model of the program is a combination of lectures and hands-on activities. We allhave a general overview of the program to give students a sense of how astronomers conductscientific researches and arouse students’ interests in astronomy. Then various research groupsintroduce astronomical background knowledge and practical skills, respectively, so that studentscan select topics according to their own interests. Next, each project provides personalisedteaching and hands-on activities for varying levels for students. Students make periodical reportsat different stages (proposal, middle stage and task completion).
Our project belongs to the stellar observation topics, intended to instruct a group of high schoolstudents to explore the stellar colour based on the SDSS database (http://skyserver.sd
ss.org/dr17/). Starting from the visual inspection of star ‘colours’ seen in the full variety ofSDSS images, students make comparisons with the color-index parameters of several differentstellar types, taking efforts to better comprehend relevant astronomy definitions of stellarcolours. Furthermore, given the SDSS ugriz images, students perform aperture photometryanalysis to derive the magnitudes of the stars in different bands and compare with the publishedSDSS magnitudes. For advanced exploration, we guide students to calculate approximatetemperatures of target stars by fitting a blackbody spectrum.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The research interests of the speakers of the sessions on Astronomy Education Research includedProject Based teaching, building knowledge, analysis of training sessions, and investigation ofcultural diversities. They use theories based on socio-constructivism, enaction, and motivation.The research projects that have been presented went from case studies to large-scale surveys.
Discussions in all sessions have been rich: The meaning of conceptions (mis-, alternate) andtheir link with mental models have been scrutinised, in relation to the skills that may be learnedusing astronomy in school; the impact of astronomy on society has been discussed in connectionwith the link between culture and the community of people working in astronomy education.
Mental models and conceptions: Most participants agree that the word “alternative model”has to be preferred to “misconception”, even if “misconception” is often used in many researchpapers. Indeed, conceptions may be described as a “coordination of pieces” that constitutethe “mental model” (talk by M. Ubben) of learners. It is important to be aware that mentalmodels reported on in research are never individual models, but are a reconstruction made bythe researchers through interviews, tests, etc.
Those mental models, though unconscious, arise very early through all perceptions lived bylearners. Even if vision is the only sense that seems to be used in the context of astronomy,mental models of astronomy objects also involve emotions and actions. The use of an immersiveenvironment, with 3D models and sound records, is possible today. Accounting for all senses,and even “augmented” senses, may change the learning/teaching for the better. Indeed, alearner may then build new pieces on those perceptions, until they fit into a coherent andscientific model (in the ideal case). Knowing mental models helps teachers to accompany thelearner along this path.
The specific case of the movement of the Sun and Earth in geocentric and heliocentric frameshas been discussed (talks by E. Blanquet, M. Cole, and E. Rollinde). The mental models evolvefrom a direct perception that favours the terrestrial frame to the paradigmatic pressure bysociety/school in favour of the heliocentric frame. The ability to change our point of viewfrom one frame to another, and then accept both frames (in accordance with the principle ofrelativity), is still an educational challenge.
The use of images with “alternative conceptions” (or even wrong ones in some manuals, TVshows, etc.) has been explored. Images and schema cannot account for the complexity ofthe scientific models. Even spoken language has limitations and ambiguities compared tomathematics. It may then be very useful to introduce images with “alternative conceptions”,observe those and discuss their limitations by comparison with observations, predictions, andscientific models. Yet, one must be careful that, while developing a critical spirit, learners keeptrust in the advances of science.
Astronomy for schools: All participants understood astronomy in school as a means to promoteSTEM, and alleviate the anxiety that mathematics creates for many learners. Astronomy inspiresstudents, more than seeing equations. . . One piece of advice is to use astronomy for amazingstuff to teach and be careful not to teach astronomy only because it connects to other subjects.
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Specifically, the long-distance objects make it an excellent context for learning in an unusualenvironment, and hence unusual perceptions and experiences.
It also appears that one of the main skills that may be worked out through astronomy is spatialthinking and spatial cognition, and more specifically “mental rotation” (talks by H. Lewis andM. Cole). The understanding of the phases of the Moon is a clear illustration of this skill. Bothteachers and students need to develop the ability to do “mental rotation”, whichmay sometimesbe more discriminant than the lack of astronomy knowledge.
Hence, the evaluation of content and methodology of teaching in curricula, in a classroom,and in a teacher training session is obviously an important topic (talks by C. Hirst Bernhardt, L.Rodrigues, and S. Jafari). Such an evaluation must include knowledge in astronomy, didactics(such as learners’ mental models), and pedagogy; and then ability in spatial skills.
In the context of evaluation, the use of questionnaires that do not focus on astronomy onlyand by symmetry the use of astronomy context in maths questionnaires to provide motivatingsituations have been discussed in relation to the talk by S. Buxner.
Astronomy and society: Participants have emphasised the need to embed astronomy educationin local culture and not as a stand-alone subject. This implies links with social problems, such aslight pollution, gender issues, etc. (talk by P. Figueiró Spinelli). One also has to take care of localspecificities in the proposed astronomy situation (such as the differences between the sky viewin the Southern and Northern hemispheres, or the reversed seasons).
Connections among different communities: The need to connect different communities hasbeen often expressed (talks by Z. Hu and I. Costa). A common connection is made betweenteachers and astronomy researchers in the follow-up of projects. It has been noticed that astron-omy, science, and maths education researchers must be more engaged in school projects. Abouttraining programs, it has been advised that the three – teacher, astronomers, and educationresearchers – are present in the design of the training session.
The need for stronger connections with museums has been emphasised too. This would easethe dissemination to teachers who are the large-scale multipliers through schools.
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ASTRONOMY EDUCATION IN PRACTICE



Teaching Astronomy in Primary Schools:
How, Why, and in What Context

Session organisers: Sara Ricciardi (OAE Center Italy), Silvia Casu (OAE CenterItaly), Alessandra Zanazzi (OAE Center Italy)

SESSION OVERVIEW

In this session we will pose some questions relevant to Astronomy and Astrophysics in theprimary school, considering pupils from 6 to 12 years old, and hopefully we will also try toanswer some of those questions together.
How should learning be? How should scientific learning be? What are the best practices toopen up to children a scientific point of view about the natural world? What could be the role ofthe sky and the night sky in developing scientific citizenship? And then how can we encouragethose practices in schools worldwide?
In this session, wewill listen to different voices of teachers, practitioners, educators, andNationalAstronomy Education Coordinators (NAECs) from many countries; we will discuss how, throughdifferent points of view and perspectives, we can contribute to forming a new generation ofyoung adults able to fully understand our world, so entangled with science and technologydevelopment.
Astronomy and Astrophysics in schools could be powerful instruments to build not only scientificliteracy but scientific citizenship; it could help us understand the uniqueness of our planet andto understand that our community, the earthlings need peace and kindness to prosper.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Three Little Steps in the Sky: From Conventional Teaching to
Cooperative and Meaningful Experiences

Speaker: Franco Lorenzoni, Movimento di Cooperazione Educativa, casalaboratorio di Cenci, Italy

This contribution describes three experiences that refer to activitiesdeveloped as part of the research / action project “Between skyand Earth”, experimented together with girls and boys both duringextra-curricular workshops and in the school context. Each “step”opens a reflection about the learning that builds knowledge fromexperience, its possibilities and its meanings.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/VovoA5DNpjA

In this contribution, we describe three experiences developed in the research-action project“Between sky and Earth”1 and tested with boys and girls in extracurricular workshops and theschool context. Every experience brings a new reflection on how deeper and more meaningfullearning occurs when knowledge comes from direct and meaningful experiences.
The first step is a story of activity aimed at reestablishing a relationship with the sky and is aboutdaylight observation. Looking at the Sun from a fixed position, using a simple eyelet on top of along stick, we start recording the Sun’s position at regular intervals (e.g., every hour). To makethe observation visible, we use coloured threads and rods. After a few hours of observationand recording, we discuss what the sun-catcher is showing us: the Earth’s rotation on its axis,the partition of this round angle into wedges, and finally, a sense of wonder when the kidsdiscover from this observation a geometric world. An experience like this will not only deependisciplinary knowledge but also take the kids to the re-appropriation of this knowledge andcontribute to understanding the original idea beyond geometry: a measuring instrument of theworld.
The second step is about the Earth and the fundamental question – that we have from childhood– about our planet’s shape. Even the most passionate lecture sometimes is not so meaningful

1Some of those ideas are illustrated in the book “With the sky in the eyes” by Franco Lorenzoni, La Meridianaeditions (in Italian). Nicoletta Lanciano has collected a large number of instruments for astronomical observation,partly historical, and partly reinvented during the research she animates, in the volume “Instruments for thegardens of the sky” (in Italian)
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for some boys or girls. In such cases, we then try again to start from a practical experience,hand-building possible models of the Earth starting from the only observation that man hadbefore the space age: the observation of a moon eclipse. From observing this phenomenon ora picture of it, we notice that whichever shape the Earth has, it projects a round shadow onthe moon. We then start revising all the models proposed, and we see what kind of shape theycast. We realise that the spherical shape is the only one that really works. Once again, first-handexperience guides to deeper and more meaningful knowledge in a learning community thatlearns to build knowledge.
The third step comes from a re-appropriation of the classical globe. It shows and makes tangiblea pretty complex idea: on the planet Earth, there are at the same time different times of the day- the time zones. This activity is called Globolocal (Localglobe) because the globe is fixed at thelocal position of us observing. We take it off its support and put it like this: the top of the globeis the place from where we observe, and the north pole is oriented north. In this way, the globein my hand and the Earth under my feet are oriented in the same way in respect to the Sun;kids can visualise in real-time the shadow and light zones of the globe that correspond to thelight and shadow zones on the planet Earth. We can then work on the globe, marking dawnsand sunsets to the passing of time and once again measure the movement of the Earth on itself.In conclusion, building, manipulating, and using objects to build a relation to the real world canproduce huge discoveries in the classroom; we can rebuild together a piece of knowledge butalso learn to develop good thinking together.

STEM+A@Astronomy:
How to Motivate Students to Learn Astronomy

Speaker: Exodus Chun-Long Sit, Starrix Hong Kong, China
Developing future skills are crucial for students to integrateknowledge with an innovative thinking mindset. However, subjectstaught are generally separated in mainstream schools. Somestudents may lack the experience to overcome cross-disciplinaryproblems when they are facing their future society. Astronomy,as an interdisciplinary science, can be a link between differentdisciplines, building science literacy. The talk will introduce aninterdisciplinary project called STEM+A@Astronomy. It aims tocultivate students’ learning incentives and curiosity about the nightsky through experiential learning. It could apply to modular lessonsin formal education and interactive activities in public education toprovide an intensive learning experience for students in their dailylife.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/NRBl0oxm7hY
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Traditionally building a customised telescope with a unique design usually requires some engi-neering techniques, such as a DIY maker or computational background for designing and makinga prototype through digital 3D printing. For science popularisation, these would be a barrierfor astronomy enthusiasts who may not have a related scientific background or 3D modellingexperience. However, some entertainment toys could be helpful as educational tools for makingtelescope prototypes with creativity and low-tech requirement. Building blocks, such as Legobricks and Nanoblock, could be used to build a telescope in a more accessible way. It will bemore user-friendly if you can customise your telescope design with lenses installed in differentshapes and colour combinations.
Teaching astronomy by building blocks can help educators and science communicators to vi-sualise complicated structures of space suits, allowing participants to engage with hands-onexperience andmulti-sensory interaction (Fig. 1). There are existing block sets in themarketplacefor science communication demonstration and educational purposes, such as Apollo Saturn VRocket, Lunar Lander, and International Space Station. But this astronaut’s space suit modelis unique, in the style of Jason Freeny’s anatomical sculpture (https://jasonfreeny.com),and allows the participants to understand the complicated structures of space suits. Rarely canstudents see the actual space suits used for space missions, not to mention how hard it is forthem to understand how a space suit works, and its internal mechanism.
Building blocks can allow educators and science communicators to build a 3D model feasibly andfreely without the requirement of scientific background or technique-operational experience.Targeted learners will also be able to contribute to the learning experience of building blocks (3Dprototypes) based on their imaginations and creativity, allowing them to modify their designsandmotivating interactive learning progress through peer evaluation and inspiration from design

Figure 1: Teaching astronomy by using build-ing blocks is helpful to visualise complicatedstructures of space suits, allowing partici-pants to engage with hands-on experienceand multi-sensory interaction.

Figure 2: This reflecting telescope modelis built using blocks and based on the ac-tual scales of the telescope with differenttelescope equipment. It is generally usedto demonstrate the procedures and impor-tant reminders of setting up a telescope.
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Figure 3: Using blocks to build a telescopeallows flexibility and creativity in structuraldesign. This refracting telescopeMark I wasbuilt in a square tube shape as a prototypeof the experiment of using Lego blocks tobuild a telescope.

Figure 4: This refracting telescope Mark IIis a modified version of a telescope builtwith a Truss Tube. It is encouraging to trydifferent shapes and diameters during theconstruction of Lego blocks. It allows youto evaluate the quality of observation andmake the adjustment easily just to removethe unnecessary part of blocks to makethem lighter and better designed, duringthe design thinking process.
thinking engagement. There are more hands-on examples, demonstrated in the figures above.

Observing the Sky in Astronomy Education: Building Benchmarks

Speaker: Gleice Kelen Dornelles Costa, Inter-Unit Post-Graduation in ScienceTeaching, University of São Paulo, Brazil
Collaborators: Antônio Carlos da Silva, Raquel Gomes dos Santos and Cristina Leite (Inter-UnitPost-Graduation in Science Teaching, University of São Paulo)

The practice of sky observing in basic education can produce goodresults, but may be hindered by some factors. To understand whichaspects are essential for its realisation, we conducted a literaturereview, based on publications in astronomy education, whichallowed us to build elements and organise them in three moments,allowing the necessary planning for its success.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/5ddRWltSA0g
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The activity of observing the sky dates back to Antiquity and is one of the ways in whichknowledge in astronomy is acquired. According to researchers in the field, astronomywas “born”from the observation of the sky with the naked eye [1] and progressively established to meet thesocial and religious needs of humanity [2]. Moreover, the observation of the night firmamentcan lead to the realisation of the beauty inherent in this scenario and is capable of arousingfeelings such as enchantment and fascination [3].
The presence of sky observation in basic education is advocated by different researchers as adidactic strategy to broaden the perception of the astronomical environment and of the phe-nomena that are part of everyday life. These authors indicate that the feelings and sensationscaused by celestial phenomena in students can be used to spark interest in science classes [4];that teaching only using textbooks does not provide the construction of spatiality [5, 6]; andthat the teaching of astronomy should start by observing the sky [7]. However, the successof these activities requires careful planning, considering that sky observing activities demandtime (duration and timing of the activities) and spaces that are outside the traditional schoolsystem, especially the Brazilian one, in addition to the need for the right atmospheric condi-tions. Therefore, the formulation of activities of this type requires that some parameters areestablished, and for this, it is necessary to identify and understand the fundamental elementsfor the composition and realisation of the activity in a school environment.
Materials and Methods:With the intention of building references that support the creation and analysis of sky observationproposals, a set of elements was developed from a bibliographic review, with a qualitativeapproach, guided by Bardin’s content analysis [8]. Astronomy education publications thatinvolved didactic proposals or reports of celestial observation activities were selected. For thebibliographic survey, we searched for research published until the year 2015 in the electronicdomains: Latin American Journal of Astronomy Education (RELEA) and the Bank of Thesesand Dissertations on Astronomy Education (BTDEA). Other materials from the research area ofastronomy education were added to the corpus for analysis, such as those of Néstor Caminoand Nicoletta Lanciano, as long as the publications discussed, described or reported observationproposals, or even books oriented celestial observations, such as the publications of Romildo P.Faria, Rodolpho Caniato and Ronaldo Rogério de Freitas Mourão. With the selected materials,deeper readings were performed, identifying how the sky observation activities were designed,looking for similarities and/or differences.
Results and discussions:With the data, it was possible to structure categories that cover three major moments: before,during and after the sky observing activity, which correspond respectively to the stages ofpre-observation, observation and post-observation. Pre-observation is the moment when thestudent is prepared to carry out the activity. It is during this phase that the students’ previousknowledge is gathered; to define what will be observed and the concepts involved; to definethe focus of the investigation, the period of the day in which the observation will occur and itsrespective duration. During the observation, data collection takes place. This phase includesthe criteria of strategies to observe and follow the stars or phenomena, such as instruments,records, measurements, and references. Finally, the post-observation phase is the moment tocalculate and analyse the measurements recorded in the previous phase, and to resume anddiscuss the concepts based on what was observed.
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Considerations:Therefore, the frameworks built in light of the elements obtained in astronomy educationresearch can be systematised into three major steps – Pre-observation, Observation and Post-observation – and, in this way, support the sky observation activities, allowing to give meaningto what is learned and leading the students to broaden their view of the sky as it keeps themactive from the pre-observation phase until afterwards. In addition, these elements make itpossible to build didactic proposals, to analyse existing proposals, and can also help teachersplan these activities. However, the structuring presented here should not be understood asa mandatory sequence, because each class, each school and each teacher is immersed in auniverse of specificities that may go beyond the elements discussed here.
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Classroom Activities Related to Equinoxes and Solstices:
Examples From the Astronomy Day in Schools

Speaker: Akihiko Tomita, Wakayama University, Tokyo, Japan
Equinoxes and solstices are not only astronomical events, butthey are also important phenomena connected to cultural eventsin various regions, making it a good gateway to the world ofastronomy and science for teachers. The Astronomy Day in Schools(ADiS) project is organised by the sub working group (WG) ofADiS, under the WG of Astronomy Education Research & Methods,Commission C1, IAU. The project website is hosted by the NationalAstronomical Research Institute of Thailand. On the website, theproject has called for records of practice related to equinoxesand solstices. The project has also organised online meetingson occasion of the equinoxes and solstices. We will introduceexamples of the records, and we hope this will help develop anetwork of students and teachers.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/wUARARERUtg

With the Astronomy Day in Schools project, wewant to help schools around theworld share theirastronomy education practices and interact with each other. Please visit our project website anddo share short videos or photos of your practice. We would also like to maintain a repository ofyour valuable inputs, which we are now developing, to help create a network of teachers andstudents all over the world.
Many activities took place in different countries. For example, the middle school students inRomania were given 60 minutes after school to represent the autumnal equinox by painting. Onthis day, day and night are 50-50 for the entire planet. The resulting paintings made by studentswere so impressive and beautiful that it was hard to believe that these are the works of 12 to 14year-old students. At the autumnal equinox of 2021, students tried to determine the latitude ofthe observation site by measuring the altitude of the Sun when it was due south. This activitytook place in Puerto Rico and Chile.
The Astronomy Day in Schools project is not just a repository of teaching material but it aimsto create a strong network of students and teachers by organising quarterly live programs forstudents and teachers, around the time of March equinox, June solstice, September equinox,and December solstice. We started a pilot program in 2021 and have communicated variouspractices by teachers and students from many countries.
On September 30, 2022 we held another event during the September equinox, which is theautumnal equinox in the northern hemisphere and is also celebrated as Mehregan, one of thefour important ceremonies in Iranian calendar. Several classroom activities from Japan wereintroduced. An elementary school teacher took photos of the sunset location changing everyday and using these photos, students discussed the changing position of the sunset. Many
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activities for students organised by the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailandwere introduced, including building a portable planetarium. Japanese high school students whojoined this live program were also working on planetarium building as the school club activity. Itis likely that high school students and the National Astronomical Research Institute of Thailandwill exchange information on the portable planetarium in the future. This is one of the greatresults of this live program.
From Iran, a series of photos of sunset before and after the autumnal equinox were presented,taken by the teacher and then by the students. This is teaching material to help studentsunderstand that the angle of the sunset is related to the latitude of the observing site, that theangle does not change from day to day, and that the position of the sunset changes from dayto day. The educational environment in Iran is currently threatened, especially for women andgirls. Iranian school girls are also standing up against the political power over women and girls.In response to the domestic protest movement, the internet is currently not freely availablein Iran. Despite this, Iranian teachers managed to connect to this live program to introducethe material and the activities of their students. It was a powerful message from the Iranianteachers to continue education, to continue education network with the world, no matter whathappens.
From Bulgaria, Ivo Jokin, NAEC Bulgaria, introduced the student activities and teaching materialsshared at the European Research Night. Ivo encouraged the participating Japanese teachersand students to join the various campaigns organised by European teachers. It seems that theJapanese students have gained a new and unique window to the world. From Romania, therewere presentations from nine schools. They introduced Romanian events and cultural aspectsof the autumnal equinox, as well as what goes on in their schools. They told us very enjoyablestories and cultural customs, such as they do not pick the last fruit from the tree in the harvestto thank mother nature on this day, and they do not scold their children on this day. Manystudents joined the live program along with their teachers. From Egypt, Dr. Somaya Saad ofNAEC Egypt, gave an introduction to teacher training for female teachers.
This live program was recorded and will be edited and made available to the public. The onlineprogram was two hours long. There were many students and teachers present. The goal wasto create a bridge between teachers and students. In order to have this kind of an exchange,the world must be at peace, and we must be able to keep in touch with each other withoutanxiety.
Iranian students have given many presentations at previous online meetings. Together withtheir teachers, they have also created national and international networks. The fact that Iranianstudents were not able to participate in this time shows that our activity and astronomy educa-tion in general are deeply affected by the political situation. We hope that Iranian women andgirls will be safe and that their pursuit of academic, cultural and human rights values, togetherwith their network with the rest of the world, will open a new era for Iran and the world.
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Syrian Astronomical Association: A Trip of Success

Speaker: Turkieh Jbour, Syrian Astronomical Society, Syria
We are highlighting the Syrian experience of educating children onthe sciences of astronomy and space during war and crises. As wealways considered the sky our safe and sacred place during war,observing it and reading about its planets and stars helps to forgetall about the sound of the bullets. And lets the Syrian children bewell aware of how life will keep going by learning and working hardto achieve our goals. We are talking about our experience sincethe very beginning of the Syrian Astronomical Association and howwe worked on astronomy outreach for the whole society, focusingon educating children. We worked on introducing astronomicalsciences in a fun, simple and easy way based on thinking out ofthe box, by giving real life examples of scientific information, andthrough experiments and games which consolidate the information.We cooperated with the national curriculum development center tointroduce astronomy in the curriculum as part of some subjects likegeography, biology and physics starting from primary school untilhigh school. Since the establishment of the Syrian AstronomicalAssociation in 2005 we aimed to introduce astronomy and spacescience in every house in Syria. We are working to cooperate withevery national, Arabic and international institution to make thefuture a better place for every child on this Earth, to live safelyunder one sky. The Earth is for everyone and the sky is for everyone.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/OePwN_Ss76w

The Syrian astronomical Association was established on 31/8/2005. Its goal was to do astronomyoutreach in the Syrian society. At the beginning, its name was Syrian Amateur AstronomersAssociation. It started its astronomy outreach activities with public stargazing events and regularlectures at many cultural centers for all kinds of social classes, making astronomy and stargazingaccessible for everyone. It also made sure to participate in most of the Arabic astronomicalconferences and events like theArabic conference in 2006hosted by the SAA and an internationalconference in 2010. The association participated particularly in the Arab Union for Astronomyand Space Science conferences, and youth conferences in many countries like Algeria, Tunis,Jordan, Oman etc.
Through its journey, the association worked with many of its members to build telescopes andCCD cameras. From the very beginning of the associations’ history, the SAA focused on educatingchildren about astronomy, holding a special program for them and made sure to visit schoolsand educational centers all over the Syrian governorates.
2009 was a very important year for us, since it allowed expanding the association activities bothin the Arab world and internationally. It was the real beginning of the association when it partic-
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ipated in projects that were proposed during the international astronomical year. Along withparticipating in “100 hours of astronomy” event, universal diaries, and “She is an astronomer”project that aimed to outreach astronomy between women and girls, the association alsoworked on “The little astronomer” project. We ended up creating a special page for the littleastronomer in our website.
Through these events and activities, the association had worked on placing telescopes on thestreets, restaurants and public places and organising many trips to the other Syrian governoratesand introducing people to its work. However, it was not enough nor satisfying to organise eventsand lectures alone. The goal was much bigger than that, it is to work on reviving the Syrianastronomy heritage by trying to renovate the sundial of Ibn al-Shatir.
Since the beginning of the crises in Syria, the conditions have changed. The events are limited andmore restricted. It is difficult to travel to other governorates and the international restrictionslimit our interactions/collaborations with the international community.
Despite all the difficulties, the voice of the bombs, the view of our destroyed country, we triedto open a new window and see the world from it again and even let it see us. “In one orbit theyswim" a program prepared and presented by Dr. Muhamad AlAssiry, the association’s presidentsince 2013, reached the episode 401 last week.
In 2012, the name was changed to the Syrian Astronomical Association SAA. We participated inthe contest that the IAU held for naming exoplanets and we succeeded in naming the planetthat was orbiting around the shepherded star “Tadmor” after the Syrian historical city (palmyrain English) that was facing war at that time. We also named one of the asteroids “Al Tantawi”after a Syrian astronomer.
2017 was the year of a big leap in our journey, we build the Syrian astronomical observatorydespite the difficulties and lack of resources and opened it to the public. We also organisedactivities for the blind and people with other disabilities. The observatory contains a lecturehall, 3D cinema, and hologram rooms in addition to the dome and an open space for observingnights.
We also established many sections in the other Syrian governorates like Aleppo, Homs, Hama,latakia, Masyaf, Tartus and Rif-Dimashq. We revived the little astronomer program throughthe quarantine in 2020. During Covid-19, we started teaching astronomy using WhatsApp;encouraging children to use their imagination and better understanding their surroundings. Wealso taught them the proper way of searching for new information on the internet and helpedthem write simple articles that were age appropriate. We continued with our activities andevents after the quarantine period. We also made a schedule for new volunteers to masterpreparing and presenting lectures.
The association has been participating in local science conferences and events. For example,the Arabic conference for science history for the Arab that took place in Aleppo. To encouragechildren who are interested in astronomy we prepared a special national television programcalled “the scientist of the future” to increase their passion for astronomy. Wewere able to intro-duce astronomy to the curriculum in collaboration with the National Curriculum DevelopmentCenter.
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We also launched a contest between children for the best scientific article and best drawingrepresenting the state of the Earth during Covid-19 and the global warming. This helped teachthem the importance of keeping our cities clean and using clean energy resources and to alsoraise awareness about climate change.

Bringing Astronomy and Science to the Public Using “The
Velogyaneshwari” Bicycle

Speaker: Rupesh Labade, Inter-University Center for Astronomy andAstrophysics, Pune, India
Collaborators: Maharudra Mate and Samir Dhurde (Inter-University Center for Astronomy andAstrophysics, Pune, India)
Science and astronomy subjects are taught in schools onlytheoretically due to the absence of teaching aids, costly materials,and availability. So we introduce here the concept of “TheVelogyaneshwari” (The Bicycle science). Its main objective was toconnect students with basic concepts of astronomy and science.We did a lot of simple observational experiments using low-costmaterial and using android phone applications, which are attachedto this bicycle. One can simply take this bicycle to schools,playgrounds, gardens, etc., and demonstrate experiments attachedto it. These low-cost experiments helped students understandscience as a whole process while reconnecting them with theobservation of natural phenomena.

Astronomy has a great potential to awaken children’s curiosity for science and improve theirscientific literacy. However, it has a small presence within the school curriculum worldwide andis mainly descriptive and restricted to Earth-Moon-Sun topics. Currently, the interdisciplinaryscience of astronomy (or space science) is seriously under-taught in most primary and secondaryschools. Instead, the core sciences of physics, chemistry, and biology are typically emphasised.These science subjects are mostly taught in schools theoretically due to the absence of teachingaids, costly materials and availability.
Purpose: So we introduce here the concept of “The Velogyaneshwari” (The Bicycle science). Itsmain objective was to connect students with basic concepts of astronomy and science, showingthat it is possible to locate yourself spatially, calculate the size of the Earth or even estimate thesize of the Sun and observe the night sky. Everything is achieved through observation of nature,basic geometric concepts and some low-cost experiments attached to this bicycle.
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Figure 1: The Velogyaneshwari: wheels of knowledge
Methodology: We did a lot of simple observational experiments using low-cost material andusing android phone applications, which are attached to this bicycle. One can simply take thisbicycle to schools, playgrounds, gardens, etc., and demonstrate experiments attached to it.Also, students enjoy this kind of learning using their own bicycles. Low-cost instruments like amagnetic compass, bottle telescope, Windmill generator, geoboard etc. are attached to thisbicycle so that students can learn science anywhere anytime.
These low-cost experiments help students understand the science as a whole process whilereconnecting themwith the observation of natural phenomena. They use knowledge of differentareas and make a connection between astronomy and basic sciences. To their surprise, theydiscover that astronomy and maths are interconnected. Our experience shows that doing thiskind of activity can help students improve academically in many subjects and change their ideaof scientific methods.
List of Experiments that we can perform with Bicycle:Gyroscope, Pin hole projector, Umbrella constellation, Windmill Generator, Solar power lamp,Pedal power generator, Sound Horn, Newton colour disc, Centrifugal force, Star dial, Projectilemotion, CD spectroscope, sundial, Brain cap, Geoboard, Gas law, Cycle valve tube geometry,Constellation map, Bottle telescopes, Stargazing using astronomical lasers, Concave and Convexmirror, Cycle gear mechanism, Cycle geometry, Solar cap, Bottle rocket, Stethoscope, SolarGoggles, Foldscope, Magnetic Compass, Optical Illusion pattern, Experiments using androidapplications, and many more.
Results: The Velogyaneshwari seems simple at the first glance but helps to introduce very difficultconcepts. This promotes motivation for students and teachers, practical demonstrations, andmodels and analogies in teaching. It helps to get a deep understanding of the process of learningthrough a hands-on approach. It helps students feel like the protagonist of their learning process.It also promotes the highest comprehension of students and is useful in all the countries: withdifferent degrees of technological advancements. It can be used by young as well as experienced
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teachers since using a bicycle is also good for a healthy life.
The approach involving students also creates an even deeper understanding of astronomy itself.Moreover, the fact that the students not only understand the topic, but build their ownmaterialsattached to their own bicycle and makes it the Velogyaneshwari, which does foster creativity,resourcefulness, and the experience and gratification is empowering.
Resources:

• www.arvindguptatoys.com

• www.stellarium.org

• https://phyphox.org

• https://www.real-world-physics-problems.com/bicycle-physics.html

CLEA’s Propositions for Introducing Astronomy into the French
“Science Plan for Primary School”

Speaker: Frédéric Pitout, Midi-Pyrénées Observatory, Liaison Committeebetween Teachers and Astronomers (CLEA), France
French education authorities have (finally!) realised that primaryschool teachers are not properly trained to teach science. Toovercome the issue, they have initiated a “science plan forprimary school”, which consists a series of teacher trainingsessions focused on science, as well as teacher support. Theyalso issued a call for participation in this science plan. In thiscontribution, we detail the notions of astronomy present in theFrench primary school curricula, how they can benefit othertopics (maths, Earth science, French, history, etc.) and how theLiaison Committee between Teachers and Astronomers (CLEAin French) responded to the call for participation in the science plan.

In most French primary schools, there is a single teacher per class who teaches all topicsincluding science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM). Yet, most of them arequite uncomfortable with teaching STEM. The reason is that the majority of primary schoolteachers (∼80%) studied literature or human sciences, but not STEM at a university level.Another issue is the over-representation of women (84%) among primary school teachers. Theconsequences are the following:
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• Teachers feel lost and lack self-confidence when it comes to teaching STEM subjects,
• STEM are not properly taught in primary schools,
• The probability is very high that pupils only have female teachers not knowledgeableabout STEM over their school years,
• Women representation and course guidance in science for young girls are highly question-able.

Unfortunately, the trend is not improving as, in 2022, 86% of pre-service teachers are womenand only 14% studied STEM.
To remedy the problem, the Ministry of education has put up a programme called “Science planfor the primary school”. It consists of:

• Short training sessions (1-2 days typically) for in-service teachers,
• Educational support all along the school year.

The goal is to allow the teachers to catch up and gain confidence with teaching STEM. However,it is still not clear who is supposed to organise and take care of those training sessions andeducational support.
We, the Liaison Committee between Teachers and Astronomers (CLEA, in French), have decidedto take the opportunity to offer our help. The first reason is that promoting astronomy ineducation has always been the goal of CLEA since the association was founded in 1977 (formore information about CLEA, please watch my recorded presentation from the 2nd Shaw-IAUworkshop). The second reason is that we are convinced that astronomy is a good way of teachingSTEM, and we try to convince our local education authorities. The third and last reason is thatastronomy finds itself in the French primary school curricula in the two following themes:

• “Matter on macroscopic scale, motion, and energy”, which includes observation of thesky (motion of planets and moons) and the Sun as a light and heat source.
• “Planet Earth as a place of life”, which includes locating Earth in the Solar System, habitabil-ity, Sun and planets, motions of the Earth (day and night, seasons), "direct" observations(eclipses, constellations, Venus, Jupiter), evolution of knowledge about Earth since Antiq-uity.

Practically, CLEA proposes short 3h-sessions on dedicated topics for up to 20 participants. Eachsession will consist of a∼1h lecture, a∼1h30 activity, and about 30 minutes of discussion. Sixof those sessions are envisaged on the following themes:
• Seasons: axial tilt of the Earth, effect on duration of the day and solar flux.
• Phases of the Moon and eclipses: movements of the Moon, Sun-Earth-Moon trio, notionof a cast shadow.
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• Solar System: geocentrism/heliocentrism, Sun and planets, properties, model of SolarSystem.
• Constellations and stars: notion of star, their colours, their distances.
• Exoplanets and habitability: basics of exoplanet detection, notion of habitability.
• Astronomy and critical thinking: critical reading of texts or images, common beliefs aboutastronomy.

CLEA have already developed a wealth of activities so we shall select those we want to share(no need to reinvent the wheel).
It is not clear yet how this science plan is going to work but it could be a good opportunityfor us to reach out the teachers. At CLEA, we are convinced that astronomy can encourageteachers to do science in class, through multidisciplinary projects, among other things. CLEAhas a long experience of astronomy education and is ready to help, even modestly. We havemade propositions to national and regional education authorities.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Science Meets Storytelling in the Primary Classroom: We Share
the Same Moon

Presenter: Megan Argo, University of Central Lancashire, The United Kingdomof Great Britain and Northern Ireland
Astronomy provides many avenues for teaching aspects of theprimary curriculum – from science topics such as physics, biologyand the climate, to maths, geography, and even art. Working witha storyteller and experienced primary teachers, we developed aset of creative teaching activities based on astronomy topics. Eachactivity provides background for non-science specialist teachers, a“science story”, detailed instructions, uses simple materials, hascross-curriculum links, and is paired with one or more culturalfolk tales which can be used to introduce the topic in a primaryclassroom. This contribution will illustrate the project, its resources,how we tested the activities, and show how the resources havebeen used in different contexts.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p91

We Share the Same Moon was a unique collaboration between astrophysicist Megan Argo andstoryteller Cassandra Wye, with the aim of bringing together creativity and science in bothformal and informal learning contexts, and of promoting cultural understanding through the useof sky lore stories from different traditions. Its aim was to help children, parents and teachersunderstand why science is important, using stories and creative activities. In addition to aSTFC Spark Award, the project received financial support from the Arts Council England, theInternational Astronomical Union, and the Royal Astronomical Society.
The UK primary curriculum contains some basic astronomy as part of the science strand, andchildren are often fascinated by the subject and have lots of questions. For teachers without aSTEM background, who may not have the confidence to answer children’s questions, this canpresent an additional challenge when teaching these topics. If science is not taught well atprimary level, this can lead to pupils being less engaged in the subject in secondary school andbeyond, so support is needed to help teachers deliver science lessons in creative and engagingways (Wellcome Trust, 2017). We Share the Same Moon was developed to help address thisproblem.
To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing, we developed, tested andevaluated 21 educational curriculum-linked resources linking stories and science, delivered aseries of pilot workshops in schools and informal settings around the country, and produced
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a publicly-available website, https://www.wesharethesamemoon.org/, of fully-accessibleeducational resources. The science activities covered aspects of the primary science curriculumsuch as Earth and Space, Forces, Evolution and Light, as well as linking with several otheraspects across the wider primary curriculum (e.g. geography, art, materials), enabling teachersto introduce science topics in an engaging and creative way. Each resource included backgroundfor the teacher to provide those without a strong STEM background some extra information andgive them confidence in using the resources. We also collected more than 40 Moon folktalesrepresenting 19 different cultures, with each activity linked to one or more story which could beused as a gentle introduction to the topic in the classroom.
During the project we reached an in-person audience of almost 2000 people, mainly primaryschool children and their teachers, through testing and evaluation of our activities involvingschools in deprived neighbourhoods and with high numbers of special educational needs (SEND)pupils, as well as family audiences at public events and festivals. The website has since receivedover 10,000 visitors and more than 35,000 page views, with the science activities alone beingdownloaded over 4,000 times. It remains freely available.
Resource: Wellcome Trust (2017), ’State of the Nation’ report of UK primary science education,Wellcome Trust, London [online]. Available at: https://wellcome.org/sites/default
/files/state-of-the-nation-report-of-uk-science-education.pdf (accessed10/11/2022).

Stardust Hunters

Presenter: Sarah Roberts, Swansea University, The United Kingdom of GreatBritain and Northern Ireland
Collaborators: Emma Wride (AstroCymru), Chris Allton (Swansea University, Oriel Science),Jana Horak (National Museum of Wales), Paul Smith (National Botanic Gardens of Wales), RichJohnston (Swansea University), and Mark Coleman (Swansea University)
Every year, approx. 3,000 tons of cosmic dust falls to the surfaceof the Earth – in this contribution we present our project called‘Stardust Hunters’ which aims to engage and enthuse schoolpupils aged 8-14 years in the relatively new research area of urbanmicrometeorites. The ‘Stardust Hunters’ pilot project enablesschool children in Wales to carry out searches for these tinyparticles using a specially designed ‘Stardust Hunter’s Toolkit’. Theoverall aim of the ‘Stardust Hunters’ project is not only to involveschool students with real research and help them develop theirscientific research skills, but we also aim to contribute to thisgrowing field of study.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p92
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Every year, approx. 3,000 tons of cosmic dust falls to the surface of the Earth – in this 18-monthSTFC-funded pilot project, we aim to enable school children to carry out searches for these tinyparticles, and using equipment in Swansea University’s Advanced Imaging for Materials (AIM)facility, we will analyse these potential micrometeorites and contribute to this growing field ofresearch. To date we have reached just under 1000 school pupils in various educational settingsboth in-person and online, and over 4000 members of the public via stands/talks at online andin-person events.
Aims: The Stardust Hunters project aims to:

• Provide school pupils with the opportunity to genuinely contribute to real research
• Inspire and engage school pupils
• Provide under-served communities with the opportunity to participate in real research
• Enhance the educational ambitions of young students

Materials and Methods: Schools are provided with a ‘Stardust Hunters toolkit’, which includesstrong magnets, sorting sieves, a USB microscope, plastic bags and a sample micrometeorite(MM). Once potential MMs are found, the schools send these to Swansea University, andworking with scientists and undergraduate projects students at the AIM facility, an analysis iscarried out using a Zeiss EVO LS Scanning Electron Microscope and a Zeiss Xradia Versa 520 X-raymicroscope.
Results: We have reached 9 Primary schools, 6 secondary schools, 1 pupil referral unit, 1 hearingand speech impediment unit, 1 learning pathways centre, 12 online schools workshops, 5 onlinetalks to general public/educators, and 3 in-person workshops to general public (incl. 2 sciencefestivals).
Future Work: We are currently in the process of analysing the potential MMs collected at ourworkshops and results are expected in the next few months. The overall aim of the ‘StardustHunters’ project is not only to involve school students with real research and help them developtheir scientific research skills, but also to contribute to this growing field of study. If you wouldlike to collaborate or give feedback, please contact the author.
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Summary of Community Cosmos Workshop Project

Presenter: William H. Waller and Denise Wright, US-NAEC, Endicott College,Rockport Public Schools, USA
We report on our IAU-OAE Teacher Training Pilot (TTP) workshopfor K-8 educators. Sited at Halibut Point State Park (HPSP) inRockport, Massachusetts, USA, this one-day workshop introducesthe teachers to the following astronomical topics: Exploring Earthfrom Earth, where teachers consider the shape, geology, andbiology of Earth; Exploring Earth from Space, where teachers useGoogle Earth and other visualisation tools; Exploring Space fromEarth, where teachers use star wheels along with desktop andsmartphone apps to navigate the day and night sky. Direct andremote telescopic observing culminate this component; ExploringSpace from Space, where teachers imagine and design roboticspacecraft that could enable them to explore specific worlds in ourSolar System.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p93

Let us beginwith a question: “How canwe get teachers to incorporate Earth& Space Explorationsas part of their standard curricula?”. One way is to get them out of the classroom and into morenatural settings that are rich with Earth & space educational resources. That is what we didrecently with a teacher training pilot workshop called Community Cosmos.
In this one-day program, we hosted elementary and middle-school educators at Halibut PointState Park in Rockport, Massachusetts – where Earth, ocean, air, and space processes convergein unique and enriching ways. By making use of the park’s recently refurbished Visitor’s Centeras well as its fascinating natural environs, we introduced educators to exploring:- Earth from Earth (mapping, discerning shape, size, geology, and biology),- Earth from Space (using Google Earth and ISS Above),- Space from Earth (using star wheels, planetarium software, smartphone apps, and remotely-controlled telescopes), and- Space from Space (designing robotic spacecraft to sense diverse worlds).

Visitor’s Center at Halibut Point State Park and the view from the tower of the Visitor’s Center
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Further information is provided in our poster titled “Community Cosmos: A Park-based Forumfor Empowering Educators in Astronomical Exploration”.

Astronomy Teaching in Primary Schools: Underrated Pupils

Presenter: Shao Faxian, Chongqing Academy of Education Science, China
We believe that the global science curriculum standards forastronomy education underestimate the actual ability of pupils.We conducted interviews with 54 students from grades 1 to 6about the moon phase concept. It revealed that few students areworking from naive mental models, and most can put forwardtheir own guesses and carry out simulation experiments to verify.Students in grades 5-6 can even use the balls of different sizes andflashlights provided by the teacher to deduce the reason for themoon phase and refine their mental models of the Sun-Earth-Moonsystem. We have successfully helped grade 3 students establish theconcept of the moon phase change law and the distance betweenthe Sun-Earth-Moon by combining the embodied cognition withconcrete models and mathematical reasoning.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p94

The teaching and learning difficulties peculiar to astronomy education make the science curricu-lum standards of most countries and regions continuously reduce the depth of astronomy. Theymainly study factual knowledge and seldom discuss causal explanations or mechanisms. Forexample, as for the study of lunar phase, the Korean science curriculum clearly puts forwardthat the focus is to observe and confirm the periodic changes of the shape and position of themoon, regardless of the causes of the lunar phase. Some countries and regions even fail toincorporate astronomy into the primary school science curriculum standards (e.g. Finland andSingapore). China’s science curriculum standard has raised the number of years of study relatedto the content, reducing the depth of astronomy teaching. Such settings and adjustments mayunderestimate the ability of primary school students to learn astronomy.
In order to assess whether the curriculum standards underestimate the students’ learning abilityand make clear how the pupils understand the changes in the moon phase, We conductedproblem-solving interviews with 54 students from grades 1 to 6 in Chinese Mainland about themoon phase concept that most people find difficult both to understand and explain (Lelliott &rollnick, 2010).
Results:

1. Pupils basically know that the shape of the moon will change;
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2. Pupils’ understanding of the law and cycle of the moon phase changes increased with thegrade;
3. Grade 1-2 students are prone to work from naive mental models, such as the moonbecomes smaller when moon thirsty, and the moon gets smaller when it takes off itsclothes; The most common explanation for the phase change is that it is covered by tallbuildings, clouds, and the Earth. Some pupils also think that part of the moon cannot beseen because the Earth blocks the sunlight that shines on the moon. Through physicalmodelling, pupils can basically rule out the guess of being blocked by objects. Grade 5-6students were able to successfully construct an explanation model to explain that thereason for the formation of the moon phase was related to the size and its orbit aroundthe Earth.
4. Compared with the contents in other fields of science curriculum, astronomy educationcan better cultivate students’ modelling ability.

The study revealed that few students are working from naive mental models, and most studentscan put forward their own guesses and carry out simulation experiments to verify. Students ingrades 5-6 can even use physical model to deduce the reason for the moon phase and refinetheir mental models of the Sun-Earth-Moon system. In the science class, we have successfullyhelped grade 3 students establish the concept of the moon phase change law and the distancebetween the Sun, the Earth and the Moon by combining the embodied cognition with concretemodels and mathematical reasoning. As long as the method is appropriate, pupils can also carryout simple model reasoning.
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An Implementation Case of Astronomy Curriculum in
Elementary School

Presenter: Li Chunyu, Beijing Haidian District Tuqiang No. 2 Primary School,China
Astronomy is included in the curriculum for primary schoolstudents, and all students in grades from 1 to 6 learn basicastronomy courses. The school provides students with a variety ofafter-school activities, including astronomy knowledge, astronomyphotography, astronomical paper writing and other interestingcourses to help students develop their interests. The schoolorganises various observation activities, photography activities androadside astronomical communication activities for personalisedand in-depth astronomy club courses for students. The AstronomyFestival is organised every year, through science and technologyactivities, art performances, music and other forms to carry outastronomy theme festival courses lasting for one week.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p95

In this contribution, I summarise how astronomy education is carried out in the Beijing HaidianDistrict Tuqiang No. 2 Primary School.
1. Astronomy is included in the curriculum for primary school students, and all students ingrades from 1 to 6 learn basic astronomy courses.
2. The school provides students with a variety of after-school activities, including astronomyknowledge, astronomy photography, astronomical paper writing and other interesting
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courses to help students develop their interests.
3. Organises various observation activities, photography activities and roadside astronomi-cal communication activities for personalised and in-depth astronomy club courses forstudents.
4. The Astronomy Festival is organised every year, through science and technology activities,art performances, music and other forms to carry out astronomy theme festival courseslasting for one week.
5. Organises a university-level astronomy competition with the participation of the wholeschool every year.

“Little Astronomers” and the Milky Way of Chinese Traditional
Sky: Example Analysis of Teaching Astronomy in Primary Schools

Presenter: Liu Jing, Science and technology counselor of Guangxi Science andTechnology Museum, China
This contribution takes the content of the sixth grade ChineseDistant Altair Star of the Guangxi edition of the primary schoolpeople’s education edition as an example, expounds the basicprinciples of developing activities with textbooks, analysesthe characteristics of the development and design of suchactivities and the specific operation and implementation of suchactivities. The full text discusses and analyses how to use themethods of “role theory” and “situation creation” to turn thevirtual into the real. It constructs the situation and ignites thestudents’ interest, stimulating exploration and promoting think-ing, and emphasises hands-on exploration and personal experience.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p96

The galaxy occupies a very important place in Chinese culture, and there is a famous Chinesestory –meet each other across theMilkyWay. TheMilkyWay is only visible on sunny nights and iscaused by the light of countless faint stars (stars). The primary school Chinese curriculum containsmany scientific elements, and the Science and Technology Museum uses the characteristics ofsuch texts to develop astronomical science education activities.
1. Create contexts, astronomical historyChina’s starry sky, covering ancient myths, historical allusions, social mats and humanistic
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customs, is almost a reproduction of a world in the sky according to the pattern of theEarth on Earth. According to the text, explore the mysteries of the stars and explore thetraditional culture and sing ballads.
2. Role theory, cooperative inquiryTraditional Chinese horoscopes are the reflection and epitome of ancient society andculture, and the most typical and vivid embodiment of traditional Chinese philosophicalthought “the unity of heaven andman”, which uses stories to string together the history ofhuman exploration of the sky. In the starry sky story of “Altair”, the ancients looked up atAltair and Vega, thought about the distance of 16 light-years between them, experiencedhow far this distance was, and thought about the contrast between myths and legendsand the real world.
3. Observation guide, starry sky appreciationWhat is the Milky Way? Why is the Milky Way a loop? On a summer night, look up at thestarry sky which has a large triangular sign as the main line, swimming in the sea of starsin the fusion of space and time.
4. Sharing and exchange, astronomical expansionHuman beings really understand the scientific structure of the galaxy in only a few dozentimes, and the Chinese ancients limited by history, could only make reasoning and associa-tions, enjoying a high status in the minds of the ancients. Legends and historical allusionsare all scientific and humanistic. Observe the starry sky at night and write down the resultsof your observations. Know the history can reach the present, let us travel through his-tory, and reveal the astronomical culture and astronomical mysteries of Chinese nationalcharacteristics.
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Construction of the Mobile Planetarium Cosmodom

Presenter: Gilbert Sánchez and Oscar Alvarado, Science and TechnologyMuseumMirador de la Ciencia, Venezuela

Our main objective was to design a low-cost planetarium with localresources that would allow its easy mobilisation and which will beintegrated into a three-phase educational project called astronomyin the classroom, which consists of a phase of stimulation andawareness of the participants, a second pass of playful experiencethrough the observation and visit of the planetarium and the thirdto capture the knowledge learned through exhibitions and practicalactivities.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p97

Every dream begins with a longing and this is the case of the first Planetarium in Barquisimeto,capital of the state of Lara - Venezuela. This planetarium with great economic, technical andoperational efforts has undoubtedly become an informative tool for the Larense society, es-pecially for children and young people. But how was the idea born? In Venezuela there wasno commercial house that offered planetariums and the offers at the international level wereextremely expensive, not having the economic resources to acquire it. Given these circum-stances, I decided to carry out an investigative work to find a way to replicate in some way thenecessary foundations to achieve its construction, see which design was the most suitable, thelocal materials that could be obtained, the projection method and the construction site.
To achieve the objective, togetherwithMr. Oscar Alvaradowho, with his experience inmechanicsand having a place with adequate space and tools, we began the construction of the Cosmodomplanetarium. We decided after several tests with different materials to build it with our ownexoskeleton design that would allow us to keep the structure suspended, unlike the classicinflatable planetariums. For the coating we use black out fabric that is used in clinics or healthcenters for windows and that has two layers and is waterproof. We designed an “orange slice”type mold to give it a spherical shape. The inflation system was made by adapting an air
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conditioning turbine and a washing machine motor that allowed enough power to inflate thestructure.
Even for the assembly and disassembly of the planetarium we devised a hydraulic method thattakes advantage of the inflation force. Finally, we solved the projection system with a truckrear-view mirror adapted in distance with a DLP multimedia projector that gave us a 160-degreeprojected image of acceptable quality.

Astronomy Education in Primary Schools: Characteristic,
Discrepancy, and Implementation

Speaker: Jin Zhu, Beijing Planetarium, China

Astronomy is a very important but quite different subject for schooleducation, because of the characteristic of astronomy with thevast scale of universe. The frequently-appeared new discoveriesand astronomical phenomena with grand observability makeastronomy the most suitable tool to keep and improve the curiosity(and even integrity) of students. A text book on astronomy coursein schools would be different with other subjects like language, art,math, and physics. Some special considerations for astronomyeducation in primary school should be noted.
Talk link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p98

Although astronomy is one of the fundamental subject of natural sciences together with mathe-matics, physics, chemistry, geology, and biology, it is rarely implemented in the normal curriculumof the current educational system of primary and middle schools like other subjects. The expla-nation for this inexplicable situation must be closely related with the characteristic of astronomyitself. The emphasis of school education could be accumulation of well-known knowledge anddevelopment of different capacities, with obvious purpose of direct benefit of students andsocieties for a better future on the Earth.
Astronomy is not like other subjects, which concern mainly the human and/or the Earth. Theessential interest of astronomy is of that far beyond the Earth with no direct connection withpeople. Considering the broadest scope of the universe and the extremely complex physicalconditions which are impossible to achieve in labs on Earth, it is understandable that much morenew discoveries appear more frequently which sometimes exceed our imagination in the fieldof astronomy. Such feature makes astronomy a science more closely related with observation,
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where an astronomer is in a objective position to watch and try to understand and find out howthe universe operates under the physical laws, which is quite different with other subjects wherescientists involve deeply with objective actions (e.g., changing experimental conditions withadjusting different test parameters) in the labs on Earth. Astronomical phenomena such as solarand lunar eclipses, meteor showers, conjunction of planets and the Moon, etc. could be easilyobserved with naked eyes usually in a very large area under clear skies, which is different fromevents in other fields where we can only learn from media without in-person experience. Theusually unreachable long distance of the objects and phenomena for astronomy also make it areally simple and concise topics without additional complex consideration like possible benefitsor ethical issue. This makes astronomy a suitable tools for keeping and improving the curiosity(and even integrity) of students.
However, such characteristic of astronomy would also raise some specific considerations forastronomy education, especially for the case of primary school students. Many observationsinvolve night time and field activities, which should be performed safely with extra securityconsiderations by both students and teachers or parents. The environment of free expressionof opinions during astronomy activities may more or less conflict with the tradition of obeyingthe orders from authorities for kids from some cultures.
As the basic elements of scientific qualities from my personal opinion, curiosity and integrityare not only needed for the fundamental science researchers, but also necessary for everyonefor a higher happiness index. Astronomy education might be the simplest way to help makethe situation better in some places, but it must be performed together with all other necessarysubjects and with some balances for the time of initiation and contents. Different from thetextbooks mostly with absolutely correct contents in other fields, the most interested aspectof astronomy is no doubt the rapidly emergent new discoveries (which are not presented inany textbook and may still be under discussion) and the astronomical phenomena yet to beobserved (with uncertain results to be determined) next week or next month. So the content ofastronomy education should be different from year to year. A textbook in the traditional sensemay not be suitable for the case of astronomy. Based on our practise of astronomy educationfor 20 years in China, we are investigating the possibility to promote such content for astronomyeducation via a monthly journal of astronomy outreach.
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Representations of Astronomy in Children’s Storybooks

Presenter: Alison Allen, Rockman et al. Cooperative, USA

Collaborator: Julia D. Plummer, The Pennsylvania State University, USA
Storybooks are widely used in schools as an entry point intoscience learning. As a result, storybooks should provide anaccurate and equitable representation of science and scientists.Therefore, we conducted a content analysis of 32 astronomystorybooks published between 2001-2021. While about half thebooks include characters using at least one science practice, fewportrayed characters investigating an astronomical phenomenon.Half the books contained inaccuracies. Gender representationwas relatively balanced. The sample includes a relatively evendistribution of characters’ racial background; yet, this balancedisappeared when books from Diverse Book Finder were removedfrom the sample. Our study suggests that there are limitations inhow current children’s books represent astronomy.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p119

Storybooks are widely used with early elementary learners at home, in school, and in informallearning environments, such asmuseums and libraries, as an entry point into science learning anddiscovery. The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS1) proposes that children learn contentintegrated with science practices, therefore, this should be reflected in children’s storybooksif these books are to provide accurate representation of how scientists do science and arebeing used as tools for educators when preparing students for more than factual knowledge ofscience through textbooks. Storybooks allow children to engage in scientific discovery, careerexploration, and gain a better understanding of natural phenomenon in the world around them;therefore we sought to understand the landscape of astronomy-based storybooks.
To do this, we conducted a content analysis of astronomy storybooks for early elementarylearners. We started our search using notable book lists such as WorldCat, American LibraryAssociation, and Diverse Book Finder (DBF). We filtered for books published between 2001-2021,narratives and biographies, reading levels for 3–8 year-olds, and astronomy content that excludedblackholes, astronauts, and space travel. This resulted in the analysis of 32 astronomy storybooks.A codebook was created to include how the storybooks portrayed the NGSS framework for theeight science practices; scientific accuracy of text and illustrations; engagement in scientificinvestigations; characteristics of the main character(s) (i.e., human/animal, gender, age, & race);and whether the author or illustrator used their own voice (i.e., term coined by Corinne Duyvisto describe books featuring characters from underrepresented and/or marginalised groups inwhich the author shares the same identity).

1NGSS Lead States. 2013. Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States. Washington, DC: The NationalAcademies Press.
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Fourteen storybooks included at least one science practice, with “asking questions” as themost frequently found practice. Of the 32 selected books, 23 were coded as having accuratetext, 3 with partially accurate, and 6 books where the premise did not portray accurate sciencethroughout the narrative. Seventeen storybooks had accurate illustrations throughout, 10 werepartially accurate, and 5were deemed to be not scientifically accurate. Only a few of the selectedbooks portrayed characters engaged in scientific investigating of an astronomical phenomenonthroughout the entire narrative (3) or included characters investigating scientific phenomenonas part of the narrative (4). Most storybooks in the selection presented a phenomenon withoutan investigation (10) or delivered a collection of astronomy facts (12). Humans were the mostcommon main characters (23). There were slightly more female characters (16) than male (13),with an additional 5 characters where the gender could not be identified by context clues. Thestorybook characters were primarily children (25). When the selection of books from DBF (10)was included, the racial background of human main characters was close to even between white(9) and Persons of Colour (POC) (13). However, without the DBF portion of the sample, theselection was less diverse (9 white to 6 POC).
While we were interested in investigating the extent to which astronomy storybooks align to thegoals of NGSS, and to what extent storybook have a diverse set of characters to which studentscan relate and see themselves as scientists, there were limitations to our storybook samplingand analysis. We continue to be interested in how teachers can leverage storybooks to createhands-on, scientifically accurate, investigations where students engage in and investigate withnatural phenomena.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The session focused on teaching Astronomy in Primary school (pupils up to 12 years old). Differentcontributors discussed the importance of direct observation of the sky at this school level as atool of the construction of knowledge. Through the description of relevant activities carried onin Italy, we started an interesting discussion about the meaning and the possibilities opened bythe learning that builds knowledge from experience, not only in terms of literacy but also asprofound engagement with science and its mechanisms. Obviously, this reflection cannot bedetached from the one related to the teachers’ and educators’ educational design requirementsneeded to achieve those important results. Scientific analysis has been carried out in someinteresting case studies, and bibliographical datasets should be taken into account.
Fromdifferent scholastic systems and general conditions, we reviewed some of the best practicesto open up to children a scientific point of view about the natural world: in particular, we hosteda session dedicated to Syria, before and after the war, and a session dedicated to STEM activitiesin Hong Kong. These active practices should be encouraged in schools worldwide.
Eventually, we discussed the importance of developing networks of students and teachers andallowing them to reconstruct knowledge together as done in the Astronomy Day in Schools(ADiS) project organised by the sub-WG of ADiS, under theWG of Astronomy Education Research& Methods, Commission C1, IAU.
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Teaching Astronomy As Its Own
Subject in Secondary Schools

Session organisers: Hyunjin Shim (OAE Node Korea), Jungjoo Sohn (OAE NodeKorea), Suresh Bhattarai (OAE Node Nepal), and Asmita Bhandare (OAEHeidelberg)

SESSION OVERVIEW

In this session, we heard mostly from lecturers and teachers across different countries whoare passionate about teaching “astronomy” as its own subject in secondary schools. In mostcountries, astronomy is not listed as an independent subject in national science curriculumstandards, so teachers sometimes need to re-design the annual curriculum for their students. Inaddition to such a specific school-focused experience, some classroomactivitieswere also shared.The importance of cultural integration, while designing astronomy resources and activities washighlighted. Last but not least, efforts to communicate with decision makers to emphasise theimportance of astronomy in its own subject was discussed.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy as a Beacon for Inclusive and Innovative Classrooms

Speaker: Rosa Doran, NUCLIO, NAEC Portugal

In this contribution I will summarise my ideas about how I believethat astronomy can be a beacon for inclusive and innovativeclassrooms.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/9cUkmjAPFd0

This contribution includes what in my mind is one of the key missing aspects in humans’ educa-tion – the lack of perspective of our place in the cosmos. The importance on how informationis conveyed to students and how important it is to ensure that knowledge presented is unbi-ased, without flavours of colonisation, or in better words, ensuring a proper localisation of theinformation being transmitted to the younger generation.
It is often said that one image is worth a thousand words. Well, the presentation of the SolarSystem in text books, in animations and even in messages prepared by space agencies could notbe a better example. Due to the difficulty of presenting the main bodies of the Solar System inthe same image, frequently, scales are completely ignored and information that this is the caseis almost always missing. It is my belief that this is one of the reasons for a complete lack ofsense of scales in the Universe and how small we are in this gigantic cosmos surrounding us.This lack of awareness might as well be the cause for a general lack of humility of beings that donot know their place and importance in the vast place we inhabit.
When it is mentioned in the media that there is no Planet B, there is always a distressing feelingthat humans have no idea of what that means. How many people know that we live in thehabitable zone of our Solar System? That in turn lives in the habitable zone of the Milky Way,our galaxy? How many humans know that the Milky Way is just one of the galaxies of theLocal Group? And that this is just a small fraction of the galaxies of the Virgo Cluster, one ofthe Clusters of the Laniakea Supercluster, which in turn is a small fraction of the observableUniverse?.
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A part of my contribution is devoted to the importance of science literacy and critical thinkingto better prepare younger generations. Astronomy is by nature inter-multi-disciplinary. It canbe used to introduce any topic and provides degrees of freedom for innovation and a holisticapproach to education.
I highlight the importance of changing the way schools organise the facilitation of learning.Students need to find in schools a highway to their future where innovation is invading theirlearning experience. More than content knowledge, students should have their competenceprofile enriched, they have to be prepared for a future that is not yet written. If this future is tobe designed with strength and beauty, it is of utmost importance to invest in preparing teachers,they are the ones that will facilitate the journey for the students for a brighter future. They arethe facilitators of a winning generation.
All efforts should be put in place to empower educators to embrace technology and adapt it totheir student’s needs, to be capable of choosing the best methodology to trigger the hiddentalents of learners.
Finally, it is very important that educators in general apply a fair, non-obstructive and inclusiveapproach in their classrooms. Inclusion is a big word, and implies paying attention to the needsof each individual. Inclusion is not only something for children with disabilities, it also meansembracing diversity, minorities, cultural and social differences, etc. Inclusion means embracingevery individual as a unique person and allowing a differentiated path to each of them with apersonalised trigger to boost their talent and foster their dreams.
I urge everyone to collaborate and join hands for the mission ahead. Thousands, if not millionsof teachers need our help and we should be united in a mission to reach them all. Hope to seeyou all somewhere around the globe, together enriching and empowering educators.
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Implementing Astronomy As Its Own Subject for Guatemalan
Secondary Level Students

Speaker: Melissa Solares, American School of Guatemala, Guatemala

In Guatemala, like many other countries, astronomy is taught onlyas part of other school subjects like science at the primary leveland physics at the secondary level. This contribution is about myexperience in developing a program for teaching astronomy as itsown subject in secondary school and introducing it successfully intwo Guatemalan private schools. We will discuss previous researchdone as a way of showing the administration the importance ofteaching astronomy to young students. Four years after startingthis project, we can share the challenges and successful practicesfound along the way.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/2lxwyeuTGrU

This contribution details how the first astronomy course as its own subject was introduced intwo private schools in Guatemala. It outlines the process on how the program was designedbased on the study of astronomy curriculum in other Latin American countries, how it wasapproved by the administration teams and the experience teaching astronomy for the first timeto students during the virtual and hybrid education periods.
Astronomy education in Guatemala: Guatemala does not have astronomy as an official subjectin its curriculum. Astronomy topics are included as part of the national curriculum for mandatoryscience courses taught during the primary education stage (ages 7 through 13), focusing on theSun-Earth-Moon system, lunar phases, eclipses, the Solar System and cosmological theories likethe Big Bang Theory and the Mayan theories for the origin of the universe.
Astronomy program proposal for high school students: To develop the curriculum, a state ofthe art program was carried out as an initial research stage on the contents and standards forastronomy secondary level courses around multiple Latin American countries that teach it as itsown subject: like Chile or Uruguay. The information obtained was used as a starting point andadapted to the Guatemalan context. The result is the final version of the program that consistsof five content units with the following standards:

1. Introduction: constellations and observational astronomy.Students locate the position of objects in the sky during the day and night in their dailylives.
2. A Brief history of the Universe: from the Big Bang to the Modern Era.Students relate the evidence of the evolution of the universe to their microscopic andmacroscopic context.
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Grade 11 and 12 students using telescopes in the 2021 astronomy cohort

Grade 11 and 12 students playing board games they created about stellar evolution.
3. The Earth, the Moon and their motions.Students predict changes in celestial bodies’ appearance based on their geographicalposition and the current date.
4. The Solar System.Students recognise the unique environmental and astronomical characteristics of theEarth in comparison to other planets in the Solar System.
5. Interstellar Space, Stars, Galaxies and Nebulae.Students relate astronomical observations and available data to the study of interstellarevents.

When the program was launched, in 2018, the school gave no budget to the class and studentsworked with material they brought from home. After three years of experience and studentfeedback, when it was proposed at a different school, in 2021, there was a part of the budgetfrom the science department authorised for the class.
Phenomenological research: Students want to learn astronomy!To collect evidence on why it is important to include astronomy as its own subject, there was aphenomenological research carried out in which talks were given to high school students aboutdifferent topics from math, physics and astronomy and their perspective was observed and
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analysed. Focus groups were carried out afterwards and students gave out comments like:- I have always liked astronomy because it is something we can discover/explore ourselves.- They should teach astronomy since we are little, it should be a class that everybody has to take.This research was later shown to the administration once the proposal was ready to be imple-mented, and it is one of the reasons why it was approved as a formal course.
Astronomy education in practice: The successful practices described correspond to workingwith high school students in their junior or senior year – last two years before college education– who chose astronomy as one of their elective courses. Their report cards include astronomyas its own subject. Students from this school are constantly surrounded by technology devicessuch as laptops, tablets and cellphones. And the use of their devices is encouraged as part ofthe school climate.
Digital tools include Stellarium, Zooniverse, Star in a Box and Edpuzzle. Social media was found asa powerful tool for scientific outreach; students respond positively and advance their knowledgewith ease through platforms like TikTok or Instagram. Some of the projects that students haveworked on include: TikToks that show the Solar System to scale; models, role-playing or comicbooks for learning about constellations; and board games about stellar evolution.
The creativity shown by young adults is impressive, especially if it involves creating digitalcontent. Hands-on activities also motivate and engage them, disconnecting from devices anddoing arts and craft type projects is refreshing for them.
Recommendations: Start by taking examples from astronomy curricula in a similar context.Administration listens to students and families: if you have their support via surveys or focusgroups, there are more chances the course will be approved. Have your program proposal readyas soon as possible, so you are ready when the administration approves it. Have fun with it,take new ideas, listen to students and be flexible on how they will advance their knowledge andskills.
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Finding Space for Observational Astronomy in the Science
Curriculum

Speaker: Gerri Bernard, Brisbane Girls Grammar School, Australia
In an effort to bring the awe and wonder of gorgeous astropho-tography to all of our students, Brisbane Girls Grammar Schoolhas integrated observatory work into our Science curriculum. Thiscontribution will explain how we use a series of ‘ObservatoryModules’ in Years 7-9 to teach our students about the universe,telescopes, light, colour, CCD imaging, and image processing as wehelp them to generate more than 300 astrophotography imagesevery year. The contribution will also include an introduction toour school’s remote and robotic telescope facility (the Dorothy HillObservatory), an outline of struggles that we have encounteredalong the way, and a plan for future outreach and development ofour observational astronomy program.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/G-8nYkD2ixo

Astronomy has long been studied as part of the Brisbane Girls Grammar School (BGGS) Sciencecurriculum and is currently aligned with the Science Understanding strand of the AustralianCurriculum.
The Dorothy Hill Observatory (DHO) enhances the School’s commitment to astronomy, equippingGrammar girls with the knowledge and skills required to effectively undertake research usingtheir own primary data – rather than relying on secondary data – and publish their research tosupport professional astronomical projects [1].
Every student at BGGS uses the DHO as part of their Science curriculum in Years 7, 8, and9. This observational astronomy program is delivered as nine ‘Observatory Modules’, whichare presented by our classroom teachers and taught over the course of approximately three65-minute lessons. These modules are progressive and increase in complexity from Year 7 toYear 9.
Due to the constraints of the Australian National Curriculum and our School’s Science program,Observatory Modules are delivered at the end of one of our four yearly terms, in those lessonsthat occur after formal assessment is complete, but before the students leave for their termbreak. This method of implementation allows us to devote almost three weeks of science lessonsper year to observational astronomy in Years 7-9 and results in the production of more than400 astrophotography images per year from our students.
Year 7 students learn about the nature of our universe and the objects in it, with specific focuson deep sky objects such as nebulas, star clusters and galaxies. They are introduced to thefunctionality of the various telescopes in the Dorothy Hill Observatory and taught how the CCD
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telescope cameras work. Girls then choose a particular nebula, star cluster or galaxy to imageusing the 106 mm refracting telescope.
Year 8 students investigate how the combined functionality of the human eye and a telescopework together to produce magnified images of distant objects. They learn about the electro-magnetic spectrum and the ways in which primary colours of light can be combined to makeany other colour.
Girls choose a particular nebula, star cluster or galaxy to image using the 356 mm reflectingtelescope, using red, green, and blue filters. They then stack and combine the images from eachfilter into one superior full-colour image.
Year 8 students also learn about asteroids and dwarf planets and use images from the 106 mmrefracting telescope to produce a time lapse series of one of these objects moving through thesky.
Year 9 students learn about electron transition between atomic energy levels and connect thisidea to the emission of light from nebulas of ionised gas. They link these concepts to atomicspectra and use this information to understand the purpose of narrowband imaging.
Girls choose a particular nebula to image using the 356 mm reflecting telescope, using Hα, OIIIand SII narrowband filters. They then stack and combine the images from each filter into onesuperior full-colour Hubble palette image, which can be analysed to elucidate the presence andlocation of hydrogen, oxygen, and sulphur within the nebula.
This curriculum program is supported by co-curricular activities available to our students in all
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year levels. Students in Years 7-10 can participate in Astronomy Club, where they will learn aboutvarious space and introductory astronomy topics. In Years 11 and 12, students can participatein the Student-Teacher Astronomy Research Symposium (STARS), in which they can use theresources of the Dorothy Hill Observatory to complete research projects involving double stars,RR Lyrae variables, or exoplanet transits. The results of these projects are then developed intoresearch articles for publication in peer-reviewed astronomy journals [2].
References:

1. Brisbane Girls Grammar School. (2022). Dorothy Hill Observatory. Retrieved October 15,2022, from https://www.bggs.qld.edu.au/about-brisbane-girls-grammar/f
acilities/dorothy-hill-observatory/

2. Danalis, M., Murcottt-Green, F., and Packard, K. (2022). Measuring the Position Angle andSeparation of WDS 11194-0139. The Journal of Double Star Observations, 18(4), 440-445.
http://www.jdso.org/volume18/number4/Danalis_440_445.pdf

Astronomy Education and Outreach at HUSTFZ

Speaker: Wang Qin, Huazhong University of Science and Techonology, China

The middle school attached to Huazhong University of Scienceand Technology (HUSTFZ) is the first characteristic middle schoolin astronomy education in Wu Han, China. I discuss how wegot this honour and how we got our ministry to listen. I alsoshare the syllabus of my astronomy curriculum and illustratehow we run this elective course. Finally, I focus on interactivemethods for astronomy education such as physics experiments, skyobservations, using information technology or physical models.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/a1_dZxigMQk

HUSTFZ was rated as the first school which features astronomy in Hubei Province in May 2021,with a validity of three years, which also urges us to actively launch astronomy courses and carryout related astronomy activities.
In July 2021, students from HUSTFZ were invited by Hunan television station to participate inthe program recording of observation of China’s space station. It is so rare for students to go oncamera. But for the school, it is the best chance to raise our profile of featuring astronomy.
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Inspired by this activity, Li Bin, a physics teacher of our school used this video to explain spacenavigation in class. This course was selected in the excellent course of the Ministry of Edu-cation. They also organised a meeting on astronomy education for primary and secondaryschool teachers in central China. In September 2021, Dr. Wang participated in the design ofa science fiction film in the Science and Technology Museum of Hubei Province as a scientificconsultant. Based on astronomy course, Dr. Wang won a key project of Wuhan educationplanning. Dr. Wang organises students to watch Tiangong classroom every time. The first timewas in December. After a live broadcast that day, with another physics teacher she reproducedthe ground experiments in class, such as exploring angular momentum with a rotating chair anddumbbells, and explaining the surface tension of water with paper flowers. The second one washeld in March 2022. These two activities on a school level were reported by well-known localnewspapers.
In 2022, her student from grade 9 took part in the Hubei astronomy Olympiad preliminary andfinal contest, and won the second prize. At present, Dr. Wang and several teachers are workingtogether to compile an astronomical experiment guide book, just like the book “AstronomyLab for Kids” by Michelle Nichols. But this book focuses on hands-on experiment with clearobjectives. Every step and required background, especially related to Chinese culture, will beintroduced in great detail. It is of great significance for teachers who do not have an astronomybackground.
There lie some difficulties for astronomy education and outreach. Astronomy is not included inentrance examinations for high school or college in China. This implies that student will not givean importance to this subject. Teachers should have a clear picture that astronomy is just anelective course before college. The QDC is not fixed, and the class hours cannot be guaranteed.If there is an important examination, or big events, you probably will not have students in yourclass. Teachers have to buy everything they need for the astronomy class with their own moneybefore they get some funding or a reward with significant honour, which is extremely difficultfor a teacher in basic education system. But teachers give a higher importance to their dutymore than money and the world is changing.
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Project-Based Learning in the Secondary Classroom

Speaker: Shefali Mehta, Science Teacher, Princeton High School, New Jersey,USA

Project-Based Learning (PBL) has been growing in popularity inthe educational setting. By introducing well-planned projects,they can serve to motivate and drive students to learn newcontent, collaborate in teams and be creative. However, it canbe difficult to find authentic projects that capture all students’interest. This contribution introduces several projects that havebeen successfully implemented at the high school level that caneasily be implemented into any classroom for students of all ages.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/Tntkgg6E6cQ

Project-Based Learning (PBL) can appear in many different ways in the classroom. In thiscontribution, we focus on PBL as a teaching method in which students learn by actively engagingin real-world and personally meaningful projects. To make projects meaningful, there must bean authentic component to them – students must feel that they are relevant or that they canmake an impact when proposing a solution. The benefits of authentic projects are many. Whenstructured and planned well, students understand the purpose of learning and the content thatwe as teachers are sharing with them. They become engaged in the classroom lessons, havingmore interest and motivation to learn the content. Key factors to consider are student choice,expression, discussion, and reflection. Presenting the project components in advance of thecontent also helps to drive student curiosity and interest.
Examples from the classroom:
Top five telescopes project: In this project, students are tasked with researching and teachingthe rest of the class about two telescope, one on the ground and one in space. In order tocomplete the project and understand how the telescopes work, they then begin learning contentrelevant to the project. We begin by learning about different telescopes and the optics involvedin viewing far away objects. Students then learn about the properties of light and the technologyused to analyse light. Once students have had time to learn about telescope mechanics, andtheir chosen telescopes, they share what they know about them. In small groups, students thendiscuss the different telescopes that have been researched, deciding on a list of the Top Fivethat had the highest impact on astronomy. Finally, students share and reflect on how their listcompares with those compiled by other groups.
The manned vs. unmanned missions debate: Whether NASA (or other space agencies) shouldfund missions that are manned or unmanned can be a hot topic for students. Manned missionsare great to get the public interested in space and understanding astronomy, but they are costlyand have a lot of limitations due to the resources needed to support life. On the other hand,
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unmanned missions are much less costly, smaller, and can withstand extreme environmentssince they do not need to support life. This project allows students to really discuss and debatethe benefits of the two types of missions. Students first choose a mission to research, thenshare those with the class. After learning about some of the missions, students decide if theysupport NASA funding more manned or unmanned missions over the next 5-10 years. Theywrite and deliver a short 30 second speech to share their position and evidence, then take turnsdefending their arguments and refuting arguments made by the other side. Depending on thetime available, they can also try to convince others to accept their position. An alternative to aspoken debate is to have students write a letter to the director of NASA in support of eitherside.
Solar system classification project: Within the solar system are so many different objects,including a star, planets, moons, asteroids, comets, etc. But even within those categories, theyare not all the same. Some planets are terrestrial while others are gaseous. Some moons arecratered, others are active, and even others are captured asteroids. Within the category ofasteroids, there are Trojans and Centaurs, some with rings, and even some with a moon of theirown. As students learn about the different categories of objects, this project gives them anopportunity to re-imagine the classification system we use and create a new one based on morethan where objects happen to be and what they orbit. They can create a new system usingcomposition, habitability, activity, etc. to group similar objects.

Education Programs Developed by NASE and Astronomy
Education Using Python

Speaker: Won-jae Sim, Won Ju Girls’ High School, Korea
Python is an advanced programming language, and various librarieshave been developed to use it in many fields. In the field ofastronomy, libraries such as astropy have been developed andare actually used by professional astronomers. Such librariesand FITS files are open-source, i.e., anyone can use them freely.Therefore, students are able to experience the scientists’ researchprocess directly and indirectly with interest by using them. NASEhas developed various astronomical education programs. Amongthem, there is a program named parallel earth, which explains thecauses of seasonal changes, the length and direction of shadowsby latitude and longitude, and the principle of day and night veryaccurately using only globe, toothpicks, and clay.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/9AI-oROxqAQ
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Figure 1: Teacher training using parallel earth program
The Parallel Earth program is an astronomy education program developed by Rosa. Seasonalchanges and the principle of day and night occurrence are natural phenomena that can be easilyunderstood when looking at the Earth from space. However, it is very difficult to understandthese natural phenomena on Earth.
The parallel earth programhas the effect of looking down at the Earth fromoutside of a spaceshipin space. Therefore, it is easy to see the causes of seasonal changes, the causes of day and night,and the causes of different directions of shadows for each region at a glance. Rosa conducted atraining program on various hands-on astronomical education programs, including the ParallelEarth program for Korean science teachers in 2020. I participated in the development of YouTubevideos and educational material that introduces parallel earth programs in Korea. This activitywas organised by the Korea National University of Education and Korea Astronomy & SpaceScience Institute.
The program was also introduced during astronomical observation training for teachers andexperimental training for middle school science teachers. The parallel earth program was wellreceived not only by elementary school teachers but also by middle and high school scienceteachers.
In addition, many teachers who participated in the training actively asked about parallel earthclass material and necessary tools. Also, at the IAU General Assembly held in Busan in 2022,a training was conducted for teachers working in Busan. The parallel earth program has alsobeen used in a science class. Parallel earth classes were performed with gifted students inPyeongchang and students from Chiak High School and Wonju Girls’ High School in Wonju. Thestudents were very interested in the fact that the direction of shadows was different for eachregion, that they could easily understand the principles of the appearance of white nights andpolar nights, and the appearance of day and night.
Python is a popular computer language. Because the structure of the language is easy andintuitive, it is used in various fields. In particular, it is used in various fields of science, andastronomers are also actively using Python in various data analysis processes. Therefore, usingPython, a class on the data analysis process was conducted, which is generally difficult forstudents to experience. Single-session special classes using Python were conducted at ChiakHigh school in Wonju, Daehyeon High School in Ulsan, Seojeon high school in Jincheon and forthe gifted student in Pyeongchang. During the classes, data analysis techniques using infrared
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Figure 2: Astronomy class using Python

data from the Herschel space telescope and the RGB colour analysis method for continuousspectra were taught.
Python classes were also conducted in regular classes and for students’ club activities. Theseclasses lasted for a year. During this period, we performed various activities such as Hubble dataanalysis methods, Kepler III law, planetary orbital drawing, Voyager spacecraft’s current locationand solar scale, distribution of globular clusters in our galaxy, and analysis of the Andromedagalaxy, Cen A galaxy, IC434 and Barnard nebula data, and RGB color analysis of continuousspectra. After these classes, students were able to implement scientific logic courses on theirown.
The classes help develop students’ scientific and mathematical thinking skills and their ability toutilise a computer. Finally, they can indirectly experience the scientists’ research process.
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Classroom Activity to Calculate Mars’ Closest Approach to the
Earth

Speaker: Lim Hosung, Gimhae Imho High School, Kyungpook NationalUniversity, Korea
I introduce a classroom activity on the subject of “Mars’ closestapproach to Earth”, designed for high school students. Earth andMars are in opposition every two years and two months. WhenMars is in opposition, the distance between Earth and Mars variesdue to the characteristics of an elliptical orbit of the two planets.On August 27, 2003, the distance between Earth and Mars wasabout 55.5 million kilometres, which marked the date as one of theclosest approach of Mars. With Mars’ orbital period set to 1.8808times that of Earth, it is possible to predict the next occasion of theclosest approach based on the mathematical concept of continuedfractions. The activity is designed to invoke both scientific andmathematical interest in students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/8FRfjIhjxSQ

On July 27, 2018, the distance between Earth and Mars approached about 58 million km, whenMars’ apparent magnitude was about -2.5 and looked brighter than Sirius, the brightest star inthe night sky. The time when Mars is closest to Earth is the time when Mars is in opposition.The synodic period of Mars is 780 days, which means that Mars is placed in the position ofopposition every two years and two months. However, since the orbit of Earth and Mars iselliptical, the distance to Mars at the time of opposition changes from time to time.
Figure 1 shows that the distance to Mars was 0.372AU on August 27, 2003. This was the closestin the recent 3000 years. Therefore the date is called “Mars’ closest approach”.

Figure 1: Approach of Mars to less than 0.375 AU to the Earth, years 0 to 3000 (Table 36B inMore Mathematical Astronomy Morsels)
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How can we predict the next occasion of the Mars’ closest approach? Students can use themathematical concept of continued fractions. Continued fraction is a way to express a numberas the sum of its integer part and the reciprocal of another number. Usually the numerators of asimple continued fraction are set to 1. Mars’ orbital period is 1.8808 year and Earth’s orbitalperiod is 1 year. Multiplying a factor 10000 to orbital period, we get 18808 and 10000. The leastcommon multiple of these two is 10000 times 2351. So the next closest approach will happenafter 2351 years. But a human cannot live for two thousand years. So when will be the bestopportunity to see at least a very bright Mars? We can calculate dates within this century whenwe can see the close approach of Mars.

If 1.8808 is expressed as a continued fraction, it is 15 over 8 in the third order. This means whenearth orbits the Sun 15 times, Mars orbits the Sun 8 times. Therefore, the time of close approachis the year of 2018. So in this century, we can see the Mars close approach/ in 2018, 2035, 2050,and 2082. The best approximation of the Mars close approach within this century is the year of2082.
Resource: Meeus, Jean (March 2003). “When Was Mars Last This Close?”. Planetarian: 13.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

A Pedagogical Activity to Teach the Seasons

Presenter: Oscar Rodrigues dos Santos, Federal Technological University ofParaná, Brazil
Collaborators: Michel Corci Batista (Federal Technological University of Paraná), VeridianeCristina Matins (State Department of Education) and Taisy Fernandes Vieira (State Departmentof Education).

In elementary school, astronomy represents the gateway to thestudy of physics, especially in the final years. Through a simpleexperimental activity with the students’ participation, the seasonsof the year can be studied in different latitudes. It is easy to explainphenomena such as the midnight Sun, the apparent motion ofthe Sun, and the influence of the tilt of the Earth’s axis using anexperimental apparatus. Also, why the equatorial region has amore temperate climate, whereas the temperatures near the polestend to be more severe.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p109

A simple experiment built by the students can be used to investigate the seasons at differentlatitudes. With the help of an experimental apparatus, phenomena such as the midnight Sun,the apparent motion of the Sun, and the influence of the tilt of the Earth’s axis can be easilyexplained. In addition, the equatorial region has a warmer climate, while temperatures nearthe poles are more severe.
In order to contribute to the teaching of astronomy in elementary education, this work aimed atdeveloping an auxiliary material for science and physics teachers, using simple but correct lan-guage and easy to consult, and at evaluating its pedagogical potential. The first has a quantitativeapproach, for which an experiment was conducted comparing the performance of elementaryschool students on an assessment instrument consisting of 29 questions about physics andastronomy, before and after the introduction of the interdisciplinary notebook for practicalactivities in astronomy. The second phase has a qualitative approach of descriptive type, forwhich we used a field diary prepared by the researching teacher during the implementation ofthe activities, as well as the documents prepared by the students as a data collection tool.
The results of the first phase were organised using the paired parametric t-test. The choice ofthis test accounts for the intra-individual dependence of the observations. In general, our results
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show a build-up of practical and dynamic thinking that motivates students to be interested inastronomy and, most importantly, a change in the attitude of the teacher-researcher in frontof the classroom. Physics, geography, and mathematics are interconnected disciplines, and apractice-based approach to learning astronomy can improve their understanding.
The subject’s participation and the students resuming of their role as an active person canimprove their oral and written skills, and the possibility of appreciating astronomy in their dailylives. The activity, when presented to students, generates satisfaction from all. Students arepositively surprised as they understand the fact that the inclination of the Earth’s axis causesincidence in different ways in different parts of the surface, causing different phenomena, andthe teachers are satisfied for being able to facilitate learning. We hope that this material canbe used by other teachers, with minor adaptations, to provide quality astronomy content. Webelieve that the implemented material has a great pedagogical potential, with a motivationaland reflective character.

Developing Self-Constructed Visual Instructional Material for the
Lesson about Comets

Presenter: Paul Anton Mahinay, Pasig Catholic College, Philippines

Education plays a vital role in the development of society.Quality education can be achieved through creative and ef-fective instructional materials. Therefore, this study aimed toincrease the achievement of learning competencies in cometsthrough self-constructed visual instructional material. Descrip-tive method of research was employed wherein standardiseddiagnostic and achievement test was administered to 437 grade8 students of Pasig Catholic College and the self-constructed vi-sual instructional material was used in the discussion of the lessons.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p111

The K to 12 science curriculum of the Philippines provides competencies that aim for the Filipinolearners to demonstrate understanding of key science concepts and application of scientific-inquiry based skills. In this curriculum, topic about comets is one of the astronomical conceptstaught in secondary science. According to the DOST Science Education institute, different effortswere made to improve the science education in the Philippines and the result of their researchshows the quality of teachers and learning interactions provided by the teachers affects thelearning of students. In line with this, both public and private education institutions conduct
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The researcher presenting his self-constructed visual instructional material.
several assessments or tests to identify the achievement of the learners, standard level oflearning competencies and factors affecting the student’s achievement. Thus, Pasig CatholicCollege together with Excelandia I.T. Services provided a standardised assessment that helpedthe teachers to identify the level of learning competencies achieved by the learners.
On the other hand, use of instructional materials augments the learning process of the students,making the discussion more effective (Socias 1987 & Aquino 1988). Developing instructionalmaterial is an avenue to improve the learning process especially for science concepts. Earth andspace science is one of the fields of science in the K12 curriculum, and this field must be taughtwith visual materials, specifically the topic about comets.
To enhance the learning process of teaching comets at the secondary level, the researchercreated a comet made of crumpled paper and foil. Magnets were attached to it so that itcould be placed on a 18x20 canvas to manipulate it and demonstrate the movement of thecomet. Fairy lights were also used to represent stars in space. A QR code generator and HPReveal applications were also used to give additional information and to make the materialmore interactive.
First, the researcher painted a rocket that served as the image target and infographics aboutcomets from google were used to create an augmented image. The researcher used HP Revealapplications for this material. On the other hand, a QR code generator was used to incorporatethe story of Rosetta and Philae mission.
To check the self-constructed visual instructional material for the lesson in comets, articulationof grade 8 teachers was done, and it was used in the discussion of the lesson in grade 8after the diagnostic test and before the achievement test administered. The researcher useda standardised diagnostic and achievement test provided by Excelandia I.T. Services. It wasconstructed in away that determines andmeasures the standards level of learning competencies.It utilised scales namely (0%-29%) starting (30%- 59%) progressing (60%-79%) competent (80%-89%) mastering (90%-100%) outstanding.
The results show an improvement on the standards level of learning competencies of grade 8students when it comes to the lesson of comets after the self-constructed visual instructionalmaterials were used. It indicates that teacher preparation and creativity in the usage of self-constructed visual learning materials can help in improving the achievement of the learningcompetencies.
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Learning Competencies in Comets Diagnostic AchievementCorrect % & standardslevel Correct % & standardslevelCompare and contrast comets, me-teors and asteroids 54% Progressing 62% Progressing
Predict the appearance of cometsbased on recorded data of previousappearances

17% Starting 21% Starting

Table 1. Grade 8 Science Diagnostic and Achievement Tests - Comparative Results
Resources:

• Bukoye, Rosaline O. (2019). Utilization of Instruction Materials as Tools for Effective Aca-demic Performance of Students: Implications for Counselling. Department of CounsellingPsychology, Niger State, Nigeria.
• Comets- Teaching Tips. Retrieved from history.amazingspace.org [Accessed December 13,2019]
• Dauber, P. & Muller, R. (1996). The Three Big Bangs. Massachusetts, USA. Addison-WesleyPublishing Company.
• DepEd K to 12 Curriculum Guide Science (December 2013). DepEd Complex, MeralcoAvenue, Pasig City
• Diagnostic- Achievement Test in Science Excelandia I.T. Services
• Dizon, M., Garcia, R., Laurente, J. & Lim, A. (2015). Science for The 21st Century Learner.Makati City: DIWA Learning Systems.
• SEI-DOST&UPNISMED (2011). Framework For Philippine Science Teacher Education. DOSTCompound, Bicutan, Taguig City, Metro Manila, Philippines: Science Education Institute,Department of Science and Technology
• Volume 9 – Number 14 June 2018, pg. 129-147, Synthesis Research Journal
• Volume 39 2017, pg. 11-16, Philippine Physics Journal
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Three High School Teachers Bring Subaru Telescope’s Big Data to
Their Classrooms

Presenter: Kumiko Usuda-Sato, Subaru Telescope, National AstronomicalObservatory of Japan, USA
Collaborators: Tadashi Hara (Toyo University, Japan), Tamiki Togashi (Saitama Prefectural Ka-sukabe High School, Japan), Yuichiro Hiratsuka (Saitama Prefectural Yorii-Johoku High School,Japan), and Akihiko Tomita (Wakayama University, Japan).
The Subaru Telescope is a large optical-infrared telescope nearthe summit of Maunakea, Hawaii. The telescope conducted anextensive survey called the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) SubaruStrategic Program using the ultrawide-field imaging camera HSC.The big survey data is partially open to the public, and anyone canfreely explore the vast cosmic images on the hscMap website. Thethree high-school science teachers (Hara, Togashi, and Hiratsuka)in Japan developed educational material using hscMap to bringone of the world’s highest-quality astronomical data to theirclassrooms, including at a University. According to a questionnaireafter Hara’s lecture at a teacher-training course at Toyo University,many trainee students were interested in using hscMap when theybecame teachers.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p112

The Subaru Telescope is an 8.2-meter optical-infrared telescope near the summit of Maunakeaon the Island of Hawaii. The telescope conducted an extensive survey called the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) Subaru Strategic Programusing the ultrawide-field imaging camera HSC. The extensivesurvey data is partially open to the public, and anyone can freely explore the vast cosmic imageson the hscMap website (http://hscmap.mtk.nao.ac.jp, http://prc.nao.ac.jp/citi
zen-science/hscv/index_e.html).
Since May 2021, three earth science high school teachers (Hara, Togashi, and Hiratsuka) andtwo astronomers (Usuda-Sato and Tomita) have had monthly online meetings and developedteaching material using hscMap. (note: Hara is a retired teacher at Saitama Prefectural TyookaHigh School and now teaching at Toyo University). The three teachers shared their ideas atthe online meetings, developed the prototype materials, tried them in their classrooms and/orafter-school enrichment programs, and brushed them up.
As shown in Table 1, six resources were developed with different themes, duration, and levelscombined with the H0 common header. The title prefix “A” means easy or moderate level, and“C” means a difficult level for calculation activities; students are required to calculate the sizeor distance of celestial bodies with a simple trigonometric function. Educators can tailor theirteaching content by combining some of them according to the class time and students’ level.
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Table 1: List of teaching resources
They must start from H0 to let students get used to the hscMap operation. In some resourceslike A2 and A3, students are required to observe the colour of celestial objects. A colour templateis included in the student’s worksheet to eliminate the colour difference between monitors.
The teaching material (worksheets for students and educator guidelines) listed above are avail-able online in Japanese with free access for teachers and educators via https://drive.goog
le.com/drive/folders/1ENAsT7T3B3Dv9wVoCUmxJkoo2diOa3I3.
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A Method to Carry Out Astronomy Education Based on
Curriculum Standards

Using the construction of school-based astronomy curriculum by Jiangsu Tianyi High SchoolAstronomical Society as an example
Presenter: Xinrong Shen, Jiangsu Tianyi High School, Jiangsu AutonomousLearning Institute, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China and Zhuoyan Xie, Jiangsu Tianyi HighSchool, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China

In the 2017 edition of “General Senior Middle School GeographyCurriculum Standards” in mainland China, “Astronomy Fundamen-tals” is, for the first time, listed as an independent elective module,which lays the foundation for the development of high schoolastronomy education from the national curriculum standards. Asa provincial-level “excellent middle school astronomical society”,Tianyi Astronomical Society has systematically carried out theconstruction of school-based middle school astronomy curriculumbased on national curriculum standards. It has developed richcurriculum of three types - popularisation, academic, and research.It has carried out a series of extraordinary research independentlyor in cooperation with world-leading institutions, and achievedfruitful results.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p113

The curriculum standard requires that students should be guided to develop a correct under-standing of astronomical phenomena, stimulate their interest in exploring the universe andestablish a scientific outlook for the universe by learning modules such as astronomical observa-tion, solar system and Earth-Moon system, Sun and stellar world, Milky Way and the universe.Based on Curriculum Standards, Jiangsu Tianyi High School Astronomical Society has developeda rich curriculum of three types - popularisation, academic, and research.
1. Popularisation Curriculum: Based on the typical characteristics of each discipline, takingactivities and personal involvements as the fundamental form, and students’ interestscultivation as the prime objective, it targets the whole campus by carrying out popularscience lectures and events.
2. Academic Curriculum: Based on the core info of each discipline, taking the intensivetraining as the main form and solid achievement in both knowledge and skills as the primeobjective, it targets the students’ associations by carrying out theoretical studies andobservational practice.
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3. Research-Oriented Curriculum: The prime objective is to develop research skills by usingresearch projects in each sub-discipline and targets scientific teams and individuals.
Tianyi Astronomical Society has carried out a series of extraordinary research independentlyand in cooperation with world-leading institutions, and achieved fruitful results. In recent years,students have discovered 20 near-earth objects, won more than 10 medals at the Internationaland the National Astronomy Olympiad, and won more than 100 medals at various scientific andtechnological competitions. students have published more than 10 papers in academic journals.A group of students entered top universities such as Peking University, Nanjing University,Princeton University, Cornell University, etc. to continue their education in astronomy.

Astronomy in Secondary Schools: Curriculum to Establishment

Presenter: Prasad Rathod, Syzygy Outreach Space Club, India
Collaborators: Vriddhi Gupta, Priyanka Lakariya, Abrar Sayyed, and Jonack Abdullah Al Ma-hamud.
Cognitive evolution of the brain maps our curriculum. Establish-ment of labs & utilisation of existing facilities is stressed. Surveyof schools with/without astronomy courses forms our database.A learning model is proposed which utilises pre-existing subjectsto promote astronomy. A demographic study was conductedto gather information about institutions having astronomicalsetups to be used as Nodal centres. To remove the fear of futureuncertainty, inclusion of space startups will be done to provideinternships. Research focuses on creating ecosystems withinNodal centres of under-graduates, post-graduates & PhD studentspursuing astronomy to improve the syllabus and help studentswith their projects. MoUs schemes are devised to fulfil gaps withuniversities globally.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p114
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Figure 1: Demographics of Universities under Nodal Center Mapping

In our research, we study the cognitive evolution of the brain during secondary school to embarkon astronomical learning. Our research focuses on development of teacher’s training, developingcurriculum, establishment of labs and utilisation of existing facilities.
Backed with survey of schools with/without astronomy courses, we have our own databasecollected for developing astronomy as a subject. Spectrum of astronomy is analysed by findingits common links with subjects such as physics, mathematics, chemistry, and geography. A tiedlearning model is proposed for utilising maximum support of pre-existing subjects to promoteastronomy.
A demographic study was conducted, which gathered information about already existing insti-tutions having astronomical setups. These institutions were plotted on the map of India anda density analysis was done. Research suggests use of these institutions in multiple phasesto establish astronomical board of studies having them as nodal centers. These will facilitateschools by providing them instrumental assistance for cost-effectiveness. To remove the fear ofjob and future uncertainty plus providing application-based insights, inclusion of space startupswill be done to provide meaningful opportunities to students in the form of internships.
Research is based on creation of ecosystem having under-graduates, post-graduates & PhDstudents pursuing astronomy in Nodal centres. They will have access to a repository of the-sis/projects by these students. Projects can be displayed/tested in schools to help schoolsstudents have a better overview. Gaps in educational setup come when things revolve aroundinfrastructure. Heavy use of physics, chemistry and other labs is incorporated in this research.
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Additionally, MoUs and settlement schemes are devised in this research to fulfil gaps withuniversities around theworld. Special focus onmonetisation of infrastructure is done tomotivateschools to undergo economic reforms. The syllabus is designed to mostly cover importantcognitive skills. Coupled learning is an additional feature where astronomy is integrated withmain-stream subjects. The syllabus has an extensive goal of helping students perform well atInternational Olympiads and develop a scientific temper.
Implementation of syllabus is so economical that none of the schools will feel the burden atany stage because of the use of cost-effective learning tools. Implementation of the wholesubject is planned in such a way that it uplifts economy and creates potential hot-spots forfuture expansion and growth. Phase-based approach for 7 years from start of initiation of thissubject is devised for smooth introduction and establishment. Methods for assuring qualitydelivery of this subject have also been discussed, which include mandatory procedures to befollowed by institutions. This mandatory clause also includes a portion that enables personalgrowth of teachers in this subject, which never lets the dynamic nature of this subject fadeaway.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The discussion focused on curriculum development, hands-on astronomy activities and incor-porating existing teaching-learning resources at elementary-school, middle-school and high-school.
Astronomy educators from across the globe shared their experiences and different culturalperspectives on working with students and teachers and highlighted different issues faced, whileimplementing astronomy as its own subject in their local schools. The differences in introducingastronomy education in public/government versus private schools was also pointed out.
Project-based learning (PBL) was seen to be a useful way to introduce hands-on astronomyactivities. Some panellists also pointed at some existing resources such as NASE courses and theadvantage of student-centric classrooms.
Participants discussed faster processes of creating different projects, especially for those astron-omy educators who volunteer extra time to develop these outside of their regular jobs. Thelack of trained teachers has always been a major hurdle in promoting astronomy education andhence the need and importance of teacher training programs was voiced, either in-person or asa virtual workshop.
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Teaching Astronomy as Part of Other
Subjects – Astronomy as a
“Gateway Science”

Session organisers: Jin Zhu (OAE Center China, Nanjing), Cui Jie (OAE CenterChina, Nanjing) and Asmita Bhandare (OAE Heidelberg)

SESSION OVERVIEW

Astronomy intersects with many courses, such as mathematics, physics and chemistry. It is wellsuited as a gateway science.
This session brought together a panel of experts with vast experience in teaching astronomy aspart of other subjects for school students: Lakshmi B R (Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium), EleenHammer (Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena) and Manuel Felipe Núñez Díaz (IES Alcalde BernabeRodríguez) shared how to teach math with astronomical examples; Qiao Cuilan (central Chinanormal university) and Simon Christopher Reynolds (School of Physics & Astronomy, Universityof St. Andrews) combined astronomical experiment with physics; Xu Li (Apple Garden MiddleSchool in Beijing) provided experience in teaching astronomy in after-school activities; RicardoMoreno (Colegio Retamar in Madrid) introduced the construction of easy spectroscopes toobserve Fraunhofer lines in the NASE courses; Robert Hollow (CSIRO) and Mila Mitra (STEM &Space India) explored how to take forward astronomy in schools; John Boisvert (Slooh), JoannaHolt (Netherlands Research School for Astronomy & Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences),and John Carlos Mora (Expoastronomy) introduced the different ways that telescopes are usedin the classroom: online telescope, semi-live data from telescopes and software used to analyseastronomical images; Andrea Ettore Bernagozzi (Astronomical Observatory of the AutonomousRegion of the Aosta Valley) shared their project about giving the students an opportunityto talk to researchers and experts in astronomy and other fields; Marcelo de Oliveira Souza(Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense and Louis Cruls Astronomy Club) introduced aproject for finding young talent for astronomy via training students in physics and astronomy.
They talked about their classes and projects, allowing us to learn from their experiences whenteaching astronomy in schools.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Astronomy – A Gateway to Teach Trigonometry

Speaker: Lakshmi Bekka Ramachandra, Jawaharlal Nehru Planetarium,Bengaluru, India
When students are introduced to Trigonometry as somethingtotally new, they find it very difficult to understand. When thesame topics are introduced as another way of expressing theideas of Triangles and Circles that are already familiar to them,we as teachers will be bridging the gap between known andunknown. We will be leading them to understand the “Unknown”through “Known”. Bringing in examples from astronomy greatlyhelps in building this bridge. In this contribution, I would like toshare my experience of conducting workshops for Teachers on“Trigonometry through examples from Astronomy”. This approachwould be beneficial for both teachers and students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/e-4Nhy_4e4Q

When we introduce Trigonometry to students for the first time, the first problem we and ourstudents face is that the topic is very new. To overcome this problem, the first thing we need todo is to develop the concepts of Trigonometry as an extension of ideas that they have alreadylearnt while studying Triangles and Circles.
Introducing Trigonometry through some real life situations and something that is very muchliked by the students is one big step in taking the subject close to the students. Astronomicalexamples play a very important role here.
In Trigonometry, we introduce them the method of finding heights and distances. Real worldexamples of estimating the height of a tree using nothing more than a stick is a good one.
But extending your vision and reaching the sky will make Trigonometry very interesting. Say forexample, measuring the altitude of Moon or any particular star in the sky can be done by usingthe concept of angular size. We use our hand as a tool to measure angular sizes.
While conveying the idea of Angular size, we can bring in our tan θ and also reinforce the ideaslearnt while studying circles. Generally, when we draw diagrams to explain the angular diameter,we might use diagrams like Fig. 1 shown here.
There is something conceptually very much incorrect here. In both of these figures, we haveright angled triangles. It is true that we can use ‘tan of the angle’ to calculate the radius or
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distance. On the other hand, if we know the real radius and distance, we can find out θ which isactually the angular size. But where will be the right angle formed? The mistake is actually inrepresenting the right angle. That is where we need to reinforce the idea learnt in Circles. Thetangent and the radius drawn at the point of contact have to be perpendicular to one another.So right angle of the triangle has to be that one and not at the middle as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2is free of that kind of a conceptual error.
Once they are introduced to the concept of measuring the angular sizes and angular separationsusing their hand as a tool, we can ask them to measure the angle of elevation for inner planetslike Mercury and Venus. Recognising Venus will be an easy task.
With repeated observations, they will come to know that the maximum elongation for Venuscan be between 45 degrees and 47 degrees. After knowing the greatest elongation angle α,distance to Venus from Sun can be figured out just by using definition of Sin α.
Again, we will have to stress on the concept of circles here. An interior planet cannot be seen atany elevation in the sky. Its greatest elevation can be geometrically represented by drawing atangent to its orbit from Earth’s position. Of course we are approximating the orbit to be circularhere where as in reality we know it is an ellipse. Also, we will have to make them realise thatangle EVS is the right angle and not the angle VSE.
If the same activity of measuring the greatest elongation of an inner planet is made over anextended period, one can actually figure out the entire orbit of the planet. The very fact thatthe angle of greatest elongation is not a constant but varies over a small range, conveys that ‘r’is not a constant and the orbit is not a circle. The figure below shows how the orbit of Mercurycan be estimated using the greatest elongation data.
In a similar way, while discussing about the angle of depression, we can introduce Albiruni’smethod of finding the size of the Earth. He went to the top of a mountain whose height wasknown to him and observed the angle of depression δ for the horizon. With simple geometry hecould show that the angle formed at the centre of the Earth in the following kind of a figure willalso have to be the same angle δ.
Nothing more than definition of cos δ and a little bit of further simplification was all that heneeded to find the radius of the Earth as the height of the mountain was known to him.
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Angular measurements with your hand as a tool.

Figure 1: Diagrams to explain the angular diameter

Figure 2

Greatest elongation of Venus Orbit of Mercury by Greatestelongation data

Albiruni’s method of findingthe size of the Earth

Likewise, we can bring in many other examples from astronomy to teach Trigonometry. By doingthat we would have helped students to get a feel that Trigonometry is not totally unknown. Wecan lead them from known ideas of circles and triangle towards the newly introduced conceptsof Trigonometry. And concepts of astronomy can serve as a gateway to teach Trigonometry inan interesting and interactive manner.
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Learning about Astronomy in Mathematics Lessons

Speaker: Eleen Hammer, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Germany
Mathematics lessons do not only involve the study of differentsolution methods, but also the application to problems to providepurpose and benefit to the methods learned. This is wherethe interdisciplinary nature of astronomy can be utilised. Inthis talk, a project is presented in which astronomical facts andlaws are transformed into mathematics problems for lowersecondary school. The developed problems comply to moderncompetence-based mathematics lessons and convey interestingfacts about our universe. It allows students to acquire someastronomical education even in cases in which astronomy is nottaught as a separate subject. The problems are designed suchthat also a teacher with little to no astronomical knowledge feelsconfident in using them. Exemplary problems will be shown.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/0Pv1qGsxpGc

Astronomy has to fight for its place in the schools’ schedule. The schools usually, and sadly, getonly a limited number of lessons per week or none at all for the subject astronomy. In somecases, they integrate astronomy in the physics curriculum, in other cases astronomy is not evenpart of formal school education. Germany is no exception to this. That is why I decided to bringsome astronomical content into the mathematics classroom.
Reasons for and benefits of astronomy in math lessons: In Germany only three of the 16 federalstates teach astronomy as a separate subject in lower secondary school (grades 5 to 10). Whichmeans that some students leave school without having even a basic knowledge of the universeor of the objects in the sky they daily see. Mathematics however is a mandatory subject forevery grade with four to five lessons per week.
Within these lessons students are confronted with two types of math problems: the technicalones, which only require the knowledge of a solution method, and the applied problems orworld problems, which depict a situation (more or less credibly from real life) that needs tobe broken down. So, the applied problems have an additional topic other than math. A mathtextbook analysis shows what these topics are. It also shows that astronomy is the least usedtopic for applied math problems in the analysed book series.
By developing applied math problems with astronomy as topic, several astronomical facts andlaws can be conveyed to students. It is also enriching that real data is used for the problems incontrast to the often artificial-appearing problems.
Adapting astronomical content for math problems: The astronomical content needs to beadapted to fit the mathematical content and the age and skills of the students. The generalscheme that is used for the adaption process is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Scheme that is used for adapting astronomical content for math problems
Astronomy (blue boxes): Topics that you can choose for a problem can come from basic knowl-edge in astronomy, new research areas, or topics getting attention in the media. Once the topicis selected, you decide on whether to use a fact, a data set or an astrophysical law. If you choosea fact, you focus on conveying this one fact. If you choose a data set or an astrophysical law, itrequires more explanation of the concept.
Math problems (orange boxes): After choosing a topic, you determine what mathematicalcontent goes well together with the astronomical content. In the case that your curriculum iscompetence based, you need to construct competence based (sub-)problems and also decide ifthe problem is open (not just open-ended) or closed. When creating problems, always have inmind that the students should learn something about astronomy too.
Teachers (last box): To reduce the teacher’s reservations about using astronomical problemsin their lessons, you should provide a sample solution, as well as a teacher’s comment. Thecomment explains more about the astronomical topic and, if applicable, reveals simplificationsthat have been made.
Examples: I will demonstrate this process with two examples of applied math problems Ideveloped (Fig. 2). The first one teaches the students one easily understood fact: Long agothere might have been an ocean on Mars. The second example is about Hubble’s Law. Tounderstand this law, students first need to grasp the concept of expanding space, understanda new “space unit of length” and even more. Though you can approach both problems thesame way with the previously shown method, in practice they will be different, since there aredifferent preconditions. Feel free to try it out yourself in your lessons!

Figure 2: Two examples of the developed applied math problems with astronomy as a topic
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Teaching Design and Practice of Constellation Circuit

Speaker: Cuilan Qiao, Central China Normal University, China
After studying series and parallel circuits in junior or senior highschool physics, students can design and make a constellationcircuit. At first, students learn about constellations, then choosea constellation and design the circuit diagram of it. Studentsconsider series or parallel connection, and choose the colourof LEDs, resistance value of resistor, etc. After that they makethe constellation circuit according to materials provided by theteacher, such as colour ring resistance, circuit board, LEDs, weldingequipment. In this case, physically, students will deepen theirunderstanding of series and parallel circuits; in astronomy, they canfurther understand constellations; in technology and engineeringthey can design and manufacture circuits.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/C0xbpTaJR60

In China, usually physics, chemistry and biology are compulsory for secondary school students.Take physics for example, students usually have four physics classes each week for two or threeyears. While astronomy is optional for them. Only a few secondary schools offer astronomyclasses, which are about one astronomy class each week for half of one year for students.The knowledge about series, parallel circuit, LEDs is important in physics for secondary schoolstudents in China. Students need to master and apply them well. So teaching astronomy as partof physics, i.e., astronomy as a “gateway science” in secondary schools is a good method.
Based on the background, we designed the practical activities of constellation circuits forstudents in secondary schools. The task is: after studying series, parallel circuits, LEDs etc.in junior or senior high school physics, students can design and make a constellation circuit.The first step is that students review circuit knowledge, and learn about constellations. Thenthey choose a constellation and design the circuit diagram of it. Next, students consider seriesor parallel connection, and choose the colour of LEDs, value of resistor, etc. After that theymake the constellation circuit using the material provided by the teacher, such as colour ringresistance, circuit board, LEDs, welding equipment.
Teachers who are working in secondary schools often take part in some national and provincialtraining projects in China. We put this case into practice based on a national training programfor secondary school physics teachers in Wuhan city, Hubei province. Different from secondaryschool students, teachers are more familiar with the knowledge of series and parallel circuits.Therefore, in principle, their practice is less difficult than that of secondary school students.Even so, we still encountered some unexpected challenges, which made it difficult for us toapply the theory in practice.
The first challenge was the question of using either series circuit or parallel circuit. It seemed thatboth circuits meet the needs, but after considering the volume of batteries and the maintenance
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The circuit of the Big Dipper and Capricorn constellation made by teachers
of circuits and encountering some problems at later stages the parallel circuit turned out tobe a better choice than the series circuit. At the beginning of the practice, I guided them tolearn about constellations, including the name, colour, brightness, distance of constellations.And then teachers further studied constellations using the Worldwide Telescope. After that theteachers worked with groups, and selected one of the 88 constellations to design the circuit.More teachers chose series circuits at first. After discussing together, they reached an agreementto design a parallel constellation circuit.
The second challenge was connected to LEDs and resistors. Although the teachers were familiarwith the unilateral conductivity of LEDs, they did not have a clear concept on LEDs’ resistancevalue. In addition, they did not know how to read the value of colour ring resistances usuallyused in engineering. After learning the relevant knowledge, teachers successfully passed thechallenge and learnt more about LEDs and colour ring resistances.
The third challenge was welding. Most of the physics teachers in this training are very goodat teaching, but quite a few of them are not good at welding and are not familiar with thecircuit boards commonly used in projects. After trying and experiencing some shortcomings, theteachers quickly grasped the tips of welding, and eventually made the constellation circuit.
On returning to their schools, some of these teachers also guided their students to make suchconstellation circuits, and they reported that this helped students deepen their understandingof series and parallel circuits; in astronomy, they had a better knowledge about constellationsand in technology and engineering they could design and manufacture circuits.
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Junior High School Astronomy to Improve Comprehensive
Literacy

Speaker: Xu Li, Apple Garden Middle School Affiliated to Capital NormalUniversity, China
As one of the after-school services, the astronomy club ofApple Garden Middle School (China) strives to create vivid andcomprehensive active courses to help effectively improve students’comprehensive quality. In this contribution we share how wedeveloped an astronomy course for our club, including designing“Earth spacecraft”, “Planet Fleet”, “Planet Home” and othersections. Students form a fleet of planets and stars and usebooks, the web, space station lessons and equipment at hand toexplore points of interest and present them via a video. They canmake interstellar warships and planets with 3Done and 3DoneAIsoftwares. Students get points to win the “Space Energy Card”,in exchange for books, production and 3D printing privileges, toenhance their interest.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/cdIiAet68Kk

Constrained by the pressure of the high school entrance examination, junior high school studentsare prone to fall into a state of hard study, which is not conducive to the comprehensivedevelopment of students. Therefore, as one of the after-school services, the astronomy clubstrives to create vivid and comprehensive activity courses to help students effectively improvetheir comprehensive literacy. The course is based on “Earth Spaceship”, “Planet Fleet”, “SkyVision”, “Heavenly Zoo”, “Stellar House”, “Space Fireworks” and other sections. Students formplanets, stars and other fleets, with the help of books, networks, astronomy science venuesand special materials provided by teachers, etc., under the guidance of task lists to conductdiscussions and exploration, and independently expand according to the strengths of eachgroup, cooperate within groups, compete between groups, and get some useful results.
At the same time, combined with cutting-edge technology, social hot spots and students’ innerlove, guide students to carry out creative painting, story adaptation and broadcasting, creationand rehearsal of astronomical popular science dramas, etc., to deepen students’ astronomicalliteracy. With the help of the science and technology innovation platform, they learn informationtechnology such as modelling and programming, and carry out scientific and technological inno-vation production such as lunar exploration and fire detection; they use the Tiangong classroomto compare heaven and earth and deepen the integration of astronomy and disciplines.
Astronomy is gradually internalised into students’ subject learning and speciality development.Junior high school students participate in the astronomy competition, drive internal growth,gather strength. Organised club activities around important celestial phenomena and festivalshelp nourish the hearts of teachers and students. For a quantitative evaluation, students earn
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points to win “space energy cards”, and exchange them for books, production, 3D printingprivileges, etc. at the end of the semester to enhance their interest and solidify the results.

Easy Spectroscopy in Classroom

Speaker: Ricardo Moreno, Colegio Retamar in Madrid, Spain
Collaborators: Rosa M. Ros, Beatriz García and Ederlinda Viñuales (Network for AstronomySchool Education – NASE)
In the activities of the workshops of the NASE courses for teachersand professors, participants learn to build various instrumentsusing very simple materials in order to analyse light. Theseactivities, referring to the discovery of He in the Sun, or to theanalysis of the light of the stars or the atmospheres of exoplanets,can be used in high school physics and chemistry classes. Withthese materials, we can observe the spectrum of Na from a candleflame doped with NaCl, the spectrum of Hg, Na and H fromdischarge bulbs, and finally, we teach how to see the Fraunhoferlines in high definition, without any slit or spectroscope, just witha DVD, using second-order reflection, and to distinguish the Mgtriplet, the Na doublet, and hundreds of lines of Fe, H, etc. of thesolar spectrum.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/3j_ed68vakA

In the workshops of the NASE courses for teachers, the attendees build with simple materials,various instruments to analyse light. With these instruments you can observe the Fraunhoferlines of the Sun, the Na spectrum of a candle flame, and the spectrum of Hg, Na and H fromdischarge bulbs. Those activities, which in the NASE courses refer to the composition of the Sun,the information that reaches us in starlight or to the analysis of the atmosphere of exoplanets,can be used in physics and chemistry classes of high school curriculum for students aged 15 to18 years old, when the electronic configuration elements and emission and absorption spectraare taught.
As is known, shortly after the start of spectroscopy, Fraunhofer discovered dark lines in thespectrum of sunlight that corresponded to the gases present in the superficial layers of that star.The chemical element was named Helium, after Helios in Greek which means Sun, because itwas first discovered in the Sun, before it was found on Earth.
The spectrum of starlight is fundamental in astronomy: it helps us to know the composition ofnebulae and stars, its temperature and other properties, and also to measure the distance togalaxies.
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Usage of a graduated spec-troscope Flame of a candle dopedwith NaCl
Na line (589 nm)

With spectroscopy today exoplanets are discovered using radial velocity, which is measured bythe Doppler effect. On the other hand, if a planet with an atmosphere passes in front of star,new lines are added to the absorption spectrum that reaches us from the light of that star, andyou can analyse the elements that are in the planet’s atmosphere.
We propose two simple activities to see the emission and absorption spectra that can be usedin the classroom when studying the electron configuration of matter.
The first activity is the construction of a scaled spectroscope to measure wavelengths. It isbuilt with a paper template, which can be downloaded from the materials section on the NASEwebsite. The diffraction grating is obtained from a CD or DVD, by cutting a piece. For a DVD, thetransparent piece is separated by bending, while for a CD, an adhesive tape is used to removethe metal part. That transparent piece is glued on the window from where the light will beobserved. The numbers are hundreds of nanometers.
With this spectroscope it is possible to observe and measure the sodium line of a candle flamedoped with common salt (NaCl). The light from a normal flame has a continuous spectrum. Ifwe take some NaCl, and add a few drops of water to obtain a paste, and it is doped, it is put inthe wick of the candle, looking at this flame with our spectroscope, a continuous spectrum isclearly seen, and within that spectrum, a bright yellow line is visible, which is the double line forsodium, in 589 nm.
The second activity is how to observe the Fraunhofer lines with a DVD. It is not well known thatdue to the 1300 l/mm, Fraunhofer lines can be seen with naked eyes in the reflection of sunlighton a DVD. Among many other lines, it is easy to distinguish the Mg triplet in the green zone andthe Na doublet in the yellow zone.

We use the 2nd order reflec-tion When we look closer, theFraunhofer lines can be seen
You can see the lines of H, Fe,the triplet of Mg
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If we stand in front of the sun with a DVD in hand, and with the reflective part facing up, wewill immediately see a coloured reflection in a radial way. If we look carefully we can see thatthey contain two spectra: one near the center of the DVD, due to first order of reflection, andanother more external, due to the second order of reflection. We use the second less brightone since it is not dangerous for the eyes.
If we get closer to that reflection it widens and we can see that it contains some very sharpblack lines. Changing the position of the eye, generally a few cm from the DVD, we can coverthe entire visible spectrum full of black lines of different intensity, these are the Fraunhoferlines. Many are seen, some of which are the hydrogen Balmer series.
The first-order reflex can be observed closely at sunset, when the sun rays have less intensity.Compared to the second order, it is a brighter spectrumbutwith the lines less separated. It is alsointeresting to observe that at those hours in the evening some new lines appear correspondingto the Earth’s atmosphere, more noticeable as sunlight passes through thicker atmosphere.
This simple spectroscope can also be used to observe the light from street lamps that usedischarge light bulbs, or fluorescent tubes, containing gases inside. For the lines to be sharp it isenough for the bulb to be several meters away and thus the light source will almost be a spot,and no slit is needed. Emission lines are remarkable. These spectra can be distinguished fromthose of led bulbs, which give a practically continuous spectrum.
With these activities, students can carry out a qualitative analysis of these gases in their class-room, comparing its spectrum with those of known gases found in public books or database.

Plates for Education – Scotland

Speaker: Simon Christopher Reynolds, School of Physics & Astronomy,University of St Andrews, UK
We present a project that embeds physical artefacts fromastrophysics research in secondary school education in Scotland,and trains physics teachers to engage their pupils with astronomyand research data. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey has producedone of the largest maps of galaxies in our Universe, using 80cmaluminium plates to position optical fibres. After their single use,these plates have no value for research - but huge value in theclassroom. Following earlier ‘Plates for Education’ activities in theUS, we provide secondary teachers with a plate, training, classroomresources and research data. We also present a parallel educationresearch project, assessing the impact of teacher professionallearning on their well-being and physics identity.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/2sFgC9OD_f8
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The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) is a large survey of stars, galaxies and quasars. It hascollected data over the last 20 years, to answer a variety of research questions. SDSS makesits observations with the 2.5m Sloan Foundation Telescope at the Apache Point Observatory inNew Mexico, USA, and more recently also with the 2.5m Irénée du Pont Telescope, at the LasCampanas Observatory, in the Atacama Desert, Chile.
SDSS includes both imaging and spectra. It imaged around 1/3 of the night sky, from ultravioletto near-infrared, and all of the imaging data are publicly available (http://skyserver.sdss
.org/dr17/). The spectra of over 4 million objects have been recorded, and measuring theredshifts from galaxy and quasar spectra has created one of our biggest maps of the Universe.Recording this many spectra has only been possible using a multi-object spectrograph, to record1000 spectra at a time. This required a system to position 1000 optical fibres at the telescope’sfocal plane. For SDSS this was done by plugging 1000 optical fibres by hand, into a uniqueplug-plate for each region of the sky, with 1000 holes positioned for the locations of individualobjects. Over 10,000 such plates have been produced, and after the spectra have been recordedfor the objects in that patch of sky, the plates have no further value for research.
Previous work: SDSS started distributing retired plates to educators in 2015 and plates havesince been placed with teachers around the world. The ‘Plates for Education’ programme isongoing in the USA. SDSS also produced a suite of educational resources, available in English andSpanish (http://voyages.sdss.org/). The activities get school pupils using SDSS researchdata including the imaging, spectra, coordinates, redshifts, etc. ‘Plates for Education, Scotland’started in 2018 with a teacher focus group, a ‘hack-day’ for various stakeholders, and variouspilot teacher professional learning events.
Current work: The current format of the teacher workshops includes 4 hours of contact time,in-person or online. Teachers are provided with a plate for their school to keep; an introductionby a research astronomer; training to introduce this astronomy work confidently and be able towork with SDSS data; and activities adaptable for different secondary Physics classes. We aretrying to not dictate how teachers use these materials but allowing the teachers to consider howthey can best adapt it to use within their own class teaching. Teachers who have already beenactively using the resources in class are invited to share their experiences and give examples ofhow they have fitted the resources to their curriculum teaching.
As part of the training, teachers complete two activities adapted from SDSS Voyages, both ofwhich we recommend for use in the classroom. The first is a ‘Scavenger Hunt’, exploring theSDSS imaging data through the Navigate tool and learning about the types of objects observed.The second is a ‘Constellation’ activity, using the school’s own plate, and using the survey datato find the holes on the plate which correspond to the 20 brightest objects. The activity resultsin a unique constellation for each school, composed of a random combination of stars, galaxiesand quasars. By using redshifts as a measure of distance, each plate can then be turned into athree-dimensional representation of the constellation.
Expansion of the programme: We are currently expanding the programme to more Scottishschools and, via partner universities, to some English schools. The project has been awardeda ’Spark Award’ from STFC, the UK’s research council for astronomy and particle physics. Wehave also partnered with SSERC (Scotland’s national support service for STEM teachers, and amajor provider of professional learning) and the Ogden Trust (a UK charity promoting physics
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education). As part of the expansion of the programme, we are setting up a steering group ofteachers and other stakeholders, and working to establish a community of practice amongst theteachers with plates.
A community of practice should allow teachers to share their best practice and resources, andbenefit from each other’s experiences. We encourage teachers to share their progress andprovide spaces in which they can share experiences or ask questions. However, with the extremetime-pressures that teachers work under maintaining momentum requires regular input andactive support from our team.
Impact & Evaluation project: Alongside the teacher workshops, an education research projectbegan in 2021, in partnership with the School of Psychology & Neuroscience at the University ofSt Andrews. This aims to assess the impact of the ’Plates for Education’ programme on teachers’self-efficacy and physics identity. An established body of research exists concerning artefact-based learning in different contexts, but there is less work on the use of the scientific artefact inthe professional development of teachers. This project includes surveys and semi-structuredinterviews with teachers who participate in the ’Plates for Education’ programme. Data fromthe first workshops are currently being analysed.
Future work: Unfortunately, SDSS plates are a finite resource, as the telescopes are now movingto a robotic fibre-placement system. While the existing plates can continue to be used for schoolengagement, there is also an interest in our team to identify other astronomy research artefactsthat could bring new value to astronomy education.
Anyone interested to find out more, can contact sdss_plates@st-andrews.ac.uk regarding thisproject1, or voyages@sdss.org to discuss work outside the UK.

1The work presented has been carried out at the University of St Andrews by Simon C. Reynolds, Rita Tojeiroand Anne-Marie Weijmans from the School of Physics & Astronomy, and Paula J. Miles from the School ofPsychology & Neuroscience. The ’Plates for Education - Scotland’ programme is developed and delivered by theUniversity of St Andrews, using resources from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey; in partnership with SSERC, ESEROand the Ogden Trust; and supported by an STFC Spark Award.
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Astronomy for Every Student

Speaker: Robert Hollow, CSIRO, Space and Astronomy, Australia
If we want to reach the greatest number of students and inspirethem through astronomy the most effective method is to ensureastronomy is properly covered in the mainstream curriculum.Whilst not denying the value and role of specialist astronomycourses their reach will always be limited and indeed impacted bythe lack of experienced teachers. By using astronomy as a context,we can illustrate examples where basic and key scientific conceptsare used to help us understand the Universe. Examples fromAustralian curricula at both junior and senior high school levelsare provided along with suggestions for integration into existingsubjects.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/UGDudc2KpHY

Astronomy can be regarded as a “gateway science” and traditionally formed one of the quadriv-ium in a classical liberal arts education. We could consider a basic understanding of key astro-nomical concepts one component of what it makes a scientifically literate person. It is a subjectthat engages many children, has a wealth of inspiring content and imagery and tackles profoundquestions. Astronomy provides a rich contextual learning environment and as such can be usedto cover a range of scientific concepts.
In considering what should be included in an astronomy curriculum recent work through theIAU has produced Big Ideas in Astronomy [1] – covering 11 Big Ideas with nested elaborations.It provides an excellent framework for those involved in curriculum design and astronomyeducation. Using this as a guide addresses the question of which key concepts should beincluded, the next question is then when should these be introduced in a curriculum?
A recent survey [2] of where astronomy is found in 52 curricula across 37 mostly OECD countriesplus China and South Africa revealed that basic astronomy concepts such as seasons, day andnight and eclipses are found in most science curricula. Relatively few however include modernastronomy topics including techniques and facilities. Even fewer specifically include cultural orIndigenous astronomy aspects.
There are examples of specialist subjects in astronomy that have been offered at high schoollevel including GCSE Astronomy in England and previously The Cosmology Distinction Course [3]in NSW, Australia but these are targeted at a relatively or very small cohort of students. Whilstoften highly impactful for these students in the broader reach of things they do little to increasethe astronomical literacy of the general student population.
The most effective way in which all school students can be introduced to key astronomicalconcepts is through formal instruction as part of their general science education. This thereforerequires that astronomy is a component of the required science curriculum. At the primary school
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level, foundation to Year-6 science is often covered as an integrated subject with technology.At the high school level, science is generally presented as an integrated, compulsory subjectto the Year 10 level. In the higher years of high school (Years 11-12) Science may now longerbe a compulsory subject and is typically offered as more specialised discipline subjects suchas Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Earth Sciences. Given that Science is often only compulsoryto Year 10 level it makes sense to include astronomy concepts in curricula for all students upto Year 10. Note though that astronomy does feature in some countries within elective seniorphysics and earth and environmental science courses.
An example of where astronomy has been included in the F-10 compulsory science curriculumis in the Australian Curriculum, Science. The development of an Australian Curriculum [4] wasformalised in 2009, hitherto each State and Territory was responsible for their own curriculum.The curriculum is an online document, allowing for regular updates. Whilst intended as a nationalcurriculum it is still up to each State and Territory as to how they implement the curriculum,leading to some variation across the nation.
The Foundation to Year 10 Science curriculum [5], currently at version 8.4 in Science as ofNovember 2022, includes astronomy concepts at several year levels. The curriculum has threestrands, Science Understanding, Science as a Human Endeavour and Science Inquiry Skills, plussome General Capabilities and Cross Curriculum Priorities. Within the Science Understandingstrand, astronomy concepts are specifically presented as descriptors in Earth and space sciencescontent in the foundation Year 1, Year 3, Year 5, Year 7 and Year 10 levels.
Examples include:Year 3: Earth’s rotation on its axis causes regular changes, including night and day (ACSSU048)Year 5: The Earth is part of a system of planets orbiting around a star (the sun) (ACSSU078)Year 7: Predictable phenomena on Earth, including seasons and eclipses, are caused by the
relative positions of the sun, Earth and the moon (ACSSU115)Year 10: The universe contains features including galaxies, stars and solar systems, and the Big
Bang theory can be used to explain the origin of the universe (ACSSU188)

Each content descriptor is provided with examples of how to address the requirement. Inaddition to these specified descriptions teachers are encouraged to incorporate science inquiryskills such as graphing, observation, communication and examples of science as a humanendeavour – learning about a specific astronomer for example, in covering a topic. One of theCross Curriculum Priorities is Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures, an areawhere there is now a wealth of material on their astronomical understanding making astronomyan excellent area to address this requirement.
Inclusion in the core, compulsory science curriculum for schools is an effective step in building anastronomically literate society but is not enough in itself. Teacher professional learning matchedwith relevant, pedagogically sound resources and activities are two other essential steps.
References:

1. Retrê, J., Russo, P., Lee, H., Penteado, E., Salimpour, S., Fitzgerald, M., ... & Schrier, W.(2019). Big ideas in astronomy: A proposed definition of astronomy literacy. Online]
https://www.iau.org/static/archives/announcements/pdf/ann19029a.pdf
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2. Salimpour, S., Bartlett, S., Fitzgerald, M.T. et al. The Gateway Science: a Review of As-tronomy in the OECD School Curricula, Including China and South Africa. Res Sci Educ 51,975–996 (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11165-020-09922-0
3. Hollow, R. P., McAdam, W. B., O’Byrne, J., White, G. L., Holmes, R., Webb, J. K., ... & Hafner,R. (1994). The cosmology distinction course in NSW. Publications of the AstronomicalSociety of Australia, 11(1), 39-43.
4. Development of the Australian Curriculum https://www.acara.edu.au/curriculum/

history-of-the-australian-curriculum/development-of-australian-curri
culum

5. Australian Curriculum, Science (Version 8.4) (as of November 2022) https://www.aust
raliancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/science/

How Students Explore Space With Slooh’s Online Telescope and
Our Standards-Aligned Learning Activities

Speaker: John H. Boisvert, Slooh, USA
We have created a scalable way for an unlimited number ofstudents to explore space with online telescopes at premierobservatories in the Canary Islands and Chile. Our opportunitylies at the intersection of digital education and the new spaceage that is inspiring educators to look for ways to incorporatespace exploration into the curriculum. Astronomy is a gatewayscience that inspires students to learn scientific reasoning. Withour hands-on, standards-aligned, experiential learning activities,Slooh takes students beyond simulation to collect and analyse theirown data as they master a new, real-world domain. Before Slooh,only science educators with a passion for astronomy could bringspace into the classroom. Now any educator can do it!
Talk link: https://youtu.be/N_aVIS6E25o

Slooh’s Online Telescope is an astronomy platform whose mission is to rebuild our collectiveconnection to the night sky and Universe using our ten powerful, robotic telescopes situatedaround the world. This contribution will cover how students explore space with Slooh’s OnlineTelescope and our standards-aligned learning activities, Quests. Quests are interactive learningactivities that challenge students to use Slooh’s Online Telescope to collect and analyse datato form their own conclusions. Quests teach students how to explore space in a self-directedmanner while completing learning activities that challenge them.
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Figure 1: Example infographic made in the Light: the language of Astronomy Quest. The imageswere all captured with Slooh’s telescopes.
A Slooh Quest culminates in creating a poster-sized infographic that showcases the students’images captured with Slooh’s Online Telescope (Fig. 1). These personalized infographics generatea spirit of accomplishment for the student while providing an easy tool to recall the content theylearn while on the Quest. In some cases, their infographic poster incorporates their responses toquestions in the Quest. Since students use their own captured images, every student poster isunique. This flexibility allows students to explore their artistic expression and create somethingthat speaks to them and for them.
Our ten online telescopes broadcast live from our Flagship Observatory at the Institute ofAstrophysics of the Canary Islands and our Chile Observatory in association with the CatholicUniversity of Chile.
Students, especially in secondary school, are cut off from the night sky and the rest of theUniverse due to many factors, such as light pollution and difficulty with using set-up telescopes.Slooh’s Online Telescope and our Quest Curriculum are an equitable way to bring the Universeback to the students so they can engage with space and gain a cosmic perspective. Before Slooh,only science educators with a passion for astronomy could bring space into the classroom; now,any educator can do it.
Quests are coherent, well-sequenced, experiential learning activities. They use Slooh’s OnlineTelescopes to capture images of celestial wonders while learning about specific aspects ofastronomy, history, anthropology, arts, and other STEAM topics—keeping students engagedand excited to learn. A remarkable aspect of astronomy is that it touches on many subjects andtopics. Therefore, Quests inspire the learning of scientific reasoning in an exciting and engagingway. Astronomy is a gateway science that uses the phenomena captured in telescopes to inspireand encourage students to think scientifically.
Quests are a great way for students of all levels to stay engaged on the platform because
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they give students structure and provide goals for learning and capturing images for theircollection. Students follow in the footsteps of professional astronomers, from learning abouttheir captured objects in Slooh’s real-time telescopes to planning and executing authenticobservational astronomy missions. Students consider factors that may affect their missionoutcomes, such as the weather, object altitude, the Moon’s location, and more. Students areencouraged to tune in to see their image automatically processed with colour in real-time byour patented system as more and more light is collected.
Quest Objectives are laid out at the beginning for students to know the main points they areabout to learn. Every Quest step has a set of vocabulary terms that students will learn. Lexilelevels help differentiate the text so that more students can access the material.
These are some of the ways students learn on Slooh with Quests. Students complete readingexercises, data collection planning & execution, data & image analyses, quantitative & qualitativequestions, and more as they progress through the Quest self-guided activities. They learn howto obtain, evaluate, and communicate the information they learn. Assessment within Questscomes in multiple-choice, fill-in-the-blank, and free-response questions that encourage criticalthinking and require problem-solving skills. The output is clear if the student answers correctlyor incorrectly, and inquiries support learning the material. Other flavors of assessment foundthroughout Slooh’s Quests are mathematics walk-throughs that ensure students understand thereasoning behind certain equations andwhy theyworkwith specific units. Fail-first free-responsequestions encourage students to use their reasoning skills to explain certain phenomena beforelearning about the topic and updating their responses afterward. Scaffolding questions that keepstudents on track and build upon their understanding. Students learn how to use observationalevidence to construct arguments and how to develop, create, and use models while planningand carrying out authentic scientific investigations.
Slooh has Learning Progressions of Quests depending on the class an educator is teaching.These learning progressions are compact and address education curricula standards. With theseprogressions, educators can look at their syllabus on what they are told to prepare and then usethese Learning Progressions to assign the relevant topics.
Slooh has curricula standards addressed for every Quest. Our Quests have addressed NGSSPerformance Expectations, Disciplinary Core Ideas, and Science & Engineering Practices. Wehave also aligned them to the Common Core State Standards for Reading & Writing Science &Technology and Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. We recently addressed thephysics & astronomy Texas Administrative Code—TEKS—for our High School Quests. In addition,our Quests are aligned with the OpenStax Astronomy Textbook.
We make it easy to implement Quests in the classroom using the Teacher Resources availablefor each Quest. Educators can assign Quests to students on the platform and monitor theirprogress using their classroomWorkspace.
The Slooh platform is more than just an astronomy platform. It’s a STEAM platform that usesastronomy to engage students and prepare them for their future careers while fostering a spiritof collaborative citizen science. Please attend this talk to hear and see more!
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Astronomy and Space as a Gateway to STEM Education in India

Speaker: Mila Mitra, STEM and Space, India
STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math), is aneducational concept, essential for the future. It emphasisescritical-thinking, interdisciplinary, hands-on, and real-life basedapplications. Astronomy is a great way to teach STEM because it isthe basis of all sciences and is interdisciplinary. A problem faced isthat astronomy and space are not counted as curriculum subjects,in countries such as India. STEM & Space has designed sessionsthat tie in primary curriculum subjects such as physics, math,biology, geography, and computing to space related hands-onactivities, which make it possible to interest students and alsodirectly address curriculum topics, thus finding endorsement fromschools and teachers. In this contribution, we will give examples ofthis correlation.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/fBNaiYK4iqc

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) is an educational concept, essential forthe future. It emphasises critical-thinking, interdisciplinary and real life based applications.Astronomy is a great way to teach STEMbecause it is the basis of all Sciences and interdisciplinary.In this contribution, we explore how this can be taken forward in India.
India is a country with a large population, diverse in languages and economic structure. Beinga very old country, superstitions and astrology are still prevalent in the community. Science isnot representative of the society and building scientific temperament is essential. Educationis recognised as a good way to embark in a career pathway that will lead to good jobs, soschools focus on good results in competitive exams. Students do pursue science, engineeringand medical fields but mostly because they lead to good careers, and not due to a passion forSTEM.
It is important to nurture an interest in STEM subjects as these will be the careers of the future.All around the world, it is now a goal to increase the numbers of students who pursue STEMcareers to prepare students for the 21st century skills. As newer technology emerges, theremay be new careers 10 years later that do not even exist now. Astronomy and space fascinatestudents. Movies and social media are full of space wonders. Astronomy is relevant to thecurrent world and problems all around us – seasons, navigation, climate change, satellites.Astronomy is fun and students see it as a cool subject. This natural attraction towards spaceand astronomy should be tapped upon to attract students to STEM subjects. Hence, astronomyshould be included in education.
In India, currently, astronomy is not taught at the school level, in fact, it is only at the postgraduatelevel. So, it can be introduced in schools as an activity. The Indian government, also recognisingthe importance of space education has recently included space in the tinkering labs in which
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schools can get funding. A problem faced is that astronomy and space are not counted ascurriculum subjects, in countries such as India. Hence, one needs an approach to tie it intocurriculum so schools will also adopt this. They can be connected to the curriculumby connectingspace related observations and phenomena to curriculum based STEM.
STEM & Space, a niche educational institute in India has been working to tie in STEM educationto space and astronomy. We have designed sessions that tie in primary curriculum subjects suchas physics, math, biology, geography, and computing to space-related hands-on activities, whichmake it possible to interest students and also directly address curriculum topics. This helps ingetting endorsement from schools. All of our sessions are hands-on to make it exciting.
Sessions created by STEM and Space that tie in STEM teaching through space topics include:

• Light and Spectroscopy – Through studying spectra of stars to understand their composi-tion – learning about spectra, dispersion, spectra of different light sources
• Astrobiology – the search for life in the universe teaches about why Earth is unique, whatparameters define life and search for life elsewhere
• Giant Moon and Mars maps – learning about different terrains and compare it to Earth
• Satellites – Making models to understand their parts and their functionality
• Volcanoes and their layers on other planets—understand age and composition of differentlayers can help students understand terrains and volcanoes on Earth
• Topography — creating contour maps from topography of other planets can help studentsunderstand geography and terrains as well as what topography and contours mean
• Programming concepts — Programming in languages such as scratch where they tryto replicate real world scenarios like a Hohmann orbit. Students also understand howsatellites take images and use false colouring for visual representation

In summary, STEM and Space has the objective to create exciting, innovative and hands-onsessions about space related topics that can be correlated to curriculum subjects to includemore schools and students.
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Stargazing Live!

Inspiring with semi-live astronomy data: teaching curriculum topics using smart education tools.
Speaker: Joanna Holt, Netherlands Research School for Astronomy (NOVA) &Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (AUAS), The Netherlands
Collaborators: Joris Hanse (NOVA), Dennis Vaendel (Freelance science writer), Marco Kragten& Bert Bredeweg (Smart Education Lab, Amsterdam University of Applied Science), StevenBloemen (Radboud University), Marieke Baan (NOVA), and Paul Groot (Radboud University).
Stargazing Live! aims to capture the imagination of students of allages with live and interactive planetarium lessons incorporatingsemi-live data from the DutchMeerLICHT and BlackGEM telescopes.For upper secondary school level, lesson activities have beencreated to accompany the planetarium shows using the interactivedigital tool DynaLearn. The lessons challenge students to modelkey curriculum concepts linked to the telescopes and their science.The lessons were created using a co-creation model – led byscience education experts with significant input from astronomers,astronomy outreach/education professionals and physics teachers.The project is now in the classroom testing phase and final prod-ucts will be shared globally via the planetarium and NAEC networks.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/5FGbaHJhWUY

Project overview: Stargazing Live!1 started in early 2021 with the aim of bringing semi-livereal scientific data into the classroom. The data will come from the small optical telescopesMeerLICHT (http://www.meerlicht.uct.ac.za/) and BlackGEM (https://astro.ru.nl/
blackgem/), both owned and operated by Radboud University. MeerLICHT is based in SouthAfrica and performs optical follow-up for the radio telescope MeerKAT. The BlackGEM arrayis currently being built in La Silla in Chile. The telescope design is the same as MeerLICHT buteventually there will be an array of 15 telescopes. The scientific aim of BlackGEM is to quicklyrespond to, and observe, the optical counterparts of gravitational wave detections. Each nightthe telescopes upload all of their data to Nijmegen where it is processed automatically and isavailable for use within 20 minutes.
The target group for the project is upper secondary school physics students (16-18 yrs) studyingat the highest level in the Netherlands (pre-university education). As such, they cover someadvanced topics in astrophysics. The main product is a new lesson for the NOVA network ofmobile planetariums which visit around 250 schools across the Netherlands annually. Theproject uses recently taken real data to help explain curriculum topics related to the sciencegoals of the telescopes. We are also producing a short, full-dome film about the telescopes andtheir science goals. Planetarium modules are written in a way in which it is easy to modify thecontent for other age groups.

1The project is funded by a grant from the Dutch Research Council NWO-NWA.
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Figure 1: The first steps of the diagram om stellar properties in the DynaLearn tool.
The accompanying lesson activities (16-18 yrs) use the interactive digital tool DynaLearn (ht
tps://www.dynalearn.nl/). The lessons challenge students to model key curriculumconcepts linked to the telescopes and their science. The lessons were created using a co-creation model – led by science education experts with significant input from astronomers,astronomy outreach/education professionals and physics teachers. The full project is now beingextensively tested in secondary schools and once ready, will be shared in English and Dutch.
Lesson activities: The lessons teach curriculum concepts using concept modelling in the interac-tive digital tool Dynalearn. The lessons challenge students need to think carefully about the howkey curriculum concepts work. Students work independently through a workbook. Teacherscan monitor progress via an instructor interface. The tool provides automated feedback, butteachers can also give feedback via a chat function or of course, live in the classroom. We havecreated two lessons, one on the balance of processes within a star and one on stellar properties.Figure 1 shows the first steps in the model for the lesson on stellar properties.
Modelling versus mapping: There is a subtle difference between concept modelling and themore frequently used concept mapping. In concept mapping, students create something thatlooks like a mind-map. Students break a concept up into sub-concepts and the relationships be-tween them. A concept map is static and the relationships between sub-concepts are descriptivee.g., ‘the earth has a shape’.
Concept modelling is a more active representation of concepts. As with concept mapping,students must split a concept into sub-concepts and create the relationships between them.However, instead of creating a static, verbal representation, the relationships which studentsplace between sub-concepts behave as in the scientific formulae behind them – they are causaldependencies between quantities. For example, as the wavelength of light from a star increases,the star becomes redder – Wien’s law. The tool therefore not only allows the students torecreate the model (the static part) but allows the student to simulate the model to both checkrelationships are correct and to discover how other parameters change. Figure 1 shows the firststeps in the concept model for the lesson on stellar properties.
Testing and evaluating in real classrooms: The project is now in the testing phase. Both
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the planetarium and DynaLearn lessons are being tested in 11 classes in 3 secondary schoolsacross the Netherlands (n∼275). The project will also be presented at a large physics teacherconference plus at other events. The planetarium lessons are being evaluated using observationsand interviews with teachers and students. Evaluation of the DynaLearn lessons also includesa short pre- and post-test on the lesson concepts. Results will be available shortly and will beused to fine-tune the lessons and planetarium content.
Looking to the future & sharing: Once the lessen and planetarium content have been fullytested, the products will be made freely available to the community in both Dutch and English.

Spazio allo Spazio: An Educational Project Promoting Connection
and Inclusion Through Sky and Space

Speaker: Andrea Ettore Bernagozzi, Astronomical Observatory of theAutonomous Region of the Aosta Valley (OAVdA), Italy
Collaborators: Anita Alfano, Paola Sarti, Elisabetta Rurale, Michela Sala, Luigia Sironi, LucaMontani (Lower Secondary School “E. Fermi”, IC Villasanta), Ludovico Bernasconi (Departmentof Aerospace Science and Technology, Politecnico diMilano), JeanMarc Christille, Paolo Calcidese(Astronomical Observatory of the Autonomous Region of the Aosta Valley), and Mario Zannoni(Department of Physics “G. Occhialini”, Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca)
Spazio allo Spazio (SaS) is an interdisciplinary educational projectlaunched in 2010 by the lower secondary school “E. Fermi” inVillasanta, Italy. At its core lies the strong belief that spaceexploration and sky observations can promote the active andinclusive involvement of students, making them protagonists oftheir own learning. Stargazing connects people and cultures ofdifferent countries and epochs, constituting a significant part ofour common heritage; the astronauts must acquire new skills tocontrol a challenging and unpredictable context in space, just like adisabled person in everyday life. The contribution explains how SaSaddresses these topics from the point of view of teachers (mostlynot of scientific school subjects), researchers of several institutionsas well as students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/93NcuxxTZj8

Spazio allo Spazio (SaS) is an interdisciplinary educational project launched in 2010 by a groupof Italian teachers from the Lower Secondary School “E. Fermi” in Villasanta, a small town nearMilan, Italy. It stems from the strong belief that crossing the boundaries of school subjects can
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help students (11-13 years old) to learn in a more effective way, by increasing their awareness oflinks and connections between different fields of knowledge. In addition, this approach allowsstudents to widen their vision beyond the lessons in the classroom, favouring confrontation withother cultures and people, that is a prerequisite to promote inclusion and a better understandingof ourselves, too. Andwhich horizon is wider than the horizon of the sky and space? The teachersidentified Astronomy andHuman Space Exploration as the areas where to place an innovative setof educational activities, described below, as to give “space to space”, as the English translationof the Italian name of the project states. The fascination that stars and space spontaneouslyexert on the students – and the teachers! -– is another important element for this choice.
During a dozen years, the project has established many collaborations with scientific institutionsand researchers, especially from the Department of Physics “G. Occhialini” of the University ofMilan-Bicocca (Unimib) and the Astronomical Observatory of the Autonomous Region of theAosta Valley (OAVdA), to develop educational initiatives fit for the age of the students and witha solid scientific background.
Educational framework: The aim of the project is to improve self-awareness and students’potential by focusing their attention on topics connected with inclusion and career orientation.The educational activities are related to several school subjects, from STEAM to physical edu-cation and foreign languages, to strengthen the skills and competences. Students are invitedto participate in activities with a proactive and creative attitude, in order to be protagonists oftheir own learning, not merely viewers or end-users. To do that, astronomy and human spaceexploration have shown to be key ingredients, in particular to involve and engage disadvantagedstudents, like immigrants or students with special needs and disabilities.
Astronomy: People of different cultures, countries and epochs have always looked at the sky,telling legends about the starry sky and studying celestial phenomena. All these stories andnotions have been transmitted through the centuries, constituting a significant part of ourcultural common heritage. The myths of the constellations and the science facts of modernastronomical observations show young participants how we are all under the same sky andshare the same attitude towards the stars, as human beings and “citizens of the cosmos”.
Human Space Exploration: Despite their extraordinary physical and psychological preparation,astronauts (for simplicity, with this term we consider cosmonauts and taikonauts, too) have asurprising, unexpected similarity to disabled people. In fact, the astronaut, while experiencingmicrogravity and weightlessness during a space mission, must acquire new skills and be able toadapt to a challenging and unpredictable context just as a disabled person needs to do everysingle day! The example of the astronaut underlines that everyone has to face challengingobjectives and thus develop the abilities needed to perform that task; in other words, ratherthan “disabilities”, we should think of “different abilities” that can be defined according tospecific circumstances. The link between space and different abilities, an intuition developedby the teachers for SaS, has subsequently been confirmed for example by the ESA call forParastronauts.
Learning activities: The activities carried out use differentmethodologies and tools, with the aimof making students protagonists of their learning and stimulating their curiosity for knowledge.The project includes: meeting with researchers, also via the SaS YouTube channel, includingconnections with Arctic and Antarctic stations (Dirigibile Italia, Concordia); visits to scientific and
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Postcards from Spazio allo Spazio, with a collage of different activities carried out during thefirst twelve years of the educational project.
technology centres in Europe (EAC in Germany, CERN in Switzerland); the design of the postersof the events, as well as of logos and messages printed on weather balloons provided by Unimiband launched from sites in Italy and Antarctica; radio contacts with the ESA astronauts aboardthe International Space Station; meetings with ESA, NASA astronauts, Roscosmos cosmonauts.Students are directly involved together in these events as presenters and exhibitors of worksabout the experiences they lived, speaking andwriting in Italian, English, French, while constantlyupdating the SaS blog.
In particular, experiences with astronomy included observations of the Sun and the night skyat the OAVdA, in the first Starlight Stellar Park in Italy, and remote connections from SouthAmerica with ALMA researchers; experiences with Human Space Exploration included lecturesby astronaut trainers, in order to study the consequences of microgravity on human body, andtraining in swimming pools with the use of specific equipment under the supervision of thespecialised staff of Disabled Divers International-Italy. Students can share positive emotionalrelationships under the same sky, and find collaborative and compensatory strategies to dealwith the challenges.
Finally, throughout the project, students have the opportunity to gather valuable informationabout personal experiences and training paths of the experts, in not only the field of scienceand technology, but also arts, sports (Paralympic athletes), literature, languages, music, publicadministration and international diplomacy. These interactions encourage the adoption ofsignificant role models, leading to more conscious and responsible choices for the prosecutionof their studies in the higher secondary school and the university.
The project Spazio allo Spazio is expression of a school open to the world (or even the cosmos!)in contact with other realities and contexts, that cares about the individuality of each person,gives the students stimulating opportunities, and values science and technology, especiallyastronomy and human space exploration, as a way to improve social relationships, inclusionand commitment.
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Young Stars of Tomorrow

Speaker: Marcelo de Oliveira Souza, Universidade Estadual do NorteFluminense and Louis Cruls Astronomy Club, Brazil
Collaborators: Róbson Vasconcelos Chagas (Louis Cruls Astronomy Club, Instituto federal Flumi-nense), Isabely Gonçalves Mariano (Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense, Louis CrulsAstronomy Club), Caroline Oliveira do Carmo (Louis Cruls Astronomy Club), and Binha FerrazDaumas (Universidade Estadual do Norte Fluminense, Louis Cruls Astronomy Club).
The main objective of the project is to find and stimulate youngtalents for science among students from public schools locatedin remote regions and in popular communities in municipalitiesin the north region of Rio de Janeiro State, Brazil. Because of theproject, new, modern, and creative materials were developed to beused in the teaching and popularisation of astronomy with spaceexploration as a motivating element. The use of astronomy andspace exploration as the main theme of the project is associatedwith our experience of more than 30 years carrying out projectsfor the teaching and popularisation of Science. Since September30th, 2021, we developed the project in 55 public schools with theparticipation of more than 1,800 students.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/ndFUzY0jRAQ

The objective of the project Young Stars of Tomorrow was to find and stimulate young talentsfor astronomy among students from public schools located in remote regions and in popularcommunities in municipalities in the North region of Rio de Janeiro State. Because of theproject, new, modern, and creative materials were developed to be used in the teaching andpopularisation of astronomy with space exploration as a motivating element. The use of spaceexploration as the main theme of the project is associated with our experience of more than 30years carrying out projects for the teaching and popularisation of astronomy.
The project has a main axis that is the development by the students of creative missions ofexploration of the Moon and beyond. From this central axis, we trained students in physicsand astronomy, in programming for apps development and in the development of 2D and 3Dillustrations and animations. With this knowledge, students were motivated to develop creativeprojects for exploring the Moon with the use and development of new technological resources.During the process, we identified new talents among students and invited them to join theproject development team. They were the catalysts of the teaching-learning process. We useddesign thinking implemented within a project-based learning as the pedagogical methodology.We presented challenges as a basis to encourage student participation in groups and to developprojects in a collaborative way. The students involved in the project had at the end of the activity,knowledge, and technological mastery to develop innovative products initially aimed at theeducational area and scientific popularisation. The main target of the project were students inthe eighth and ninth years of elementary school and in the first year of high school.
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From the end of September 2021 to October 2022, the project was developed in 55 publicschools located in six cities in the northern region of the state of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Wehad a total participation of more than 1,800 students.
Two days of activities were developed in each school. The central axis of the project is “Cre-atives Missions to the Moon and beyond”. Students participated in the first day in special andinteractive classes associated with the following topics: Basic physics and astronomy, topics ofspace exploration with an emphasis on the history of NASA, activities of sky observation andidentification of planets and constellations and challenges for the future of space exploration.After the participation in these activities, it is proposed that students develop a creative projectfor a trip to the Moon with the aim of building a base on its surface. Each student received aprinted copy, of the challenge notebook and of the passport to the Moon. The main objectiveis that students at the end of the activity understand the main challenges to be overcome tosend astronauts to the Moon and beyond and build a base for the astronauts to live on theMoon. In the second day at the school, we make presentations associated with the historyof computing and artificial intelligence, development of algorithms and use of programminglanguage to create applications for smartphone and tablets, use of virtual environments, briefHistory of audiovisual arts and its technological evolution and the development of digital 2D and3D images and animations. After completing the activities at the school, outstanding studentswere invited to participate in special training in one of the areas covered by the project. After along selection process, nine students were chosen to compose the project development team.
During the project, applications for smartphones with an android system and an animation seriesabout astronomy with six episodes were developed. For the animation series, four characterswere developed that make up the ‘Stars of Tomorrow’ team. The animated series was broadcastby a local television station. Among the applications developed there are six associated withastronomy or with tools that can be used for the dissemination of astronomy: creative scientist,variable brightness, space, quiz of astronomy, light pollution and challenges. Now, because ofthe project, we have groups of students motivated to develop astronomy activities in 55 schoolslocated in six cities.
The “Young Stars of Tomorrow” project is supported by the United States Consulate General inRio de Janeiro through their 2021 Annual Program Statement.
All the animations, photos, reports, and video reports of the development of the project areavailable at: https://www.youtube.com/clubedeastronomia, on Facebook (@louiscruls)and applications developed are available at: https://passeiopeloceu.org/app/.
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ExoMaths

Speaker: Manuel Felipe Núñez Díaz, IES Alcalde Bernabe Rodríguez, Spain

Basic mathematical concepts are behind many research fields,but complexity lies in connecting them to a classroom activity. Inthis contribution, I show a beautiful example where 12 year oldstudents link calculation of circular areas with transit method fordetecting exoplanets (geometry and astrophysics). The powerof free mathematical software (GeoGebra) to model stars andexoplanets with plane circles, compute the visible area of thestar through the animation, and plot the results to compare withobservational data. The final outreach video is developed andexplained by the siblings Elisa and Hugo.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/XBFSfbranug

This teaching project was developed in the first and second courses of the Secondary School“Alcalde Bernabé Rodríguez” (Tenerife, Spain). The main idea was to link basic math knowledgein geometry and calculus with cutting-edge research on exoplanets detection. To this aim, thestudents used GeoGebra, a powerful, interactive and free mathematical software.
In these first years of secondary school, students learn how to calculate areas of several planefigures (triangles, squares, rectangles, circles, etc.) and composite ones. There is a specialcomposite figure, the circular ring, that regards to the phenomenon of exoplanet transits. Theystudy that the ring area is the result of the outer circle area minus the inner circle one. It is easyto link this exercise with the transit method, were both circles represent a star and an exoplanet,respectively. Although the star and planets are 3D objects, we observe them like circles, and thetelescopes capture the total brightness during the different phases of eclipses, and therefore,the conceptual idea is applicable because when the exoplanet crosses in front of its host star’sdisk a small amount of photons are blocked.
GeoGebra allows to simulate the phenomenon with its geometry tools and command line.Firstly, star (R=10) and planet (r=0.25) are generated with the command circle, where the starcentre is fixed at the origin, but the planet moves across the disk along X axis depending on thevalue of the variable s (see Table 1). After modifying the colours of the circles, background plotand hidden the axis, the simulation resembles a real planet transit (see Fig. 1).
Secondly, three situations are defined to determine the visible area of the star. If the planets isoutside the disk (|s|> R+r) the visible area is equal to the star’s area (A1), or inside the disk (|s|<R–r) the visible one is equal to the difference between star and planet areas (A2). Otherwise,the planet would be entering or egressing the star disk, where only part (an arc) of the planet isocculting the whole star (see Table 2).
Finally, the ratio between the visible and the star areas is plotted for each point (D) of the
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Figure 1: Transit of Venus across the Sun disk (left) and a screenshot of the GeoGebra simulationon this project (right).
trajectory, reproducing the shape of the observed light curve during exoplanet transit (see lasttwo rows in Table 2).
Students could play with the planet radius to understand the changes in the observed lightcurve. The larger the radius, the deeper the curve. They can also compare their curve with thescientific ones from astronomers. Moreover, it would be great to discuss some open questionsin class, for example, how do we know the star’s radius?, how many exoplanets are discovered?,could they have a civilisation?, etc.
This activity was a great opportunity for students to understand that behind simple or boringschool activities there is a potential mathematical tool for discovering far away exoplanets,which may not be captured as a direct image with current telescopes.
For more details visit the Instituto GeoGebra de Canarias: http://sinewton.es/igcan/.
Table 1: GeoGebra commands to generate the simulation of a planet crossing the host star disk.

Name Definition ValueR Star radius 10r Planet radius 0.25s Planet horizontal position 0Star Circle((0, 0), R) x2 + y2 = R2

Planet Circle((s, 0), r) (x− s)2 + y2 = r2

Table 2: GeoGebra commands to plot the “light” curve.
Name Definition
A1 Area(Star)
A2 Area(Star) - Area(Planet)AB {Intersect(Star, Planet)}
A3 Area(Star)-Area(Arc(Planet, AB(1), AB(2)))
Avisible If(abs(s)>=R+r, A1, If(abs(s)<=R-r, A2, A3))P Avisible / Astar x 100D (s, P)
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Teaching Astronomy, Physics and Mathematics Through the Use
of SalsaJ software

Speaker: John Carlos Mora, Expoastronomy, Colombia

SalsaJ allows students to analyse and explore real astronomicalimages in the same way as professional astronomers do, itallows scientific analysis with data extracted from the images. Itintroduces photometry workshops, spectra analysis, and sunspotmeasurements in the classroom activities. In this contribution wedemonstrate the use of SalsaJ software.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/0bDu3p9mDZ0

People are fascinated with astronomy since ancient times, the desire to answer questions aboutour nature when contemplating celestial bodies in the sky and its images cause astonishment inchildren and adolescents, motivating them to investigate and give answers resulting in amazingdiscoveries. The SalsaJ software allows us to learn astronomy by doing astronomy, walkingthrough concepts of physics, mathematics, chemistry, geometry, allowing astronomy to be thekey that opens the door to scientific knowledge from an early age.
“Astronomy should be part of the educational system”, according to the doctor in astronomy,John R. Percy. He said this in his speech for the International Astronomical Union Symposium in1998. “In a school context, astronomy demonstrates an alternative approach to the ’scientificmethod’: the observational versus the theoretical approach. It can attract young people to studyscience and engineering and can increase public interest in and understanding of science andtechnology; this is important in all countries, both developed and developing” [1, 2]. Educationis very important and fundamental to improve the processes of inclusion, by using astronomyeducation to ensure that children, adolescents and adults have access to quality scientificlearning [3].
Likewise, Jymie Matthews, a Canadian astronomer from the University of British Columbia,invited Costa Rican parents and educators to take advantage of people’s natural interest inseeing the sky to encourage this and other scientific vocations, and explained, “Astronomy isfascinating and is the most suitable tool to engage all people, especially children, in science.Nothing can change the experience of observing the sky and learning to be amazed by theenvironment and wondering what lies beyond the stars and why: that is pure science!”.
LCOGT Las Cumbres Observatory: We are Global Sky Partner of Las Cumbres ObservatoryLCOGT ongoing educational project Expoastronomy LCOEPO2021B-008, which gives us the
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opportunity to use scientific equipment [5], providing us with telescope time, which we use totake astronomical images. Using their scientific data, we can carry out our research and developcourses and workshops for teachers and high school students who normally do not have accessto these resources (Fig. 1).
SalsaJ software: SalsaJ is a free software developed specifically for the EU-HOU project, easy toinstall and use. It allows students to display, analyse and explore real astronomical images in thesame way as professional astronomers do, making the same kind of discoveries that leads toreal enthusiasm for science. In addition SalsaJ has been translated into many languages: English,French, Spanish, Italian, Polish, Greek, Portuguese, Swedish, North Sami, Arabic, Chinese [6](see Fig. 2).
Photometry, spectrum analysis and geometry: Salsaj software is an excellent tool for astronom-ical use, it allows us to perform several scientific analyses in a practical and simple way, withthe data extracted from the astronomical images captured by the different robotic telescopeslocated around the planet in countries such as Australia, South Africa, Canary Islands, Chile,United States, from the Las Cumbres LCOGT Network, which allow us to bring to the classroomin an affordable way, South Africa, Canary Islands, Chile, United States, of the Las CumbresLCOGT Network, which allow us to bring to the classroom in an affordable way research andworkshops on Photometry (Fig. 3), Spectrum analysis (Fig. 4), Sunspot measurements (Fig. 5)and RGB image processing. Workshops with teachers should be increased so that more studentshave the opportunity to work with SalsaJ and thus generate more scientific knowledge.
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Figure 1: Expoastronomía Global Sky Partner LCO Las Cumbres Observatory. https://lco.gl
obal/education/partners/expo-astronomy/

Figure 2: SalsaJ Software Menu
Figure 3: Photometry in 3D, Binary Star TYC8409-975-1 Expoastronomy, Las Cumbres Ob-servatory LCOGT, 0.40 mtrs, Cerro Tololo Obser-vatory

Figure 4: Spectra analysis in 3D, Object: L745-46a, Las Cumbres Observatory LCOGT, 2 mtrs,Siding Spring Observatory

Figure 5: Measurement of sunspots J. Mora, J.Henao, Celestron, 0.20 mtrs, Medellin, Colom-bia
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Bringing the Universe to Your Classroom – The Faulkes Telescope
Project

Presenter: Sarah Roberts, Faulkes Telescope Project, Swansea University, UK

The Faulkes Telescope Project (FTP) aims to enthuse, engageand educate learners in STEM subjects using astronomy as thehook. Through our partnership with Las Cumbres Observatory,we provide free access to a global network of robotic telescopesfor education. In this contribution we will describe the variousresearch projects and activities that schools have undertakenwith these facilities, including more arts-type projects rather thantraditional STEM ones.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p115

The Faulkes Telescope Project provides free access to a global network of robotic telescopesfor education through our partnership with Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO). We also offer freeteacher CPD and resources for STEM education. The aim of the project is to encourage schoolsto carry out “real research in real time with real scientists”.
School’s work
Arts and Languages: The type of work carried out by schools using the LCO telescopes throughthe Faulkes Telescope Project varies greatly – for those schools and teachers starting out withusing robotic telescopes, colour imaging is the first step in their journey of the Universe. Byusing free software packages such as SalsaJ or the GIMP, students can image various objects inspace and create beautiful colour images in their classrooms. This has been done by a numberof schools as part of their Art lessons. A school in Scotland also worked on making colour imagesas part of their French language lessons – they used Faulkes Telescope North in Hawaii to imageobjects from the French astronomer, Charles Messier’s catalogue of deep sky objects. Onceobserved, the pupils created colour images, displaying them on a French language poster intheir school.
Real Research: Once pupils and teachers have more confidence with using the telescopes, orfor older schoolchildren, carrying out scientific investigations is the next step in their journey ofastronomical discovery. Recently school children in Wales took images of the binary asteroidsystem Didymos in order to get images as part of NASA’s DART (Double Asteroid RedirectionTest) mission. The mission was a success, with NASA announcing they had managed to change
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the course of the smaller asteroid in this system of two – and the images obtained by the schoolchildren using the LCO telescopes were included in those images analysed by NASA scientists!
With the Faulkes Telescope Project, schools can spot new supernovae, catch a comet, gaze atgalaxies and study the stars – free for all schools in Europe to use, the sky really is the limit whenyou join us on our journey through the Universe!

Bridging the Gap Between Subjects and Educational Levels Using
Space Educational Activities

Presenter: Danijela Takač and Ana-Marija Kukuruzović, Pantovčak elementaryschool, Zagreb, Croatia
In the Croatian educational system there is a big gap in sciencecurriculum between middle school and the start of high school.This gap results in insufficient student knowledge of STEM subjects.Students that have attended astronomy as an extracurricularsubject have been more successful in bridging that gap. Wewill showcase educational activities that help bridge this gap byexploring astronomy using scientific concepts summarised ina project called “Exploration of Mars”. We will show activitiesthat explore the connection between gravity, terraforming andatmospheric structure of the planet, hydroponics, assembling,programming and “driving” a rover on Mars, space tourism.These activities allow us to explore scientific concepts beyond theconstruct of the national curriculum.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p116

We are trying to use astronomy to connect different subjects and bridge the gap betweeneducational levels. In the Croatian educational system, there is a big gap in science curriculumbetween middle school and the start of high school. This gap results in insufficient studentknowledge of STEM subjects. Students that have attended astronomy as an extracurricularsubject have been more successful in bridging that gap. We will display educational activitiesthat help bridge this gap by exploring astronomy using scientific concepts summarised in aproject called “Exploration of Mars”. Activities were cross-curricular so apart from physics,biology, chemistry, engineering they also include physical education and arts.
In the Croatian educational system throughout the years, in our experience, while teachingscience and astronomy, we have identified a big gap in science curriculum between middleschool and the start of high school, as well as the gap between high school and university. This
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Figure 1: Primary students training as astronauts “formission toMars”, experimentswithmaterialdensity for middle school students, and high school students measure Earth’s magnetic fieldand gravitational acceleration and compare with values on Mars.
curriculum gap results in insufficient student knowledge of STEM subjects. Students that haveattended astronomy as an extracurricular subject have been more successful in bridging thatgap. Our research has shown that students who attend astronomy classes as early as the startof middle school are even more successful. Throughout the years teachers who have integratedastronomy activities throughout cross-curricular science subjects such as physics, chemistry,technology and biology have increased students’ interest in STEM subjects and those studentstend to apply to technological universities or space-related ones.

Astronomy: Towards a Didactic Focused on Interdisciplinarity

Presenter: Alvaro Folhas, NUCLIO, University of Coimbra, Portugal
Astronomy arouses curiosity for the unknown and mobilises allareas of knowledge, promoting an interdisciplinary vision in which,the whole is always greater than the sum of the parts. A projectfocused on astronomy normally has the natural involvement ofmathematics and physics, but it can also cover chemistry, biology,geography, ICT and the arts, especially if we associate it withastronautics and space exploration, the great levers of scientificand technological development, spilling over into our daily lives inthe technologies we use today. It is important to bring astronomyto school, through its inclusion in the curriculum, or through smallprojects capable of mobilising and reinforcing learning, whilehelping to develop skills.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p117

Since the beginning of this century, the European Union, UNESCO, OECD, and several otherinternational organisations have shown great concern about the gradual disinterest of students
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Figure 1: Measurement of the shadow of a vertical pole at solar noon to determine Earth’sperimeter (Eratosthenes’ experiment).

Figure 2: Use of robotic telescopes in the classroom to deepen knowledge of different subjectareas.

in science. Science is more fundamental than ever before to overcome the enormous challengesof the future, and that is why measures must be taken to engage students in science. Thegrowing needs of scientists and engineers and the vastness of information that surrounds usrequire that students acquire skills along with structuring and significant knowledge.
Astronomy and space sciences can be a lever to make science and technology more appealing inschool, not only for the fascination they exert on all ages, but also for the breadth of knowledgedomains it covers, from social sciences to pure and applied sciences to cutting-edge technology,allowing cross-curricular and multidisciplinary activities. But the school must reinvent itself, cre-ating interdisciplinarity spaces that help to better interpret reality, giving substance to conceptsand providing discovery. Activities such as the experience of Eratosthenes (determining theperimeter of the Earth), mobilising knowledge not only in geography, physics, mathematics butalso in history, arts and ICT. Students, through these hands-on and minds-on interdisciplinaryactivities, will become aware of the importance of knowledge and what can be done with it,especially when associated with the exercise of observation and scientific reasoning. But morethan a challenge for students, it is a challenge for the schools in the way it will have to organiseitself with the necessary plasticity to provide these spaces of interdisciplinarity.
Several other examples can be considered, based on observation and analysis combined withinterdisciplinary knowledge, such as determining the solar diameter by projecting sunlight ontoa target after passing through a pinhole, or using images of lunar and solar eclipses to determinethe value of the sizes of the Moon and the Sun, as well as the distances they are from us.
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Astronomy also enables a new approach to the scientific training of students and the develop-ment of skills – Teaching Science by doing Science. Access to robotic telescope constellationsto record or study astronomical objects or phenomena, whether optical telescopes or radiotelescopes, as well as participation in asteroid research campaigns allows a very high level ofmotivational and scientific experience to students. In addition to reinforcing their learning, theyacquire structuring scientific skills and a clear idea of the importance of the method and criticalobservation. NUCLIO, together with several other partners, is developing activities for schools inprojects such as LaSciL (Large Scientific Infrastructures Enriching Online and Digital Learning) orthe IASC (International Astronomical Search Collaboration) among other projects, with trainingof teachers for the use of space and astronomy, combining teaching methodologies by inquiryand project based learning, for schools interested in adopting new approaches that point theway to the future.
But astronomy can provide more than scientific resources or concepts. It can help create a newperspective of a world without artificial barriers. To promote the idea that we are the oneswho belong to the planet and not the planet that belongs to us. To embody the concept of thecosmopolitan as one who integrates the Cosmos. That is why it is essential to bring astronomyto the school.

Introduction to Stargazing and Image Processing with
Automated Observation Stations

Presenter: Olivier Parisot, Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology
Collaborators: Pierrick Bruneau, Patrik Hitzelberger (Luxembourg Institute of Science and Tech-nology), Gilles Krebs, Christophe Destruel, Benoît Vandame (Vaonis)
Electronically Assisted Astronomy (EAA) consists of capturingimages with a camera coupled to a telescope and then applyinglightweight processing to display views of celestial objects. Duringthe MILAN research project (funded by FNR in Luxembourg),we use automated stations of VAONIS for stargazing sessions,helping greatly to arouse the curiosity around astronomy. Firstly,participants can learn how to localise and then observe objects likegalaxies or nebulae. Secondly, playing with settings like exposuretime shows how image acquisition works. Thirdly, displayed liveviews continuously improve as data is accumulated, allowing todiscuss the basics of image processing (SNR, alignment, stacking).Finally, participants can use raw data to practice image editiontrough dedicated software.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p118
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Figure 1: Observation of the Sh2_101 nebula with a Stellina automated telescope (night of31/7/2022) [4]. The image on the left corresponds to a single 10s exposure frame and the imageon the right is the result of the stacking of 340 frames (10 s exposure too).
During a stargazing session with direct observation through eyepieces and telescopes, it isnot uncommon to have some disappointed participants, especially because of the lack ofcontrast and colour of the observed celestial targets [1, 2]. Without forgetting that during directvisual observation via a telescope, people with physical constraints will not be able to take fulladvantage of it (poor eyesight, handicap, etc.).
Nowadays, Electronically Assisted Astronomy (EAA) is widely applied by astronomers to observedeep sky objects (nebulae or galaxies) and planets [3]. By capturing images directly from animage sensor coupled to a telescope and applying lightweight image processing, this approachallows to generate enhanced views of deep sky targets that can be displayed in near realtime on a screen (laptop, tablet, smartphone). EAA makes also possible to observe in difficultoutdoor conditions, for example, in places heavily impacted by light pollution – deep sky objectsalmost invisible through direct observation in an urban or suburban sky become impressive anddetailed.
Unfortunately, for those who want to start practising EAA, the implementation is not straightfor-ward because a strong technical background is needed [1, 2]. In fact, EAA requires a complexhardware setup: motorised alt-azimuthal or equatorial mount for tracking targets (w.r.t theEarth’s rotation), refractor/reflector with good-quality optic, CMOS/CCD dedicated cameras,pollution filters, etc. Depending on the apparent size of the celestial targets, a Barlow lens (forplanets and planetary nebulae) or a focal length reducer (for large nebulae) is also required.Moreover, dedicated software like Sharpcap or AstroDMX are needed to control the cameraand then deliver the live images on a display device.
This is where the use of automated observation stationsmakes sense. During theMILAN researchproject (MachIne Learning for AstroNomy), funded by Luxembourg National Research Fund, weuse automated instruments provided by VAONIS to collect images of deep sky objects by usingsmartphones & tablets [3]. With these observation stations, required steps are automatisedand transparent for the end-user: tracking, focus, capture, lightweight image processing, andthen display. Thus, these instruments provide live images in different conditions (e.g. low orimportant light pollution) and with different parameters (exposure time and gain for each unitshot).
During outreach events or during outdoor workshops with a lay audience, the automation oftedious tasks makes it easy to address a wide range of subjects during live EAA sessions. Suchautomated telescopes allow to easily inspect the sky map and then explain how to choose the
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celestial sky targets that are visible according to the season and their position during the night.It is thus possible to show live views of visible objects (stars clusters, galaxies, nebulae) whiledescribing their characteristics (e.g. apparent size, magnitude and even distance of the observedtargets).
In practice, these automated instruments can be connected to several devices at the sametime, so it is convenient to organise interactive observation sessions where each participantcan easily observe the captured images. For the more curious, the usage of these observationstations allows at addressing advanced concepts. As a first example, participants can betterunderstand how the image acquisition process works – by visually observing the impacts ofcapture settings like exposure time and gain. As a second example, it is visually obvious that thequality of the image shown on the screen increases as the station accumulates data, allowing todiscuss the basics of image processing in astronomy (signal-to-noise ratio, images alignmentand stacking). Finally, participants can retrieve the captured images (raw, unprocessed, or final)for further exercises in image processing – providing an opportunity to learn new techniques tomake the most of the data captured trough dedicated open-source software. For example, SIRILcan be applied to stack the raw images while GIMP can be used to make the final images moreattractive.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The panel discussion mainly focused on how to teach and include astronomy as part of othersubjects in schools. It was highlighted that astronomy is an excellent context for cross-curriculumcontent and skills.
One effective way to bring modern science or new developments of astronomy to studentsis to build a collaboration between the classroom and a practitioner who could either be anexperienced teacher or a scientist.
Many teachers mentioned that they found the astronomy to be a useful tool for engagingstudents. It was emphasised that astronomy can be easily linked to several topics within thealready existing lessons, even in physical education classes (e.g. elliptical orbits) and teachersdo not need to wait until astronomy is introduced as its own subject. Some ideas were sharedto include astronomy topics in different schools, even with limited facilities. Some panellistsshared ideas about using everyday, readily available teaching material, like a tree branch tounderstand trigonometry, an old CD/DVD to build your own spectrograph or even termite wingsto show the diffraction pattern of sunlight.
It was also pointed out that “one person’s scrap can be another person’s treasure”, i.e., recycleand reuse, for example, using an SDSS plate to view the eclipse (https://sdss3.wordpress.
com/2015/03/20/sdss-scientists-in-europe-enjoy-eclipse2015/) and a local artistmaking use of transparency’s of the night sky in their artwork.
Evaluation of the impact of lessons including specific astronomy related topics on studentinterest/engagement were discussed and how it could be used to convince local administra-tions/governments to add astronomy as an independent subject in the science curriculum.
Shared resources:

• Online virtual tour of the Rapid ASKAP Continuum Survey (RACS) that students can explore:
https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/RACS/RACStour/index.html.

• https://blog.csiro.au/sharing-sky-and-stars/

• http://passeiopeloceu.org/app/
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Students in a Changing Climate:
How Can Astronomy Help?

Session organisers: Eduardo Penteado (OAE Heidelberg), Asmita Bhandare (OAEHeidelberg), Anna Sippel (OAE Heidelberg), Violette Impellizzeri (Allegro Leiden,founding member of Astronomers for Planet Earth), and Colm Larkin (OAECenter Cyprus)

SESSION OVERVIEW

Scientists and researchers from around the world share their experiences about discovering howastronomy helps us understand the changes occurring in Earth’s many climates. This sessionalso explores how astronomical activities can help predict the challenges and impacts thosechanges will have on indigenous populations around the world.
Cecilia Scorza shares the ideas behind the project “Pale Blue dot: Looking back at home”. KathrynWilliamson presents methods developed for generating conversations on the issue of ClimateChange for a range of demographics from students in universities to policy makers in WestVirginia state’s capitol, with a focus on breaking down cultural stigmas and discovering commonground. Anniek Gloudemans discusses the project “Life in the Universe” aimed at inspiringand informing the public about our Earth and our special place in the universe. Participants ofthis activity learn and relate to their own experiences and choices helping them appreciate theconditions and factors necessary for life and our life to exist.
Addressing issues such as gender, ethnicity and location, Christine Hirst Bernhardt presents hermethodologies on guiding students to address the inequalities in Astronomy and the sciences ingeneral. Exodus Chun-Long Sit describes an interdisciplinary project, ASTROx, which aims togo beyond the classroom connecting astronomy with other possible academic disciplines orsubjects, based on Sustainable Development Goals. Mila Mitra illustrates how climate changeand astronomy are connected and the impacts each has on the others and shows how climatechange can have drastic impacts on ground-based observations and facilities. She presents someexamples of activities to help younger students learn about climate conditions for planetarysettlements and rising sea levels.
A message from Astronomers for Planet Earth (https://astronomersforplanet.earth/):
https://youtu.be/lewxHQvbrFs (Talk by Violette Impellizzeri).
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Pale Blue Dot: Looking Back at Home

Speaker: Cecilia Scorza, LMU Faculty of Science, Germany

Climate change is the greatest global challenge of the 21st century.The high speed at which climate change is progressing poses anenormous problem. Neither flora and fauna nor humans can adaptthat quickly to the change of environmental conditions. What canwe astronomers contribute to raise the attention of students andtheir teachers to global warming? How can we link the fascinatingastronomical objects with such a terrestrial issue? These questionsare addressed in this contribution.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/zDJDtAK-02o
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There is No Planet B: Engaging Students and Teachers in Climate
Learning and Action

Speaker: Kathryn Williamson, West Virginia University, USA
Astronomy helps us understand planetary systems and it providesa big-picture perspective of ourselves as Earthlings. We canteach climate change through topics such as the greenhouseeffect; however, understanding the science alone is not enough.We must empower students with solutions and help themuse their voices and take action. I provide concrete examplesof how we have done this in West Virginia, a coal state inthe USA, through efforts such as a book club, podcast, fieldtrip, and ongoing teacher training. I also invite participants tojoin “Astronomers for Planet Earth”, a grassroots internationaleffort by astronomers across the world to unite and speak upabout climate change with themessage that, “There is no Planet B”.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/LxYliZnk-g8

Astronomy helps us understand planetary systems and it provides a big-picture perspective ofourselves as Earthlings. For example, we can teach climate change through topics such as thegreenhouse effect. While early astronomers thought Venus would be a lush tropical paradise,we now know that Venus is a dire warning of a “runaway” greenhouse effect. We see thatdespite howmuch wemay dream about exploring and habitating other worlds, creating a planetthat can truly support us is only a distant dream. Even as we discover Earth-like planets orbitingother stars, the Cosmos is too vast; we cannot relocate anytime soon. Therefore, there truly isno “Planet B” that we could move to, if through some catastrophic event or our own actions,Earth were to become uninhabitable. It is imperative that, as educators, we help our studentsunderstand the degree to which we must care for our home planet. The topic of climate changehas become fraught in the public dialogue, so teaching about it must go beyond science alone.Even if our students can describe the greenhouse effect in detail, they may not understand howto move towards the actions needed to change the way we live as Earthlings and care for theplanet. We must empower students to see solutions, to use their voices and their skills, acrossall areas, and to move toward action and quickly.
For the past few years during my time as a college professor, I experimented with various waysof doing this in the state of West Virginia in the USA. West Virginia has a reputation for its once-thriving coal industry and extractive practices, which provided well-paying jobs for communities.Therefore, talking about climate change, and the importance of reducing our dependence onfossil fuels, can generate fear of job loss and economic security. In engaging in climate changediscussions, my aim was to be sensitive to this history, and find and amplify the ways that WestVirginia has the potential to move toward a “just transition”, where coal communities are not leftbehind, but empowered to grow and thrive while solving climate change. Inspired by KatharineHayhoe’s TED Talk, “The Most Important Thing You Can Do To Fight Climate Change Is To TalkAbout It”, my primary effort has been to generate conversations, and empower students and
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Students and faculty at the WV State Capitol for a “Climate Education Day”
teachers to generate their own conversations, so we can break down these cultural stigmas andfind common ground. The methods for generating these conversations were primarily through:a campus book club, a podcast, a field trip, and ongoing teacher training, as described below.
In Fall 2019, I taught a climate change book club at West Virginia University, in which studentsread 3 books related to climate change, “The Two-Mile Time Machine: Ice cores, abrupt climatechange, and our future” by Richard B. Alley, “Earth in Human Hands” by David Grinspoon, and“Renewable: One Woman’s Search for Simplicity, Faithfulness, and Hope” by Eileen Flanagan.These books generatedmany discussions and reflections, and students were inspired to do a finalproject to go beyond the course. We collectively decided to create an accompanying podcast,called “WVU Climate Conversations”. Each of the 7 students in the class hosted an episode inwhich they interviewed a climate expert from our campus or state. Episode topics included howto live sustainably in the dorms, how to navigate political conversations that involve climatechange, how to think globally and locally, and how to learn from historic droughts and famines.The podcast is available on all major platforms. Later, in February 2020, I organised a field trip forstudents and faculty to visit the state capitol for a “Climate Education Day”. Rather than lobbyingfor a specific bill or policy, the aim was to showcase the climate change research and educationalefforts that are happening in our state. Students and faculty hosted stations, such as an oceanacidification demonstration with purple cabbage juice as a pH indicator, a greenhouse effectdemonstration with an infrared camera, an interactive carbon footprint calculator, a scientificresearch poster about tree ring data as a proxy for climate change, and others. Lawmakerscycled through the stations and talked with students and faculty to learn more about climatechange. Overall, the conversations were productive, and students reported feeling excited andempowered to continue such efforts in the future.
A more sustained effort over the last 4 years has been engaging teachers in climate changelearning and action. In 2019, a team of astronomy educators started the “West Virginia ClimateChange Professional Development” (WVCCPD) project, which has so far engaged over 100teachers in at least 1 climate change activity, learning event, or course. Teachers who take theWVCCPD course earn continuing education credits. The course is divided into 3 parts: 1 forclimate change physical science and social science, 1 for climate change communication andyouth empowerment, and 1 for action, in which teachers engage their students in a full lessonplan with an action component. Additionally, for the last 2 years, we have hosted a “PublicService Announcement” (PSA) contest, in which students submit video and audio clips, ourgrants then pay to broadcast on local television, radio, and news channels. We estimate thatthese PSAs have reached tens of thousands of local residents. The winning students have also
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been invited for interviews on local news channels, and they have received much praise andaccolades from their schools and communities.
I hope these activities inspire other astronomy educators to try to engage their students, peers,and community members in climate change learning, dialogue, and action. We can all work todevelop our identities as Earthlings who are empowered with the knowledge that there is no“Planet B”. This is the message of a new grassroots group of hundreds of astronomers around theworld who join together as “Astronomers for Planet Earth” and are speaking out about climatechange. Please join us!

Life in the Universe: Using Astronomy to Teach Primary School
Children About Climate Change

Speaker: Anniek Gloudemans, Leiden Observatory, The Netherlands
Astronomy is a powerful tool to fascinate children about ourUniverse and offers a new perspective on the climate discussion bymaking them realise how unique our Earth is compared to otheruninhabitable planets and why we have to protect it. Therefore, asa part of the sustainability committee at the Leiden Observatoryin The Netherlands, we have developed a 5-day lesson programdesigned for primary school students (9-12 years old) to discoverthe principles of astronomy, conditions for life in the Universe andon planet Earth, and sustainability. In this contribution, I discussthe goals of the project, the challenges that we faced, and ouroutlook on the future.

As a part of the sustainability committee at the Leiden Observatory in The Netherlands, we havedeveloped a 5-day lesson program designed for primary school students (9-12 years old). Themain aim of this project is to fascinate children about the Universe and make them realise howunique our Earth and climate are from a cosmic perspective. Education on the climate changecrisis is an urgent topic on the Sustainable Development Goals agenda and highly relevantfor schools in the Netherlands. Astronomy is a powerful tool to fascinate children about ourUniverse and offers a new perspective on the climate discussion by making them realise howunique our Earth is compared to other uninhabitable planets and why we have to protect it.
The idea is that we achieve our goals through play. The children work in groups, over the courseof 5 lessons/days. Each group is assigned to a planet or moon in the Solar System and is asked todesign and build an alien that can live on it (based on a workshop from astroEDU). For the firstpart of the activity they will be actively gathering information about the planet/moon assignedto them. Once they know enough, they will start the design and construction of the aliens.
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Our alien mascot is called Dumpy!
For the second part of the activity, once the aliens are finished, they will then have to testthe survivability of their alien using testing stations to mimic for example cold, wind, or highgravity.
All group activities will be guided by the school teachers and astronomy educators who willhelp introduce concepts like habitability and adaptation. Once the children have finished theirdesign of the alien and passed the testing phase, they will present it to the other groups on thelast day. The teachers/educators will conclude the activity with a discussion on why the Earthis so special for us, about habitability and the interconnectedness of life in the Universe; wedepend on our planet’s health, which is part of a larger ecosystem.
Our pilot project has been very successful and with the support from the ET Outreach award wehave been able to further develop the lesson material, which will be made available online foreveryone to use in the near future (see https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/leven-i
n-het-heelal/over-leven) .
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Astronomy as a Bridge to Equity

Speaker: Christine Hirst Bernhardt, University of Maryland, USA

This contribution explores the integration of space sciencetechnologies to demonstrate global change in a tangible way,emphasising modelling, data analysis and problem solving.Astronomy is presented as a moderator between all systems of theterrestrial sphere, and a means by which to make local and globaldecisions. Participants are provided with tools and lessons to fosterSTEM identities and build bridges between science, community,and the classroom. Utilisation of astronomy with a climate lenscan unify learning from other contents, while providing oppor-tunities to explore the evidential sources of knowledge of ourworld.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/S8e5ekNFD2o

Earth and Space sciences encompass the most neglected realm of science education in theUnited States, as well as the lowest representation of Women and People of Colour. For over acentury, high school science coursework has minimally included biology, chemistry and physics,integrating Earth sciences in middle grades and eliminating astronomy. There has been nonational test, curricula or standardisation for astronomy coursework. The scarcity of courseofferings and absence of Advanced Placement or IB courses have relegated coursework touniversity settings, by that time the moment to select a STEM field has likely passed. Secondaryand primary environments are critical for the formation of a STEM identity, particularly amongstgirls and students of non-dominant groups. This contribution explores the integration of spacesciences in formal education settings to foster STEM identities and build bridges between science,community, and the classroom. Utilisation of the space environment can unify learning fromother contents, while providing opportunities to explore the evidential sources of knowledge ofour world.
The United States is currently at a pivotal crossroads in science education; the recent inclusionof Earth and Space content into newly adopted national standards, particularly in earlier grades,provides a unique opportunity to contextualise science learning. This is especially importantfollowing a year of remote learning, and more so for students in urban environments. In 2013,the National Research Council adopted the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), whichidentified and assigned equal weight to the content areas of life (biology), physical (chemistry andphysics) and Earth and Space. This is a stark difference from the previous 100 years of education,and allows for a drastic restructuring of the science course sequencing. There is now a far greateremphasis on Earth-Space systems across all grade levels, reflecting the interdisciplinary natureof the field. The exposure to meaningful and relevant science activities can provide an inclusiveenvironment to traditionally marginalised students who do not see the real world applicabilityof science in their lives.
This session will explore astronomy education as a tool of equity. Students in urbanised settings
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may have even less academic exposure to astronomy and space sciences through a vicious cycleof deficit thinking and systematic oppression. A pedagogy of poverty has been the dominantnarrative in which high teacher turnover in urban schools fosters a reliance on curricularising[science] coursework to a minimum set of knowledge requirements, which remove connectionand application to local context and settings. In urban schools, this curicularisation may look likenon-local examples, unrelatable representation, and a failure to incorporate areas of relevancyand urgency from daily life into the classroom. This can further complicate the incorporationof space sciences, which may seem abstract, complicated, and unnecessary. One can onlyimagine the magnification of this separation following a year of remote, removed learningmediated by a screen. By providing mechanisms of access to space sciences connected to localenvironments, educators can facilitate authentic learning experiences to previously excludedstudents in these fields. Astronomy education, particularly in Western Nations, has the potentialto disrupt colonial narratives while providing greater access to 21st century skills. Participantswill be provided a space to explore the integrations of astronomy to foster and facilitate equityand justice, while connecting to the natural world. Some issues may be personally challengingto address, such as environmental racism and bias. This session will be highly interactive andallow participants to explore the use of satellite imagery to address social justice issues in theirregion and abroad. Participants will develop their own activities connected to their individualspaces which they can immediately use in formal K-12 education settings.

ASTROx Sustainability: Student-Led Social Innovation Project
Achieves Sustainable Development Goals

Speaker: Exodus Chun-Long Sit, Starrix, Hong Kong
Sustainability is an urgent problem that students will always beaware of the climate change from the textbooks. Beside traditionallessons in the classroom or group project presentation, how canwe imply sustainable actions with astronomy education? ASTROxis an interdisciplinary project that aims to connect astronomywith other possible academic disciplines or subjects, based onSustainable Development Goals. The contribution will showcase astudent-led social innovation project about dark-sky advocacy andscience communication, solving real-life issues in the community.Students had explored different ways to raise the awarenessof urban light pollution by outdoor classrooms, design thinkinglessons and hands-on experience.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/FQiN17HqD40

It is so grateful to start a new student-led social innovation project called “Hong Kong LightPollution Rescue Team” about dark-sky advocacy, and solving real-life issues in the community.
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This is star walking activity in Wong Tai Shi, Kowloon District (Central City Regions) organised byStarrix Hong Kong. Besides traditional stargazing tours or sidewalk astronomy, light pollutionfield trips are highly recommended for astronomy educators and science communicators toorganise. It would be a great opportunity to make the participants aware of the issues of urbanlight pollution and stargazing etiquette.
Regarding the research conducted by the Physics Department at the University of Hong Kong,as a part of the Hong Kong Night Sky Brightness Monitoring Network (https://nightsky.p
hysics.hku.hk/en-hk), the measurements of average night sky brightness in the eveningnear the Tsim Sha Tsui Area (the central city region of Victoria Habour, Hong Kong) is 1200times brighter than the darkest sky, comparing to the international standard of the InternationalDark-Sky Places. Even though the area of Hong Kong is really small, due to its light pollutionissue, it could still be able to be seen on the global night sky map and the observation from theInternational Space Station. Therefore, Hong Kong’s Light Pollution Rescue Team organised alight pollution field trip in Tsim Sha Tsui, which is an urban area with lots of skyscrapers near theVictoria Habour (Fig. 1a). It aimed to allow the team members to have a social observation of
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outdoor lighting designs and be aware of the seriousness of artificial light at night in differentdisciplines in our daily life.
Inspired by the issues defined by the United Nations’ 17 sustainability development goals, designthinking experiential workshops were also organised to transform social observation into practi-cal projects and learning outcomes with teachers’ guidance and scaffolding of lesson designs.To have a better understanding of the relationship between outdoor lighting designs and urbanlight pollution, the “Light Pollution Kit Set” for dark sky advocacy and science communicationwas designed by Exodus Chun-Long Sit as a supporting educational tool (Fig. 1b). It aimed toallow participants to make prototypes of dark sky friendly outdoor lighting shields by usingrecycled plastic bottles (Fig. 1c), enhancing experiential learning activities and peer interactionsat the Light Pollution Rescue Team. There is no right or wrong in the brainstorming stage of thedesign thinking process, and accepting open-minded discussions. It was great to have motivatedthe next generation to share their unique ideas and insights from the field trip and learned fromother people’s successful cases for making adjustments to their original designs.
The Light Pollution Rescue Team had also contributed to several international festivals, such asInternational Dark Sky Week by the International Dark-Sky Association, Earth Hour by the WorldWildlife Fund, UNESCO’s International Day of Night, and Dark Sky Awareness Month by the IAUOffice for Astronomy Outreach (OAO). And we had also taken part in a student showcase oflearning outcomes during the DreamStarter Fair 2022 (Fig. 1d). Night sky advocacy and sciencecommunication is a long-term goal to create a better world, raising more public awareness ofsustainability developments and climate change issues.

Including Climate in Astronomy Education

Speaker: Mila Mitra, Co-Founder, STEM and Space, India
Collaborator: Aditi Tomar, Senior Educator, STEM and Space, India
Is our planet in danger from changing temperatures and risingsea levels? In this contribution, we discuss educational activitiesto enhance student’s awareness on climate change, specificallythe rise in sea-level and how it has started impacting life on Earth.Sea level is rising, in part, because increase in greenhouse gasescontribute to melting glaciers on land which are adding to Earth’soceans. Sea ice is not a significant contributor to sea level rise.Thermal expansion of water is also a major contributor. Understandthese points through two investigative activities. We discuss howsuch images of sea levels are taken through satellites and do atrending activity
Talk link: https://youtu.be/GrOu5s-Q8R0
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Figure 1: A model of a settlement on Mars

Figure 2: Experiment to study contributionof land ice vs water ice melting to sea levelrise
Figure 3: A model of the layers of the atmo-sphere

Climate change is one of the biggest issues in today’s society. Children and youth have a lot ofconcerns about their future related to the effects of climate change. Should astronomers includeclimate as a topic along with Astronomy and space education? There are several reasons whythey should do so. Climate is a natural extension to what astronomers teach. Earth sciences andatmosphere are already an extension that astronomers include. Learning about space translatesto knowledge about our Earth.
Astronomy already assumes some knowledge of atmospheric conditions, in situating theirobservatories. Telescopes are located in places which are dry and at higher locations, to avoidwater vapour that can trap heat and to improve the seeing conditions. Astronomers alsotry to avoid light pollution. So, we are already conveying points about understanding ouratmosphere.
Studying about terrestrial planets, their atmosphere and their terrain help students understandthe atmosphere and changes on our planet. For example, students learn about Venus and why itis the hottest planet due to an atmosphere that has greenhouse gases and traps heat. Throughplanet history of terrestrial planets - planets like Mars that may have evolved from liveableto unlivable climates and may have had water earlier, they may also understand that such anevolution is possible on our planet. This can be extended to an understanding that not onlyplanetary changes but human actions can cause climate changes.
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Astronomy also studieswhy our Earth is the only known habitable planet in the Solar System. Dueto its optimal location, Earth has temperature, has water and an atmosphere. As astronomersstudy other potential locations and their conditions, students can understand the parametersof life and how major changes factors can affect life. They may also realise that it will be hard tofind a planet B.
We already teach about satellites which gather astronomy data. So, students are versed inastronomy data and analysis. We can easily extend this to studies of the Earth and atmosphereand show climate related data to students and help them study trends.
Astronomers are popular and are trusted as they are less controversial and not political. As-tronomers reach a lot of people, there are many astronomy clubs and amateur astronomersand astronomy education is popular. Hence, astronomers already have eager communities theycan spread the word to.
STEM and Space is an educational institute in India that has been active in fostering interest inSTEM (Science Technology Engineering and Maths) education through the domains of spaceand astronomy. Seeing the interest of today’s youth in climate, we have started extending oureducational sessions to include atmosphere and climate.
In this contribution, we also present a few such activities. These include studying the atmosphereand other conditions on Mars towards building a settlement there. Another activity involvesdoing simple experiments to understand climate change problems such as sea level rise. Foryounger students, activities introduce them to our atmosphere and how it protects us andgreenhouse gases.
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The quote “Many little people, in little places, doing little things, can change the world” byEduardo Galeano perfectly sums up the efforts highlighted in this session. All the projectsdiscussed were born locally, independently of each other but despite the different approachesthere was a synergy of everyone finding ways to address the global issue of climate change.
The panellists shared that it is easy to capture the attention of students already interested inastronomy and use that as a starting point to also educate them about the effects of climatechange, importance of sustainability and individual actions. Introducing various activities atschool in astronomy, geography, chemistry, biology, environmental science or even art coursescan be extremely powerful and have ripple effects in engaging a wider community. One can uselocal and visible events such as light pollution in cities, flooding, extreme temperatures etc. topoint out the impact of climate change. Students can bring home what they learn from theseactivities and share it with their families. This also empowers students, builds their self-esteemand their resilience for any challenges that may come up and helps them understand that theirvoice matters in making a significant impact.
Students will eventually be the future decision-makers and voters and it is important that theyunderstand what climate science is, how it impacts them and what they can do about it. Itis also crucial to equip teachers with more resources and allow them to make flexible andinformed decisions. This would then enable them to help students find the right tools to takeaction because many of them are unaware of ways to utilise the knowledge that they have.Creating platforms for amplifying student voices is necessary. Moreover, the use of social mediato address climate change can be beneficial, especially for boosting efforts by the youngergeneration.
The main take-away point from the contributions and lively panel discussion was that openconversations about climate change with a more positive and hopeful outlook and developingdifferent creative forms of outreach to spread awareness can prove to be a very useful tool.Furthermore, it is also important to find ways to reach people from different backgrounds andolder generations, so that we can translate ideas to actions more efficiently.
The audience echoed the message that all the activities discussed seemed like they are toosmall to make a difference, but change happens in small steps and bringing up children whoknow climate change to be an indisputable fact is immensely powerful.
Resources shared during the discussion:

• Collection of resources for “Carbon Footprint of the Astronomy Profession”, which includesconcrete examples of observatories changing their carbon footprints: https://astronom
ersforplanet.earth/public-resources/, https://klimawandel-schule.de/en

• Design your Alien: https://astroedu.iau.org/en/activities/1303/design-you
r-alien/, https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/leven-in-het-heelal/over
-leven
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• West Virginia Climate Change Professional Development project: https://sites.goog
le.com/view/wvclimatechangepd

• Globe Observer: https://observer.globe.gov/do-globe-observer
• All We Can Save - Truth, courage, and solutions for the climate crisis: https://www.allw
ecansave.earth/anthology
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Gravitational Waves, Black Hole
Shadows and Exoplanets: Can
We Make a Place for Cutting-
Edge Results in Schools?

Session organisers: Anna Sippel (OAE Heidelberg), Niall Deacon (OAEHeidelberg), Stefano Sandrelli (OAE Center Italy), Surhud More (OAE CenterIndia), and Rosa Doran (NUCLIO, Portugal)

SESSION OVERVIEW

Cutting-edge science is not only exciting and interesting but also acts as an important introduc-tion to both, scientific content, and the challenges of doing science. Many of you will have firstbecome fascinated by astronomy thanks to hearing about a new, ground-breaking result. Butcutting-edge science is difficult to teach about: By definition, it is a rapidly changing topic, andthe latest results today may eventually become redundant in the future. This constantly shiftingscientific landscape makes the incorporation of cutting-edge results into lessons and curriculatricky.
In this session, we discuss how to introduce cutting-edge results in schools, and highlight thechallenges faced by astronomers, science communicators and teachers in building educationalcontent for scientific areas such as gravitational waves, black holes shadows, and exoplanetsinto the curriculum.
Ten speakers will be sharing their challenges and achievements in this difficult but importanttask: From introducing a robust educational framework to a module connecting the astrophysicsof black holes to the properties of the waves to using observational facilities and real data ofexoplanets for project based and interactive learning activities, a very broad range of topics iscovered. Exoplanet data are also used for active-learning tasks for students in mathematics andphysics classes while another project focuses on using astronomy to implement transferableskills particularly prevalent in IT and maths. Highlights from collaborations such as LIGO VirgoKAGRA as well as EHT are presented, to convey gravitational-wave astronomy to students andteachers around the world, and we also get an introduction to Space Scoops, which brings newsfrom across the universe to kids around the world.
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TALK CONTRIBUTIONS

Combining Design-Based Research and the Model of Educational
Reconstruction in Astronomy Education

Speaker: Magdalena Kersting, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
How can we make a place for cutting-edge astronomy research inschools? Which methods ensure that our instructional activitieswork in diverse educational contexts and become relevant tostudents? While cutting-edge topics such as gravitational waves,black hole shadows, and exoplanets have great potential tomotivate students, the novelty of these topics poses challenges forteachers and instructors. This contribution will present a robusteducational framework, the Model of Educational Reconstruction.I will argue that we can combine this framework with design-basedresearch methods to develop instructional resources that engagestudents and successfully convey the subject matter. Case studiesin general relativity education will illustrate the efficacy of thisapproach in astronomy education.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/vq9cobm3AzI

Science classrooms are critical places to foster positive attitudes in science and prepare for futurecareer choices. Since astronomy, applications of physics in space, and unsolved physics problemsare popular topics among students (Kersting et al., 2021; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2010), cutting-edgeastronomy can realise the potential of formal science education tomotivate and inspire students.Besides, these topics often create a sense of personal relevance among students and have beenfound to engage girls and boys alike (Kaur et al., 2020; Kersting et al., 2021; Sjøberg & Schreiner,2010). Nevertheless, the novelty of cutting-edge research can present teachers and educatorswith challenges. Usually, little is known about students’ learning processes, including possiblealternative conceptions, in these learning domains. Additionally, teachers can seldom rely onprevious experience in teaching such cutting-edge topics.
It is here that physics and science education researchers can contribute to making a place forcutting-edge astronomy results in schools. By integrating the perspectives of scientists, teachers,and students, education researchers are well positioned to develop instructional approaches andlearning resources that convey new science concepts successfully while also engaging studentsin diverse contexts. A promising approach for synthesising these different perspectives anddesigning successful science instruction is combining the Model of Educational Reconstructionand design-based research (Kamphorst, 2021; Kamphorst & Kersting, 2019; Kersting, 2019).
While the Model of Educational Reconstruction serves as an overarching framework to recon-struct novel scientific topics from an educational perspective (Duit et al., 2012), design-based
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research provides an iterative methodology for developing and testing learning resources effec-tively (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). The Model of Educational Reconstruction takes its startingpoint from the assumption that “science subject matter issues as well as student learning needsand capabilities have to be given equal attention in attempts to improve the quality of teachingand learning” (Duit et al., 2012, p. 13). In recent years, physics and science education researchershave proposed educational reconstructions of special relativity (Kamphorst et al., 2021), generalrelativity (Kersting et al., 2018), dark matter (Woithe & Kersting, 2021), nanotechnology (Laherto,2010), non-linear systems (Stavrou, 2015), and climate change (Niebert & Gropengießer, 2013),among others.
Design-based research (DBR) tries to create instructional materials that function well in the“messy” environment of everyday school education (Kamphorst & Kersting, 2019). design-basedresearch methods depend on several iterations of development and testing conducted in closecooperation with teachers and educational practitioners. Such cycles of iterations includeproblem analysis, solution creation and design, implementation, and subsequent assessment.Learning designs are continuously updated and improved because of teacher input, studentviews, and new research on learning processes. This constant re-evaluation and adaption ofinstructional resources are particularly useful when researchers and educators try adapting thematerial to different learning contexts and age groups.
While the Model of Educational Reconstruction provides perspectives on the subject area,teaching, and learning (theories), design-based research provides a methodological structureto include practitioners and design hypotheses. Common to both is the iterative approach inwhich classroom studies inform the design of learning resources. Examples of such iterationson specific learning resources and an educational reconstruction of general relativity can befound in (Kersting, 2019). In summary, combining the Model of Educational Reconstruction withdesign-based research methods can help us leverage the potential of (cutting-edge) astronomyin formal education.
References:

• Anderson, T., & Shattuck, J. (2012). Design-Based Research: A Decade of Progress inEducation Research? Educational Researcher, 41(1), 16–25.
• Duit, R., Gropengießer, H., Kattmann, U., Komorek, M., & Parchmann, I. (2012). TheModel of Educational Reconstruction—A Framework for Improving Teaching and LearningScience. In D. Jorde & J. Dillon (Eds.), Science Education Research and Practice in Europe:Retrospective and Prospective (pp. 13–37). Sense Publishers.
• Kamphorst, F. (2021). Introducing Special Relativity in Secondary Education: [UtrechtUniversity]. https://doi.org/10.33540/1071
• Kamphorst, F., & Kersting, M. (2019). Design Based Research and theModel of EducationalReconstruction – a Combined Approach To Design. In O. Levrini & G. Tasquier (Eds.),Electronic Proceedings of the ESERA 2019 Conference. University of Bologna. https:
//dspace.library.uu.nl/handle/1874/384798

• Kamphorst, F., Vollebregt, M. J., Savelsbergh, E. R., & van Joolingen, W. R. (2021). An
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Educational Reconstruction of Special Relativity Theory for Secondary Education. Science& Education. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11191-021-00283-2
• Kaur, T., Blair, D., Choudhary, R. K., Dua, Y. S., Foppoli, A., Treagust, D., & Zadnik, M. (2020).Gender response to Einsteinian physics interventions in school. Physics Education, 55(3).
https://doi.org/10.1088/1361-6552/ab764d

• Kersting, M. (2019). General Relativity in Secondary School: Research-Based Developmentof Learning Resources and Analyses of Students’ Conceptual Understanding Using theModel of Educational Reconstruction [University of Oslo]. https://www.duo.uio.no/h
andle/10852/71817?show=full

• Kersting, M., Henriksen, E. K., Bøe, M. V., & Angell, C. (2018). General relativity in uppersecondary school: Design and evaluation of an online learning environment using themodel of educational reconstruction. Physical Review Physics Education Research, 14(1),010130. https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevPhysEducRes.14.010130
• Kersting, M., Schrocker, G., & Papantoniou, S. (2021). ‘I loved exploring a new dimensionof reality’ – a case study of middle-school girls encountering Einsteinian physics in theclassroom. International Journal of Science Education, 1–21. https://doi.org/10.108
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• Laherto, A. (2010). An analysis of the educational significance of nanoscience and nan-otechnology in scientific and technological literacy. Science Education International, 21(3),160–175.
• Niebert, K., & Gropengießer, H. (2013). The model of educational reconstruction: Aframework for the design of theory-based content specific interventions. The exampleof climate change. In T. Plomp & N. Nieveen (Eds.), Educational design research – Part B:Illustrative cases (pp. 511–532).
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Bringing Gravitational Waves Into the Classroom Using Streamlit

Speaker: Sumeet Kulkarni, University of Mississippi, USA

Physics concepts surrounding oscillations and waves at the middle-and high-school level can be introduced in a more enticing wayby hooking students with cutting-edge research in gravitationalwaves. We have developed an online, interactive module thatserves this purpose using Streamlit, a python-based library. Themodule connects the astrophysics of black holes to the propertiesof waves that they emit, forming a toolkit for teaching the same inan engaging way. It can be self-completed, used in an online lesson,or interactively in a classroom module. Formative assessmentquestions are provided at a conceptual level.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/j7WcEimtJtI

The LIGO Science Education Center (SEC) in Livingston, Louisiana, USA was established toincrease science engagement and provide access to quality physics education at one of thetwo Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) sites in the country. Throughon-site school field trips and detector tours, the focus of LIGO SEC has always been to connectfundamental physics involved in the detection of gravitationalwaves to the concepts being taughtin schools. A lot of this involves hands-on demonstrations that build upon certain instrumentalchallenges encountered by LIGO. For instance, the mirrors used inside the interferometer arecontrolled using electrostatic actuators – this is not too different from how the build up ofstatic charge enables us to displace light objects. Another example involves using pressure andvacuum demos, given that the 4-km long LIGO arms contain one of the largest vacuums in thewhole world, to avoid scattering of the laser light that they carry.
With the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, SEC field trips had to be conducted virtually. Thischange was accompanied by a creative redesign of the hands-on activities using materials thatcould be shipped or easily procured at home. At the same time, the value of developing web-based lessons was evident. However, the challenges of developing in-house web applicationsare many: how to transfer software to the students? How to make sure it is compatible with awide array of computers and operating systems? How to strike a balance between creating awell-developed lesson plan and writing the actual code?
I spent the Spring semester of 2022 at LIGO Livingston SEC as an outreach fellow. I was well-versed in the Python programming language for my research, and I soon encountered Streamlit,an open-source framework for easy web-deployment of python code. Streamlit had been usedpreviously within the LIGO education and public outreach (EPO) group to create a webpage [1]where users could easily visualise public data displaying the Gravitational-wave events detectedby LIGO-Virgo so far.
With the goal of using the fundamentals of gravitational waves to teach high-school physics
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concepts of oscillations and waves, I experimented with the Streamlit interface and found it tobe very easy to work with. I wanted to explain how a gravitational waveform recorded by ourdetectors is linked with the picture of two black holes spiralling into one another and colliding.The way these black holes move leads to interesting dynamics seen as changes in the frequencyand amplitude of waves, which in turn can be used to teach these concepts. Streamlit enablesmaking interactive plots where wave parameters can be modified by the user, and can even beplayed out as sound. At the end of the lesson, having learned different features of a gravitationalwave, students can “make their own gravitational wave” by selecting masses of black holes.There is even a game at the end where students try to figure out which two black holes emit aparticular waveform corresponding to one of the actual events detected by LIGO-Virgo.
Our new app [2] is cloud-based and hosted on the Streamlit server, which makes it possible foranyone to access it. There is no setup time and requirement involved for teachers. The lessonsthemselves can be either self-guided or conducted in classroom groups. All in all, Streamlitmakes it possible for creating a free, easy to deploy, interactive online classroom lesson to teachthe simple physics of oscillations and waves by connecting it to the frontiers of gravitationalwave research.
References:

1. Jonah Kanner (2020). Gravitational-wave apps help students learn about black holes.Streamlit blog: https://blog.streamlit.io/gravitational-wave-apps-help-s
tudents-learn-about-black-holes/

2. Link to the Streamlit app: https://sumeetkul-streamlit-waves-gravitational
-waves-demo-kxxtwz.streamlitapp.com/
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Contemporary Topics, Innovative Classrooms: Gravitational
Waves and Dark Matter – Leveraging Astrophysics Research

Collaboratives to Expand Physics

Speaker: Jackie Bondell and Ian Dewey, OzGrav/CDMPP, Australia
We introduce two initiatives led by Australian Centres of Excellence(CoEs) to create innovative lessons and professional develop-ment activities introducing curriculum-aligned contemporaryAstrophysics concepts. The CoE for gravitational wave discoverydeveloped extended projects aligned with senior physics curriculafor students to do hands-on depth study of black hole mergersusing interferometers and Python coding. The CoE for dark matterparticle physics designed longitudinal partner programs in whichschools have regular incursions and curriculum-aligned lessonsrelated to the nature of science and the science of detecting theunseen, focusing on underserved schools. Both groups collaboratewith science education researchers to study the efficacy of theseschool engagement initiatives.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/_yk_w-Wskyo

Can we find space in the curriculum for contemporary physics and astronomy topics? How canwe do this while providing teachers with the resources and professional development to usein an ongoing capacity? And what are scientists and research collaboratives doing to supporteducation initiatives? We introduce and begin to explore these topics in this talk and inviteattendees to access our resources for their own use in education. Specifically, we will introducethe Dark Matter Partner Schools Programs and the Gravitational Waves Depth Study.
Who are we?: We are a group of educators, science communicators, and researchers with thegoal of providing contemporary Physics and Astronomy education opportunities to a diversecross-section of students.
Our work comes under two Australian research collaboratives: the ARC Centre of Excellence forDark Matter Particle Physics (CDM) and the ARC Centre of Excellence for Gravitational WaveDiscovery (OzGrav). These groups are supported by the Australian Research Council. JackieBondell is the Education and Outreach Coordinator for both centres.
Carlos Lopez is the former principal of Stawell Secondary College, a government school inregional Victoria. Stawell is where the Southern Hemisphere’s first underground dark matterdetection lab is being built. He has been instrumental in liaising with CDM to support the pilotof the Dark Matter Partner Schools program.
A cohort of OzGrav scientists has contributed to the Gravitational Waves Depth Study content.These include Maddy Parks, Kendall Jenner, Zachary Holmes, Dr Dan Brown, and A/Prof Paul
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Lasky. Ian Dewey is a Physics Teacher who has been a key driver to develop and drive the use ofthese Gravitational Wave activities in South Australian schools.
What are we doing?: OzGrav and CDM both have Education and Outreach portfolios. The goalsof these are to bridge the research with the general public, with a focus on engaging teachersand students with exciting contemporary Physics programs. This talk focuses on two of theseprograms: CDM’s Regional Partner Schools Program and OzGrav’s Gravitational Wave DepthStudy.
CDM’s Regional Partner Schools Program builds multi-year collaborations with regional andrural schools to collaborate with teachers on delivering lessons that incorporate topics that alignwith Dark Matter science and the curriculum. The program provides multiple touchpoints overthe course of many years with the goal of creating better pipelines into STEM for students fromunderserved areas.
OzGrav’s Gravitational Wave Depth Study provides late secondary students to investigate gravi-tational wave (GW) physics in the context of the Physics study design. This includes modulesusing tabletop interferometers to understand GW detectors and a coding module to analyse GWsignals from real LIGO data. This programwas led by high school teacher Ian Dewey collaboratingwith OzGrav researchers and will be scaled to make it available to more educators.
Why these collaborations?: These programs aim to bring exciting new contexts to scienceeducation by connecting contemporary research and scientists with teachers and students. Theyparticularly aim to improve pathways into tertiary STEM for a large cross-section of studentswhile providing resources to support teachers in incorporating new content into their classrooms.We specifically focus when possible to engage with schools that are geographically distant fromthe metro centres as accessibility to many STEM opportunities is hampered by geography.
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Project-Based Learning on Exoplanetary Explorations

Speaker: Chen Cao, Shandong University, Shandong Astronomical Society, China
Collaborators: DongyangGao (ShandongUniversity, NanjingUniversity), Nan Song (China Scienceand Technology Museum), Dayong Ren (Shandong University)
In this contribution, we will discuss how to use observationalfacilities and real data of exoplanets (transits, radial velocities,transmission spectra, etc.) to make project based learning forhigh school & undergraduate students. Our research projectson exoplanet detection, characterisation, formation & evolutionand habitability, allow students to form advisor led teams, forinteractively learning exoplanetary sciences, scheduling observa-tions, obtaining & reducing the data, making analysis and havingdiscussions. Project based learning will engage students in solvingproblems, answering questions and team working. As a result, theycan develop deep content knowledge as well as creativity, criticalthinking, collaboration, and communication skills.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/V40c58pyy0U

In this contribution, we present our initial project-based learning (PBL in short) program oncutting-edge exoplanetary explorations. Since 1990s, advances in science and technology haveenabled us to detect planetary systems orbiting around other stars, called exoplanets. Usingonly three decades, we have found over 5100 exoplanets around 3800+ exoworlds, it is nowthe forefront field in modern astronomy & astrophysics, we are on the “Pathways to HabitableWorlds” (Astro2020). It is relatively “new/innovative” in astronomy and has many challengingproblems/questions, so should be good as a PBL testbed. Project-based learning (PBL) is astudent-centered pedagogy that involves a dynamic classroom approach in which it is believedthat students acquire a deeper knowledge and develop success skills as well as: critical thinking,collaboration, creativity, and communication skills, through active exploration of real-worldchallenges and problems.
There are three steps (phases) for our PBL-exoplanets program: Phase I. scientific popularisationprogram on exoplanets discoveries; Phase II. observational system design and improvementsfor exoplanets studies; Phase III. (small) research topics on exoplanetary sciences.
During phase one, students should learn basic knowledge of our solar system and exoplanets,by reading astronomical textbooks and papers, also by web-searching. This student-centeredlearning activity is focused on planet formation, exoplanet detection & characterisation, andtheir habitability (atmosphere). This is accompanied by group discussions between students,teachers, and experts. Finally, the students should organise outreach and education activitiesfor other students and public, these “artifacts” include: writing introductory articles, makingshort videos, and giving oral talks on exoplanets. Also these outreach activities can be used inIAU’s NameExoWorlds 2022 campaign.
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In phase two, students will start to familiar with telescopes and try to schedule their ownexoplanet observations. Also, they must learn and practice on data reduction and analysis.Particularly, they should focus on problems like how to make good and efficient photometricand spectroscopic observational strategies, and how to improve the precisions, for example forreference photometry in exoplanets transit studies. Finally in this step, students should writeobserving proposals and technical testing reports, give presentations and make discussions.Our undergraduate and high school students have already made some observations & studieson exoplanets’ transits using the 1m, 30cm, 60cm telescopes in our Weihai Observatory ofShandong university (WHO [1]). We got high-quality transit light curves and analyse the planetaryparameters, some results were published in peer-reviewed articles (Zhang+2011, AcASn [2]).
In phase three, students can select and do some small but interesting research projects (top-ics) on exoplanets, this includes (but not limited to): participating in citizen science projectslike Planet Hunters – TESS, performing transit and follow-up observations on exoplanets andcandidates, make statistical analysis on exoplanetary and their host stars’ properties, and studyexoplanets’ habitability by analysing their atmospheres using transmission spectroscopy, etc.Students will write their final research reports and articles, some excellent ones can submit torefereed journals. Also, they must present their results and findings to other students, teachers,experts, and the general public, to get feedback and evaluations. Their achievements can alsoattend China Adolescents Science & Technology Innovation Contest (for high schools) or Chineseundergraduate Astronomical Innovation Contest etc., this will be a great stimulation for ourPBL-exoplanets program.
References:

1. The photometric system of the One-meter Telescope at Weihai Observatory of ShandongUniversity, Hu, Shao-Ming; Han, Sheng-Hao; Guo, Di-Fu; Du, Jun-Ju, 2014, Research inAstronomy and Astrophysics, 14, 719
2. A Research on Observations of Transits of Extrasolar Planets, Zhang, J. C.; Cao, C.; Song,N.; Wang, F. G.; Zhang, X. T., 2011, Acta Astronomica Sinica, 52, 233
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Meet the IAU Astronomers!

Speaker: Suzana Filipecki Martins, Office of Astronomy Outreach, Japan
The “Meet the IAU Astronomers!” programme connects teachers,informal educators and amateur astronomer groups with IAU-members for meet-up (events) where professional astronomershave the chance to share their research, the importance ofastronomy for society, and why following astronomy as a career isa viable and rewarding choice. The “Meet the IAU Astronomers!”programme goals is to “facilitate international communicationthrough exchanges” and “encourage communication of scienceand critical thinking through IAU member public engagement”. Arelaunch in spring 2022 was set to align the programme objectivesand event structure with new evaluation instruments and toprovide astronomers and organisers with tools that allow them todeliver inclusive events. Presented in comprehensive handbooks,the proposed structure and methodology widen the scope of theevents and aim to facilitate events that strive to create lastingpersonal and social impact on the communities, participants andthe astronomers themselves. The handbooks also encourage as-tronomers to consciously incorporate inclusive outreach practicesand strategies that will encourage critical thinking, for example, byincluding opportunities for participants to identify, analyse, andevaluate the content shared. In this contribution, we introducethe programme and describe best practices gathered fromother projects, such as STEM Ambassadors, that reflect inclusivepractices and inform the “Meet the IAU Astronomers!” programme.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/zKqp5xIvN7Q

The “Meet the IAU Astronomers!” programme connects teachers, amateur astronomers, andinformal educators with professional astronomers who are members of the International Astro-nomical Union (IAU) for virtual or in-person events. Through these events, the IAU membersspeak with children, adults, and other members of the public on astronomical research topics,the importance of astronomy for society, and choosing astronomy as a career. “Meet the IAUAstronomers!” programme is a variation of a tried and tested STEM outreach activity commonlyknown as STEM Ambassadors. From a learner perspective, programmes such as “Meet the IAUAstronomers!” “support learning by helping young people to understand real-world applicationsof science, they illuminate STEM careers through careers talks and links with the world of work,and they raise aspirations, demonstrating to students the wide range of people who pursue afuture in STEM (https://www.stem.org.uk/sites/default/files/pages/downloads/
STEM%20Ambassadors%20Report%2021_06%20FINAL.pdf).
At the same time, the programme aligns with IAU’s Goal 4 “The IAU engages the public inastronomy through access to astronomical information and communication of the science of
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astronomy”, and OAO’s strategic action: “Encourage communication of science and criticalthinking through IAU member public engagement, professional-amateur, and citizen scienceactivities”(IAU Strategic Plan 2020-2030 - https://www.iau.org/static/administratio
n/about/strategic_plan/strategicplan-2020-2030.pdf).
“Meet the IAU Astronomers!” (https://www.iau.org/public/meettheiauastronomers/)objectives are to:

• Communicate the science of and current research in astronomy.
• Stimulate critical thinking.
• Change perceptions, attitudes, behaviours, social norms and stereotypes towards as-tronomers, showing that astronomy is a collaborative science made by a diverse group ofindividuals.
• Stimulate the uptake of astronomy as a career choice, especially for girls and childrenfrom underserved communities.
• Engage astronomers with wider communities and help build a perception of how theirwork contributes to making our planet more peaceful, sustainable and fair.
• Encourage the participation of IAU members in public engagement and collaborations.

After its first years of implementation, the programme was relaunched in the Spring of 2022.The OAO put in place new tools for astronomers and event organises with the aim of betteraligning the programme objectives and its implementation. Tools included:
• Guidebooks for Astronomers and organisers that include information on how to preparefor the event, how tomake the event more inclusive, and how to stimulate critical thinking.
• A set structure for the event.
• Surveys that help the OAO understand if the project is responding to its goals and objec-tives and if they are being implemented in the best way possible.

As of November 2022, 203 astronomers have registered to take part in the programme. Theregistered astronomers come from 52 countries, primarily from the United States, India, Spain,the United Kingdom and Germany, who can deliver events in 40 languages. The IAU Office forAstronomy Outreach (OAO) has received 42 event requests from 28 countries, mainly Pakistan,Mexico, Albania, Argentina, and Peru.
Resources:

• Other STEM Ambassadors programmes: STEM Ambassadors (UK): https://www.stem.o
rg.uk/stem-ambassadors; Fureai Astronomy: https://prc.nao.ac.jp/delivery/;Portal to the Public Network: https://popnet.instituteforlearninginnovation.
org/about/
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The Dutch Black Hole Consortium Education Programme: A
Cutting-Edge Interdisciplinary Research Collaboration with

Education at its Heart

Speaker: Joanna Holt (On behalf of the Dutch Black Hole Consortium), SmartEducation Lab, Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences and NetherlandsResearch School for Astronomy (NOVA), the Netherlands
The Dutch Black Hole Consortium brings together cutting-edgeresearch from subjects as diverse as astronomy, engineering,and geology to further our understanding of black holes andgravitational waves. At its heart is an ambitious educationalproject to bring the results into both classrooms and informallearning settings. For primary level, lessons are being created usinginnovative smart education techniques and research will focuson how to support learners to think scientifically. At secondarylevel, the focus lies with teacher education; trainee physicsteachers will be able to experience real scientific research toinspire and improve their classroom practises. The consortium isalso developing a large citizen science project and exhibits for twoscience museums/centres.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/QUPs-mOt0tI

The Dutch Black Hole Consortium comprises a group of more than 30 scientists carrying outinterdisciplinary research in the Netherlands. The collaboration is extremely broad including as-tronomers, theoretical physicists, engineers and telescope developers, geologists, seismologistsand education and outreach specialists. Whilst at face value the topics sound unrelated, all arenecessary to further our understanding of black holes.
Another crucial aspect that makes this collaboration unique is the emphasis on education andoutreach. Whilst education and outreach is often an add-on in many projects, a third of thework effort and budget in the Dutch Black Hole Consortium is dedicated to disseminating blackhole science to the wider public and educating and inspiring the next generation of scientists.
The Dutch Black Hole Consortium has funding initially for six years and officially started workin September 2021. More information about the consortium, its members, work-packages,meetings and regular updates on progress can be found on our website.
A brief overview of the work-packagesThe astrophysics effort includes work related to black hole imaging and modelling and the pro-genitors of gravitational wave events, both from an observational and theoretical perspective(WP1-4). The consortium is also contributing to the Einstein Telescope (WP5,6), a new gravita-tional wave detector that will be built within the next decade. The consortium is developingnew technologies required for the telescope design. One of the possible sites is in the very
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Figure 1: The Dutch Black Hole Consortium
south of the Netherlands, straddling the border with Belgium, however the geology of the areais currently not well understood. The consortium is therefore performing a detailed geologicalsurvey of the potential site.
The final 4 work-packages (WP7-10) are focused on education and outreach and will draw onand promote the other work-packages (Fig. 1). The consortium is creating new content for theinteractive science centre Discovery Museum in Kerkrade and the Boerhaave Science Museumin Leiden. There will also be a large citizen science project related to the data from the BlackGEMtelescope, whose main scientific goal is to identify optical counterparts of gravitational waveevents. The test version is expected to ready in early 2023 with a public version later in the year.Alongside these activities is an extensive formal education package (see below).
Education at primary and secondary levelThe formal education package includes three main goals. Figure 2 highlights how these goalsare related to each other and the broader consortium:

1. A lesson package for upper primary level (10-12 yrs) to stimulate scientific thinking throughhands-on – minds-on learning with an interactive digital tool.
2. Research internships for trainee physics teachers to give them experience of real scientificresearch to help them convey what it really means to be a scientist in the classroom.
3. A dedicated PhD project to research the impact of the educational programmes in bothformal and informal settings. This research will provide important information for dis-cussions at high level aimed at improving the visibility of cutting-edge science in schoolcurricula and lesson materials in general.

Lessons for primary schoolsThe primary lessons will tackle relevant primary science goals and will assist teachers to teachscience and support learners in developing scientific thinking skills. The lessons also aim toinspire children to be scientists of the future. The Dutch Black Hole Consortium provides anexciting context of cutting-edge science and technology.
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Figure 2: Formal education at primary and secondary level
In each lesson, a science concept will be combined with a scientific thinking skill. The scienceconcepts will be drawn from the Dutch curriculum for upper primary. Whilst black holes andother topics from the consortium do not appear specifically in the primary curriculum, scienceconcepts relating to them do, such as gravity and light. To address scientific thinking, eachlesson will focus on one of the seven cross-cutting concepts1 such as cause-and-effect reasoning,patterns or thinking in systems. Lessons will consist of short practical activities interspersedwith an interactive concept diagram in a digital tool. Learners can, for the most part, workindependently in the tool and receive automated feedback and interaction to stimulate thethought process. The lessons will build on the existing project Minds-On. Lessons will beevaluates using a suite of tools including pre- and post-tests, teacher and learner questionnairesand click-data from the tool.
Black holes in primary schoolsBlack holes do not appear in the primary school science curriculum, so why should we want tobring topics such as black holes into the primary classroom? It is nowwell known that astronomytopics are perceived as some of themost interesting science topics by both boys and girls thoughprojects such as the Rose project. Practical experience of the Netherlands Research School forAstronomy (NOVA) Mobile Planetarium project also show that even the youngest children haveheard about black holes and are curious to learn about these exotic objects.
Summary: The Dutch Black Hole Consortium is an interdisciplinary collaboration of scientistsfrom the fields of astronomy, theoretical physics, technology, and earth sciences in whicheducation lies at the heart.

1National Research Council (2012). A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts,and Core Ideas. Committee Conceptual Framework New K-12 Science Education Standards.
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Using Authentic Exoplanet Data to Promote Active Learning of
Physics and Mathematics in Schools

Speaker: Carla Hernández, Universidad de Santiago de Chile (USACH), Centerfor Interdisciplinary Research in Astrophysics and Space Science (CIRAS),Millennium Nucleus on Young Exoplanets and their Moons (YEMS), Chile
Collaborators: Fernanda Alarcón (USACH), Ignacia Benito (USACH), Irma Fuentes (YEMS) &Sebastián Pérez (USACH, CIRAS, YEMS)
Chile benefits from a favourable position to develop astronomy;however, teacher training in the area is low, and there are fewopportunities for students to learn about frontier research. Toaddress this challenge, we built a group of astrophysicists, scienceeducation specialists, and high school teachers to co-constructactive-learning activities using exoplanet data for physics andmathematics classes. Our team worked with almost a hundredstudents from three schools to pilot our activities. The results showthat teaching frontier astrophysics in school classrooms is possibleand promotes students’ interest in science. We believe this projectcontributes to bridging the gap between astrophysics research andteaching science in school.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/V9-XxgogS9I

Living in a privileged geographical area for astronomical observation allows this line of researchto be one of Chile’s most relevant areas of knowledge [1]. However, a review of the nationaleducational curriculum reveals little astronomy content taught at the school level [2]. The limitedcurricula and the lack of updated content reflecting the latest findings in frontier astronomyrepresent an obstacle for students to learn about the diversity of astronomical phenomena and,particularly, what is investigated in Chile.
To address this challenge, we built a professional learning community [3] composed of as-trophysicists, science education researchers, and high school teachers to co-construct activelearning activities using exoplanet data for physics and mathematics classes. We implementedactivities for more than 100 Chilean students aged 14 and 15.
We used the Open Exoplanet Catalogue to select information on the radius, mass, period, andsemi-major axis, among others, for 800 exoplanets. The data were delivered to the studentsin Excel’s .xls spreadsheet format in class. Students used them to learn about graphs, recordpopulations in double-entry tables, build scatter plots, and draw trend lines, among othermathematics topics. In physics classes, the data was used to study Kepler’s Laws and to establishcomparisons between variables following the objectives of the national curriculum. In addition,using the NASA Eyes on Exoplanets platform, they could visualise different systems and accessmore information about the host stars, detection techniques, and habitable zone.
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Figure 1: Graph made by a group of students on correlations and linear trend, with data fromthe Trappist-1 planetary system.
Figure 1 shows the graph obtained by the students when analysing mass and radius data (relativeto the Earth) for the Trappist-1 system. Since each group of students worked with data from adifferent system, comparing results and formulating joint conclusions were encouraged. Theprocess was repeated using data from our Solar System and a table with information on 800exoplanets. Subsequently, their results were compared with a graph that we provided to theteacher for the more than 5000 exoplanets that had been detected to date (Fig. 2).
At the end of each activity, students were encouraged to formulate questions for the researchersbased on the work done in class. We could identify questions formulated in categories [4], asshown in Table 1.
At an exploratory level, participants were asked about their perception of scientific activity andwhether it had changed due to the work done in class. Some of the answers obtained were thefollowing:E2_3, “Yes, because I was able to know an area of science more in-depth than I knew.”E2_7, “Yes, in the aspect of knowledge and data processing, since these disciplines are verymuch related to mathematics and statistics.”E2_27, “Yes, because I thought that science was only one method, but with the work, I learnedthat science had several topics.”The answers obtained concerning perception suggest that the work carried out using actualdata from frontier astrophysics favours the motivation and interest of students in astronomyand scientific work in general.
Based on the results, we consider that the possibilities and scope of this project are extensive.On the one hand, we realise that bridging the gap between research and the classroom ispossible. Doing so implies collaborative work based on horizontality and mutual respect for

Table 1: Examples of questions asked by students at the end of the activities.
Category Sample student questionNature of Science What is the benefit of discovering an extrasolar planet?Scientific Knowledge How likely is it that a planet like Earth exists? Are there habitableplanets nearby?Scientific Activity What instruments and methods do you use to obtain data fromplanets?Scientific Career Why did youwant to study astronomy? Is it fun to find a newworld?
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Figure 2: Plot showing the mass of exoplanets versus the size of their orbit. The colours ofeach data cloud indicate the method by which the exoplanets were detected. Plot preparedby Sebastián Pérez for teachers (in Spanish), from the data available in the Open ExoplanetCatalogue.
the training of teachers and scientists. We note that a limitation of this work is its reliance ontechnology. In some locations of our country, lack of technology access may hinder data use inthe classroom. However, we propose alternatives for its use in the guidelines for teachers thataccompany the activities.
As work prospects, we will also conduct a free training workshop for Chilean teachers who wantto implement these proposals in their classrooms, with the support of the IAU-OAE TeacherTraining Pilot Program. Also, this year we are part of the Global Sky Partner. We were assignedhours of astronomical observation at Las Cumbres Observatory to obtain light curves of the novaeruptions and develop activities to teach exponential and logarithmic functions. In addition, wewill work with an amateur observatory in Chile to obtain actual data on southern star spectra.This way, we will add a chemistry teacher to create new activities. The designed activities willbe published for open use through the www.ciras.cl website starting in 2023.
References:
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Incorporating Astronomy Research into the Classroom

Speaker: Fraser Lewis, Faulkes Telescope Project and National Schools’Observatory, UK

As part of my work with the Faulkes Telescope Project, I presentexamples of work done with students in various fields of astronomyresearch. Examples include studies of black hole X-ray binaries,open clusters, supernovae and exoplanets. In many cases, studentsfollow the entire scientific process from target selection toobservation to analysis and conclusions/reflection. While allowingstudents to learn, and be inspired by, astronomy, they are also ableto practice implement transferable skills though the medium ofastronomy. These skills are particularly prevalent in the fields of ITand maths.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/If0_Rm1mowk

The Faulkes Telescope Project provides telescope time free-of-charge on the Las CumbresObservatory (LCO) robotic telescope network. In addition to telescope access, we provideresources on finding suitable targets, image processing and photometry. Here, I discuss someactivities I have helped to design in the areas of exoplanets (especially transiting systems) andin black hole binary systems.
One of my exoplanet activities is part of a set of three inquiry-based activities produced usingreal astronomical data in the subject areas of exoplanets, supernovae and open clusters. Inaddition to this, I have been working since early 2021 with a group of astronomy educatorsand students in a project called GWAM (Gee Whizz Astronomy Modelling). This project hasallowed us to collect several sample datasets on exoplanet transits as well as providing us withinvaluable insight from our students into what properties make a suitable target for imagingwith the LCO network.
Working with Dr. Rosa Doran (NUCLIO, Portugal) and capitalising on my research area of X-rayBinaries (XRB; binary systems comprising a compact object with a ‘normal’ star), I have alsohelped to develop an activity called Black Holes In My School. This involves the creation of alight-curve of a short orbital period XRB and via photometry and Kepler’s Laws. It allows studentsto explore the mass of the compact object, which could only a neutron star or black hole.
Each of these activities harnesses the enthusiasm that students have in astronomy in generaland in particular, in these areas which are still at the forefront of research. They include broaderSTEM skills such as graph plotting, uncertainties, logarithms and cover areas that are commonto many physics curriculums across the world.
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Sparking Imaginations with Black Hole Images

Speaker: Chi-kwan Chan, Steward Observatory and the Department ofAstronomy, University of Arizona, USA
Black holes are regions of extremely distorted spacetime that noteven light can escape. As predictions of Einstein’s general theoryof relativity a hundred years ago, black holes have captured thepublic’s attention for many years and have influenced sciencefriction, movie, music, and pop cultures. When we released thefirst ever images of black holes at the center of M87 in 2019 andour Milky Way earlier this year, students all across the worldlearned that black holes are real, and learned that through science,we can make predictions that were once beyond our imaginations.Using this opportunity, the EHT engages with students at all levelsto promote astronomy, scientific thinkings, and mathematicalreasonings. In this contribution, I will share the methods andlesson-learned from the EHT.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/4jP4UkQ6JAI

Black holes are regions of extremely distorted spacetime that not even light can escape. Aspredictions of Einstein’s general theory of relativity a hundred years ago, black holes havecaptured the public’s attention for many years and have influenced science fiction, movie, music,and pop cultures.
The Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) project aimed to capture the first images of a black hole.When we released the first ever images of black holes at the center of M87 in 2019 and ourMilky Way earlier this year, students across the world learned that black holes are real, andlearned that through science, we can make predictions that were once beyond our imaginations.Using this opportunity, the NSF-funded Black Hole Partnerships for International Research andEducation (PIRE) project engages with students at all levels to promote astronomy, scientificthinking, and mathematical reasoning.
We worked with different educators and passionate people on developing different educationmaterials. With worked with an education major student who happened to enjoy astronomy todevelop class modules for elementary and middle school students. These materials are shortin-class modules with activities to engage young students. We describe basic concept such asforce, speed of light, and black holes, but did not go into too much details and math. We learnedthat elementary and middle school education is completely different from University education.We heavily rely on our education major student to select content at the right level to match thestudents’ ability.
Weworked with Zoom to create the Zoom Classrooms “Chasing Black Hole” to provide additionalscience educations for high school students. This was set up before the pandemic so zoom wasa new technology for everyone. For each classroom, two scientists from the EHT and one host
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from Zoom would connect to hundreds of classrooms across the US, where the EHT scientistsprovided a high-school level introduction to gravity and black holes. We also provided additionalmaterials to teachers so they can set up activities and exercise to engage with the students.The exercise uses simple math to help the students understand the material they learn fromthe Zoom Classrooms. For this work, partnerships with high school teachers and technologycompany such as Zoom are essential. While material selection is less difficult compared toelementary and middle school, engaging high school students and exciting them in science isnon-trivial. New technology itself is an interesting way to draw the students’ attention. And atthe end we need teachers to provide the follow up activities to ensure the students were ableto learn something meaningful.
At University level, although there are astronomy courses (and we have helped creating educa-tion modules), to engage students who normally would not take a science course, we workedwith the University outreach office to create additional activities. We drew an Einstein withchalk and put it on campus during new student visit. Hundreds of students and their parentswalked by our chalk art, imagined what is on the other side of a black hole, wrote down theiranswers, and took pictures with the art. I personally answer questions raised by almost hundredpeople, and motivate about ten art students to take introductory science courses.
In short, the public is curious about black holes. Using it as a motivation, the Black Hole PIREproject successful engaged with the students at all level and public in black hole research. Wecollaborate with our colleagues and external partners to develop education materials at alllevels, from elementary and middle school, to high school and even Universities level. Welearned that 1) it is ok to leave out the details, 2) creativity is important, and 3) it is absolutelyessential to work with educators and people who care about education.
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Engaging Students and Teachers with the Exciting New Field of
Gravitational-Wave Astronomy

Speaker: Martin Hendry, SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University ofGlasgow, UK

In just a few years the detection of gravitational waves hasprogressed from global breakthrough to almost routine occurrence.This exciting, young field offers excellent opportunities to engageand inspire STEM students and teachers through its combination ofmore advanced science topics which enjoy widespread popularity(black holes, general relativity, quantum physics) and morefundamental concepts (in mechanics, gas physics, lasers andmaterials) at the core of high school, college and university scienceand engineering courses. Here I highlight some of the approaches,adopted by the LIGO Virgo KAGRA Collaborations and the LISAConsortium, to convey the exciting science of gravitational-waveastronomy to STEM students and teachers across the globe.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/o3GRe2vEWyc

The discovery of gravitational waves (GWs), in 2015, marked the beginning of an exciting, newera in astrophysics that has opened a completely new window on the universe. In just overseven years since then, the LIGO, Virgo and now KAGRA (LVK) collaborations have made almost100 confirmed detections of GW events, from collisions of pairs of black holes, neutron starsand black hole-neutron star systems, with the most recent catalogue of these events publishedin November 2021.
Long before the first GW detection, the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) had already beenfirmly committed to a programme of education and public outreach (EPO) – with the LSC EPOgroup first established in 2008 and aWhite Paper describing the Collaboration’s activities writtento guide the development of the group. The latest version of that White Paper, now evolved tobecome an inclusive document that sets out the strategic mission and collective EPO goals ofthe LVK Collaborations, reaffirms our commitment to harness the excitement generated by GWresearch to inspire and educate students and the general public in astronomy and fundamentalscience. We believe that the opportunity to discover the beauty of the cosmos should not belimited by age, culture or abode.
The EPO activities of the collaborations span a wide range of categories, and include:

• active visitor programmes at the various detector sites around the world;
• outreach in formal and higher education, particularly focused on providing online re-sources to support students and educators who wish to access and analyse GW data;
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• informal education activities to multiple audiences – including the creation and curationof visual and audio multimedia, social media engagement across multiple platforms, edu-cational games and apps, exhibitions on GW science and public lectures and discussions;
• outreach to other scientists, funding bodies, politicians and other stakeholders.

In this contribution I highlight a few examples of these activities that are particularly targeted athigh school students and educators. Although my talk draws upon many years of leadership ofLSC EPO efforts, I am not presenting formally on behalf of the LVK and instead ammerely seekingto offer some brief, personal perspectives. I apologise in advance for any specific activities orcontributions that I have overlooked due to lack of time/space. The interested reader can, ofcourse, find out much more about LVK outreach programmes by following the links providedbelow.
Some Key EPO Resources for students and teachersThe essential launch-off points for students and educators wishing to learn more about GWsare our Collaboration websites (https://www.ligo.org/, https://www.virgo-gw.eu/,
https://gwcenter.icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp/en/). At www.ligo.org there is a section withresources about all of our main discovery announcements that includes animations, skymaps,visualisations, infographics and factsheets. You will also find links to our LIGO Magazine whichhas been produced twice yearly since 2012 and contains lots of articles written at the level of ahigh school audience; these describe not just the science we have learned but also the globalfamily of scientists behind the discoveries.
Another flagship EPO resource is our science summaries: non-technical articles that accompanyevery one of our Collaboration papers and are written by the same scientists who lead thewriting of the papers themselves. Again, they are aimed at a general audience: high Schoolstudents, teachers, journalists as well as other scientists. We always seek to relate the contentof our science summaries to the science topics that high school students are exploring in theirclasses, so they are an excellent tool for stimulating classroom discussion, supporting self-studyor enhancing skills in science communication. We have produced over 160 summaries to date,and they have been translated into more than 20 languages.
The Gravitational-Wave Open Science CenterOur EPO team also helps to support and promote the GW Open Science Center (GWSOC).Here you can access actual data from previous LVK Observing Runs and explore tutorials andprogramming tools to help you analyse our GW detections for yourself. In recent years the LVKCollaboration, led by the GWOSC team, have hosted several online and in-person workshopsthat provide training in GW data analysis; these have been attend by thousands of participantsand the most recent workshop (held in May 2022) is still available to be taken as an onlineself-directed course. Whilst these workshops have been very popular and attracted participantswith very little prior knowledge or expertise, a key future EPO goal is to create a new version ofthe GWOSC tutorials that is tailored for high-school students and teachers – without requiringany prior programming experience.
As a first step towards such provision, our LSC Caltech colleague and GWOSC lead, Jonah Kanner,has already created a “learning path” on the GWOSC homepage that complements the existingGWOSC tools and workshop materials. The learning comprises two introductory videos and a
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simple, interactive tool (created by our LSC Cardiff colleague Chris North) to learn about thebasic ideas of waveform fitting and matched filtering. Students can then dive a little deeper intothe science behind the waveforms themselves and what they can tell us – drawing heavily onanalogies with musical frequencies and harmonics – before applying this knowledge to find asecret sound hidden in noisy data: directly analogous to the actual process of analysing GWsignals. Finally, students can use a simple graphical interface to plot and explore some real GWdata, with a list of follow-up resources also available for further investigation.
In short, there are excellent resources available to help high school students and teachers learnabout our GWdiscoveries – including interactive tools to let them explore the data directly. Thereare also multiple ways for students to reach out to the GW community to ask questions, such asour LVK discussion forum ask.igwn.org, our dedicated email address question[at]ligo[dot]organd our various social media platforms (Twitter: @ligo, @ego-virgo, @KAGRA_PR, @LIGOIndia;Facebook: @LigoScientificCollaboration, @EGOVirgoCollaboration, @kagra.pr, @LIGOIndia;Instagram: @ligo_virgo, @ligoindia).
So with our network of detectors set to begin the fourth LVK observing run in spring 2023, withthe prospect of even higher detection rates and lots more discoveries, there has never been abetter time to explore the exciting new field of GW astronomy.
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Space Scoop

Speaker: Florian Seitz, Haus der Astronomie, Heidelberg, Germany

“Bringing news from across the universe to kids all around theworld” is the claim of the Space Scoop project. Current astronomypress releases and publications are edited and presented especiallyfor children. Interested children get insights in what is going on inastronomy right now. New Space Scoops are presented regularly.A translator network translates these Space Scoops in differentlanguages.
Talk link: https://youtu.be/1Zfiivji7zc

Space Scoops (www.spacescoop.org) bring the latest astronomical research into the classroom.The short texts cover exciting astronomical topics in easy-to-understand language.
The Space Scoop partners are astronomical research institutions that send their press releasesto Space Scoop. Some of these press releases are then edited for children and young peopleand published on the homepage. The design and operation of the homepage is adapted to theuser group.
The texts are kept short, simple, and understandable. The tone is playful but serious enough.The Space Scoops are translated into over 30 languages by a network of volunteer translators.This way, many children in this world have access to fascinating new insights in astronomy.
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POSTER CONTRIBUTIONS

Amateur Astronomer Magazine Provides Chinese Students with
Cutting-Edge Science Contents

Presenter: Feng Chong, Beijing Planetarium, China
‘Amateur Astronomer’ magazine is the earliest and most influentialastronomical science journal in China. The magazine has a monthlycirculation of 16,000 copies, and the readers are young students.The magazine can be fast, accurate, and stable in terms of responsespeed, quality of content and topic continuity. First, the editorshave been closely following the frontiers, keeping close contactwith astronomers. Second, the professionalism and accuracy of thepresented content is ensured by interviewing with astronomers.Third, many hot issues can be presented from the time they areproposed to that are confirmed. Finally, the magazine addedcurrent affairs to the annual Chinese National Astronomy Olympiadto guide students to pay attention to the progress of astronomicalresearch.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p89

‘Amateur Astronomer’ was founded in 1958, and it is the earliest and most influential astro-nomical science magazine in China. The magazine mainly introduces the basic knowledge ofastronomy, tracks the hot spots of astronomy, and cultivates the observation practice ability ofyoung astronomy enthusiasts. The magazine has a monthly circulation of 16,000 copies, andthe readers of the magazine are mainly young students in school.
For the frontier achievements of astronomy, the magazine can quickly respond, accuratelyinterpret, and keep an eye on the topic. Based on actual data, the magazine had annualintroductory articles in the field of black hole shadows, gravitational waves and exoplanets duringrecent years. Especially when the black hole shadow news first appeared, it was immediatelyfeatured in the magazine. In addition, the magazine added current affairs to the annual ChineseNational Astronomy Olympiad held for school students to guide them to pay attention to theprogress of astronomical research forwardly.
Taking the black hole shadow as an example, themagazine introduces both the basic backgroundknowledge and the latest photos. From the initial prediction of the different black hole shadowforms that may be seen by the Event Horizon Telescope, to the first release of a photo of theblack hole at the center of M87 in April 2019, to the release of an image of the M87 black hole inpolarised light in March 2021, to the recent release of a photo of the black hole in Sgr A∗ at thecenter of the Milky Way in May 2022, the magazine has continued to give the fastest science
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interpretation. And the specific formats are varied, including cartoons, science pictures, andsimplified articles on science to reduce reading difficulty and help students understand.
Taking the gravitational wave as an example, the magazine tracks the early theoretical studiesof gravitational waves to the later actual observations of the signal. A complete history of thedevelopment of gravitational waves is presented for young readers. In addition to theoreticalknowledge and actual observational progress, the magazine also introduces the scientific insti-tutions conducting gravitational wave research, giving students a comprehensive understandingof this cutting-edge progress.
Taking the exoplanet as an example, the magazine starts with students’ reading interests andcombines distant celestial bodies with the familiar atmosphere, oceans and temperatures onEarth. Combining the latest astronomical knowledge with students’ imagination, it helps themunderstand the wide variety of exoplanets. The magazine also publicises and promotes IAU’spublic-facing exoplanet naming programs. The event is a way to get students more interested inthe topic of exoplanets and to learn more about the science involved. On the other hand, it alsoprovided a place for teachers to exchange ideas, so that school teachers can also access morecutting-edge astronomical content.

Mimicking of Gravitational Lensing and Microlensing in a
Classroom

Presenter: Jun Su and Jingcheng Zhu, Haian Senior School of Jiangsu Province,Jiangsu Province, China

When a point-like object passes between a background light sourceand an observer, the background illuminance fluctuates due to thegravitational microlensing effect. These objects are called massiveastrophysical compact halo objects (MACHOs). In this project, anoptical lens corresponding to a gravitational lens was printed usinga 3D printer to demonstrate the images of an Einstein ring and alight source. Meanwhile, a process for searching for MACHOs andexoplanets was simulated based on the 3D printed lens, whichcould well present the total brightness change of the gravitationalmicrolensing effect.
Poster link: https://astro4edu.org/siw/p90
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DISCUSSION SUMMARY

This session addressed the possibilities and strategies to bring cutting-edge science to theclassroom and address topics such as gravitational waves, black hole shadows and exoplanets ina way that can be linked and ideally beneficiary to the curriculum. Due to the wide range andgreat importance of this topic, the session was split into two parts with a total of 11 talks andtwo posters. We thank the speakers for their inspiring contributions!
During the four different discussion sessions, it was repeatedly mentioned that breaking topicsdown into smaller units is key to make complex topics approachable by students. Looking at thecurriculum will help to make a plan how to break things down, as the curriculum can providepointers to what is known and what should be learned. But it will also depend on the lookthe teachers have: a mathematics teacher will look at it differently than a physics teacher asdifferent aspects are important.
Breaking things down is also important when letting students use real data from telescopes.The educators are able to decide from which stage the data should be used: It can start withstudents taking their own raw data or prepared datasets that we know work, can be provided tothe students. Providing a prepared data set, such as a catalogue rather than images, is possiblealso with a less stable internet connection. Either way, this data will look different than theimages that we are used to from the news and we need to prepare students for the fact that theobservations will not be a perfect graph just yet, but have bumps and glitches in them. Alongthis way, the students might also go on a different path with exploring the data than imaginedby the scientist or teacher, and in an inquiry based approach we should not be afraid to let thestudents do so. The fact that images are not perfect, is often seen inspiring to students andinterests them a lot, but the fact that not everything is complete yet, not every answer is there,also opens doors for them to think further. It also teaches students about the nature of science:it is evolving, and not perfect or finished.
The topic of cutting-edge science in the classroom is unique in the aspect that it is rapidlychanging and thus (understandably) challenging for teachers to stay up to date. Therefore,text books can be outdated. It is recommended from several speakers that the teachers areprovided with a handbook to be able to learn the necessary background information. Sucha handbook can also include a lesson package for the teachers and should be structured inan interesting manner and that is accessible. The challenge is to find a middle-ground, withsufficient (but not too much) information given, ideally offering different levels of backgroundfor the more interested reader. Language is a barrier, as it takes time to translate new teachingconcepts or materials into other languages, making access harder for teachers not fluent inEnglish. Space Scoop is a project that provides cutting edge results in short texts, translatedinto many languages and written for students, in an appropriate level and this is a comfortablestarting point of reading materials (also for foreign language classes).
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WORKSHOP AND COMMUNITY DISCUSSIONS



astroEDUWorkshop

Session organisers: Livia Giacomini (INAF, Italy), Giulio Mazzolo (Switzerland),Edward Gomez (LCO, UK), Gwen Sanderson (OAE Heidelberg), and FedericaDuras (INAF, Italy)

WORKSHOP SUMMARY

The objective of the “Let’s learnwith astroEDU!” interactiveworkshopwas to introduce astroEDU(https://astroedu.iau.org/en/) and to present the publication process of new educationalactivities to new potential authors, reviewers or collaborators. About 150 participants frommore than 50 different countries attended the two sessions. More than 20 participants lefttheir email to be contacted after the workshop.
Each session of the workshop started with a general presentation of astroEDU, its audience andthe activities already published (approx. 30 min). The second part of the workshop, titled “Howto transform an educational activity in an astroEDU online resource”, lasted about 1 hour andwas more interactive. Participants were guided through two different case studies of activitiesalready published (Make your own Sun! and Let’s play with powers of 10). They were invitedto take part in the review and publication process by answering a set of questions both in thechat and via polls, describing their own point of view, and by joining the discussion. Finally, theywere also invited to submit their own activities to astroEDU for publication.
We found the response of participants to be very positive and that workshops are very effectiveat introducing astroEDU to the community. To maximise the number of participants, we decidedto limit the interaction to polls and questions in the chat, asking participants to keep theirmicrophone muted. We think that repeating the workshop with smaller groups (less than 20participants) would make the workshop more interactive.
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Arabic-Speaking Community Discussion

Session organisers: El-Fady Morcos (Egypt), Magda Moheb (Egypt), SomayaSaad (Egypt), Hamid El Naimiy (UAE), Awni M. Khasawneh (Jordan), MashhoorAl-Wardat (Jordan), Ahmed Chaalan (Lebanon), Ali Al-Edhari (Iraq), andMohamad Alassiry (Syria)

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

Within the framework of the expansion of Arab cooperation at all levels, the aim of this sessionwas to extend the horizons of the Arab cooperation to include Astronomy Education in the Arabworld and to exchange experiences in this field. We discussed the systems and curricula ofastronomy education in Arabic-speaking countries and the role of the Arab cooperation in theareas of Astronomy Education, Development and Outreach. The main topics addressed were,Astronomy curricula in the Arab world between the reality and the hopeful; Suggestions aboutways to expand the Astronomy Education for the pre-university stages; Teaching astronomy aspart of the basic sciences, mathematics, physics, chemistry, engineering, and geography; therole of modern technologies in the development of astronomy education.
The session comprised of talks by speakers from different Arabic-speaking countries. The firstspeaker was Mashhoor A. Al-Wardat (NAEC) focused on the role of private and governmentaleducational institutions, planetariums, and bodies specialised in developing learning and teach-ing methods, especially interactive ones, in the horizons of space and astronomical sciences.We briefly discussed the role of each of these institutions, and present in detail the role ofthe University of Sharjah, represented by Sharjah Academy for Astronomy, Space Science andTechnology (SAASST), in employing its scientific and technical competencies in developing theeducation sector. The talk also clarified that all specialised institutions in astronomy and spacesciences in the country, in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, have contributed tothe establishment of workshops to provide teachers with the necessary skills to teach thesesciences. Manufacture of cubic satellites and launched several specialised professional diplomas,some of which were allocated for gifted school students and others for the distinguished incooperation with the Sharjah Education Council, and several astronomical camps were set up totrain students and teachers in a practical way.
As a result of all this over the past seven years, the number of those interested in these sciencesincreased, the number of students enrolled in the physics and aerospace engineering depart-ments in universities increased, and several programs at the graduate level were launched inthese disciplines in state universities.
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The second speaker Ali Al-Edhari (NAEC, Iraq) presented the contents of the astronomy curricu-lum in Iraq for the initial (pre-university) stages. The speaker focused on the problems teachersface when they are teaching the astronomy content to the limit that some teachers skip teachingthe astronomy part. The speaker mentioned that, there are no specialised school courses inastronomy. Instead, astronomy content can be found in science and physics public and privateschools curriculum; General Science (years 1-6 of primary school) and Physics (years 7-12) ofsecondary and high school.
The experience of teaching astronomy at the undergraduate level and the draft school curriculafor teaching astronomy in Lebanon was discussed by Jan Pierre Seghini (NAEC, Lebanon). Thespeaker highlighted the main weaknesses in curricula and method of teaching astronomy andsuggested some solutions. With respect to Lebanon, the speaker mentioned that Astronomy istaught only as a special course in four private universities in Lebanon, not public universities,and there is only one university that offers a Master’s program in astrophysics, and also oneuniversity to offers a doctorate program. Government schools do not have astronomy in thecurriculum but some private schools have included geography and scientific curricula. A proposalhas been submitted to the Ministry of Education to update the curriculum at three educationalstages in cooperation with the Institute of Science and Development.
Awni Khasawneh (NAEC) and Dalal Ellalla (astronomy trainer) discussed the astronomical topicsin the Jordanian school curriculum. In their talk they mentioned that education in Jordan isconsidered as one of the best education systems in the Arab world. Education plays a pivotalrole in the life and culture of Jordanian society, which has lead to allocating 13% of the Jordaniangovernment budget for 2022 to the education system. The speakers highlighted the role of theJordanian Ministry of Education and Higher Education, the Arab Union for Astronomy and SpaceSciences and other societies in supporting educational programs by organising events, activities,workshops, conferences, and astronomical camps. Many specialised astronomical courses areoffered in the field of education such as the astronomy teacher course, and an astronomicalskills course for teachers.
The last talk was by Abd El Fady Morcos (Deputy manager, OAE Center Egypt) about evaluationof astronomy curricula in Egypt and development mechanisms. The speaker mentioned thefuture plan, which is divided into six main themes, namely: teachers, curricula of different stagesof education in Arabic, preparing astronomical material, student axis, surrounding Arab coun-tries and popular, amateurs and astronomy associations. For the first theme, teacher trainingworkshops (three courses) about teaching Astronomy have been organised in the past and willbe repeated. An analytical study for the curricula of astronomy for the stages of pre-universitystage was undertaken and efforts are being made to setup a parallel course to help studentsand teachers. Simple models of some astronomical devices have been prepared and socialmedia sites containing astronomical information are developed. Students are encouraged tovisit Helwan and Kottamia observatories and camp in Kottamia for an observing night. Astro-nomical books and booklets for student and the general public have been published. The mainproblems faced in Egypt are that the teachers do not have free time to attend training courses;the training programs are not formalised with the ministry of education; administrative contactin the ministry of education is difficult; consultants and supervisors do not easily accept changesin the curriculum.
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French-Speaking Community Discussion

Session organisers: Hassane Darhmaoui (NAEC Maroc), Jacob Tolno Israel(NAEC Guinée), Frederic Pitout (NAEC France), Gilles Remy (OAE Node France),Emmanuel Rollinde (OAE Node France), and Abdelhafidh Teyehi (NAEC Tunisie)

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The francophone session was the occasion to gather together francophone NAEC. It was chairedby Emmanuel Rollinde and Estelle Blanquet. We shared each other’s actions and needs, anddiscussed the 2023 edition of the workshop “Astronomie pour l’Education dans l’espace Franco-phone”.
Five countries were represented by their NAEC. F. Pitout (France), Abdoulkarim Aliou (Mali), JulieBolduc-Duval (Quebec/Canada), Gloria Raharimbolamena (Madagascar) andNadeemOozeer (ÎleMaurice). The situations are diverse, depending onwhether astronomy is already in the curriculaand on the link with the community of astronomers (observatory or research institutions) andwith museums. Julie Bolduc mentioned the work of Pierre Chastenay about reasons given byteachers who are not teaching astronomy (https://clutejournals.com/index.php/JAES
E/article/view/10221/10291).
We all agreed on the importance of the localisation of educational resources. Translations ofEnglish resources need to account for the educational specificities of each country. Beyondthis, educational resources need to account for geographical and cultural specificities. Thecase of the southern hemisphere is emblematic since stars and constellations are not thesame. Francophone countries are being spread around the world, and cooperation in sharingobservations would be of great value.
The role of the newly created OAE Francophone Node at CYU (oaenf.cyu.fr) was presented.Every francophone actor is invited to register to the “annuaire des acteurs”. The OAENF-CY nodewill specifically organize the second edition of the francophone workshop (astroedu-fr) that willbe held in November 2023 in Tunis. The scientific committee involves (as of November 2022)the NAEC of Tunisia, Marocco, France, and Guinea, members of OAENF-CY, and members ofastronomy education associations. We discussed the organization and possibility of funding sothat we have at least one or two representatives of each francophone country where an NAEChas been designed. We came to the idea of different workshops where small groups do theactivity and then create a resource that accounts for curricula, astronomy and STEM knowledge,learning and teaching difficulties, and implementation details. Those will be proposed asAstroEdu resources! More to come in January 2023 after the next meeting of the scientificcommittee of the workshop.
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Portuguese-Speaking
CommunityDiscussion

Session organisers: Eduardo Penteado (OAE Heidelberg), Rosa Doran (NUCLIO,NAEC Portugal) and Thomson Mucavela (NAEC Mozambique)

DISCUSSION SUMMARY

The Portuguese language is one of the most spoken in the world, estimated to be the native orsecond language of more than 270 million people worldwide, as well as the official language ofseveral nations. Given its scope, it is natural that there is a relevant potential of collaborationregarding educational experiences among these countries. By gathering representatives ofastronomy education from Portuguese-speaking countries in a round-table format event, thissession aimed to promote discussions, foster exchange of experience and stimulate interactionand collaboration among all those interested in astronomy education.
As part of the discussion panel, there was: Eduardo Monfardini Penteado (coordinator at theIAU office of Astronomy for Education, as chair of the session, Brazil), Rosa Doran (co-chair,President of the executive council of Núcleo Interativo de Astronomia e Inovação em Educaçãoand National Astronomy Education Coordinator for Portugal), Josina Nascimento (Brazil), LaraRodrigues (Brazil and Chile), Sara Anjos (Portugal), Alvaro Folhas (Portugal) and Marcos Rincon(Brazil). Although the focus was astronomy education in Portuguese speaking countries, andtherefore enrolled exclusively in the Portuguese language, representatives only from Brazil andPortugal were present. Nevertheless, this session also accounted for the presence of participantsfrom other countries, totalling 15 participants.
Each of the participants presented their view about astronomy education in their countries,presenting also some parallels with other countries, such as in Chile, and their projects currentlybeing developed. It is a consensus that astronomy carries a huge potential to foster high qualityeducation although it still needs to be further developed in order to reach its full potential.The main bottleneck relies on the teacher formation. Since astronomy is not always presentin their formation process, teachers often have some difficulties bringing astronomy to theirstudents. Therefore, and although the presence of astronomy in the school curriculum isgradually increasing, making astronomy reach out to the students is still a structural problem,which requires efforts from different natures to be solved. For instance, projects such as teachertraining could be more common and should take diversity according to regions (such as ruralareas, undeveloped neighbourhoods, etc) and specific needs (such as accessibility, access tointernet, etc) into account.
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Citizen science projects also play an important role as these projects help both teachers andstudents to feel like science is something reachable and enjoyable, fostering a feeling of belong-ing, mitigating common stereotype views of science being made by eccentric people isolatedin their labs. However, other issues not directly connected to astronomy education also play arole in the quality of science being taught in schools. We could cite the bureaucracies in whichthe school system is involved, and therefore difficulties to update curriculum; a huge workloadand the responsibilities of teachers, the need to follow a strict curriculum; teacher devaluationsuch as low salaries; lack of investments on infrastructure, just to cite a few. This said, we canalso recognise efforts being made and progress being reached. It is necessary, however, toreach out to government agencies to present possible solutions and to promote and strengtheninternational and institutional collaborations.
As a take home message, those present came up with the idea of creating a channel of commu-nication to be used by teachers, astronomy education researchers, project coordinators andanyone else from the Portuguese speaking countries to keep sharing their experiences, ideasand difficulties in an attempt to help each other to solve problems and advance astronomyeducation in their countries.
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